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Abstract

The English and Classical Substance of Babits’s Novels

This thesis investigates Mihaly Babits’s increasingly original utilisation of English 
and classical literature in his five novels. It also interprets the relevance of its 
findings.

Intertextuality originating in English works is traceable in Babits’s first novel, 
A golyakalifa (1916) and in his second novel, Kartyavar (1915-1923). Babits’s A 
golyakalifa has roots in Virgil’s Eclogues, Coleridge’s and Wordsworth’s verse. It 
imitates Edgar Allan Poe’s, Robert Louis Stevenson’s and Oscar Wilde’s 
doppelg&nger fiction. The sources of intertextuality in Kartyavar are Virgil’s Aeneid 
and Charles Dickens’s Hard Times and Bleak House. Carlyle’s, Macaulay’s and J. S. 
Mill’s ideas form a basis of Kartyavar9s philosophy. Babits drew on Dickens in the 
way he created his characters in Kartyavar. Babits’s third novel, Timor Virgil fia  
(1919-1922) incorporates certain themes of Shakespeare’s plays as well. It is a 
hypertext of The Aeneid, and transposes themes and moods from Keats’s, 
Wordsworth’s and Tennyson’s verse. It has many intertexts such as quotations from 
Virgil and St. Augustine. Babits’s fourth novel, Halalfiai (1927) and his last novel, 
Elza pilota (1918-1933) are more original hypertexts of their exemplars. Halalfiai has 
roots in George Eliot’s and George Meredith’s novels. It has intertextual episodes 
which are adaptations of Meredith’s The Egoist. Halalfiai is also an architectural 
hypertext of particular works by Fielding, Smollett, and Goldsmith. Elza pilota (1933) 
reads as a metatext of some of its sources, such as Thomas More’s Utopia and 
Bacon’s New Atlantis, but is principally an ingenious hypertext of Swift’s Gulliver’s 
Travels, Poe’s as well as H. G. Wells’s works. It creates its own innovative narrative 
and story.
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INTRODUCTION: Babits’s family background and education1

Babits was bom 26 November 1883 in Szekszard. His father, Mihaly Babits, was a 

judge in this town. He was appointed judge in Budapest in 1888 and continued his 

career in Pecs after the decentralisation of the crown court in 1891. He was a liberal: 

this was manifested in his sympathy with Zola in the Dreyfus case. His character and 

the Dreyfus affair were both raw material for Babits in his Halalfiai. Babits’s 

grandfather was a Chief Constable. He had a hospitable nature and squandered most 

of the family fortune. Babits’s great-grandfather, also Mihaly Babits, was a physician 

who founded the General Hospital in Babits’s native town.2 He moved from Somogy3 

to Tolna and thus transplanted the family’s coat of arms from the previous to the 

latter county. Latin was a language for communication in the home of Babits’s 

forebears. Babits’s great-grandfather, Mihaly Babits, spoke Latin to Babits’s 

grandfather and Babits’s father taught his son Latin before Babits went to school. 

Babits inherited his great-grandfather’s, grandfather’s and father’s medical and law 

books. He remained committed to his Latinate inheritance. His oeuvre has a strong 

Latin vein.

Babits’s mother, Hajnalka Kelemen, was an aristocrat whose male relations

ll base my brief resume of Babits’s background on the following sources: Istvan Gal, ‘Babits Mihaly 
dneletrajza gyermek—es ifjukor eveirol—Szabo Lorincz lejegyzeseben—\Jelenkor, 11 (1973), 1017- 
18. Among other autobiographical documents Lorincz Szabo’s record can be found in Babits Mihaly 'Itt 
a halk es komoly beszed ideje \ ed. Janos Teglas (Celldomolk: Pauz and Westermann, 1977). See also 
Gyorgy Belia, Babits tanuldevei (Budapest: Szepirodalmi, 1983); A Babits csalad levelezese, ed. Attila 
Buda (Budapest: Universitas, 1996) and Laszlo Csanyi, Babits atvaltozasai (Budapest: Akademiai, 
1990).
2Szekszard is a town in Tolna. Tolna is to the east of Somogy county bordering on the Danube in the 
south-west of Hungary in Transdanubia.
3 Somogy is a county on the southern bank of Lake Balaton in the south-west of present-day Hungary.



were civil servants and priests. Babits’s maternal grandfather, Jozsef Kelemen, was a 

judge in Szekszard like his father. Morals, faith and justice are prominent themes in 

Babits’s prose. Hajnalka’s father wanted his daughter to be called Aurora. The priest 

was unwilling to use this name. This is the reason she was named ‘Hajnalka’; the 

Hungarian caique of Aurora. Babits’s maternal grandmother, Innocencia Racz 

Hidvegi inspired Cenci’s character in Halalfiai. Babits’s maternal great-grandfather, 

Mihaly Kelemen was a lieutenant in the medical corps during the 1848-49 War of 

Independence. He collected Hungarian verse and fiction. Babits inherited some of his 

books. Babits based Dome’s character on Mihaly Kelemen in Halalfiai,.4 Babits’s 

mother had two uncles whom Babits often mentioned in his works. One was a Roman 

Catholic bishop, Jozsef Kelemen, the other a canon of the cathedral chapter in Pecs, 

Laszlo Kelemen. The canon had a large Latin and Italian library. Babits often visited 

him in Pecs when he was a student.

While Babits’s maternal grandmother was a strong woman, her daughter was 

frail. She was often ill and suffered from migraine. Nevertheless she lived up to the 

age of 91. She was a lover of literature and knew Pushkin’s Eugene Onegin, Janos 

Arany’s Toldi szerelme, The Love ofToldi and Laszlo Arany’s Delibabok hose, The 

Hero o f Mirages by heart. She inculcated a love of poetry into Babits and inspired 

Babits to read in French since she read French fluently.5

There is hardly any description of the relationship of Babits’s parents. His

4The characters recorded by Babits in his notes show that Babits originally planned to link the history of 
his family and the literary characters of his novel more closely and in a much more structured way. 
According to these notes he named a character Aurora, after his mother; another Valeria Geiger Dienes, 
after a second cousin. He might have planned to put into two novels Akos, his uncle and the son of 
Cenci, Mrs Innocencia Racz Jozsef Kelemen who died when young and Cenci’s nephew, Imre Ujfalussy, 
who died from pneumonia at an early age. See Lajos Sipos, ‘Adatok a Halalfiai genezisehez’, 
Literatura, 1 (1979), 54-72.
5Gy6rgy Belia, Babits tanuloevei (1983), p. 42.
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father was strict with himself and everyone around him, especially his closest family 

circle. He took his work seriously and was preoccupied with the theoretical problems 

of his profession even in his free time. The judge in Halalfiai provides a simulacrum 

of his character. Babits’s mother had a lonely existence within the family and she lost 

several children. The family had to appear perfect from the outside which must have 

contributed to her quiet isolation, her love of poetry and melancholic illness. His 

parents’ relationship which thus lived up to what was expected from them, must have 

contributed to Babits’s repressive nature. To quote him: ‘ “Anyam maganyos oraiban 

vagy gyermekei kozt, enek helyett, sokszor szavalgatta a Szep Ilonka-t, Beautiful 

Ilonka es ‘A merengohoz’, To the Brooder’ cimzett odat. Ezeknek rimei legregibb 

emlekezetembol csengenek vissza, bar ertelmiiktol kisse fuggetlenul’” .6

In addition to Latin, Hungarian and French, English literature was also part of 

the Babits family library. Babits’s father possessed the complete works of 

Shakespeare on his bookshelves and Babits remembers him writing historical 

narratives in the manner of Walter Scott.7 The judge did this as a break from his 

professional preoccupations which is evidence of his lonely and pensive character. 

Shakespeare became a lifelong fascination for Babits. He quotes Shakespeare’s works 

in his essays, verse and fiction. His mother was a keen reader of English novels, most 

likely in Hungarian translation. Babits wrote of his childhood:

‘egeszen olyan ez, mint egy regi regeny azokbol a szep hosszu, angol regenyekbol, 

amiket anyam olvasott ezidoben, a vegerhetetlen teli esteken. Kesobb en is olvastam

6‘In her lonely hours, my mother often recited Mihaly Vorosmarty’s Szep Ilonka and ‘A merengohoz’ 
ode instead of singing amongst her children. I can recall these rhymes from my earliest memories, 
although without being able to make sense of them’, ibid., p. 42.
7Ibid„ p. 19.



ezeket a regenyeket, bongeszve a konyvespolcon’.8 We have little information 

concerning the identity of these novels. According to Babits’s Az europai irodalom 

tortenete the English-language9 works of James Fenimore Cooper, Daniel Defoe, 

Charles Dickens, George Eliot, Robert Louis Stevenson and Jonathan Swift were 

among them.10

While at grammar school one of Babits’s favourite books was Thackeray’s 

The History o f Henry Esmond which he read (in Hungarian translation) several 

times.11 In 1905 Babits was still preoccupied with Thackeray: ‘most olvastam Pascal 

Penseesit (megjegyzem: nem teritett meg senki) s regenyeket; Sur la pierre 

«B»blancheot Pendennist, Niels Lyhnet meg egyszer; pedig mast kene olvasnom,—’12 

It is worth bearing in mind that Thackeray is one English root of Babits’s fiction.

While a student at the University of Budapest, Babits taught himself English, 

French and German by reading works in these languages and translating from these 

into Hungarian. He attended Laszlo Negyesy’s seminars13 which in 1903-04 became a 

workshop for young poets and translators who wanted to translate and reinvigorate

8‘it was exactly like one of those beautiful old English novels my mother used to read then in the 
infinitely long winter nights Later on, browsing through the book-shelves, I took to reading these novels 
as well’, Mihaly Babits, Keresztul kasul az eletemen (Budapest: Kairosz, 1997), p. 11.
English refers to the language here.
10Istvan Gal, Babits es az angol irodalom (Debrecen: A Tisza Istvan-Tudomanyegyetem angol 
szeminariuma, 1942), pp. 12-3.
11 Babits Mihaly ‘Itt a halk 6s komoly beszed ideje ’ (1977), p. 34.
12‘I have just been reading Pascal’s Pensees (I must add that no one has converted me so far) and novels 
such as Sur la Pierre blanche, Thackeray’s The History o f Pendennis and Niels Lyhne again despite the 
fact that I ought to be reading something else’, Babits Mihaly levelezese (1998), p. 178. Anatole France, 
Sur la Pierre Blanche (1905) is a utopia. Marie Louise Bemeri, Journey through Utopia (London: 
Freedom, 1982) calls it France’s most boring work. See ibid., p. 293.
13Laszlo Negyesy (1861-1933) was a lecturer at ELTE Budapest. His Hungarian style and translation 
classes were a literary club where the participants read out and discussed their translations and their own 
works. Negyesy’s seminars were popular and attended by critics poets and writers of the young 
generation. The most well known members of the seminar were Mihaly Babits, Dezso Kosztolanyi, 
Gyula Juhasz, Bela Zalai, Arpad Toth, Geza Csath, Jeno Mohacsi, Bela Endrodi, Frigyes Karinthy and 
Gabor Olah. For more information see A magyar irodalom tortenete 1905-tdl 1919-ig, ed. Miklos 
Szabolcsi (Budapest: Akademiai, 1965), p. 31, 357; Babits Mihaly levelezese (1998); Dezso 
Kosztolanyi, Levelek-Napldk (Budapest. Osiris, 1996).
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their art with the help of West European examples.14 The following declaration by

Babits shows the intentional nature of his English cultural orientation and his reasons:

Megdobbenve ebredtem ra a magyar kozeposztaly, az egesz akkori magyar kultura 
elmaradottsagara. Ez a kor az egesz magyar szellemi eletnek nagy apalya volt. A 
magyar elet benn tilt a latszolagos biztosban, s visszaesett a regi magyar apatiaba. 
Arany Janos halala ota fajunk zsenije is kihaltnak latszott Egy kis csapatunk verodott 
ossze az egyetemen, melybol azota az uj magyar irodalom kitunosegei nottek ki. 
Kosztolanyi, Juhasz Gyula es masok. Ez a csapat a fiatalsag egeszseges es szuveren 
megvetesevel nezett a szazadveg epigon, nepieskedo s jelentektelen kedvessegeket 
hajszolo irodalmara.—Vorosmarty-ig tert vissza izlesevel, vagy a ktilfoldre nezett, 
nyugat fele, lehetoleg tul a nemeten, Parizsba, Albionba!...15

Gyorgy Raba analyses the translations of Babits, Arpad Toth and Kosztolanyi 

on the basis of manuscript material in Szep hutlenek, The Beautifully Unfaithful. In 

this book he presents Babits’s translations from English before he started to attend 

Negyesy’s classes.16 Raba explains that although Babits had read English before 1903, 

he only started to read in this language regularly after this date. This is because he had 

his most difficult exams during this year.17 As a student he read John Locke18, David 

Hume19, Poe and William James.20 Babits’s preoccupation with the interpretation of 

sensual experience and perception is a subject of his first novel: A golyakalifa. He

14Gyorgy Belia, Babits Mihaly tanuloevei (1983), pp. 180-82.
15‘I was shocked when I grasped the anachronistic quality of the Hungarian middle class, and the 
backwardness of the whole Hungarian culture. This was a period of recession in Hungarian culture. 
Hungarian life was resting in an illusion of security, and had relapsed into a state of ancient Hungarian 
apathy. Since the death of Janos Arany the spirit of the race seems extinct. A small group gathered at the 
University, out of which grew the leading literary figures of this age, for example, Dezso Kosztolanyi 
and Gyula Juhasz. This group of young men looked upon the eclectic, folk and trivial-minded literature 
of the fin de siecle with youthful contempt. In their taste they either went back to Vorosmarty, or they 
looked to foreign lands, further than the German towards the West, to Paris and Albion’, Babits Mihaly 
‘Itt a halk es komoly beszed ideje ’ (1997), p. 117.
16Babits’s manuscript: On the Eve o f St. Agnes is dated from the beginning of 1902. See Gyorgy Raba, 
Szep hutlenek (A Magyar Tudomanyos Akademia Irodalomtudomanyi Intezete, 1969), p. 52.
17Ibid.
18Babits refers to Locke in his unfinished doctoral dissertation: ‘Since Locke we sensualists hardly 
believe in such things’, See ‘Arany mint arisztokrata’, Esszek es tanulmanyok, ed. Gyorgy Belia, 2 vols. 
(Budapest: Szepirodalmi,1978), i, pp. 788-807.
19He trusted in sensual experience and thus sensualists such as Locke and Hume attracted him mostly’,
See Gyorgy Raba, Babits Mihaly kolteszete (Budapest: Akademia, 1981), p. 12. See also p. 67. 
h a b its  had William James, The Principle o f Psychology (London, 1890) and The Pluralistic Universe 
in his library. See more on the manifestation of James’s philosophy in Babits’s oeuvre in Gyorgy Raba, 
Babits Mihaly kolteszete (1981), pp. 54-61.
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also read Carlyle, Emerson21 and John Stuart Mill with great enthusiasm. Raba does 

not mention any particular work by Locke and Hume. Babits does not list any writing 

by them in his autobiographical records either. Nevertheless one can gather with 

certainty that Babits was preoccupied with Locke’s ‘Essay Concerning Human 

Understanding’ (1690)22 and Hume’s ‘Inquiries Concerning Human Understanding’ 

(1748).23 Apart from A golyakalifa Babits’s early verse proves his preoccupation with 

the ideas of these philosophers. Babits tests the bounds of human perception and 

experience in ‘Himnusz Iriszhez’24, Hymn to Iris’. He aims at verbalising definite and 

indeterminate ways of perception in ‘A gyemantszoro asszony’23, The Woman that 

Scatters Diamonds’; Detektivhistoria’26, ‘A Detective Story’; Marciusi reggelen’27, 

‘On a Morning in March’; and ‘Sunt Lacrimae Rerum’28. The preoccupations of 

Hume’s Inquiries concerning sentiment, taste, morals and justice can be found in 

‘Micsoda fostmeny’29, What a Miser’; ‘A mandarin reme’30, ‘The Spectre of the 

Mandarin’; ‘A lelek iinnepe’, ‘The Festival of the Soul’;31 ‘A magyarok istene’32, ‘The 

God of the Hungarians’; and ‘Politika’33, ‘Politics’; in Az istenek halnak, az ember el 

(1929), The Gods are Dying, Mankind is Alive. The ideas and observations which

21Babits had a 1907 edition of Thomas Carlyle, Heroes and Hero-worship and a 1903 edition of
Emerson, Representative Men in his library. See also Raba’s Babits Mihaly kolteszete (1981), p. 37. 
^Babits had John Locke, The Philosophical Works, ed. J. A. St. John (London, 1843) in his library.
23 John Stuart Mill, Analysis o f the Phenomena o f the Human M ind (1829) was in Babits‘s field of 
interest. He also had On Liberty and the Subjection Women (Leipzig, 1917) in his library. Babits writes 
in 1905, ‘Egyebkent Gothet, Schopenhauert, Humeot, Tacitust, Byront olvasom felvaltva’, ‘I am 
reading Goethe, Schopenhauer, Hume, Tacitus and Byron by turns’, Babits Mihaly levelezese 1890- 
1906 (1998), p. 169.
2*Babits Mihaly osszegyujtott versei, ed. Agnes Kelevez (Budapest: Osiris, 1997), pp. 9-10.
25Ibid., pp. 287-88.
^Ibid., p. 239.
^Ibid., p. 488.
28Ibid„ p. 16.
29Ibid., p. 350.
30Ibid., pp. 350-51.
3IIbid., p. 353.
32Ibid., pp. 353-54.
33Ibid., pp. 354-56.
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have their roots in Hume, Locke and William James are often inseparable and 

intertwined in Babits’s verse. Babits also read The American Journal o f Psychology* 

and even wrote an essay on it.35 This shows his preoccupation with psychology.

Carlyle was the first prose writer whom Babits read in the original.36 In his 

letter from 1904 Babits writes to Kosztolanyi: ‘szivessen kiildenem, de ezt tenyleg 

csak ket hetre, mert meg csak egy reszet olvastam, most azonban Shakespeare 

kedveert felretettem): Carlyle Sartor Resartusat, amit erdemes elolvasnia’.37 In 

another letter Babits asks Kosztolanyi to return his copy of Sartor Resartus because 

he wants to finish reading i t 38 According to another letter from the same year, Babits 

was enthusiastically reading Carlyle’s Schiller's Life.39 Themes from these works of 

Carlyle are traceable in Kartyavar.

Babits and Kosztolanyi discuss their readings in their correspondence. In his 

letters to Kosztolanyi, Babits mentions not only the works of Thackeray, Carlyle and 

Emerson, but also Poe and Herbert Spencer.40 Babits writes about Poe and Coleridge 

(The Ancient Mariner, Christabel) with enthusiasm and that he is in the process of 

translating works by Tennyson and Browning. In his essay ‘L’art pour l’art’ Babits 

quotes from Tennyson’s ‘The Palace of Art’.41 Babits’s verse reminds Kosztolanyi of 

works by Poe, Mark Twain, Bums and Dickens. Babits writes to Kosztolanyi about

*  Babits Mihaly levelezese 1890-1906 (1998), p. 167.
35See Babits Mihaly Esszek es Tanulmanyok (1978), i, pp. 17-19.
26Babits Mihaly ‘Itt a halk es komoly beszed ideje ’ (1997), p. 35.
37‘I will gladly send you Carlyle’s Sartor Resartus for strictly two weeks. I have read a part of it and put 
it aside in favour of Shakespeare. It is worth reading’, Babits Mihaly levelezese 1890-1906 (1998), p. 
78.
38Ibid„ p. 112.
39Ibid., p. 54.
^Ibid., p. 72, 76.
41 See Gyorgy Belia, Babits Mihaly tanuloevei (Budapest: Szepirodalmi, 1983), pp. 170, 267.



Dorian Gray.42 The fact that all these readings left a deep imprint on Babits’s creative 

mind can be seen in his novels.

Babits states that Petronius, Browning, Tennyson and Swinburne had made a 

deep impression on him, ‘a ket utobbi azt hiszem, kolteszetemre is eros hatassal 

volt’.43 He wrote this during his sojourns in Baja and Szeged where he taught Latin 

and some Hungarian literature from 1905 to 1908.44 The following letter from 1st 

September 1905 attests to Babits’s deep enthusiasm:

Fogok kuldeni nehany modem angol koltonek muveibol valo szemelvenyeket is, 
melyeket egyenesen Onnek forditottam. Swinburne (a Baudelaire-utanzo) Browning 
(der Dunkele), Wordsworth, remek szonettjeim vannak tole—Poe, Tennyson (on 
revient toujours...) es Whitman. [... ] S ugyanezen kdltokrol kis tanulmanyokat is 
irtam, melyeket szivesen elkiildok.45

In Szeged Babits inherited the library of one of his colleagues, Pal Hegedus. 

This library contained many English books. Babits was impressed by Hegedus’s 

personality, and believed that it was to a great extent the product of the literature he 

had read. Babits considered Hegedus a manifestation of the truth of the saying: 

‘Reading maketh a full man, conference a ready man, and writing an exact man’.46 

Babits also considered Hegedus a pragmatic rather than artistic type, with an English 

moral sense and view of life. By his English sense of morality and view of life, Babits

42Babits Juhasz es Kosztolanyi levelezese, ed. Gyorgy Belia (Budapest: Akademiai, 1959), pp. 41, 49, 
59, 79, 82, 96, 104, 123, 124, 161, 175.
43‘the latter two of whom I think also influenced my verse’, Babits Mihaly ‘Itt a halk es komoly beszed 
ideje ’ (1997), p. 35.
^See A Ciszterci Rend Bajai Katholikus Fogimnaziumanak ertesitoje az 1905-1906 iskolai evrol (Baja,
1906); A Szegedi Magyar Kirafyi Allami Forealiskola ertesitoje az 1906-07 iskolai evre (Szeged,
1907); A Szegedi Magyar Kiralyi Allami Forealiskola ertesitoje az 1907-08 iskolai evre (Szeged,
1908).
45‘I shall send you some extracts from the works of modem English poets which I have translated 
directly for you. These include Swinburne (an imitator of Baudelaire), Browning {der Dunkele), 
Wordsworth from whom I have some excellent sonnets—Poe and Tennyson {on revient toujours...) and 
the American Whitman. [...] I have also written some studies on these poets which I will be glad to send 
you’, Babits Mihaly levelezese 1890-1906 (1998), pp. 168-69.
F rancis Bacon, ‘Of Studies’ (1625), in Francis Bacon The Major Works, ed. Brian Vickers (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2002), p. 439.
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meant an impeccable intellectual and existential independence that was characteristic 

of Hegedus. It is worth recalling Gyorgy Poszler’s summary of what he saw as being 

English in Babits’s approach:

Az aktualis lehetoseget vizsgalja. Az osztrak katolicizmusban rejlo ellenallo erot. A 
masodikat, mert a humanitas es individuum elve. Lenyegeben rejlik minden jogtipras 
es eroszak tagadasa. Magatartas es szemlelet, amelyben a szemelyes szabadsag 
gyakorlata nyugodott. Marpedig az egesz vilagkepenek egyik sarkcsillaga; Angliaban 
latja a letetemenyest.47

One of Hegedus’s favourite authors was Macaulay. One of his favourite pieces 

by Macaulay was his study on Bacon. The first reference we find to Macaulay in 

Babits’s own works is in ‘Shakespeare egyenisege’.48 Another is that Babits compares 

the critic, Pal Gyulai’s49 style to that of Macaulay in his essay ‘Petofi es Arany’

(1910). Even if Babits knew Macaulay’s works before he became acquainted with 

Hegedus, their meeting must have focused his interest on the moralist side of the 

English author even more strongly. Babits chose Macaulay’s preoccupation with the 

individual’s role in histoiy50 as one of his main themes in his second novel, Kartyavar.

Babits writes that Shelley and Keats were the main poets he read during his

47‘Babits assessed the chances of up to date pragmatic action, and the power of resistance Austrian 
Catholicism possessed. He selected the latter because of its principal humanity and individuality. It 
comprised resistance to all forms of violence and infringement of the law. It was a view of life and a 
code of conduct on which the practice of the individual’s freedom was based. This was the keystone of 
Babits’s world-view. Babits looked upon England as its trustee’, Gyorgy Poszler, Eszmek es Nosztalgiak 
(Budapest: Magveto, 1989), p. 271.
^ ‘Shakespeare egyenisege’ (1909), Babits Mihaly Esszek es tanulmanyok (1978), i, p. 65.
49Pal Gyulai (b. 1826-d. 1909) was an independent critic who wrote poetry and one novel, Egy regi 
udvarhaz utolso gazdaja (1857). IBs best known critical works are Petofi Sandor (1854), A francia 
klasszicista dramarol (1867), Vorosmarty elete (1866), Eotvos Jozsef (1872), Toldy Ferenc (1876), 
Kemeny Zsigmond (1879) and Arany Janos (1833). He became president of the Kisfaludy Society in 
1879 and resigned in 1899. He was Professor of Hungarian literature in Budapest from 1875 until his 
resignation in 1902. He was an editor of Budapesti Szemle from 1873 up to his death. See A magyar 
irodalom tortenete, ed. Istvan Soter, 6 vols. (Budapest: Akademiai, 1964-66), iv: A magyar irodalom 
tortenete 1849-1905 (1965), pp. 197-222.
50Thomas Babington Macaulay, The Complete Works o f Lord Macaulay, ed. n. n., 12 vols. (London: 
Longmans; Green, 1898), i-vi: History o f England (1898).
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stay in Fogaras.51 Babits was also familiar with the Pre-Raphaelite and Arts and Crafts 

movements. He was in receipt of the Studio magazine 1909-1910.52 Babits’s visually 

elaborate, sensualist and oriental motifs manifest his utilisation of the works of 

Edward Coley Bume Jones, Dante Gabriel Rossetti and William Morris. Antal Szerb 

explains the Pre-Raphalite features o f ‘Klasszikus almok’, ‘Classical Dreams’; 

Laodamia, Laodameia\ ‘Danaidak’, ‘Danaides’; and ‘Ket nover’, ‘Two Sisters’. 53 

Szerb principally emphasises the erotic and oneiric quality that these verses share 

with Pre-Raphalite paintings. ‘O lyric love’; ‘Orok dolgok koze legyen hired beszott’, 

‘Let Your Name be Woven in Among Eternal Things’; ‘Beloved, o beloved’, 

‘Szonettek’, ‘Sonnets4 and ‘A sorshoz’, ‘To Destiny’ all take themes and motifs from 

these painters and especially from Dante Gabriel Rossetti. It is worth noting how 

Szerb saw Babits’s relationship with English literature:

Irodalmi hatas nincsen bizonyos belso analogia nelktil; hiszen a hatas legszebb esete 
az, amikor az egyik kolto a masikat raeszmelteti eddig ontudatlanul rejlo 
kepessegeire, erzeseire, ritmusaira, [...] Ez a viszony Babits es az angolok kozott is. A 
belso rokonsag elsosorban kolteszetuk intellektualis voltaban all.54

The interior of Babits’s home in Esztergom55 is most like a Hungarian folk 

variation of William Morris’s and Philip Webb’s interiors. The furniture resembles 

the type designed and decorated by Edward Bume Jones. The depiction of the interior 

in Halalfiai also evokes this type of milieu.

What I have outlined so far constitutes the only available first-hand data on

51 Babits Mihaly ‘Itt a halk es komoly beszed ideje ’ (1997), p. 35.
52Gyorgy Belia, Szep hutlenek (1969), pp. 86-87.
53 Antal Szerb, ‘Az intellektualis kolto’, in Babits Mihaly szaz esztendeje: kritikak es portrek, ed. Lajos 
Pok (Budapest: Gondolat, 1983), pp. 145-47.
54‘Inner analogy is essential towards literary influence. The most beautiful case of influence is when one 
poet makes the other realise their so far unrealised abilities, feeling and rhythm, [...] This is the 
relationship between Babits and the English. The inner relatedness consists primarily of the intellectual 
quality of their verse’, ibid., pp. 143-44.
55See pictures of Babits’s home and pieces of furniture in M int kul&nos hirmondd., ed. Agnes Kelevez 
(Budapest: Petofi Irodalmi Muzeum and Nepmuvelesi Propaganda Iroda,1983), p. 348, 359, 390, 396.



Babits’s roots in English literature and culture.

As I have already indicated, all Babits’s novels have roots in English texts. 

Turning towards English literature was partly the result of his inner relatedness with 

the attitudes of his English favourites and partly his pursuit of a programme. The 

reason for my choice of subject matter is the lack of thought and literature on this 

subject. Literature on Babits’s prose is especially scarce.

In my exploration of English and Anglo-classical genetic contacts of the 

Babits oeuvre, I include mainly Virgil and classical Greek authors. The reason for 

this is not only their own relevance but also the background of Babits’s English roots. 

A classics-based and often Virgilian approach was typical of many of Babits’s 

favourite English poets and writers: Keats, Wordsworth, Tennyson, Thackeray. Their 

English works are often hypertexts56 of their classical predecessors and their English 

oeuvre became hypotexts for Babits, both through their common classical sources and 

independently of them.

Explicit architextuality which is based on English models is easy to trace in 

Babits’s first novel: A golyakalifa (1916).57 Babits’s second novel: Kartyavar (1915- 

1923) shows explicit intertextual relations with English works. Timdr Virgil fia  

(1919-1922) transforms its English roots in a highly complex manner and is

56‘By hypertextuality I mean any relationship uniting a text B (which I shall call the hypertext) to an 
earlier text A (I shall of course, call it the hypotext)[...] hyper-md the meta-)'. i.e. a text derived from 
another pre-existent text. This derivation can be of a distinctive or intellectual kind, where a metatext 
(for example a given page from Aristotle’s Poetics) “speaks” about a second text {Oedipus Rex). It may 
yet be of another kind such as text B not speaking of text A at all but being unable to exist, as such, 
without A, from which it originates through a process I shall provisionally call transformation, and 
which it consequently evokes more or less perceptibly without necessarily speaking of it or citing it’, 
Genette, Palimpsests (1997), p. 5.
57‘the notion of imitating generic models rather than specific hypotexts’, Graham Allen, Intertextuality 
(London and New York: Routledge, 2005). ‘By architextuality I mean the entire set of general or 
transcendent categories—types of discourse, modes of enunciation, literary genres—from which 
emerges each singular text’, Genette, Palimpsests (1997), p. 1.
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explicitly intertextual58 with its Latin roots. It is full of quotations from its Latin 

sources. Babits transformed his English sources with increasing originality in his last 

two novels. Halalfiai (1927) and Elza pildta (1918-1933) therefore testify a more 

mature processing59 of their English source material. Both of these novels subsume 

their hypotexts and use their themes not only in their own way and context but also 

for their own purpose.

A golyakalifa is Babits’s creation of his own doppelganger novel. In its writing 

Babits was inspired inter alia by the works of Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Edgar Allan 

Poe, Robert Louis Stevenson and Oscar Wilde. A golyakalifa also contains Virgilian 

ideals such as the idyllic peace of the countryside. It has theoretical roots in Anglo- 

American psychology which Babits transformed into fiction.

Babits acknowledged in Nyugat that he was indebted to Dickens in his 

creation of his second novel: KartyavarBleak House as a source of the intersection 

o f textual p laned  in this book is obvious to those who are acquainted with Dickens’s 

work. Babits also utilised the ideas of Thomas Carlyle, John Stuart Mill and Thomas 

Babington Macaulay in Kartyavar. While the relationship of this novel with 

Dickens’s fiction as its hypotext is explicit, its relation to its English philosophical

58Intertextuality was coined by Julia Kristeva in the 1960s. It meant ‘the literal and effective presence of 
one text in another text’, Intertextuality: Theories and Practices, ed. Michael Worton and Judith Still 
(Manchester and New York: Manchester University Press, 1990), p. 22.
59Quintilian describes this process as, ‘Let us go over the text again and work on it. We chew our food 
and almost liquefy it before we swallow, so as to digest it more easily; similarly, let our reading be made 
available for memory and imitation, not in an undigested form, but, as it were softened and reduced to 
pap by frequent repetition’, Quintilian, Institutio Oratorio, ed. Donald A  Russell, 5 vols. (Cambridge, 
M. A. and London: H. U. P., 2001), iv, book x. i, 19, pp. 260-61.
60Nyugat, 1 (1916) (131-33), p. 133.
61‘It is impossible to lay out the languages of the novel on a single plane, to stretch them out along a 
single line. It is a system of intersecting planes. [.. .]The author (as creator of the novelistic whole) 
cannot be found at any one of the novel’s language levels: he is to be found at the centre of organization 
where all levels intersect’, Mikhail Mikhailovich Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination ( London: 
University of Texas, 1981), pp. 48-49. Bakhtin writes about Pushkin’s use of registers in Onegin but the 
same characteristic applies to Babits’s use of his Engish, classical and Anglo-classical exemplars such as 
Dickens.
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sources points towards a more original type of intermodal transformation.62 Finally 

Kartyavar shows the failure of the foundation of a town and of national development 

which makes it an opposite of The Aeneid. If one really intended to, one could also 

read it as an anti-utopia.

Babits transformed English texts and reinterpreted the figure of Virgil and 

works by Virgil in Timdr Virgil fia. He adopted the lyric approach of certain classics- 

based English Romantic verse, and intermodally transformed the lyric mode into 

prose fiction. Apart from its many Latin quotations (intertext), this novel is an 

autonomous (indirect) hypertext of its Anglo-classical lyric foundations.

Halalfiai (1927) is Babits’s longest novel. It is an original structural hypertext 

that is architext of works by Fielding, Smollett, Goldsmith, and George Meredith. It 

also shows the adaptation of particular scenes and landscape descriptions from 

George Meredith’s The Egoist. It forms an explicit intertext with Meredith’s wording 

in these particular cases. Halalfiai contains many archetypes which designate its roots 

in the English and European lore of novel writing. The Anglo-European root material 

acquires its own meaning in the Hungarian novel. The concrete English references are 

also packed with meaning in Halalfiai. I will explicate the relevance of the English 

and European trope system in my writing. The Virgilian ideal Halalfiai illustrates is 

the stability that lies in the cultivation of the land.

Elza pildta (1933) is an obvious but highly original transformation of its 

English models. These roots are science-fictional and utopian stories. It imaginatively 

transforms Jonathan Swift’s Gulliver Travels, as well as Edgar Alan Poe’s and 

Herbert George Wells’s works. It is also interpretive of some of its sources, such as

62Genette, Palimpsests (1997), p. 277.
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More’s Utopia and Bacon’s New Atlantis, and therefore reads as a metatext63 of 

these.64 Like A golyakalifa, it has a Virgilian sub-theme: war. The beginning of this 

novel explicitly refers to The Aeneid.

One aspect of inter-literary investigation is the difference that foreign sources 

make to the particular works of a national literary canon.65 In the case of Babits this 

difference is more than considerable. His rich literary inheritance enabled him to use 

a much wider source material than most of his precursors and contemporaries. He was 

often calledpoeta doctus, and with good reason.66 The English material within this 

range is especially important because only a few Hungarian authors had his 

knowledge of English literature and his outstanding creativity with which he utilised 

his English models. The English features make his oeuvre special in the Hungarian 

literary canon. He produced highly sophisticated narratives such as his doppelganger 

novel and his anti-utopian science fiction story. These are without an equal in 

Hungarian literature.

My thesis is the first attempt to thoroughly investigate Babits’s integrating67 

and differentiating forms of reception68of his sources in his five novels. I spent many 

years reading through the whole published Babits oeuvre for clues to their English

63‘is the relationship most often labeled “commentary.” It unites a given text to another of which it 
speaks without citing it (without summoning it), in fact sometimes even without naming it’, Genette, 
Palimpsests (1997), p. 4.
64‘The activity of reading is not exempt from the inevitable play of differentiation as well, which effects 
the setting of the limits for the critical task’, G. A. Phillips, ‘Sign/ Text/ Differance’ in Research in Text 
Theory, ed. Heinrich F. Plett (Berlin; New York: Walter de Gruyter, 1991), p. 92.
65‘Every text is to be viewed as always already bound up within a systematic differentiating relationship 
with other texts, readings, readers, woven in Peirce’s terms as sign to sign. One text defers, differs from, 
is differentiated from another’, ibid., p. 93.
^ ‘Palyajanak kulonosen elso szakaszaban mutatkozik meg erosen “poeta doctus” volta’, A magyar 
irodalom tortenete, 2nd edn., ed. Tibor Klaniczay (Budapest: Kossuth, 1985), p. 288.
67‘If, in the act of reception, there predominates between the participating components of the 
interliterary relation the factor of identification, “agreement”’, Dionyz Durisin, Sources and Systematics 
o f Comparative Literature, trans. Peter Tkac (Univerzita Komenskeho, 1974), p. 145.
68‘if there is a tendency for the elements to distance themselves from the character of the receiving side, 
then we speak of a differentiating form of reception’, ibid., pp. 145-46.
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sources. These works contain abundant clues but often without exact dates. The dates 

of the clues are fairly precise and reliable for investigation when one reads Babits’s 

novels, verses and essays. The data in these are at least contemporary with the work in 

which they are embedded. This is not the case with some other works. One example is 

Babits’s Az europai irodalom tortenete. Many Babits scholars use this book as a main 

source of reference. It is indeed crammed with data and ideas. However, one is not 

told when the author had acquired the data he writes about. One is, nevertheless, 

aware that Babits did not read his extensive corpus of European literature just before 

writing his history.69 His book is an original product of well-digested reading material. 

Another fact to support this statement is that he wrote it on impulse between 1934- 

1936. He wrote it for Tanu and it doubled its size while he was writing it.70

I also checked up contemporary periodicals and the contemporary secondary 

literature for data. The periodicals and especially Nyugat are helpful, and provide 

clues with dates. These data are exact because the issues of the periodicals are 

frequently the earliest published appearances of a source. Therefore Babits’s 

acquisition of his data is approximately contemporary with the published articles. The 

writings of Babits’s contemporaries and later critics are interesting to read but rarely 

provide exact and reliable information about Babits’s acquaintanceship with his 

English sources. The main exceptions are the works of Gyorgy Belia and Gyorgy 

Raba. Belia is extremely knowledgeable on Babits’s education and upbringing71 and 

Raba is an authority on Babits’s integration of French literary examples.72 Belia’s and 

Raba’s knowledge of the Babits manuscript material is outstanding and so far

69Mihaly Babits, Az europai irodalom tortenete (Budapest: Szepirodalmi, 1979), p. 479.
70Gabor Halasz, Az europai irodalom otvasokonyve (Budapest: Magveto, 1978), p. 5.
71 Gyorgy Belia, Babits Mihaly tanuloevei (Budapest: Szepirodalmi kiado, 1983).
^Gyorgy Raba, Babits Mihaly kolteszete 1903-1920 (Budapest: Szepirodalmi, 1981).



unequalled. Raba also writes about Babits’s integration and translation of English 

literary examples. One can trust their works and the data they provide. Their writings 

provided me with many clues that I was able to follow up successfully. Gal Istvan’s 

dissertation73 is a standard work in this field. It is, nevertheless, an incomplete list of 

clues. He neglects the prose and only devotes a few lines to Babits’s fiction. Gal 

sometimes also presents hearsay which cannot be supported. Since the publication of 

his work, new manuscripts have been processed. Recent editions of Babits’s works 

contain far more reliable data than Gal had at his disposal. Gal awakens one’s 

curiosity about the relevance of his subject matter, but does not interpret his findings.

Having completed my research into the Hungarian corpus I turned to the 

English sources that Babits and other scholars refer to and mention. I have read all the 

works I include in my thesis. I corroborated the forms Babits’s novels take and their 

meanings with the English material I had read. I not only explain the ways in which 

Babits integrated his English sources, but also the new sense that his source material 

makes in its Hungarian context. Apart from the strictly literary context of the 

originally English corpus I also examine the intra-literary context of the finished 

literary artefacts. The intra-literary circumstances provide the English quality and 

orientation of the Babits fiction with further meanings. The theoretical material I read 

simultaneously with my research was invaluable in providing me with angles of how 

to look at and interpret my findings. I found the works of Dionyz DuriSin, Jacques 

Derrida, Gerard Genette, Michael Riffaterre useful. I benefited from Intertextuality: 

Theories and Practises by Michael Worton and Judith Still. I also utilised Jay Clayton 

and Eric Rothstein’s Influence and Intertextuality in Literary History and Robert

73Istvan Gal, Babits es az angol irodalom, Debreceni angol dolgozatok (Debrecen: Tisza Istvan- 
Tudomanyegyetem angol szeminariuma 1942).
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Young’s Untying the Text: A Post-structuralist Reader. My findings interpret Babits’s 

oeuvre in a new light, and provide many clues for further research.
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1.2 An introduction to the secondary literature of A golyakalifa

The English sources of A golyakalifa are relevant to consider because they 

determined the form and contents of Babits’s novel. He utilised several types of 

English sources in order to create his work. The psychological theme of this 

doppelganger story focuses on the nature of the ego. Babits was the originator of this 

kind of fiction in Hungarian literature.

Hungarian secondary literature regards Dickens’s Oliver Twist,1* Poe’s 

William Wilson, Stevenson’s Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde, Wilde’s Dorian Gray, 

Maugham’s LordMountdrago75 and Agatha Christie’s The Dream as sources of 

inspiration for A golyakalifa.

The stories of Agatha Christie’s The Dream and Somerset Maugham’s Lord 

Mountdrago resemble A golyakalifa9s. However, neither The Dream nor Lord 

Mountdrago could have inspired Babits, since Agatha Christie did not start 

publishing her works until 1920 and Lord Mountdrago was only published in 1940 in 

The Mixture as Before.16

From the data that are available on Babits’s library and readings one knows 

that Babits had read Dorian Gray and Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde11 before he wrote A

74Huba Lorinczy, ‘A magyar szazadelo Twist Oliveije: Dickens-reminiscenciak A Gdlyakalifdbari>, 
Literatura, 3-4 (1976), 25-30.
75Alexander Schneider, ‘Traum und Wirklichkeit’, Fabula, 11 (1970), iii, 278-79.
16Lord Mountdrago, in The World Over (London: Reprint Society, 1954). See also Ted Morgan 
Somerset Maugham (London: Jonathan Cape, 1980), pp.436-38.
77Babits correctly mentions Stevenson’s novel in connection with the film ‘Egy test ket lelek’ which in 
turn served as a source of inspiration for his verse, originally titled as ‘Mozipark’, ’Movie Park’ and 
finally as ‘Detektivhistoria’, ‘A Detective Story’ (Nyugat, 1920). See Istvan Gal, ‘Dokumentum: Babits 
egyes verseinek keletkezeserol’, Irodalomtortenet 2 (1975), 443-62 (p. 446). The film Babits refers to is 
‘Peter Schlemihls’, inspired by Adalbert von Chamisso’s Peter Schlemihls wundersame Geschichte 
(1814). See The Macmillan International Film Encyclopedia, 4th edn., ed. Fred Klein and Dean Nolen 
(London; Basingstoke; Oxford: Macmillan, 2001), p. 1445. (Babits’s own novel was definitely not 
inspired directly by Chamisso’s novel. Babits’s interest in psychology and in applied psychology is in 
parallel with Chamisso among many other writers. Babits’s application of the doppelganger in A 
golyakalifa might have been inspired by Chamisso but is much closer to Poe’s and even Stevenson’s
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golyakalifa. Babits did not write that he had read William Wilson, but he was an avid 

reader of Poe during his early period and translated a substantial part of Poe’s work.78

Babits admired Dickens and transformed many themes of Dickens’s works. In 

‘A magyar szazadelo Twist Oliveije’ (1976) Huba Lorinczy gave a brief description 

of how Babits followed Oliver Twist’s story in his creation of the alter ego’s narrative 

in A golyakalifaP9

A golyakalifa is Babits’s attempt to produce a modernist architext by 

following and transforming models by Poe, Dickens, Stevenson and Wilde.

1.3 The flight of the ego in A gdlyakalifa and Poe’s William Wilson

Most critics, including Ferenc Odorics (1983),80 mention Poe as a source of A 

gdlyakalifa, but only from the point of view of mood. Poe’s oeuvre had a much 

deeper role in the inspiration of the A golyakalifa* s story. Amongst all Babits’s 

sources, William Wilson is one of the most relevant literary roots of A gdlyakalifa not 

only because of its structure but also because of the similar stoiy of its protagonist.

stories than Chamisso’s tale. The theme Babits chooses is totally different from Chamisso’s. Babits 
writes about creativity and the subconscious in A golyakalifa. Chamisso is preoccupied with avarice, and 
the role of the devil in Peter Schlemihls).
78Babits on Poe: Gyorgy Raba, Szep hutlenek: Babits, Kosztolanyi, Toth Arpad versforditasai 
(Budapest: Akademiai, 1969), p. 22, 72, 82, 99, pp. 55-57, 82-84, 196-99; Mihaly Babits, ‘Oidipusz 
kiraly’ (1911), in Esszek es tanulmanyok, 2 vols. (Budapest: Szepirodalmi, 1978), i, p. 206; ‘Magyar 
irodalom’ (1913), in ibid., p. 361; ‘Az irodalom elmelete’ (1919), ibid., pp. 636-38. The following works 
of Babits were based on those of Poe: ‘Ejszaka’, ‘Night time’ on ‘The Raven’; ‘Regi szalloda’, ‘Old 
Hotel’ on The Cask o f Amontillado, The Tell-tale Heart, The Black Cat, and The Fall o f the House o f 
Usher, ‘Hunyt szemmel’, ‘With Closed Eyes’ on ‘A Dream within a Dream’; ‘Fekete orszag’, ‘Black 
Country’ on the Narrative o f A. Gordon Pym, ‘Az orok folyoso’, ‘The Eternal Corridor’ on The Pit and 
the Pendulum', ‘A templom! Roptil!’, ‘The Church! Is flying!’ on The Fall o f the House o f Usher; ‘Kut’, 
‘Well’ on The Pit and Pendulum-, ‘Klasszikus almok’, ‘Classical Dreams’ on ‘The Haunted Palace’; A 
nyugtalansag volgye, The Valley o f Unrest (1920) on ‘The Valley of Unrest’; ‘Atlantisz: egy vilag, 
amely lemosdotta az eletet’, ‘Atlantis, a World that has Washed Life off on ‘The City in the Sea’; et al. 
See: Babits Mihaly dsszegyujtott versei, ed. Agnes Kelevez (Budapest: Osiris, 1997), The Complete 
Tales and Poems o f Edgar Allan Poe (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1982); Mihaly Babits, Novellak es 
szinjatekok (Budapest: Szepirodalmi, 1987), and Babits Mihaly levelezese 1890-1906, ed. Sandor 
Zsoldos (Budapest: Historia Litteraria Alapitvany; Korona, 1998), pp. 168-69.
^ u b a  Lorinczy, ‘A magyar szazadelo Twist Oliveije’ (1976), 25-30.
80Ferenc Odorics, ‘A golyakalifak tortenetei, Babits Mihaly: A Golyakalifa’, Napjaink, 10 (1983), 8-10.



William Wilson begins his story by referring to his ancestry, trying to justify 

his shortcomings and oddity by it; Elemer starts his with his time at school. They both 

go back to their origins and try to trace a flaw in their lives from there. Thus the 

action of both protagonists’ ordinary life self is based on their educational process. 

The tone of Babits’s narrator is tenderness and introspection, and the key feature of 

Poe’s is an inherent moral flaw in William Wilson.

The introduction of the alter ego in William Wilson takes place in his school, 

which is modelled on Poe’s own.81 Elemer’s surroundings are much more spacious in 

contrast. He is surrounded by a friendly Trans-danubian family circle. This setting is a 

mirror of his idyllically peaceful state of mind and social environment.

William Wilson’s and Elemer Tabory’s positions are similar at school. They 

are good students with unusual personalities. William Wilson’s peace of mind will be 

destroyed by the appearance of another William Wilson. This alter ego starts school 

on the same day as he. It was bom on the same date as he; and will neither accept his 

superiority nor succumb to his will. This antagonism remains their secret and 

outsiders remain ignorant of it at this stage.

Babits’s Elemer has two schoolmates who upset him and, unlike the one in 

Poe, will not turn into his particular alter egos but serve to provide a background for 

the psychological qualities of the alter ego, and the alter ego’s dream of a, still, other 

self. Laughter82 and whispering in A gdlyakalifa, sudras whispering in William

81‘The Manor House School is of singular interest. In his story of William Wilson Poe described in terms 
of fiction not only the place, but also its master, to whom he gave his right name of Bratsby, with the 
addition of a “Doctor” ’, Arthur Hobson Quinn, Edgar Allan Poe : A Critical Biography (New-York; 
London: D. Appleton-Century, 1941), p. 73.
%1The Nightmare (1966), p. 10. ‘Hodi Karcsi mindig szelesen kacagott, en mindig zavarba jottem, es ugy 
ereztem, mintha en rajtam kacagna. Sehogy se tudtam lektizdeni ezt a kellemetlen erzest, 
megmagyarazni meg kevesbe’, A gdlyakalifa (1982), p. 10. Karcsi Hodi always laughed heartily. His 
laughter embarrassed me because it made me feel as if he were laughing at me. I could not overcome let
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Wilson, are a characteristic of the protagonist’s self-image. They also signify the 

common life self and its alter ego’s troublesome relationship. One notes that the alter 

ego in Poe turns up on the first day of school and the real alter ego in A gdlyakalifa 

does not appear until the end of the sixth form. Both alter egos appear at a crucial 

stage in the education of their main selves.

William Wilson’s initial feelings about his counterpart are those of ‘a motley 

of heterogeneous admixture and [... ] curiosity’.83 As time passes, his alter ego 

becomes more and more like him, ‘His cue which was to perfect an imitation of my 

self, lay both in his words and action, and most admirably did he play his part’.84 He 

feels patronised and mocked by his alter ego whose whisper becomes a resonance of 

himself. His initial ambivalence towards his alter ego gradually turns into hatred. 

What is noteworthy in the description of this process is the alter ego’s morality and 

wisdom.

Elemer is most frightened of his dream and the Stork-caliph before he actually 

dreams it. He is afraid of the terror inspired by the dreams he cannot remember. After 

having dreamt the first part of his dream, and thus become acquainted with his alter 

ego, he understands unruly features of his own reality, and describes his emotional 

attitude to this revelation as a shock. At the same time he also becomes curious about 

his unruly self. This process results in Elemer’s ambivalence towards his alter ego.

His ambivalence turns into hatred and becomes further coloured by his infatuation 

with it: ‘Feliilkerekedett bennem a kalandvagyo gyermek: orultem az

alone explain this awkward feeling. (This is my own translation. Whenever I do not indicate a source, 
the translation is mine).
83 William Wilson (1984), p. 164.
84Ibid., p. 166.
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alomamyeknak’.85 At this stage both Babits’s and Poe’s ordinary life selves feel and 

think that they are in control of their alter egos. William Wilson thinks he can get rid 

of him, and Elemer thinks that he can work out his frightening dream-self. The 

narrator of William Wilson even comments on the nature of his memories and 

memory:

I discovered, in his accent, his air, and general appearance, a something which first 
startled, and then deeply interested me, by bringing to mind dim visions of my earliest 
infancy—wild, confused and thronging memories of a time when memory herself was 
yet unborn.86

The operation of memory is one of the principal themes of A gdlyakalifa. The 

analysis of this mental process is more complex but fundamentally copies William 

Wilson’s.

Following an excursus on memory, a key part in William Wilson takes place in 

the bedroom of the old school. William Wilson creeps upstairs at night to ascertain 

the identity of his alter ego. The light he carries is symbolic of the revelation that 

should take place in the darkness. The outcome of the revelation is not entirely clear 

because of the contradiction between the hero’s thinking and his sensual experience: 

‘Were these the lineaments of William Wilson. I saw, indeed, that they were his, but I 

shook as if with the fit of the ague in fancying they were not. What was there about 

them to confound me in this manner’.87 Despite the deliberate obscurity of this scene, 

William Wilson realizes at this point that his alter ego is himself, and this experience 

causes him to flee. A similar turning point can be found in A gdlyakalifa. In contrast 

with the dark, closed bedroom of William Wilson, the scene of revelation in Babits

SSA gdlyakalifa (1982), p. 37. ‘The adventure-loving child gained the upper hand: I rejoiced at the 
oneiric shadow’, The Nightmare (1966), p. 39.
86 William Wilson (1984), p. 167.
87Ibid„ p. 168.



resembles the school celebration at the beginning of the novel. It is light and airy. Its 

main components are silence, the freedom of the sea, the beauty of Venice; a 

beautiful garden; the arts and love. The only difference from the first environment in 

which the narrator introduced the alter ego is the change in the meaning of the 

landscape. The former was of a socio-psychological character and the latter is of an 

aesthetic-psychological character tinged with the harmony of love and nature. The 

realisation that he is inseparable from, and therefore one with, his alter ego takes 

place in the context of this Venetian environment. From the pattern of his selves’ life- 

functions he realizes their inter-related nature: ‘Most mar tudtam, mi volt az: a 

dijnoknak reggel jokor hivatalba kellett menni, ezert Tabory Elemer kenyszerult 

koran elaludni’.88

It is also at this point in both stories that the protagonist’s belief in the 

supremacy of the main self is shattered, giving rise to the flight of the ordinary life 

self. The geographical delineation of the flight provides a setting for the gradually 

increasing desperation of the ordinary life self, which is simultaneous with the 

growing supremacy of the alter ego.

The first stage of William Wilson’s flight is Eton and his moving on to Oxford 

is an elaboration of the same stage from a psychological point of view. At Eton he 

becomes oblivious to his alter ego and indulges in debauched parties until his alter 

ego reappears, rebukes him and torments him. The alter ego’s appearance is 

connected with the imagination, and is rendered as real despite the disordered state of 

the mind of the common life self. The reason for this is rationally explained by the 

claim that the alter ego had to leave school just after the common life self had left. At

nA gdlyakalifa (1982), p. 79. Now I knew what it was: the clerk had to start work really early in the 
office, and this is why Elemer Tabory was obliged to go to sleep early.



Oxford, Wilson reaches the peak of his own corruption. He gambles without scruple 

and swindles Glendding out of all his money when his alter ego appears again; 

whispers his sins into his ear, and publicly denounces him. From here on William 

Wilson is completely at the mercy of his other self, and is tormented by him 

constantly. William Wilson’s continental flight takes place after the Oxford scene. At 

this point the hero’s despair reaches its peak and his flight becomes a matter of life 

and death: 7  fled in vain ’89. My evil destiny pursued me as if in exultation, and 

proved, indeed, that the exercise of its mysterious dominion had as yet only begun’.90 

He tries to identify his alter ego: ‘Who is he?—whence came he?—and what are his 

objects?’ But no answer was there to be found’.91 In sheer terror and panic, he 

continues to fly from Paris to Rome; from Rome to Vienna; from Vienna to Berlin, 

and from Berlin to Moscow, but he does flee in vain. After a long deliberation on his 

other identity, and his power of interference with his will, his despair fully overtakes 

him. He starts drinking heavily to escape his own identity into oblivion. Finally he 

decides to conquer his other self, who is now in command of him.

In A gdlyakalifa Elemer goes from Venice to Verona, and instead of gaining 

confidence in himself, becomes confused: ‘Itt ultem en, messze es egyedul es azt sem 

tudtam mar, Tabory Elemer vagyok-e igazan’.92 He becomes even more confused 

while he is searching for an explanation for the interwoven quality of his two selves, 

and flees on to Milan. In Milan the dream-self takes over the real self completely.

89William Wilson (1984), p. 175.
^Ibid., p. 175.
91Ibid., p. 175.
92A gdlyakalifa (1982), p. 85. ‘Here I sat, far away and alone, and really and truly no longer knew 
whether I was Elemer Tabory or not’, The Nightmare (1966), p. 91.
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‘Szegeny, szegeny golyakalifa! Most mar Tabory Elemer volt a golyakalifa’.93 From 

here on the real self loses its footing in society and starts to morally decay. The 

fleeing becomes incessant. The scenes of Elemer’s distracted travels are: Punta di 

Bellagio, Isola Bella, Simplon, Mont Blanc, Chamonix, and ‘the icy steps of the Mer

de Glace’.94

Lucerne is the last stage of Elemer’s flight. By the time Elemer arrives in 

Lucerne, he is fully merged with his alter ego. The mastery of the oneiric self is the 

result of this unification. This leads to corruption, one feature of which is gambling. 

One can find the same motif in William Wilson. After the originally subordinated self 

gains the upper hand, which is the case in both works, the hero will fall publicly. Both 

protagonists become incapable of survival.

The Poe story reaches its final scene after the despair of the real self 

culminates, and William Wilson decides on a final retaliation against his alter ego. A 

gdlyakalifa contains two more sections from the point of view of the main self. One 

of these is Elemer’s stay in Budapest. He wants to change his life here, and conquer 

his corrupt alter ego by working. He failure is described as: ‘A felelem, a remeges 

szallt uj vendegkent mindket eletembe’.95 He also begins to fear that the clerk would 

really commit suicide or become a murderer: ‘Magam sem tudtam, de ugy tunt fel 

nekem, hogy a dijnok katasztrofaja az Elemeret is magaval fogja vonni’.96

Not only Elemer but also his alter ego is overtaken by despair at this stage.

The oneiric self s despair strengthens the boundless despair Elemer feels. He is

93A gdlyakalifa (1982), p. 87. Poor, poor Stork-caliph! Now Elemer Tabory was the Stork-caliph.
94Ibid., p. 89.
95A gdlyakalifa (1982), p. 97. ‘Fear and trembling overtook both my lives’,
The Nightmare (1966), p. 105.
96A gdlyakalifa (1982), p. 97.‘Why was I afraid of this? I hardly new why but it seemed to me that the 
tragedy of the clerk would drag Elemer with it’, The Nightmare (1966), p. 105.



tortured by his own failure, which is the result of his oneiric self s irrevocable 

conquest over him. The realities of his own and his oneiric self completely merge in 

Elemer’s consciousness. This leads to his mental collapse.

In the last scene he finds himself at home. The last flight of the oneiric self 

will take place while Elemer is at home and will lead to the extermination of his alter 

ego and himself. In this last section the oneiric self conducts itself without any moral 

or social constraints, precisely as William Wilson does in Poe’s story.

The endings of A gdlyakalifa and William Wilson are also alike from the point 

of view of the originally supreme self. William Wilson attends a carnival and is 

suddenly halted by the well known whisper of his other self. His alter ego is dressed 

in the same attire as he. The door closes on the main self, symbolising the trapped 

state of the master ego. They fight, and he kills his other self in a frenzy. By killing 

his alter ego he kills himself:

At this instant the door is closed, and his visual perception of the room changes. He 
can see his own stabbed self and the other William Wilson lying untouched on the 
floor. His face is his own, and he starts talking to him without whispering, ‘see by this 
image, which is thine own, how utterly thou hast murdered himself.*1

In A golyakalifa it is after the scene of the murder of the prostitute that Elemer 

loses his presence of mind irretrievably: ‘en, en, aki egy utcaleanyt megoltem, 

lehetek-e egyuttal, egy szemelyben Etelka volegenye’.98 On the level of the dream- 

self s story-line, this is the peak of the oneiric self s corruption. Elemer gathers all his 

will-power, and decides that that day his oneiric self is going to kill itself. One only 

learns from a letter appended by the editor that the oneiric self has shot itself. This

97 William Wilson (1984), p. 178.
98A gdlyakalifa (1982), p. 123. ‘Could I, Etelka’s fiance, be the same man who killed a prostitute?’, The 
Nightmare (1966), p. 131.
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also states that he has died as well and the revolver has not been found: ‘halva talaltak 

ot szobajaban lott sebbel, es semmifele fegyver sem volt korulotte. Mi tortenhetett? 

Semmifele nyomozas nem vezetett eredmenyre’.99 This is a copy of Poe’s formula of 

suicide. Babits only modifies the style. He uses a reporter’s objectivity to describe the 

extraordinary consequence of the process. This is in contrast with Poe’s fantastical 

hallucinatory style.

In the process of murder William Wilson treats the two selves as two separate 

characters up to the end. It is at this point that it is clearly revealed that they are the 

same self. Until now this has only been hinted at. The hero’s illusions are part of this 

structure, and confirm that the whole story could have only existed in the mind: it is a 

creation of the imagination. In Babits’s description the murder is based on an act of 

will by a confused mind, and its fantastical quality, as in Poe, makes the whole story a 

product of the imagination.

The above analysis shows how Babits copied the structure and modified the 

themes that can be found in Poe. He turned Poe’s narrative structure into the skeleton 

of his own. This genetic link is unquestionable for me because this type of 

doppelganger story did not exist in Hungarian literature before Babits’s version. 

Babits, however, changed the meaning of the story he had copied. While Poe’s alter 

ego is an expression of William Wilson’s conscience, A gdlyakalifa’s focus on 

psychology is more subtle and complex than Poe’s. One reason for this is the findings 

offin de siecle psychology and the advanced novel writing techniques which 

contributed to Babits’s achievement.

"A  gdlyakalifa (1982), p. 128. ‘he was found dead in his room, a shot wound in his forehead, but no 
weapon anywhere. What could have happened? The subsequent investigation was quite futile’, The 
Nightmare (1966), p. 134.
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1.4 Babits’s reconstruction of R. L. Stevenson’s Dr Jekyll and Mr 

Hyde

It is a fact that Babits admired the innovative quality of the modem English novel. In 

addition to Poe and Dickens, A gdlyakalifa was inspired by the novels of Robert Louis 

Stevenson100 and Henry James.101 Babits wrote:

En szivesebben olvasok Galsworthynel negy—ot masik ujabb angol irot, akik a 
regeny kivenhedt mufajat uj formakkal es szerkesztes moddal, uj lelekkutato 
modszerekkel s meresz, felfedezesszeru temakkal probaljak megfrissiteni; soha annyi 
forrongast, olyan belso s igeretekkel terhes mufajbomlast, mint amit a mai angol 
regeny mutat!102

The different narratives and their characters’ points of view in Dr Jekyll and 

Mr Hyde show Jekyll in a varied perspective. The entire work contains a variation of 

different narratives, such as first person singular diary writing and letters. Babits 

likewise used all these types of narratives. Even when the narrators die, their stories 

survive, and compose the novel.

Babits’s transformation of Stevenson’s Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde in A 

gdlyakalifa is also subtle from a thematic point of view. Babits combined the 

primarily moral theme of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde's with a sophisticated psychological 

approach.

The histoiy of the main character, and his alter ego in ‘Henry Jekylls’s Full 

Statement of the Case’ is written in the first person, and is a major root of Elemer’s 

story.

100Mihaly Babits, ‘Konyvek angol kolteszetrol’, Nyugat, 1 (1911), p. 957, see also Mihaly Babits, Az 
europai irodalom tortenete (1979), pp. 434, 441.
101Mihaly Babits, Keresztulkasul az eletemen (Budapest: Kairosz, 1997), pp. 81-82.
102‘As opposed to Galsworthy, I much prefer reading another four or five contemporary English writers 
who are trying to enliven the archaic genre of the novel with new forms, structures and psychology. 
There has never been such a heavy promise in the fermenting disintegration of a genre, as in the case of 
the present-day English novel’, Mihaly Babits, ‘Galsworthy’, Nyugat, 5 (1933), p. 307.
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1.4.1 The supremacy of the respectable self

Jekyll describes himself as follows: ‘fond of the respect of the wise and good among 

my fellow-men, [... ] with every guarantee of an honourable and distinguished future 

[... ] the worst of my faults was a certain impatient gaiety of disposition’.103

He feels ashamed of this ‘duplicity’ in his nature. Because of ‘the rather 

exacting nature of his aspirations’, and his moral strictness, he considers the light

hearted side of his self as a curse. He comes to the conclusion that his ‘gaiety’ and his 

respectability must be separated, so that his respectable self could be fully 

respectable, and his unrespectable self could fully enjoy himself. This preoccupation 

becomes his ‘beloved daydream’, and he tries to realize it in his laboratory. While 

executing this project, he knows he is risking death, but he cannot resist the 

temptation and creates a magic potion which brings about the first transformation of 

his former self.

In Babits’s novel Elemer also talks about the duplicity of his nature at the 

beginning of his story. He introduces his respectable self in his school environment, 

and expresses the unrespectable side of his self as an apprentice in the workshop. This 

negative oneiric self appears completely out of the blue. Initially it is only morally 

weak, but later it becomes evil. It awakens his inquisitiveness. He realises that his 

dreams carry and continue all his own and their own oneiric memories. After the next 

instalment of his dreams he turns to books to find an explanation for this 

phenomenon. He becomes reassured that his case is not that of split personality, since 

his memories are continually carried on in his dreams: ‘egy kozonseges folytatolagos 

alom, igaz, hogy nagyon kellemetlen alom, de az ebrenletbe nem nyulik bele, es

103Robert Louis Stevenson, Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1979), p. 81.
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valoszinuleg majd elmulik’.104

Later on Elemer talks about experiencing a novel in his dream. He thinks he 

knows everything about it, and being certain that he is in control of it, he awaits its 

next instalment with curiosity. This is an ingenious formal innovation on Babits’s 

part: he incorporates the motif of a literary form into his hero’s dream.

Comparing these initial parts of the two narratives, it is interesting to see how 

similar ideas and themes are applied in different contexts. Both Elemer and Jekyll 

have double selves that they feel ashamed of because of the social environment of 

their respectable selves. The double nature is clearly defined by an opposition of 

respectability and un-respectability culminating in good and evil in Jekyll’s case. 

Although it carries the same distinctions, it is expressed in oneiric episodes in 

Elemer’s instance. These episodes concern passive childhood experience of feeling 

and the creative subconscious connected with memory. While Jekylls’s approach to 

his inherent double nature is that of an adult man with life experience, Elemer 

encounters his double self accidentally, in the state of childhood innocence. They 

both, nevertheless, are curious and try to understand the nature of their double selves. 

They are also equally confident that they will be able to cope with their double-selves 

with the help of science.

1.4.2 The alter ego

Through a painful process, Jekyll takes on Hyde’s form. Hyde is characterized as a 

slave to personal evil. His body is deformed, which is explained by the fact that only 

the good part of the self is trained by life, since nine-tenths of life is an effort to be

104A gdlyakalifa (1982), p. 58. My translation: an ordinary dream in successive parts—truly, a most 
unpleasant dream—but it does not stretch into the waking state and will probably not last long.
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good. Jekyll, nevertheless, feels no repugnance towards Hyde, and is awed by the 

crimes Hyde commits. He makes a place of residence for Hyde, and introduces him to 

the reader in his own environment. Elemer’s dream alter ego resembles Hyde in his 

initially weak and later criminal nature. The crimes of both alter egos deteriorate as 

the story proceeds. While, however, Hyde is wholly evil, Elemer’s alter ego is a 

negative version of Elemer’s self and incorporates positive aspects of his self as well.

1.4.3 The alter ego’s conquest over the main self

One morning after Sir Danver’s murder, Jekyll wakes up, or perceives that he wakes 

up, as Hyde: ‘I was still so engaged when, in one of my more wakeful moments, my 

eye fell upon my hand.[... ] It was the hand of Edward Hyde’.105 He is aware of his 

position, and formulates it as follows: ‘the balance of my nature might be 

permanently overthrown, the power of voluntary change be forfeited, and the 

character of Edward Hyde become irrevocably mine’.106

He makes an effort to side with his respectable self. He is, nevertheless, 

tempted again and again and succumbs to the temptation of Hyde: the devil ‘long 

caged came out roaring’. Thus he commits his next, even more horrible crime. Jekyll 

feels an admixture of perverse pleasure, satisfaction and repentance at the crimes he 

commits in the guise of Hyde. It is after these crimes that his main consciousness, 

calculating ego loses its mastery over Hyde: ‘this brief condescension to my evil 

finally destroyed the balance of my soul’.107 In the following episode, Jekyll designs 

and executes a way of getting back into his own shape, out of Hyde’s, and returns to

105Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde (1979), p. 87.
106Ibid., p. 89.
107Ibid., p. 92.
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his house. In this episode Hyde becomes even more deformed in his seedy 

surrounding, and kills Lanyon.

From this point, Jekyll’s desperate struggle to preserve the mastery of his 

better self begins. Jekyll, once the controller of his self, and Hyde become completely 

trapped. Like the two selves in Poe’s William Wilson, they remain locked in a room. 

The minute Jekyll falls asleep he changes into Hyde, and needs more and more drugs 

to turn himself back into Jekyll. His physical self, even when present, is wasting away 

because of illness and Hyde’s supremacy becomes irretrievable. Jekyll’s struggle 

against sleep and Hyde proves ineffective and culminates in despair. The despair of 

what had been the master-self leads to his physical death. The reader is left with 

Jekyll’s manuscripts only.

In A gdlyakalifa the realization of the oneiric alter ego’s power takes place in 

Venice. Elemer has to realize that his oneiric self is also himself. In Budapest 

Elemer tries to overcome the supremacy of his negative, mostly oneiric alter ego and 

fails. He collapses and is taken home. While Elemer is making attempts to recover, 

his oneiric ego’s crimes become increasingly serious. This process finishes with a 

perverse murder. Finally, the oneiric ego conquers the common life self completely by 

the terror it exerts over it. This culminates in the murder of the oneiric alter ego and 

the main ego’s suicide. After the complete annihilation of the personality, the reader 

will be, again, left with manuscripts only.

Looking at the analyses of the two common life selves, it is easy to see the 

themes that the stoiy-lines of the two different selves and their alter egos share. After 

the realization of the inseparability of the common life self and the alter ego, the 

common life self loses control both socially and morally, and the alter ego takes the 

real self over by its terror. The description of transitional states between the waking



and sleeping self before Jekyll’s death is similar to Elemer’s struggle against sleep. 

The main selves and their alter egos are connected through their sleeping pattern in 

both novels. This suggests that Babits copied the pattern of sleeping and waking in Dr 

Jekyll and Mr Hyde. Two attempts are made in Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde and in A 

gdlyakalifa to regain the control of the former supreme self but they prove ineffectual.

A key difference between the two stories is that Jekyll can follow this process 

with his reason throughout. Even in the end when he struggles against sleep, and 

seems to lose his senses, his reason is there. His story, even after his fall, remains that 

of the fall of a man of experience and reason for which his rational self is responsible. 

Elemer’s fall and collapse are those of an innocent and suffering creative 

personality.108

Apart from the fact that Stevenson’s writing is a main intertextual genetic link 

of A gdlyakalifa a comparative study of these two pieces is also rewarding. The 

comparative reading shows the differences that Babits creates from his thematic 

precursor such as dealing with an innocent and socially dependent ego instead of an 

experienced and independent one.

108This is my interpretation of A gdlyakalifa. I have unquestionable proof that Babits was deeply 
preoccupied with psychology. Not only his direct reference to Morton Prince’s book, but also his essay 
on The American Journal o f Psychology attest to his interest. See Esszek es tanulmanyok (1978), i, pp. 
17-19. Babits mentions other psychologists that he studied in his correspondence. One can find a 
reference to Theodule Armand Ribot in a letter Babits wrote before 1908. See Babits-Juhasz- 
Kosztolanyi levelezese (1959), p. 175. Ribot was a specialist psychologist in the creative imagination 
and the operation of the memory. See Theodule Ribot, Essay on the Creative Imagination (London: 
Kegan Paul and Triibner, 1906), and Diseases o f the Memory (London: Kegan Paul and Trench, 1882).



1.5 A diversion

1.5.1 A gdlyakalifa’s roots in Coleridge

The protagonist narrator of A gdlyakalifa incorporates three different systems of 

reality into his narrative. One is Elemer’s real environment, which is peaceful and at 

times even idyllic. (The only exception to this is the finishing section of the first half 

of the novel, and Elemer’s Italian flight). A second reality is his distant and recent 

memories, which are from the negative projection of the society surrounding him. 

These are emblematic of his dreams. The third is his continuous dream, which 

demonstrates his oneiric alter ego. He says of it: ‘a masodik multam nem egyeb, mint 

egy rossz alom, talan most mar tobbet elo sem jon, kitudom magambol. Eros 

fantaziam az oka, hogy ilyen elenk’.109 This alter ego is an involuntary creation of 

Elemer’s mind. The themes and motifs of the stories of these three worlds move in 

and out of each other’s interrelated narratives.

These three spheres of experience have a root in Coleridge’s different 

faculties of the creative mind. According to the Biographia Literaria the primary 

imagination perceives things and thus creates a reality in the mind. The secondary 

imagination re-creates this reality in union with the conscious will. The fancy is 

memory without its settings and modified by the will according to the choice of the 

mind.110

Alkoto kepzelet, Creative Imagination is a free transcription of Coleridge’s 

theory. It attests to Babits’s preoccupation with the operation of the creative mind. It

109A gdlyakalifa (1982), p. 37. ‘Certainly this second past was nothing but a bad dream; perhaps it 
would not even recur again, I could drive it from myself. Only my keen imagination was to blame for its 
vividness’, The Nightmare (1966), p. 39.
110Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Biographia Literaria (London; Vermont: J. M. Dent; Charles E. Tuttle, 
1997), p. 175.
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also shows that Babits knew and applied Coleridge’s ideas:

A latott es hallott dolgok emleke csak epitoanyag volt, hogy valami sohse latottat es 
sohse hallottat epitsen fol,—Ellenorizheti ezt mindenki a maga emlekeibol: a fantazia 
—produktum igazaban es lenyegeben nem kulso valosag-elemek kombinacioja, 
hanem valamely belso erzelemnek az objektivalasa, s mint ilyen, egeszen uj, 
valosagos teremtes, oly valaminek megjelenese a vilagban ami meg nem letezett.111

Babits’s creative attachment to the Arabian Nights is in common with 

Coleridge’s.112 Coleridge’s interest in them, was part of the Romantic approval of the 

creative imagination, and imaginary art forms such as visions, legends, and fairy tales. 

Coleridge read The Arabian Nights as a child: ‘At six years old he had read Robinson 

Crusoe and turned to the Arabian Nights. These frightened him so much that he was, 

he tells us, ‘haunted by spectres’ whenever he was alone in the dark’.113

Babits’s expression of his interest in Scheherazade can not only be found in A 

gdlyakalifa but also in Erato,114 which is Babits’s selection of erotic verse from 

classical and modem poets. A Gdlyakalifa’s title is from Scheherazade too and key 

motifs, such as the imaginary transformation of the protagonist, are a common one in 

the Arabian tales. Thus this novel can be read as a refutation of the stories of the 

Arabian Nights since it refutes not only the idea of positive magic but even a 

wholesome development of the narrator’s creative personality. The creative 

personality which can be identified with the narrator suffers and finally dies.

11‘‘The memory of things seen and heard was only the building material for him to construct something 
which he had otherwise never seen or heard. Everybody can check this from their own memories. The 
product of one’s fantasy is not really the combination of outside reality but the objectivisation of a 
feeling inside. In this quality it is the creation of something entirely new, and the appearance of 
something in the world that has never existed before’, OSzK (Hungarian National Library), fond 
III/1422.
112‘There is one book, for example, more generally loved than Shakespeare, that captivates in childhood, 
and still delights in age—I mean the Arabian Nights—where you should look in vain for moral or 
intellectual interest. No human face or voice greets us among that wooden crowd of kings and genies, 
sorcerers and beggar men’, ‘A Gossip on Romance’ in Selected Short Stories of R. L. Stevenson, ed.
Ian Campbell (Edinburgh: Ramsay, 1980), p. 28.
I13Stephen Prickett, Victorian Fantasy (Hassocks: Harvester, 1979).
“ 4Mihaly Babits, Erato, ed. Gyorgy Belia (Budapest: Szepirodalmi, 1970).
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Kubla Khan is the most concise expression of a destructive trance in which the 

palace of art is being built. Coleridge’s experience of this state, however, was also 

painful and finally lethal: ‘To lie in ease yet dull anxiety for hours, afraid to think a 

thought, lest some thought of anguish should shoot a pain athwart my body, afraid 

even to turn my body, lest the very bodily motion should induce a train of painful 

thoughts—’ 115

Babits summarises his assessment of this phenomenon in a letter in 1908.This

proves his interest in this subject and another genetic root of his work in Coleridge:

Coleridge verseit is most olvastam. Coleridge egy angol Poe, ami annyit jelent, hogy 
moralista Poe, de szinten birja a nyelvnek es verselesnek azt a szinte tiinderi varazsat, 
ami az amerikai koltonel megkap. Az Ancient Mariner es a Christabel, mindketto 
utanozhatatlan, es mint az ertekezesben olvastam, tenyleg befejezhetetlen toredek (a 
Ven tengeresz befejezett): a legregibb tipusu kiserteties remhistoriak, a 
legmodemebb, legimpresszionistabb hangulatban, nyelvben, felfogasban feltalalva.
[... ] 6piumot ivott es elziilott mint Poe.116

In this respect A golyakalifa is Babits’s attempt to explain a lethal process that 

creativity might entail. It is also a reaction to the verse of Coleridge and Poe since, 

like Babits’s narrator, both Coleridge and Poe suffered from the nightmares of their 

creative minds.117

U5A Choice o f Coleridge’s Verse, ed. Ted Hughes (London: Faber, 1996), p. 15. 
n6‘I have just read Coleridge’s poems. Coleridge is an English Poe, by which I mean that he is a moralist 
Poe but possesses that magical charm of the language and poetry which characterizes the American 
poet. The Rime o f the Ancient Mariner and Christabel are both inimitable, and as I have read in an
essay, are fragments whose completion is really not possible {The Rime o f the Ancient Mariner is 
finished): they are haunting ghost stories of the most ancient type, and are expressed in the most 
impressionistic mood and language according to the latest fashion. He could not adopt the same magical 
voice afterwards. [...] He drank opium and became an alcoholic like Poe’, Babits Juhasz Kosztolanyi 
levelezese (1959), p. 175.
117Modem psychiatric research supports my observations of Babits’s creative character. Babits was a 
completely sound person from a psychiatric point of view, and wrote this piece about an author with 
abnormal delusions. His creative protagonist is much weaker in mind than he was. ‘Biographical studies 
designed to discover the extent to which historically important creative individuals have experienced 
psychotic or related disorders, have been one of the most popular tests of the association between 
creativity and psychopathology. These studies have generally demonstrated a closer relationship between 
creativity and mood disorders as opposed to creative achievement and schizophrenia’, Raj Persaud,
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1.6. A further analysis of the roots and a parallel of Babits’s novel

1.6.1 Morton Prince’s and Dickens’s role in the creation of A gdlyakalifa

The episode of the kick is one example which demonstrates Babits’s preoccupation 

with sensual experience:118

Behunytam a szememet, lassankent nagyon melegem lett—es ekkor tortent az elso 
kiilonos dolog, amivel akkor persze nem sokat gondoltam, mert azt hittem, csak alom. 
Valaki megrugott. Espedig egy meztelen lab rugott rajtam egyet, ereztem es ami a 
legfurcsabb, semmi kiilonoset se talaltam benne. Felnyitottam a szememet: egeszen 
sotet volt, es ezt is akkor egesz termeszetesnek vettem. Csak egy pillanatig tartott az 
egesz. Egy esocsepp hullott arcomra, felugrottam.119

In this field Babits’s theoretical basis undoubtedly ha its roots in Morton Prince’s 

book120 An episode concerning the issue of perception and the awareness of it is 

explained by Morton:

The hypnotic self, when questioned, was able to tell how many times the finger had 
been pricked, and whether it had been touched, stroked, or bent. She could also 
describe, down to the slightest detail, the various performances with the rod, when 
Miss Beauchamp failed to see it. Inasmuch as the lost sensory impressions were now 
remembered in hypnosis, they must have been perceived, in spite of the fact that Miss 
Beauchamp had not felt or seen the respective stimuli. This means that the 
perceptions must have remained subconscious, that is, dissociated from the personal 
perception.121

Babits’s interest in this subject must have been also strengthened by his reading of 

Dickens. Elemer feels that he is kicked. He, nevertheless, thinks that he only dreams

From the Edge o f the Couch: Bizarre psychiatric cases and what they teach us about ourselves, 2nd 
edn. (London, New York, Toronto: Bantam, 2004), p. 33.
118I write about Babits’s readings on this subject in the introduction.
119A gdlyakalifa (1982), p. 19. ‘I closed my eyes and began to feel very hot—and then the first strange 
thing happened, though it did not worry me very much then because I thought it was only a dream. 
Someone kicked me. And the kick had been delivered by a bare foot. I could feel it, and what was 
strangest of all, I did not feel that there was anything unusual in it. I opened my eyes: it was completely 
dark, and this again seemed quite natural at the time. The whole incident lasted only a second. A drop of 
rain fell on my face and I jumped up’, The Nightmare (1966), p. 19.
120Babits refers to this by its title in A gdlyakalifa, (1982), pp. 56-57. See Morton Prince, The 
Dissociation o f a Personality: a Bibliographical Study in Abnormal Psychology (New York; London; 
Bombay: Longmans; Green: 1906).
121Ibid„ pp. 72-73.



about being kicked. Durdles dropped the key of the crypt according to his dream. He 

can, however, see the key. He picks it up but only remembers his dream. These two 

episodes describe the same phenomenon from a psychological point of view. The 

protagonists only remember their dreams about an incident that has happened:

Durdles is asleep at once; and in his sleep he dreams a dream. [... ] As Durdles recalls 
that touching something in his dream, he looks down on the pavement, and sees the 
key of the crypt door lying close to where he himself lay. T dropped you, did I ?’ he 
says, picking it up, and recalling that part of his dream.122

Elemer’s meditations on an engineer, Kineses, manifest the same sort of

preoccupation with the way memories and dreams make sense in the mind. Kineses

comes from Salt Lake City in America: ‘Ott akkor van reggel, mikor nalunk esteu23,

Elemer seems to remember his face from somewhere.

Elemer’s oneiric child alter ego is an orphan. He works in a workshop as an

apprentice. He is anxious and without any prospects. He runs away, and aimlessly

roams the streets. He is hungry and has little idea of how to go about finding some

work.124 This oneiric story-line represents its hero while dreaming:

O, milyen jo aludni es almodni mindenfeleket.—Csak emlekeznem jol arra, amit 
almodtam!—Bom—bombom—tortem ki megint, arra a gondolatra, hogy csak alom 
volt minden es nem igaz, es en itt vagyok.123

During the oneiric story-line the narrator of A gdlyakalifa occasionally 

intervenes to comment on the clarity or obscurity of a dream’s image in the

122Charles Dickens, The Mystery o f Edwin Drood (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1985), pp. 157-58. 
Compare an experiment about associating visual and tactile perception with a key in Morton Prince, The 
Dissociation o f a Personality (1906), pp. 144-145.
123A gdlyakalifa (1982), p. 17. ‘I t ’s morning there when i t ’s evening here’, The Nightmare (1966), p.
18.
124Huba Lorinczy mentions the similarity of his story to that of Oliver Twist. See Huba Lorinczy, ‘A 
magyar szazadelo Twist Oliveije’ (1976), 25-30.
125A gdlyakalifa (1982), p. 25. ‘Oh, how good it was to sleep to have all kinds of dreams! ‘Buh-huh- 
huh,’ I sobbed at the thought that all this had been a mere dream, not the truth, and I was here’, The 
Nightmare (1966), p. 26.
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protagonist’s consciousness: ‘Amily reszletesen emlekeztem e nap esemenyeire eddig

a pontig, olyan homalyos elottem, hogy mi tortent velem ezutan’.126

He also weaves into the story half-dreaming or half-conscious states. Babits’s

transposition of Dickens’s psychological and philosophical themes from Edwin Drood

is especially relevant in this respect. I quote again from Durdles’s dream:

From succeeding unconsciousness he passes into a dream of slow uneasiness from 
cold; and painfully awakes to a perception of the lanes of light—really changed, much 
as he had dreamed—and Jasper walking among them, beating his hands and feet.127

In the A gdlyakalifa’s architext, the oneiric self is questioned in a dream. This 

cross-examination has the same kind of philosophical approach as the one the waking 

self applies to his story in Dickens:

feketen potyogtak ra a kenyerre, es megettem a kenyerrel egyutt. Olyan volt minden, 
mint valami rossz alom. Ereztem, hogy most kellene gondolni valamire, valami szep 
es tiszta dologra, ami mindjart megvigasztalna. [... ] Almodom, almodom talan? Jaj, 
jaj, dehogy lehet ez alom! Kisgyerek korom ota mindig csak almodok? Egesz 
magamat csak almodtam? Jaj, jaj, dehogy lehet ez alom ... ami igy faj ... De a masik 
se lehet alom, ez a nagy fenyes, nem tudom mi... ,128

After the final awakening from this section of the dream, Elemer tries to 

clarify the connection between the images of his memory, reality and his oneiric 

experience by applying his scientific philosophical approach. He goes to the cemetery 

with his granny and recites verses by Ovid on the way there. He realizes that he does 

not have a father in his dream, and laughs at himself for treating his dream as if it 

were reality. On his return, when he decides to write everything down, he comments

126A gdlyakalifa (1982), p. 34.‘The clarity with which I recall the events of the day up to this point is 
equalled only by the obscurity with which the rest is veiled’, The Nightmare (1966), p. 36.
X21The Mystery o f Edwin Drood (1985), p. 157.
128A gdlyakalifa (1982), p. 27. My translation: The sooty drops fell on the bread and I ate them with it. 
All this was like a bad dream. 1 felt that now I should think of something nice and clean that would give 
me immediate comfortf.. ] Am I dreaming, only dreaming perhaps? Oh, dear, how could this be only a 
dream? Could I have been dreaming ever since my early childhood? Am I only a dream I am dreaming 
about? Oh no, no. Something that hurts so much ... cannot be a dream only. But the other thing—that 
big bright I do not know what—cannot be a dream either.



on his attitude to his narrative:

es minden uj reszletet, ami eszembe jutott, lejegyeztem magamnak, unott diilongo 
diakbetuimmel. [...] Pedigmar elhitettem magammal, hogy nemrestellek semmit. 
Hiszen legfeljebb azt almodtam, hogy asztalosinas es torvenytelen gyerek vagyok.129

He has lunch, and is present at the visit of the family doctor who tells him to 

read less and reassures him that he is well. Then a friend of the family comes. During 

his visit Elemer looks at his mother, and is shocked: ‘Mert ebben a mozdulatban 

raismertem arra ... arra a masikra ... arra, akit anyamnak kellett neveznem almaim 

eleteben’.130

Elemer soon feels unwell. He retires to his room and wants to go to sleep

because the oneiric ego will have to get up early: He and what he experiences are

shifted into the sphere of the oneiric dimension within one sentence: ‘Es alighogy

behunytam a szememet, mar ereztem, hogy a pama surolja az arcom, ereztem, hogy

az asztalosinas agyaban vagyok’.131 The oneiric alter ego goes to the city where a

newspaper boy shouts out the fall of the government. He realises that he could also

sell newspapers. He has no identification or papers to enable him to obtain a licence

and stops longingly outside a bookshop but cannot read. He feels hungry, humiliated,

miserable and frustrated. Finally he falls asleep in a park:

Kin, kin, irtozatos kin volt igy menni, a napban, porban fustben, izzadva, faradva, 
ehesen. De mentem, mintha a jaszolhoz mennek. Egy hid alatt mentem at, folottem a 
vasut bdmbolt, pofogott, a vashid zugott, mint egy pokol.132

129A golyakalifa (1982), p. 39. My translation: I noted down every new detail that occurred to me, in my 
bored schoolboy scrawl. [...] And yet I had almost made myself believe that I would not be ashamed of 
anything. After all, I could not have dreamt about less than having been a cabinet-maker’s apprentice 
and an illegitimate child!
m A golyakalifa (1982), p. 42. ‘Because in this movement I suddenly recognized that...that other...that 
woman whom I had to call mother in the life of my dreams’, The Nightmare (1966), p. 45.
13lA golyakalifa (1982), p. 44. ‘And hardly had I closed my eyes when I felt the pillow scraping against 
my cheek, I could feel that I was sleeping in the apprentice’s bed’, The Nightmare (1966), p. 47.
122A golyakalifa (1982), p. 47. ‘It was agony, sheer tantalizing agony, to walk like this in the sun, dust 
and smoke, sweaty, tired and hungry. But I walked and walked, as if I were going to the manger. I 
passed under a bridge, above me a train puffed and panted and the iron bridge roared infernally’, The
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Xhis part of Babits’s novel transforms parts from Oliver Twist's narrative:

Oliver walked twenty miles that day; and all that time tasted nothing but the crust of 
dry bread, and a few draughts of water, which he begged at the cottage-doors by the 
roadside. [... ] Covered ways and yards, which here and there diverged from the main 
street, disclosed little knots of houses, where drunken men and women were 
positively wallowing in filth; [...].133

Babits condenses and dramatises Dickens’s depiction. His prose thereby acquires an 

emotional quality. This is unlike his precursor’s realistic style. Babits writes about 

how his protagonist feels and not what he is deprived of. The repetition of ‘menni’ 

(go) in Babits parallels Dickens’s ‘covered ways and yards’. It is interesting to see 

how Babits varies from Dickens in expressing the same infernal qualities of his hero’s 

environment by describing sounds rather than visuals.

After waking up, Elemer’s main preoccupation is the coherence, the reality

like quality of his dream. He asks his Greek teacher, Darvas, for books on dreams. He 

gives Elemer The Dissociation o f a Personality.134 Elemer reads this book and 

becomes reassured of his mental health. By inserting an English intertext into his 

Hungarian prose, Babits also calls the reader’s attention to one of his original sources.

This episode also shows Babits’s way of creating his work. In the episode 

above, Darvas gives Elemer an English medical book. This book helps Elemer restore 

his confidence in his soundness. Babits also works from several English exemplars to 

create new Hungarian genres of fiction. The Dissociation o f a Personality is a source 

he used when he wrote A golyakalifa.

Elemer tries to conceptualise his dream and decides to look upon it as a

Nightmare (1966), p. 51.
I33Charles Dickens, Oliver Twist (Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 1999), pp. 55, 60.
134Morton Prince, The Dissociation o f a Personality (1906).



serialised novel. The next instalment of his dream, however, will not come and he 

remembers his dream in his fully conscious state as intensely as he does his 

memories. He is again his successful school self for some time and keeps going back 

to the mill to recall the episode of the kick. Visiting this location contains emblematic 

combinations of motifs from Elemer’s dreams, real and oneiric memories and real 

experience. He carries on with his scientific inquiry into his dream, and he 

summarises his thesis as: ‘Ez az elet csak alkalom arra, hogy a vilag reszben ontudatra 

jusson’.135 The successful schoolboy begins to deteriorate. In his consciousness he 

experiences stories from the negative ‘memory’ manifestation of his self. First a 

schoolboy uses someone else’s diploma to enrol; secondly he is at the inland revenue 

office, and thirdly the shy self has a lustful adventure with a prostitute. Elemer deems: 

‘hogy az almom nem szunt meg, csak valahogyan a tudatom ala kerult egy idore.

Hogy az a sotet es nyomaszto masik elet most is itt huzodik valahol a hatam mogott, 

es kiser mint az amyek, bar nem mindig latom’.136 In this deliberation Babits utilises 

the text of Oliver Twist:

Although Oliver had roused himself from sleep, he was not thoroughly awake. There 
is a drowsy state, between sleeping and waking, when you dream more in five 
minutes with your eyes half open, and yourself half conscious of everything that is 
passing around you, than you would in five nights with your eyes fast closed, and your 
senses wrapt in perfect unconsciousness.137

As opposed to Dickens Babits does not detail the difference between the perception of 

time while one is asleep, half asleep and awake but is preoccupied with the self s 

awareness of its own subconscious. However, seeing in Babits, is a metaphor of

l35A golyakalifa, (1982), p. 60. My translation: This life is merely an opportunity for the world to 
become partially conscious.
136A golyakalifa (1982), p. 62. My translation: my dream has not ceased, but has temporarily sunk below 
my consciousness. That dark and oppressive other life still lurks somewhere behind my back. It follows 
me like a shadow which I cannot always see.
137Oliver Twist, p. 64.
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consciousness. This also shows that he condenses and lyricises Dickens’s more 

objective style.

1.6.2 Ruskin and Proust

After these episodes, Elemer travels to Venice with his grandmother and his fiancee, 

Etelka. The figure of Etelka is idyllically peaceful, unreal, and alludes to a similar 

character of the name Etelke in Sandor Petofi’s verse.138

Elemer’s and Etelka’s visit to Venice focuses, inter alia, on their experience of 

the sea, the city as seen from a gondola,139 and art. The narrator pays special attention 

to the St. Ursula frescos.140 Elemer’s impressions are interwoven with his childhood 

memories:

138The young lady referred to here was called Etelka Csapo (1829-1845). See Etelkehez, in Petofi 
Sandor osszes koltemenyei, ed. Jozsef Kiss, 2 vols. (Budapest: Szepirodalmi, 1978), i, p. 318.
139The narrator writes in the Stones o f Venice: ‘And now come with me, for I have kept you too long 
from your gondola: come with me on an autumnal morning, to a low wharf or quay at the extremity of a 
canal, with long steps on each side down to the water, which latter we fancy for an instant has become 
black with stagnation; another glance undeceives us—it is covered with the black boats of Venice’. See 
John Ruskin, Stones o f Venice (London: Bellew, 1981), p. 52.
140These passages show Babits’s utilisation of Ruskin’s attitudes and themes. On the basis of Hippolyte 
Taine’s (1828-93) theory on la race, le milieu, le moment Babits supposes the same relationship 
between a country’s landscape and its spirituality as Ruskin does in his Poetry o f Architecture. Babits 
writes about Transdanubia: ‘A Dunantul enyhe kek videk, hogy Ruskin egy szavaval eljek, aki negyfele 
videktipust allapit meg s Italiat kek videknek talalja: a Dunantul is kek videk, hasonlo legszebb reszeiben 
Italiahoz, Firenze kdmyekehez. Nem csoda ha a dunantuli irok allnak a latin konnyuseghez es 
eleganciahoz legkozelebb’; ‘Transdanubia is what Ruskin calls a mild blue region. Ruskin distinguishes 
between four different types of regions, and finds Italy blue. Transdanubia resembles Italy and the region 
of Florence in its most beautiful parts. It is no wonder that the Transdanubian writers stand closest to 
Latin lightness and elegance’, Mihaly Babits, ‘ Magyar irodalom’(1913), in Mihaly Babits, Esszek es 
tanulmanyok, 2 vols. (Budapest: Szepirodalmi, 1978), i, p. 392. The original Ruskin text which Babits 
refers to reads as follows: ‘91. II. The cultivated, or blue, Country. This is the rich champagne land, in 
which large trees are more sparingly scattered, and which is chiefly devoted to the purposes of 
agriculture. In this we are perpetually getting blue distances from the slightest elevation, which are 
rendered more decidedly so by contrast with warm com or ploughed fields in the foreground. Such is 
the greater part of England. The view from the hills of Malvern is a good example... ’, ‘The Poetry of 
Architecture’, The Complete Works o f John Ruskin, ed. E. T. Cook and Alexander Wedderbum 
(London: Allen; New York: Longmans; Green, 1903-1912), i, Early Prose Writings 1834 to 1843 
(1903), pp. 70-1. It is interesting that Babits applies the colour of England to Italy and Trans-danubia. 
Another explication of this theme and subject by Babits is in his short story Utinapld. In this work 
Babits refers to Ruskin’s Poetry o f Architecture as the starting point of his theory. See Babits Mihaly 
novellai es szinjatekai, ed. Anna Sandor Beliane (Budapest: Szepirodalmi, 1987), p. 25. (Babits had 
Ruskin’s Mornings in Florence (Leipzig, 1907), The Poetry o f Architecture, ill., author (Leipzig,
1907), The Stones o f Venice, 3 vols. (London, n.d.) in his library.



Es eszembe jutott a gyermekkorom csdndje, amikor meg nem kialtoztak lelkemben 
azok a borzaszto, szegyenteljes piszkos emlekek. Mennyire elhalkultak ezek a larmas 
emlekek, mikor Etelka kozeleben voltam. Boldognak es gyermeknek ereztem 
magamat megint, mint azon az emlekezetes majalison, gyermekkorom utolso tiszta 
napjan.

Elemer also reflects on corruption in life; dream; and the beauty of art: ‘Mennyi 

szepseg vesz koriil. Milyen halatlan is az ember: hogyha mar semmi baja csinal 

maganak, ha masbol nem, hat egy rossz alombol’141. This style and these artistic 

images of Venice must have their genetic roots in Ruskin’s The Stones o f Venice}*2

Critics often associate other works of Babits, particularly his Halalfiai, with 

Proust.143 One must state that the bulk of Babits’s prose is nowhere close to the 

sophisticated introspection of Proust’s work. Despite its genetic disconnectedness this 

Italian part of A golyakalifa does read like Proust. It achieves the subtle linking of 

positive emotions with art, artful nostalgia and environment such as one can find it in 

Remembrance o f Things Past: T went laboriously over [... ] these visions of Florence, 

Venice, Pisa, from which the desire that they excited in me drew and kept something 

as profoundly personal as if it had been love, love for another person’.144

Like Babits, Proust also takes up the motif of Vittore Carpaccio’s St. Ursula 

frescoes and the legend of St. Ursula in In the Shadow o f Young Girls in Flower. As 

opposed to Proust’s use of Venice in Swan's Way, Venice is here associated with the

141A golyakalifa (1982), p. 69.‘There is so much beauty around me. How ungrateful Man is, where there 
is no trouble he makes it for himself—from a bad dream if there is nothing else’, The Nightmare (1966), 
p. 76.
142The St. Ursula frescoes to which the narrator pays special attention in his description of Venice, were 
among Carpaccio’s principal works. Like Babits, Ruskin was also an admirer of Carpaccio: ‘the 
excellency and supremacy of five great painters, despised until I spoke of them,—Turner, Tintoret,
Luini, Botticelli, and Carpaccio’, John Ruskin, Modem Painters: O f the Imaginative and Theoretic 
Faculties, ed. John Ruskin, 5 vols. (London: George Allen, 1897), ii, p. 255.
143‘Meg az Agoston-fele, a Zarathusztra-tipusu, a Proust-szeru erosen vallomasos, de erosen reflektalt 
gondolati-erzelmi szovetu lirikus proza’, Bela G. Nemeth, Babits a szabadito (Budapest, 
Tankonyvkiado, 1987), p. 25.
144Marcel Proust, Swanrs Way: Book One o f Remembrance o f Things Past (1922), trans. C. K. Scott 
Moncrieff(Harmondsworth: Penguin, 2000), p. 455.
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idea of opulence rather than art and a peacefully beautiful environment.145 Babits’s 

and Proust’s use of the same theme is evidence of their inner relatedness or 

psychological parallelism.146 (It is unlikely to be a socially determined analogue 

because Ruskin was not a fashionable subject matter in Babits’s Hungary.) A root the 

two writers have in common is Ruskin’s Stones o f Venice in this instance. Proust 

explicitly refers to this work as one his sources.147

1.6.3 Dickens and Morton Prince

One night Elemer wakes up in his other life again. The story of the oneiric self 

continues where it left off last time. The reality of the oneiric world, as expressed in 

the themes and images of the text, becomes filthier, and the three corrupt real-life 

episodes, which took place before Elemer’s trip to Venice, recur in this still 

Dickensian story. This part is also emblematic of the exploitation of the weak and 

powerless real self The alter ego gets a job as a clerk. This is given to him by a court 

attendant who had caught him stealing the diploma he had wanted to use to prove his 

identity. He puts him in a post whose previous holder had committed suicide, takes a 

part of his pay, and blackmails him into continuing to forge fiscal stamps. In the 

words of the oneiric self: ‘Igen, most mar egeszen tisztan ertem ennek a napilapok 

riportjaiba valo bunugynek minden reszet, melyet mint egy kodfeju bunds aldozat 

neman szenvedtem at, es szenvedek maig’.148 The description of this psychological

145Marcel Proust, In the Shadow o f Young Girls in Flower, trans. James Grieve (Harmondsworth: 
Penguin, 2003), pp. 475-76.
146Dionyz Durisin, Sources and Systematics o f Comparative Literature (Bratislava: Univerzita 
Komenskeho, 1974), p. 169.
147Proust, In the Shadow o f Young Girls in Flower (2003), p. 228.
U*A golyakalifa (1982), p. 78. ‘Yes, I can fully understand now every detail of the whole business fit for 
the pen of sensation-mongering crime reporters, a business from which I dumbly suffered and am still 
suffering’, The Nightmare (1966), p. 84.
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phenomenon, according to which the ego suffers and then ideally overcomes the sins

of the alter ego, has its theoretical origin in Prince’s book:

Sally had been guilty of unusual offence. Miss Beauchamp had been put to 
mortification of learning that in a trance she had borrowed a large sum of money, had 
given forty dollars to a beggar, and then to cap the climax, had lost a treasured watch. 
The latter, as I learned, Sally had pulled to pieces,—‘It would be such fun to see if she 
could take the works out,’—and then, finding she was no watchmaker, she had hidden 
the pieces.149

The oneiric self s memories of an ideally perfect young man merge with 

memories of Venice. This makes him feel frustrated and humiliated. Elemer hates his 

surroundings, and is also tortured by a sense of guilt because of the corruption he is 

involved in. The experience of guilt and humiliation is also narrated by the alter ego, 

partly because of the gradual unification of the consciousness of the two selves. The 

oneiric self s frustration at having to feel ashamed of his love of reading, and his 

memories of Venice, are only aggregating the existing chaos and confusion in 

Elemer’s mind. The episode in another bookshop also shows the problems both selves 

face because of each other. The same motifs occur in the stories of all realities (real 

experience and memory, dreams and oneiric memories) here. Elemer day-dreams, and 

is taunted for day-dreaming by his colleagues. I will quote from Babits’s text to 

illustrate the depiction of increasingly merging realities. The metaphorical description 

alludes to linguistic expression:

Emlekszem, hogy akkor edes regi almom—(mert akkor ezt is alomnak kellett 
neveznem, eppen ugy, mint most amazt)—, edes regi almom aranykodevel, 
buszkesegevel teli, borzasztoan, kinosan csunyanak ereztem a tragar beszedet, es egy 
pillanatig ontudatlan es onkenytelen, ilyenforman meltatlankodtam magamban.150

149Morton Prince, The Dissociation o f a Personality (1906), p. 138.
150A golyakalifa (1982), p. 73. ‘I remember that then, the golden mists of my old sweet dream still 
lingered in my mind and I still felt proud as in my old sweet dream (in this life I must refer to the other 
as a dream); their filthy language hurt and embarrassed me terribly’, The Nightmare, p. 78.
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When Elemer wakes up, he realizes that all three realities have become 

increasingly inseparable. He loses control over the oneiric ego whose real unity with 

him is symbolized by the connection between the waking up and falling asleep of the 

two selves. This awkward experience launches Elemer’s flight round Italy. The 

depiction of his journey becomes more and more frequently interrupted by episodes 

from the oneiric story-line. By this time the alter ego describes himself as: ‘Vagyaim, 

telhetetlen es gyava vagyaim uralkodtak rajtam, a gyulolet, a gog es durva erzekiseg, 

az unalomnak es balga almodozasnak gyermeke, melyet a legaljasabb es legolcsobb 

remregenyek, a mozidarabok es pomografikus nyomtatvanyok meg taplaltak’.151

This description marks a break from the reformulated Dickensian story of the 

main self and the alter ego. In parallel with this, the ordinary-life self admits complete 

defeat. This is summarized in a metaphor which signifies increasing moral 

degradation in both narratives: ‘Es ugy ereztem, hogy most keveredik ossze ez a ket 

fele nedv. Eddig—eddig az arany bor felszinen uszott, es most, most kezd keveredni 

es szennyesedniV52

1.6.4 Morton Prince

The psychological content of the main ego’s narrative is the despair he feels over the 

recurring oneiric story-line. He devises sophisticated philosophical systems to explain 

his situation, but cannot account for it coherently. His theories include having one

151A golyakalifa (1982), p. 83. ‘My desires, my insatiable and cowardly desires, governed me, hatred, 
pride and coarse sensuality, children of boredom and stupid day-dreaming nurtured by the basest penny 
dreadful sensational films and pornographic magazines’, The Nightmare (1966), p. 89.
152A golyakalifa (1982), p. 84. ‘And I felt that now the two kinds of juices were being mixed. Up to now 
the golden wine had floated on the surface, but now it was getting mixed and polluted’, The Nightmare 
(1966), p. 91. (I have amended the first sentence.)
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soul which alternately lives in two bodies, or everyone having alter egos but no one

meeting the others’ alter egos. Elemer also becomes desperate to work out the

language and the milieu of this other world. The emblem of the caliph recurs in his

reflections, and the logic of his inquiries verges on the absurd: ‘Ah, csak egy nevre,

csak egy szora emlekeznek! Mindjart meg tudnam mondani, hoi van, hoi van az

almaim orszaga a valosagban, mindjart odautaznek, rajtakapnam a masik enemet,

szembe allnank, megtome a varazs. Egy szot, csak egyetlen szot!’.153 Morton Prince’s

book explains verbal confusions due to mental blocks in the subconscious:

The subconsciousness, so long as it is subconscious, has a much narrower field; it 
does not (except in crises) have control, for instance, of the arm and legs, or the 
speech faculties, and it is not possessed of the intellectual capacities which the subject 
in hypnosis possesses. When the subject is hypnotised and put into a particular state, 
the subconsciousness may become fused with this particular hypnotic consciousness, 
and, if so, its contents are remembered and the whole may then form an alternating 
personality.154

Elemer justifies his state of mind by the night life of the alter ego which 

deprives him of his sleep and sanity: ‘Es meg valami eszembe jutott. Az a sajatsagos 

megfeleles, amelybe almom egyes alakjai az eletem egyes alakjaival alltak. Az a nagy 

hasonlosag, az a rejtelmes erzes, hogy azok nem is hasonlok, hanem ugyanazok’.155

By the end of this section, the two selves’ pursuit of each other becomes 

nearly unbearable for the protagonist. The principal self and its interrelated 

subconscious in the matter of dreams and perception of sleep are explained by Morton 

Prince:

l53A golyakalifa (1982), p. 87. ‘Oh, if I could recall a single name, a single word! I could tell then right 
away where ‘the country of my dreams’ was in reality, I would travel there and catch my other ego in 
the act, we would stand face to face and the magic would be broken. A word, a single word’, The 
Nightmare (1966), p. 94.
I54Morton Prince, The Dissociation o f a Personality (1906), pp. 45-46.
155A golyakalifa (1982), p. 88. My translation: And then something else occurred to me: the particular 
correspondence which existed between the particular characters of my dream and my life, and the 
unmistakable similarity and mysterious feeling that they are not only similar but the same.
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Sally claims never to sleep, but it is very unlikely that this is an illusion on her part. 
She claims to know the dreams of Miss Beauchamp to the minutest detail, including 
those dreams which are not remembered on waking, and the external agencies, such 
as sounds in the street, which give rise to them. By comparing Sally’s statements with 
those of Miss Beauchamp it is possible to verify Sally’s claim in regard to the dreams 
which Miss Beauchamp remembers, but, of course, these dreams Sally would be 
expected to know, whether she slept or not. More interesting is the fact that this 
subconscious personality insists that there are many dreams which Miss Beauchamp 
does not remember on waking, and which she Sally, claims to be conscious of and 
remember. These dreams are more extensive than those that are remembered.156

The oneiric alter ego in Babits’s work is one embodiment of the subconscious:

A dijnok erezte Tabory Elemer uj napjainak tarkasagat, erezte es vagyak keltek

benne, uj vagyak uj gyotrelmekkel, vagyak a latasra, tarkasagra.157

Now the alter ego seeks money to fulfil his craving for a glamorous life. The 

idea of this lifestyle has its origin in the main self.

1.6 .5 The Picture of Dorian Gray16*

Despite the narrator’s announcement, the next section, which is the last part of 

the flight, starts more in the style of Oscar Wilde’s Dorian Gray than a cheap novel. It 

contains several reworked intertexts from Wilde. A strong parallel exists between

156Morton Prince, The Dissociation o f a Personality (1906), p. 153. (Sally is one variation of Miss B.’s 
subconscious.) See also ibid., p. 169: ‘I made her stay awake all last night, and I will to-night, and I will 
every night. [...] I tried to cut her hair the other day, but she woke up before I could do it’. An 
analytical description of the sub-consciousness’s ability of recalling and reconstructing previously 
discontinued dreams can be read in ibid., pp. 326-27.
161 A golyakalifa (1982), p. 89. ‘The clerk sensed the new splendour of Elemer Tabory’s days; he sensed 
it and it awakened in him new desires, new desires with new torments, desires to see, to live 
colourfiilly’, The Nightmare (1966), p. 96.
158Babits read The Picture o f Dorian Gray before writing A golyakalifa. He writes about Wilde’s novel: 
‘A krisztusi orosz melle vegyimk egy individualis bunds, bortonjart perverz dekadenst: Gray Dorian 
arckepe szinten eppen egy ily anyamasszonyos lelkiismeret allegoriaja’, ‘In contrast to the Christ-like 
Russian, let us take a singular perverse and decadent criminal, a former prisoner; The Picture o f Dorian 
Gray is a parable of a likewise cowardly conscience’, Esszek es tanulmanyok (1978), i, p. 795. Babits 
read Wilde’s works; translated many of his verses and the Duchess of Padua’. According to Istvan Gal, 
‘A szekszardi vakacioban mar forditott tole, dsszes muveinek birtokaban volt, sot meg magyar 
forditasait is beszerezte’; ‘During his holidays in Szekszard, he was already translating from him, and 
possessed his complete works; what’s more he has even obtained Wilde’s Hungarian translations’, 
Istvan Gal, Babits es az angol irodalom (Debrecen: A Tisza Istvan-Tudomanyegyetem angol 
szeminariuma, 1942), p. 44.
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Elemer and a character from a book with whom Dorian identifies: ‘The hero the 

wonderful young Parisian, in whom the romantic and the scientific temperaments 

were so strangely blended, became a kind of prefiguring type of himself to him’.159 

The final stage of Elemer’s flight resembles the complete corruption of Dorian’s ego.

Dorian’s story is inspired by a ‘novel without a plot’160 which was also 

inspired by another book, the ‘Satyricon’.161 The ideals of the novel given to Dorian 

by Henry162 do not only impress Dorian but are also responsible for Dorian’s moral 

corruption. Sylvia’s adjective in A golyakalifa is ‘valoban sphinx volt titok nelkiil, 

medalion, ereklye nelkiil’.163 The sphinx without a secret is a common image with 

Wilde, and is also used in Dorian’s conversation with Lady Narborough: “‘Describe 

us as a sex,” was her challenge. “Sphinxes without secrets’” .164

Elemer’s corruption in A golyakalifa is manifested in the same way as

Dorian’s. Elemer plays roulette, enjoys vaudeville, gives money to a beautiful, tall

French woman. He takes up with Sylvia, who desperately wants money. He squanders

all his money on her so that she might help him stay awake and thus save him from

his bad dreams. Despite these efforts, Elemer completely loses control of himself:

Pedig talan mar nem is voltam az, sehol sem voltam az, mar Elemer sem volt a regi 
Elemer. Ez a sapadt ifju, aki hosszu esteken at szorta a penzt a svajci vilagfurdok 
jatekasztalaira egy kokott kedveert, nem volt tobbe a kedves jo fiu,165

Like the last attempt Dorian makes to be kind to Hetty, Elemer decides to turn

1590scar Wilde, The Picture o f Dorian Gray (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1985), p. 141.
160Ibid., p. 139.
161Ibid., p. 144.
162Ibid., (1985), p. 138.
163The Nightmare (1966), p. 99. ‘a sphinx without secret, a locket without a memento’, A golyakalifa 
(1982), p. 92.
1640scar Wilde, The Picture o f Dorian Gray (1985), p. 217.
165A golyakalifa (1982), pp. 92-93. ‘And yet perhaps I wasn’t what I used to be anywhere now; not 
even Elemer was the same Elemer. This pale young man who frittered away his money during the long 
gambling nights on the gambling tables of the famous Swiss resorts for the sake of a cocotte was no 
longer the dear sweet boy’, The Nightmare (1966), p. 100.
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back and change himself for the better. He travels by train and boat, chased not only 

by his negative self and by the dreams about his oneiric ego, but also by Sylvia. At 

this stage the oneiric story becomes more and more interwoven with that of the real 

self. The description of the alter ego’s surroundings continue to evoke scenes from 

The Picture o f Dorian Gray. The depiction of human behaviour is, as in parts of 

Dorian Gray, expressionistic166: 4 A tanyaban nagy enek volt es rohoges a gazda diszno 

anekdotain. A szivarfustfit vagni lehetett. Az arcok vorosek voltak, a hosszu nyaku, 

papaszemes kollega kidagadt erekkel orditott’.167

At this stage of his flight, Elemer starts perceiving even present reality as his 

dream: ‘Ekkor megismertem Silviat. O volt a voros kaszirosno, a diszno dijnoknak, 

legmagasabb, legelerhetetlenebb vagya! O, de ott meg sokkal olcsobb, sokkal 

utalatosabb’.168

The Expressionism that is characteristic of Elemer’s description of himself 

during his sea journey is stronger than in Wilde’s:

A mal di mare leirhatatlan rossz erzesei fogtak el. Korulottem nyogesek, sohajtasok 
hallatszottak. Kiinn a viz zugott, es a szel suvitett felelmetesen. A hajo dolt jobbra- 
balra, tamolygo alakok tancoltak, kapaszkodtak. Meggyotrott nok, ferfiak hevertek 
szerteszet, hason es haton osszevissza, senki sem torodott tarsaival, senki sem nezte ki 
a szomszedja.169

Babits’s intertext here is undoubtedly ffom Coleridge’s The Rime o f the Ancient

166‘the Expressionists considered that ‘a new passion was needed, a new pathos, the expression of a 
subjective vision regardless of mimesis’, Radojka Miljevic, Notions o f Identity in the Work o f Egon 
Hostovsky (2000), pp. 54-55.
l67A golyakalifa (1982), p. 95. ‘the guests were roaring with laughter at their host’s dirty stories. Stale
cigar smoke pervaded the room. Faces were crimson, and the long-necked colleague with the spectacles 
was shouting, his veins swollen’, The Nightmare (1966), p. 102.
169A golyakalifa (1982), p. 94. ‘Then I recognized Sylvia. She was the red-haired cashier girl, the 
highest, the least attainable desire of that swine clerk! She, but even cheaper, even more degraded’, The 
Nightmare (1966), p. 101.
169A golyakalifa (1982), p. 96. ‘The indescribably ghastly sensations of seasickness overcame me. All 
around me I heard groans and sighs. Outside the water surged and the wind roared frighteningly. The 
ship reeled right and left, swaying figures tottered and grabbed at anything in reach. Tormented men and 
women lay on their backs and on their stomachs, scattered all over the place, no one cared about the 
other, no one looked to see who their neighbour was’, The Nightmare (1966), p. 104.
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Mariner.™ The lines 320-330 from the fifth part are part and parcel of the Babits 

extract above:

The wind reach’d the ship: it roar’d / And dropp’d down, like a stone! / Beneath the 
lightning and the moon / The dead men gave a groan. / They groan’d, they stirr’d, they 
all uprose, / Ne spake, ne mov’d their eyes: / It had been strange, even in a dream / To 
have seen those dead men rise.171

Here, Babits transposes Coleridge’s strongly expressionistic lines of verse into prose.

In contrast to perceiving his present reality as a dream, the increasing 

interrelatedness of the wakeful and the oneiric ego is frequently emphasized by the 

protagonist. The purpose of this is to remind the reader of what originally used to be 

the oneiric story. These comments are woven into the travel descriptions. The 

description of the train journey is one example of this device: ‘A vonat ringasa hamar 

elszenderitett, pedig nem is valtottam halokocsit. Ezuttal a dijnok pontosan kelt, csak 

a hivatalban bobiskolt el minduntalan. (Ez onnan volt, hogy Elemer az allomason fel- 

felebredt)’.172

Arriving in Budapest, Elemer is desperate to work his way out of his 

troublesome state but fails. As a result he subsists in an inane day-dream. The alter 

ego is being made increasingly miserable, and devises wicked plans in wine-sodden 

fantasies. Now Elemer states that his true life is the one the clerk experiences, and his 

own life was only a dream. By the time he meets Sylvia in the cabaret, his two selves

170See also ‘Don Juan’, canto ii., lxxii, in George Gordon Byron, Byron Poetic Works, ed. Frederick 
Page (London; Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 1974). The crew suffers from drought in 
Coleridge’s and Byron’s verse and a storm in Babits’s novel. Babits’s use of sea imagery and his 
description of the state of the crew, nevertheless, imitates the verses of these English poets.
171I quote from the 1798 version. See Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Poems (London; Vermont: J. M. Dent; 
Charles E. Tuttle, 1995), p. 234. Babits had Coleridge’s Biographia Literaria (London, 1906), Essays 
and Lectures on Shakespeare (London: 1930), Poems, ed. Edward Dowden, ill., Charles Pens, 
Edinburgh, n.d.).
112A golyakalifa (1982), p. 94. ‘Although I had bought a Pullman ticket the rolling of the train lulled me 
to sleep. For once the clerk got up in time, but kept snoozing in the office. (This was because Elemer 
woke up at the stations)’, The Nightmare (1966), p. 101.
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will have merged completely. He watches the show, and according to his perception,

the show merges with the erotic fantasies of a half conscious state:

Villogott elottem a tancosnS meztelen terde, feher combja-husa—de a kovetkezo 
pillanatban mar a miniszter arckepere emeltem fel almos szememet. A ket enem 
ilyenkor ugyszolvan teljesen egyutt volt, egyik sem aludt egeszen, es egyik sem volt 
ebren egeszen, mindketto felalomban mimelte az ebrenletet, vagy inkabb 
pillanatonkent valtottak egymast.173

The characteristics of the show and its perception draw on Wilde’s depiction of night
life:

Dorian winced, and looked round at the grotesque things that lay in such fantastic 
postures on ragged mattresses. The twisted limbs, the gaping mouths, the staring 
lustreless eyes, fascinated him. [... ] They were better off than he was. He was 
prisoned in thought. Memory, like a horrible memory, was eating his soul away. [... ] 
He wanted to escape from himself.174

The creation of the narrative becomes entangled into a mixture of perception, analysis 

and experience which culminates in the personality’s collapse.

1.6.6 Virgil, Poe and Wilde: Conclusion

In the next and final part, Elemer finds himself at home. He is back in the 

idyllic world of his family and countiy-side: ‘A vonat halk futtyel atsurrant a Sarviz 

szurke hidjan. A viz elmarad veszteglo tutajaival. Jonnek mar a mi szolohegyeink, az 

ismerds, edes sziluett az alkonyi egen’.175

One lyric root here is Croydon’s pleading with Alexis in the second of Virgil’s 

Eclogues'. ‘How wonderful it would be to live together in these / Rough fields, in

173A golyakalifa (1982), p. 100. ‘The nakedness of the dancer, the white flesh of her thigh flashed in 
front of me—and the next moment I was raising my eyes heavy with sleep to look at the ex minister’s 
portrait in the office. At such times my two egos were almost in complete union, neither of them 
completely asleep and neither of them completely awake, both of them pretending to a waking state 
while half asleep, or rather the two alternating from one moment to the next’, The Nightmare (1966), p. 
108.
1740scar Wilde, The Picture o f Dorian Gray (1985), p. 206.
115A golyakalifa (1982), p. 104. ‘With a gentle whistle the train crossed the grey bridge over the River 
Sarkoz. The stream with its idle rafts was left behind and we were approaching our own rolling 
vineyards, those sweetly familiar silhouettes against the darkening sky’, The Nightmare (1966), p. 112.
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homely cottage, hunting the deer with our / Bows’.176

Elemer’s return home from a state of lost innocence is depicted as: 

‘Diadalmenetben ter meg a tekozlo fiu’.177 and contrasts with the idyllic environment 

of his home. From the point of view of Elemer’s educational process, this part could 

constitute a stage of regained innocence but it turns into its opposite. This idyll is only 

temporally lasting until Elemer proposes to Etelka. He is talking about Etelka, when 

his dream overtakes him. In the escapades of his oneiric self the clerk becomes 

desperate and breaks loose completely.

The images and motifs of the stories of the two selves merge while the two

narratives become intertwined. The protagonist loses his self-command completely:

Iszonyatos felfedezest tettem. A ver megfagy az ereimben, ha ragondolok. Az ideges, 
vezna teremtes, aki ujabban a kis kavehaz penztaranal til, az ideges vezna teremtes— 
jaj, hogyan tudjam ezt leimi?—Etelkara hasonlit! Itt van, leirtam vegre: Etelkara 
hasonlit. O Etelka bocsass meg, bocsass meg! Szediil a fejem, nem tudok 
gondolkozni, meg kell oriilnom.178

The ellipsis at the ravings of the narrative selves and the grammatically 

incoherent speech represent the mind’s loss of control. The stops and starts in the 

wording and syntax are thus emblematic of Elemer’s present state of complete 

confusion.

The clerk’s story is carried on in the meanwhile. Due to his anticipated fancy 

of the disclosure of his crime, he betrays himself to a law student to whom he has 

always felt inferior (another variation of Elemer’s own original ideal in the mind).

176Virgil, The Eclogues The Georgies, trans. C. S. Lewis (Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 
1999), pp. 8-9.
177A golyakalifa (1982), p. 104. ‘the triumphant return of the prodigal son’, The Nightmare (1966), p. 
113.
X1*A golyakalifa (1982), p. 108. ‘I’ve made a dreadful discovery, the blood curdles in my vein when I 
think of it. The nervous girl who has recently sat by the cash-desk in the little cafe, that nervous scrawny 
little person—oh, how am I to put it on paper?—looks like Etelka. Here it is, I’ve put it down: she looks 
like Etelka. Oh, Etelka, forgive me, forgive me! I feel dizzy, I can’t think, I am going mad’, The 
Nightmare (1966), p. 116. (I have amended the final sentence of this passage).
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The clerk gets three days to put the money back, since part of his argument is that he 

has ‘a mother to think o f who would not like to lose him.

During his final three days, the clerk is desperate and struggles to save 

himself. Only the archetypal image of Elemer restrains him from killing himself. Both 

selves and their dreams are present in the staccato text. His feigned will contains 

references to questions of prose writing. This device has its roots both in Poe and 

Stevenson: ‘Alszik, alszik a dijnok egesz nap—tud aludni! es en egesz ejjel rendezem 

ezeket a rendezetlen irasokat, mint egy ongyilkosjelolt, mint egy vegrendelkezo.

Kinek a szamara? Azt fogjak mondani: egy orult irasai. Mindegy: most mar leirom ezt 

is, a legborzasztobbat, barmily dnkinzas is’.179

Meanwhile the clerk goes to a cafe. Here he is mistaken for a doctor and 

drinks tea as one self and champagne as another. He picks up a prostitute whom he 

identifies with his innocent fiancee and kills her in a seedy hotel. At this point Elemer 

thinks he has murdered Etelka: ‘megfojtottam azt, aki—lam, lam, gondolkozzunk 

csak, az arcara, a rendes arcara nem emlekszem, [... ] Mikor... mikor megszoritottam, 

akkor olyan kej futott at rajtam... olyan kej volt... Istenem, ha Etelkat oltem volna 

meg!’.180 He tells Etelka about the Stork-caliph and following Etelka’s innocent 

advice according to which the clerk must shoot himself, he will die in much the same 

way as the protagonist in William Wilson. As in Poe’s novel, no palpable evidence 

(the revolver) is found on the location after Elemer’s death.

119A golyakalifa (1982), pp. 114-15. ‘The clerk is asleep, asleep all day long—he is able to sleep!—and 
all night long I have been putting these confused notes into order as a man who is going to commit 
suicide would make his will. For whom? It will be said that they are the writings of a madman. It does 
not matter, now that I have started, I am going to describe this, too, the greatest horror of all, whatever 
anguish it causes me’, The Nightmare (1966), p. 124.

A golyakalifa (1982), p. 124. ‘I had strangled her who, let’s just think a minute, her face, her face I 
cannot recall, [...] When I...when I squeezed it, I had felt such ecstasy...it was such ecstasy...My God, if 
I had killed Etelka!’, The Nightmare (1966), p. 132.
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The mind’s failure and the murder within the pornographic episodes are also 

transformations of themes from Poe. The tapestries and cold walls originate in Ligea. 

The violence with which the murder of the prostitute is executed is a transposition of 

the criminal acts of The Murders in the Rue Morgue:

Az elso pillanatban az agy falara neztem, es ime, egy szep, meleg mintas agyvedo, a 
hugom kezimunkaja boritotta a falat. Es akkor egyszerre, mintha latnam, szemem 
elbtt volt egy masik, egy hideg kemeny agyfal, egy kretafeher fej a falhoz tamasztva 
fiiggelyesen, elettelen, keresztben elnyulo noi test az agyon, levegobe logo cipos noi 
labak.181

One must add that the same type of interior description can be found in The Arabian 

Nights, which surely inspired both Babits and Poe, and Babits through Poe: ‘The 

palace was furnished with silk carpets and leather mats and hung with drapes’.182

Etelka’s innocent intervention puts an end to the crazy narrative. The dialogue 

between her and Elemer diverts the course of the narrative temporarily. Elemer’s 

imparting of his dream to Etelka, begins a new way of speaking:

‘a meztelenseg keje, a vallomas keje’.183 Confessions always imply innocence. After 

Etelka’s genuinely innocent reassurance:4—Alom volt minden—mondta—, ez csak 

alom, alom az egesz’.184 Elemer decides that the clerk will commit suicide:

‘Ma a dijnok megoli magat’.185

As Etelka and Elemer’s dialogue continues, the speakers lose their 

distinctness, and the dialogue turns entirely into a monologue in Elemer’s mind. By

181̂  golyakalifa, p. 123. ‘As I woke up, my first glance fell on the wall by the bed, and behold, a fine, 
lovely-patterned counterpane, my sister’s handiwork, covered the wall. And then, all of a sudden, as if I 
saw it, another wall, a cold and hard wall, was before my eyes, a chalk-white head leaning upright 
against the wall, a lifeless female body on the bed, and shoes dangling in the air’, The Nightmare (1966), 
p. 131.
192 The Arabian Nights, ed. Muhsin Mahdi, trans. Husain Haddawy (London; New York: Norton, 1992), 
p. 54.
U3A golyakalifa (1982), p. 126. ‘the pleasure of nakedness, the pleasure of confession’, The Nightmare 
(1966), p. 135.
194A golyakalifa (1982), p. 127. ‘It was a dream, all of it was only a dream’, The Nightmare (1966), p. 
135.
l95A golyakalifa (1982),p. 128. ‘Today the clerk will kill himself, The Nightmare (1966), p. 136.
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the time his narration reaches the decision of suicide, the clerk will be referred to as a 

third person by the confused or annihilated personality. The final disintegration of the 

personality represents the impossibility of a positive educational process. With the 

murder (death) of the only narrated or written personalities, the narrator dies, and it 

will not be possible for him to finish the novel.

Before concluding one must observe that Babits’s novel transposes operations 

of disorders from Morton Prince’s book. While in The Dissociation o f a Personality 

the variations of the main self affect and correct each other, the ultimate correction 

does not happen in Babits’s fiction. Instead of recovery, Elemer’s originally main self 

disintegrates under the pressure of its alter ego. This process leads to the death of the 

creative main self.186

The appended letter, which was originally addressed to a particular person, 

underlies the importance of the narrative as one of the principal themes of the novel. 

The editor reminds his friend of the story and the sensation the story made in the 

newspapers three years earlier. He wants to wait for the sensation to die down before 

publishing the manuscript. The reference to the sensational newspaper origin of 

stories alludes not only to Poe (e.g. Rue Morgue\ but also to Stevenson and Oscar 

Wilde. The intention of the editor here is to take the story out of the sphere of 

sensationalism so that the reader can read it with interest and sympathy.

The letter itself also has genetic roots in Poe and Stevenson. It is a standard

186 A root of the process that Babits’s story describes is the personality’s responsibility or guilt. Acute 
responsibility or guilt can be the consequence of the personality’s abuse in childhood. These two 
consequential feelings can cause people to long to behave differently from whai they are really like, and 
to develop distinct identities or personality states. These are the ‘alters’ or alter egos, and can 
recurrently take control of a person’s behaviour. Amnesia is a feature of this disorder. It prevails when 
the host self clashes with the alter states. (It is part of a defence mechanism.) Self-attack can be a bad 
manifestation of this. Should one read it carefully, Babits’s story is colourful elaboration of this clinical 
case. A detailed explanation can be found in Raj Persaud, From the Edge o f the Couch (2004), pp. 400- 
09,417.



device in Poe that the editor appends a letter about the circumstances under which the 

manuscript was found. Examples of this are Ms. Found in a Bottle, The Adventure o f  

Hans Fall or the Narrative o f A. Gordon Pym. In his last novel Babits utilises, again, 

not only the narrative devices but also the themes of these works by Poe. In 

Stevenson’s Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde there is not a separate letter to state that an editor 

publishes another author’s narrative, but the same message is imparted in the different 

letters and wills left to Utterson. In Stevenson the narrator is the detective, and in the 

process of his narration he shows how the novel has been compiled from the different 

stories. The existence of all the editors in Poe, Stevenson and Babits serve the purpose 

of making the narrative credible and relevant. The disappearance of the weapon 

together with other fantastic elements of the stories in both Poe’s and Babits’s work 

oppose the laws of reality. This improbability, coupled with the credibility of the 

editor, places a strong emphasis on the importance of the creative narrative in both 

writers.

This type of many-sided function and psychologically layered use of the 

narrative was unprecedented before Babits in Hungarian literature. Babits utilised his 

English sources to write his version of a modernist psychologically focussed 

narrative.
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2. 2 A brief introduction into the secondary literature on the novel
/  u  '*=*-
^Suclrai A golyakalifa, this novel is an experiment in creating something new in

Hungarian literature. It is not as original as A golyakalifa but has many novel features.

Two of these are its densely metaphorical prose which is crammed with intertexts and

its satirical ending. Settings and landscapes acquire different meanings in it than the

ones in A golyakalifa. While the dirty workshop, filthy town scenes and the idylls of

the Trans-Danubian countryside were emblematic of the protagonist’s state of mind in

A golyakalifa, the settings of dirty landscapes in Kdrtyavar signify the town’s state of

chaos and corruption.

Kdrtyavar has little secondary literature on it and even less that concerns its

English sources. It is generally unappreciated. One reason for this is that most

Hungarian readers are unacquainted with its meaningful intertexts and are unable to

unravel its strongly dialogic187 and often double-voiced narrative (heteroglossia).188

Aladar Schopflin (1924) mentions Thackeray’s Vanity Fair. His two

observations are that, much like Vanity Fair, Kdrtyavar is a novel without heroes. It

likewise finishes with a scene in which certain characters appear to become puppets

in a dance-macabre.189 The same point is made by Tivadar Redey (1924)190, Pal

Kardos (1972) and Gyorgy Raba (1983) in their biographies191 of Babits. Both of these

observations are correct but these two phenomena above are parts of a wider subject

187‘Bakhtin’s dialogic vision of human consciousness, subjectivity and communication is based, then, on 
a vision in which language embodies an on-going ideological clash of ideologies, world-views, opinions 
and interpretations’, Graham Allen, Intertextuality (New York: Routledge, 2005), p. 28.
188“‘It serves two speakers at the same time and expresses simultaneously two different intentions: the 
direct intention of the character who is speaking, and the refracted intention of the author. In such 
discourses there are two voices, two meanings and two expressions” (1981:324)’. Ibid., p. 29.
189Aladar Schopflin, ‘Kdrtyavar \ Nyugat, 3 (1924) (p. 509).
190Tivadar Redey, ‘Babits Mihaly Kdrtyavar Napkelet, 5 (1924), 465-68.
191Gyorgy Raba, Babits Mihaly (Budapest: Gondolat, 1983), p. 129.; PM Kardos, Babits Mihaly 
(Budapest: Gondolat, 1972), p. 327.
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matter.

Peter Posa (1956) wrote a book comparing the characters of Vanity Fair and

Kdrtyavar.192 He claims that both novels aim at a social panorama and that both

Thackeray and Babits are prejudiced against the working class.193 Posa ignores the

many meanings of the story and the characters’ function in it. One must add that

Dickens194 also describes workers and society in his novels.195 Hard Times contains

many descriptions on this subject. Angus Wilson details the background and the

circumstances of the writing of Bleak House and Hard Times'.

And to sharpen his vision his journalist’s instinct was aroused by a long—drawn— 
out battle of strike and lockout that had been fought in Preston between owners and 
workers in the cotton mills for twenty-three weeks. In 1854 he made a visit to 
Lancashire to see the battle for himself. In April appeared the first number of Hard
Times}96

Babits’s views of the potentially detrimental nature of the public 

demonstrations of workers and his endeavour to encourage the education of people 

were in parallel with Dickens’s.197 In Kdrtyavar Babits expresses his views by 

showing how unrealistic and dishonest behaviour can lead to a society’s 

disintegration.

192Posa Peter, Babits Mihaly: Kdrtyavar’ (Szeged, 1956).
193Ibid., p. 17.
194Dickens and Thackeray were both journalists with an interest in public affairs. This is a fact Babits 
was also aware of. He mentions it in Az eurdpai irodalom tortenete (Budapest: Szepirodalmi, 1979), p. 
385.
195‘Walter Bagehot [...] summed up the matter best: ‘He describes London like a special correspondent 
for posterity. This is the most apt of comments. In his journalism Dickens combined knowledge with wit 
and an unsurpassed imagination, and he created scenes and characters in the most authentic manner’, 
Charles Dickens, A December Vision: His Social Journalism, ed. Neil Philip and Victor Newburg 
(London: Collins, 1986), p. 17.
196 Angus Wilson, The World o f Dickens (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1972), pp. 19-93.
197Babits wrote Majus Huszonharom Rdkospalotan (1912) to state his views on a workers’ 
demonstration which took place in Rakospalota; where he lived at the time. Babits was dissatisfied with 
his contemporary society but he disliked revolutions. Here his attitude resembles Dickens’s. ‘But it is 
hard to see such a contempt—and despair with the legal system evidenced in Bleak House and often 
aired in Household Words—could lead, save to a desire to see “the People governed” defy the insolence 
of power, and seize control of their destinies. Dickens came sometimes perilously close to such a view. 
But all his instincts were against it’, Charles Dickens, A December Vision (1986), p. 19.
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Babits began to publish Kdrtyavar in Nyugat in 1915. He planned to publish 

his whole novel in serial form. His models for a serialised novel were the works of 

Mor Jokai (1825-1904)198 and Charles Dickens. Istvan Soter (1983) only mentions 

Dickens in connection with descriptions of poverty in Babits’s work: ‘A nyomor 

bemutatasa dickensi semakba szorulV" Soter’s exceptional position shows that 

Hungarian critics mostly ignore Dickens despite the fact that he is a main narrative 

model and intertextual source of Kdrtyavar. Babits himself calls the reader’s attention 

to this fact. He stopped writing this book in January 1916. He summarised his 

exemplars of writing in his apology published in Nyugat:

Az olvaso, mikor valamely folyoiratban egy regeny olvasasahoz kezd, ugy tekint arra, 
mint kesz mure: a valosag azonban, hogy az csak a legritkabb esetben kesz ilyenkor. 
Az ilyen nagy teijedelmu es szeles cselekvesu muveknek szinte a lenyegehez tartozik, 
hogy ugyszolvan a kozonseg elott kesziilnek: es ez a mufaj megalapitoi ota mindmaig 
legtdbbszor igy is volt. Igy csinalta Dickens, igy Jokai: a ma irojanak sem kell ezt 
szegyellnie.200

In the light of this reference and further allusions to Dickens in Babits’s theoretical 

works, I will focus on the way Babits utilised especially Hard Times and Bleak House 

in Kdrtyavar.

198Mor Jokai’s art were immensely popular and created a wide reading public in Hungary. They have a 
folklore basis. They do not aim at social criticism, and place their emphasis on the story.
199‘The description of poverty is crammed into schematic Dickensian patterns’, Istvan Soter, ‘Babits 
Mihaly a regenyiro’, Uj Iras, 11 (1983), 35-43 (p. 38).
200‘Whenever the reader starts reading a novel in some periodical, he usually regards it as if it were 
finished. The fact is, that it is hardly ever finished at this stage. It is almost the essence of the scope and 
breadth of the action of a work of this magnitude that it is, so to speak, being written in the presence of 
the audience. This has most often been the case ever since the foundation of serialised fiction. This is 
how Dickens and Jokai did it, so not even today’s writers must feel ashamed of it’, Mihaly Babits, Itt a 
halk es komoly beszed ideje ed. Janos Teglas (Cellddmolk: Pauz; Westermann, 1997), p. 25.



2.3 Main features of Kdrtyavar and their genetic roots in Dickens

2.3.1 Narration

Babits’s imitation of Dickens’s art is manifest in the way of narration. Omniscient 

narration and interior monologues (sometimes in plural such as in the introduction) 

make up the tales of Kdrtyavar. Omniscient narrative and Esther Summerson’s 

narrative create the story in Bleak House. Omniscience here, such as in Babits’s 

novel, is only a formal characteristic. Neither Kdrtyavar nor its major root have 

omniscient narratives in the way they build up their multiple levels of meanings. 

Emotional attitudes and points of views are expressed in a complex manner. The 

characters’ monologues and dialogues often blend with the narrator’s point of view. 

This creates this novel’s heteroglossia and dialogic quality.201 The use of reported 

monologue and abundant dialogue is manipulated by the narrators. This results in the 

complexity and sometimes detachment with which both authors express themselves. 

Graham Allen writes the following about this type of narration: ‘Dickens’s Bleak 

House, to take one example, is concerned not to comment upon but to present each 

character’s discursive position.[... ] Even the third person narrator, has idiosyncratic 

opinions, gets angry, sides with some issues and rejects others, uses distinct images 

and turns of phrase’.202

2.3.2 Narrative style and subtexts

Babits’s hypertextual transposition203 of Dickens’s text is explicitly manifested in his

201‘As Bakhtin states :“dialogic relationships can permeate inside the utterance, even inside the individual 
word, as long as two voices collide within it dialogically” (1984a: 184)’, Allen, Intertextuality (2005), 
pp. 24-25.
^Ibid., pp. 23-24.
203Allen, Intertextuality (2005), p. 109.
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intertextual motifs and metaphors that originate in Dickens. These give Babits’s 

narrative many meanings because they carry a wide range of modified horizontal and 

vertical dimensions204 in their new environment. The best example of this 

phenomenon is Babits’s metaphorical depictions of characters and environment.

The sustained metaphors and other tropes which often form subtexts in 

Kdrtyavar have their roots partly in Bleak House. The subtexts and their network of 

tropes create a frame of referentiality and comment on the main text just like in Bleak 

House.™ Babits does not only copy this device but also transforms Dickensean 

themes in many of his subtexts. Michael Riffaterre maintains that these intertextual 

subtexts are the unconscious of the main texts: ‘the intertext of the narrative acts as 

the unconscious of fiction and that readers recover or discover that intertext because 

the narrative itself contains clues leading back to it’.206 Babits’s mixture of satirical, 

comic, melodramatic and grotesque episodes in Kdrtyavar also have genetic roots in 

Dickens’s novels. These varied insets create detachment between the reality of the 

whole text and the reader. They also strengthen the enigmatic quality of the novel’s 

protagonists because they distance them from the reader’s perception through an only 

indirectly decodable depiction of reality. W. J. Harvey’s view of Hard Times also 

applies to Kdrtyavar.

its major concerns are repeated and echoed in a different key; its abundance of 
doubling, paralleling, contrasting, this constant modulation from sinister to pathetic or 
comic, serves to create a density of life providing a context for those vivid scenes of 
episodic intensification. We accept these, take them on trust as more than brilliant but 
isolated moments, because we know they mesh with that complicated web of human

204‘In the horizontal dimension “the word in the text belongs to both writing subject and addresser; in ^  ^
the vertical dimension “the word in the text is oriented toward an anterior or synchronic literary corpus”
(Kristeva, 1980: 66)’, Allen, Intertextuality (2005), p. 39.
205Michael Riffaterre, Fictional Truth (Baltimore and London: John Hopkins U. P., 1990), p. 54.
206Ibid„ p. 91.
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affairs which entangles all the characters, even the most trivial.207 

Following Dickens’s novels Kartyavar not only contains a varied scale of represented 

emotions in their numerous episodes but also a wide range of other subtexts. These 

are small genres, such as letters, advertisements, legal documents and anecdotes. The 

dance-macabre which finishes Kartyavar is not based on Dickens but is a concluding 

subtext. It retrospectively interprets the narrative.

2.3.3 Characters
f

The complexity of the strongly metaphoric text and its symbolic meanings Effect the 

way the reader perceives the characters of these works. The characters strike us as if 

they were imitations of real people but then often seem as if they were only enigmas 

of them.

This enigmatic but still realistic quality of the characters distances not only the 

novel’s world from the reader but also the society of the novel’s world from the 

reader’s interpretation of the text. Both Babits and Dickens have often been wrongly 

criticised for discrepancies between the realism and the symbolic quality of particular 

characters because critics neglected to appreciate the virtues of this duality.208 Angus 

Wilson for example complains about the unconvincing psychology of Dickens’s 

female protagonists.209 W. J. Harvey, on the hand, defends Dickens because he can see

207W. J. Harvey, Character and Novel (London: Chatto and Windus, 1965), p. 99.
208‘Yet, as George Orwell has pointed out, his working-class characters are not his best. He tends to 
sentimentalise or caricature them, and the most memorable, such as Bill Sike, Sam Weller and Mrs. 
Gamp—a burglar, a valet and a midwife—are hardly representative of the working class as a whole’, 
Charles Dickens, A December Vision (1986), pp. 12-13.
209‘A more serious defect in my opinion also stems from this falsity about women, for the plan, so logical 
and complete, by which the Jamdyce lawsuit corrupts all who touch it (save Mr Jamdyce, a nonesuch) is 
quite upset when we discover that Lady Dedlock’s fall from virtue has nothing to do with her being a 
claimant in the case. The fault is more glaring with Miss Flite, the little, mad suitor at law, specifically 
tells how her own sister went to the bad as a result of misery brought to the family by their own legal
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the poetic virtues of his characterisation: ‘Several of Dickens’s characters, for 

example, have been condemned as melodramatic stereotypes; yet they have an excess 

of energy which suggests a residual heart of darkness far more profound than the 

merely queer or sinister’.210

F. R. Leavis’s view of Hard Times supports my argument and is also true in 

the case of Kartyavar. ‘It suggests that the genius of the writer may fairly be 

described as that of a poetic dramatist, and that, in our preconceptions about ‘the 

novel’, we may miss, within the field of fictional prose, possibilities of concentration 

and flexibility of life such as we associate with Shakespearean drama’.211

Babits said in an interview (1927) concerning Kartyavar: ‘Az alakok nem 

valoban elo embereket mintaznak, hanem tipusokat. A legtobbet adomak alapjan 

irtam’.212 The fact is that, although Babits could have originally intended his 

characters to be types only, they also had been based on real people.213 In this respect 

the creation of the characters of Kartyavar copies the characters of Bleak House.214 

Sometimes it even amplifies their enigmatic quality. I will quote from Kartyavar s 

introduction because it has not been translated into English and its sophistication 

might be really interesting for the non-Hungarian reader. This quotation also supports 

and illustrates my argument:

involvement. But then Miss Flite’s sister is never seen, her fall is hinted at in a veiled sentence’, Angus F. 
J. Wilson, The World O f Charles Dickens (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1972), p. 190.
210W. J. Harvey, Character and the Novel (1965), p. 71.
211F. R. Leavis, The Great Tradition (London: Chatto and Windus: 1948), p. 241.
212‘The figures are not based on real people, but on types. I based most of them on types, and my 
sources were anecdotes’, Mihaly Babits, Itt a halk is  komoly beszed ideje (1997), p. 212.
213The most extensive article dealing with the real origin of the characters is ‘Elet es Irodalom’ by Lajos 
Sipos. This can be found in Babits-olvasdkdnyv (Celldomolk: Pauz and Westermann, 1997), pp. 453-56, 
and also in the critical edition of the novel: Mihaly Babits, A golyakalifa, Kartyavar (Budapest: Historia 
Litteraria; Korona, 1997), pp. 623-32.
214Kenneth Fielding analyses the origin and nature of the characters of Bleak House in Bleak House and 
Dickens’ Originals: ‘The romantic side of familiar things’, Dickens Studies Annual (New York: AMS, 
1996), pp. 119-33.
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Nos, olvaso, hasonl6 jatekra hivlak meg teged. Egy varost fogok alapitani en is, nem 
messze kiilonben, csak itt mindjart a fovaros mellett, es benepesitem emberekkel, es 
nevezni fogom Ujvarosnak. Hiaba keresed Ujvarost a mappan: Ujpestet fogod talalni 
es Kispestet es Rakospalotat es Erzsebetfalvat. Mind csak tokeletlen exemplarok! 
Ujvaros a negyedik dimenzioban all, es lakoit sem ismerheted meg soha. Rajuk 
ismersz megis? Meglehet! Istenem! az emberek mind olyan egyformak. De meg ne 
lepodj, ha becsiiletes ismerosod a jatekban gazsagot kovet el, vagy kiilonos 
kepessegeket arul el, amit fel nem tettel rola. Nem o az olvaso: bajsza tan hasonlit, de 
az orra mar mas.215

In ‘Balzac es Dickens’ Babits writes about gestures and speech that create 

types out of the individuals in Dickens: ‘Dickens emberabrazolasa is ebben a 

regenyben valik egeszen jellegzetesse, hires mechanikus modszerevel, mely az alakok 

szavajarasanak es gesztusainak folytonos ismetlodesebol all’.216 The other statements 

Babits makes on type and character in Dickens are in ‘Magyar irodalom’ (1919). 

These also explain how Babits created his own characters:

A masodik fajtaja a bonyolultabb eszkozoknek a karakter. Ez nem kulso, hanem belso 
emberi kep, amit az fro onmagabol belulrol el at es alakit ki, megpedig ketfele 
modon: vagy megfigyeles vagy teremtes utjan. Az iro felhasznalhat egy az eletben 
megfigyelt embert vagy embertipust, melyet azutan egysegesen megrajzol. De adhat 
az eletbol ellesett mellett, versekbol kiolvasott lelket is, es azt eli at onmagaban. Igy 
megrajzolva a kereteket egy tipust ad, melyre raismerhetiink. De teremthet egy 
egeszen lij, egyeni lelket ugy, hogy megismemok ha az utcan talalkoznank vele. 
Peldaul Dickens Mister Pickwickje.217 [... ] Dickens regenyalakjai egy tipus belyeget

215‘Dear reader, I am now inviting you to a similar game. I will also found a city; not very far away, but 
right here on the outskirts of the capital; I will populate it with people, and call it Ujvaros (New-town).
In vain will you look for Ujvaros on the map; you will only find Ujpest, Kispest, Rakospalota and 
Erzsebetfalva. They are all imperfect specimens! Ujvaros stands in the fourth dimension and you will 
never get to know its inhabitants. Can you recognize them despite this? That might be the case! Oh, my 
God, people are so alike. Do not, however, be surprised if your honest acquaintance commits a 
villainous crime in the game, or gives evidence of talents such as you had never suspected of him. He is 
not who you think him to be, dear reader; his moustache might be like that of someone you recognise in 
him, but his nose is different’, Mihaly Babits, A golyakalifa, Kartyavar (1997), p. 152.
216The Dickensian way of depicting characters: the well-known method of mechanically repeating the 
phrases and gestures of the characters becomes remarkably dominant here’, Babits, Az eurdpai irodalom 
tortenete, p. 389. (Babits makes this remark in connection with David Copperfield).
217‘The second kind of more complicated means is character. This is not an external but an internal 
human image which the writer creates; lives through and creates from inside himself in two ways: either 
by observation or by creation. The author can, on the one hand, use a particular human being or type, 
which he can afterwards refine in his prose. On the other, besides the ones taken from life, he can read 
souls out of verses with which he can identify himself. By these frames, he presents us with a type which 
we might recognize. He can create an entirely new individual psyche in a way that we could recognize it, 
should we meet it in the street. One example of this is Dickens’s Mr. Pickwick’, Mihaly Babits, Esszek 
es tanulmanyok (1978), i, p. 639.
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hordjak magukon.218

2.3.4 Descriptions of scenes

As I will illustrate further on, the landscape descriptions in this novel show explicit 

intertextuality with Dickens’s wording. They also have a dual character in being not 

only sensuously realistic but also enigmatic and symbolic to a greater extent. The 

Biblical and mythological imagery in Babits and Dickens contributes to the enigmatic 

quality of their prose. Tivadar Redey rightly observes this dualism in Kartyavar. 

‘Romantikusan tuloz, meg pedig szandekosan, bizonyos jatekosztonnel, mely a 

drasztikumok halmozasaval a valoszerusegen tullendulve akaija megerzekeltetni a 

komyezet fojtogato atmoszferajat.219 Mihaly Foldi describes the same phenomenon in 

a different manner: ‘Meg a Kartyavar is, amely Babitsnak legleirobb regenye, nem 

egy valosagos varos fenykepe, hanem olyan kepzelte, amelynek koveit ismeros 

szinekkel festette be. A legkulonosebb naturalizmus ez! Megalmodja a valosagot, nem 

latja. [... ] Kolto bujt itt a naturalista iro borebe, a kolto az uccan jar es megalmodja a 

varost, behunyja szemet es atlat a falakon; rutat halmoz es romantikussa valik’.220

This technique in Kartyavar definitely has its roots in Dickens. It also serves 

the same purpose as what is called in the preface of Bleak House, the expression of 

the romantic side of familiar things: ‘Dickens means to have it both ways: to root his

218‘Dickens’s characters bear the mark of one type’, ibid., pp. 558-59.
219‘He exaggerates romantically and deliberately through a definite instinct for play which aggregates 
drastic statements and tries to give a picture of the stifling atmosphere of his contemporary environment 
by going beyond reality’, Tivadar Redey, ‘Babits Mihaly Kartyavar\ Napkelet (1924) (465-68), p. 465.
220‘Even Kartyavar which is the most descriptive of Babits’s novels, is not a photograph of a real town, 
but of the imagination which painted its stones with its familiar colours. It is an example of a most 
extraordinary Naturalism! Instead of seeing reality it dreams it up. [...] The poet got under the skin of 
the naturalistic novelist; walks the streets; dreams up the city, closes his eyes, and sees through the 
walls, aggregates the ugliness and turns it into Romanticism’, Mihaly Foldi, ‘Kolto a regenyiroban’, 
Nyugat, 2 (1924), 527-35 (p. 530).
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action in reality, but to treat it romantically. That is to say, to make it wonderful and 

strange, to play with it linguistically, to involve it in a plot of striking coincidences, 

and yet avoid harsh unpleasantness’.221

To conclude one can observe that the reader experiences the same manner of 

distancing from a direct perception of reality as the sort I demonstrated in the case of 

the characters. One can decode a town and its scenes from the prose but the author’s 

poetical devices make this town simultaneously appear as if it were not quite real. 

This technique is not typical of Hungarian literature and therefore one can maintain 

that it has its genetic root in Dickens.

Aladar Schopflin, Gyorgy Raba, and Laszlo Ronay also comment on the 

novelty of the type of town Babits creates in Kartyavar. Laszlo Ronay222 comments on 

its realistic, Tivadar Redey and Aladar Schopflin223 on its symbolic and 

expressionistic qualities.

Babits’s depiction of Ujvaros also resembles the depiction of cities in Babits’s 

verse. This nevertheless also has its origin in Dickens. In his correspondence with 

Babits, Kosztolanyi mentions that certain scenes of ‘Regi szalloda’, ‘Old Hotel’ by 

Babits reminds one of depictions of London streets in Oliver Twist. ‘A ‘Regi szalloda’ 

talan legelso helyen all eredetiseg dolgaban. Nagy fantaziarol tesz tanusagot. En, 

mihelyt elolvastam Dickensre gondoltam, ki a gyilkossagot oly bamulatos 

reszletesseggel festi le s a lelkiismeretfurdalast annyi megrazo erovel allitja elenk’.224

221Kenneth Fielding, ‘Bleak House and Dickens’ Originals’ (1996) (119-33), p. 130.
222Laszlo Ronay, ‘A kifejlodo kapitalizmus biralata’, Uj Iras (1981) (74-83), pp. 77-82.
223Aladar Schopflin, ‘Kartyavar, Nyugat (1924) (509-10), p. 509.
224‘The Regi szalloda is perhaps the most original verse in this volume. It is a product of a great 
imagination. It reminded me of Dickens who depicted murders in admirable detail and presented bad 
conscience with such touching empathy’. Kosztolanyi thinks of Fagin when he is before the magistrate: 
‘he seemed to stand surrounded by a firmament, all bright with gleaming eyes’, Babits Mihaly levelezese 
1890-1906, ed. Sandor Zsoldos (Budapest: Historia Litteraria and Korona, (1998), p. 241. See ‘calling
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Philip Fisher summarises a standard cityscape whose devices Babits 

undoubtedly copied from Dickens’s prose:

The descriptive description of the ‘approaching traveller’ who first sees smoky hints 
in the distance, then the shapes of the whole infernal city, then the human confusion 
of the outskirts, and finally enters with his portable outside-observer’s consciousness, 
condenses the visited city into a distasteful spot on the wide and enduring earth, a spot 
permanently in the distance even when seen for a time in almost photographically 
horrible close-up.225

I will also demonstrate later on how Babits transposed Dickens’s descriptions of 

cityscape and law in Bleak House226 and the settings of Coketown in Hard Times to 

suit the meanings of his own novel.227

2.3.5 Genre

The metaphorical description of these novels’ worlds are symbolic of the novel’s 

contemporary Hungary {Kartyavar) and nineteenth-century England {Bleak House). A 

course of history and justice is expressed by a variety of tones and mixed genre. The 

metaphorical, tonal and genre complexity are an end and a means to create 

detachment between the depicted world, its story-line, characters and reader. Both in 

Babits’s and often in Dickens’s case, reality is only bearable as the target of satire. 

Happiness and salvation can only be envisaged in a complex or even double narrative. 

Both Hard Times and Bleak House are satirical, social, and moral parables with

back the lustre of the eyes, the brightness of the smile, the beaming of the soul through its mask of clay’, 
Charles Dickens, Oliver Twist (Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 1999), p. 76.
225Philip Fischer, ‘City Matters: City Minds’, in Harvard English Studies 6: The Worlds o f Victorian 
Fiction (Cambridge, Massachusetts and London, England: Harvard University Press, 1975), p. 372.
226‘What Dickens has done, in fact, in creating an institution upon which so many people are helplessly 
fixated, is to find a universal symbol for the human refusal or inability to live. [...] What Chancery and 
the Jamdyce suit offer together is a whole psychological model, an allegory and a metaphor for human 
existence’, Geoffrey Thurley, The Dickens Myth, its Genesis and Structure (London and Henley: 
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1976), pp. 199-200.
^Catharine Gallagher, ‘Family and Society in Hard Times\ in David Copperfield and Hard Times 
(1995), p. 189.



fantastical elements. Kartyavar is their satirical, tragi-comic and often grotesque 

hypertext culminating in a death-dance.

Bleak House and Babits’s novel are not detective stories but have features of 

crime stories. As opposed to this Babits called his own work a detective novel and 

defined what he meant by it:

Ha van ma kesziilo nagy mufaj, hasonlatos regi korok eposzaihoz: a detektiv regeny 
az. A mai nemzetek nagy problemaja a fegyelem kerdese, az allamhatalom es az 
anarchia, a rend ds a szabadsag veszelyeinek problemaja—amelyeket ez a haboru 
rettenetes rendjevel es a modem anarchismus tehetetlen korlatlansagaval iszonyu 
kepekben illusztral—, a kaland es az egyen lehetosegeinek korlatai egy rettenetesen 
uniformizalt tarsadalomban, a lazadas es a zsamoksag:—s eppen ez a problema, ez az 
ellentet adja meg a detektivregenyek temajat.228

Some critics call Bleak House a detective story and call their readers attention to all 

the points Babits thinks so relevant in Kartyavar: ‘Bleak House is at the same time a 

satire on law, a detective story, a social tract, a psychological model, and a tragic 

metaphor of the human condition’.229 These themes surely have roots in Dickens’s 

works. As I have shown above, Babits did turn to Dickens for justification during this 

period of his jiam ^ .230 Although satirical crime stories did exist in Hungarian 

literature before Babits, this type of partly realistic but strongly enigmatic and 

satirical short novel is Babits’s invention. His master could not have been Jokai but 

only Dickens in this respect.

To conclude, both Babits’s and Dickens’s novel incorporate features of crime

^ ‘Should there be a big genre resembling the ancient epic verse today, that is the detective-novel. The 
big problem today’s nations face is discipline the problem of state power and anarchy; of order and 
threats to freedom. All of these are illustrated in the terrible pictures of the horrifying order of the war 
and the unbounded helplessness of modem anarchism. Adventure and the limits of the individual’s 
opportunities in a frighteningly standardised society; revolt and tyranny; this problem and opposition that 
provide the theme of the detective novel’, Itt a halk es komoly beszed ideje (1997), p. 31.
229Geofffey Thurley, The Dickens Myth, its Genesis and Structure (1976), p. 123.
230See footnote 60.
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novel which naturally entail detection.231 Investigations fail because of the corruption 

of the characters and their environment; a series of ethical failures lead to the collapse 

of the novel’s world in the case of Babits, and to unsolved issues and victims in the 

case of Dickens.

The gradually unfolding episodic story-line, which is in harmony with its 

dramatic quality also points to Dickens as Babits’s model. Geoffrey Thurley writes 

about Dickens’s prose: ‘The effect of one thread (or more) of the story is carried over 

in the mind while others are presented to it, so that one’s attention, though never 

distracted, is enriched by the harmony of simultaneously existent ideas’.232 One only 

comes to appreciate these layered meanings of both Babits’s and Dickens’s novel 

when looking back on their various parts.

2.4 A close analysis of the text

2.4.1 Babits’s transposition of the beginning of Bleak House in Kartyavar

In all the three novels the title already draws the readers’ attention to the necessity of 

a metaphorical level of reading.233 The introduction of Kartyavar follows that of Bleak 

House from this point of view.234 It creates a morally, emotionally and historically

231‘How can one weigh the puzzle interest of the detective story against the interest in characterization 
that marks the crime novel, especially when the detective story often contains some characterization and 
the crime novel often contains a puzzle’, Julian Symons, Bloody Murder: from Detective Story to the 
Crime Novel (London: Faber, 1972), p. 21.
232Geoffrey Thurley, The Dickens Myth, its Genesis and Structure (1976), p. 123.
233‘Cicero tells us that the pleasure in metaphor is in jumping over the obvious [...] Similarly the 
Rhetorica ad Herennium defines the use of metaphor as “taking a word which applies to one thing and 
transferring it to another, because the comparison seems to authorise this transfer’” , Christine Brooke- 
Rose, A Grammar o f Metaphor (London: Seeker; Warburg, 1958), pp. 6-15.
234Steven Connor writes: ‘So we can see that, as in Bleak House, the opposition between different kinds 
of language and different attitudes towards it is a way of sustaining important thematic oppositions in 
the book. As in Bleak House, the contrast seems to be between metaphor and metonymy, or language as 
presence and language of difference. [... ] the metaphorical world of Jamdyce and Esther which the 
narrative accredits against the endlessly multiplying, metonymic confusion of Chancery and the public 
world’, Steven Connor, David Copperfield and Hard Times, ed. John Peck (Basingstoke: Macmillan;
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decodable metaphorical frame for the novel’s story. In Kartyavar, as in Bleak House,

the motifs introduced in the first chapter; weave their way through the various strands

of the novel’s story and are tied up in the finishing scene. One thread of metaphorical

motifs in Babits’s novel is the Hungarian bureaucracy whose operation copies the

model of the Chancery suit in Bleak House. Babits calls the files of his case a game in

his introduction, whereas Dickens presents his purely as a case. The commingling of

metaphors containing legal, political and bureaucratic motifs and moral, historical

and Biblical themes are alike in both novels. The systematic commixture of these

serves to give the characters and their story an enigmatic dimension. This dimension

of the characters’ story reflects back on the themes too. To illustrate my point I will

quote from Babits’s introduction, since Babits’s text is almost unknown and

inaccessible in English while Dickens’s is easy to obtain.235 Many books, such as

Geoffrey Thurley’s,236 explains its many layered text. A part of the introduction:

Apaink hivatalnokemberek voltak: aktak es aktapapirok szerte hevertek nalunk otthon 
is. O, mennyi gorbe labu, nagy hasu torok pasat pingaltam, se fule, se farka versiket 
firkaltam annak idejen azokra a kemeny, ropogos, kekes arkusokra, amiken olyan 
szep, gusztusos, gombolyu betukkel volt odanyomtatva felulrol:

OFELSEGE A KIRALY NEVEBEN: 

es lejebb ez a rejtelmes szo:
Indokok:

Egyszer aztan arra a gondolatra jottunk, hogy az aktakbol valosagos aktak legyenek, 
kicsiben: jatekaktak elkepzelt porokrol, elkepzelt biraknak es kigondolt nevu 
minisztereknek nagy-cirkalmas alairasaval. A porokbol lassankent tortenetek nottek, 
mesek, amiket szottunk-fontunk, bogoztunk vegerhetetleniil, mindenikunk tudott 
valamit hozzatenni, egymast sziiltek az iratok, es a pdrok szereploi mind jobban es 
jobban megelevenedtek a fantaziankban: valosagos emberek lettek ezek, akik eltek, 
akartak, csaltak, loptak, birtokokat szereztek, eladtak, panaszokat emeltek, s

New York: St. Martin, 1995), pp. 160-61.
235Charles Dickens, Bleak House (London; New York; Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1948), pp. 1- 
7.
236Geoffrey Thurley, The Dickens Myth, its Genesis and Structure (1976).
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vedekeztek, fellebeztek, es prokatorokat mozgosftottak. A prokatorok, a birak, a 
miniszterek ismet elo szemelyek voltak maguk is: uj ‘jogalanyok’, akik tettek-vettek, 
akikkel tortentek esemenyek: a tablabirot kuriai birova leptettek elo, a fiskalist valami 
‘homalyos ugy’ miatt kitoroltek az iigyvedi kamara lajstromabol, a kormany 
megbukott, a kiraly megkegyelmezett valami gyilkosnak.

Aprankent egesz orszagunk tamadt igy, es megtartottuk az elso nepszamlalast. 
Hosszu ivek listaiba rottuk a csupan papirosan letezo lakossagot, gyermekes 
pedansaggal rendeztiik gyiilekezo irattarunkat, mely egy egesz kis vilag egyetlen 
valosagat kepezte, es nem engedtiink azontul semmilyen esemenyt nyom nelkul 
elrepiilni: anyakonyvet vezettunk a sziiletesekrol, eskiivokrol es halalozasokrol, 
hazakat epitettiink, adasveteli szerzodeseket kotottiink, mappat csinaltunk a varoshoz, 
lerajzoltuk a fundusokat, telekkonyvbe rottuk az adosagokat. Folyt a jatek honapokon 
at, uj istenek, s egy gondolt orszag kiralyai letttink, s mar nem eltiink a magunk 
vilagaban; ha beszelgettunk, egy kepzelt elet hireit ujsagoltuk egymasnak, es a 
felnottek meg nem ertettek bennunket.237

Babits adds further meaning to his narrative by providing the children’s game with 

the context of a bigger game. Babits described the desolation and despondency he felt 

when he wrote this novel in Nyugat (1916): ‘Azon borzaszto valosag kozepette, 

amelyet ma eltink, egy nagy mesebe akart menekulni: egy oriasi epitmenybe, mint 

valami templom azilumaba: s ezt a regeny eloszavaban oszinten kifejezte’.238 Thus the

237 ‘0ur fathers were clerks, and there were piles of documents and files at home. I remember the amount 
of bow-legged and pot-bellied Turkish pashas I daubed, and the nonsense rhymes I scribbled on those 
hard and crisp blue sheets of paper, on top of which was printed with such beautiful, appealing round 
letters: ON BEHALF OF HIS MAJESTY THE KING and a bit further down the mysterious word: 
causes: At one time it occurred to us that the files could be made into real pretend files: play files about 
imaginary suits with big scrawled signatures of imaginary ministers’ fictional names. The suits gradually 
developed into stories and then into tales which we kept endlessly spinning, weaving, and knotting in 
such a way that we were all able to add something to them, and the files gave birth to newer files the 
characters of whose suits had become more and more alive in our imagination, and became real people 
who lived, wanted things, cheated, acquired property, sold things, raised complaints and defended 
themselves, appealed and mobilized solicitors. The solicitors, the judges, and the ministers were again 
living persons: new legal entities who ran errands and to whom all sorts of things had happened, for 
example, the judge of the County Court had become promoted judge of the Supreme Court, that due to 
some shady dealing the attorney had been disbarred, that the government had fallen, or the king had 
shown mercy to a murderer. Bit by bit in a like manner, we acquired a whole country and held the first 
census. We rammed the population which existed only on paper, into sheets of long lists and organized 
our growing archive with the tidiness of a child. Our archive constituted the sole reality of an entire 
small world, and did not allow even the tiniest event to pass without notice: we registered births, 
marriages, and deaths, built houses, made contracts of purchase, created a portfolio for the city, created 
estates, and put down the debts in the land register. The game proceeded over months; we became the 
new gods and the kings of an imaginary country and ceased to live in the real world. Whenever we 
spoke, we told each other news of an imaginary life, and the adults had no chance of understanding us’, 
Kartyavar (1997), pp. 151-52.
238‘In the midst of the terrible reality in which we have to live today; the author wanted to escape into a
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bigger game, which is the Great War, shows Hungary in the light of the children’s 

innocent game on the one hand and a desperate world which is the object of a higher 

political game on the other:

Akkor kezdtem meg ezt a kis jatekot, mikor velunk a nagy jatekot kezdtek: 
hazankkal, eletunkkel, vagyonunkkal es gyermekeinkkel—mit csinalhattunk volna? 
gyengek voltunk! S nem az volt-e a legboldogabb, aki gyerek modjara jatszott a pad 
alatt, s akit egy gondolt elet esemenyei jobban erdekeltek, mint veres hirlapjaink? De 
jaj, gyongek voltunk, s a nagy jatek tovabb gyozte verrel, mint a kicsi kedwel es 
erovel. A jatek abbamaradt s szaz esztendo utan nyulok hozza ujra: mert amint 
mondjak, hogy ‘szaz merfold a Duna’, szaz esztendo az idok ver-Dunaja. De jatsszuk 
csak tovabb: mint a gyermek a szdmyu arvizben, ha felkapaszkodhat egy deszkara, 
felejti a veszelyt s folytatja jatekat.239

In connection with Bleak House, Robert Newson summarizes the origin of this 

structural and thematic device: ‘The chaos of the novel’s first page of course ‘stands 

for’ what Chancery does to people in nineteenth-century England. But what Chancery 

does to people in nineteenth-century England also stands for chaos. We cannot 

distinguish between the symbol and the thing symbolised’.240

2.4.2 Kartyavar’s story and its circumstances

I describe the story and often quote from the text for several reasons. First, because 

my thesis aims not only to show the English genetic links of Babits’s novels but also 

to introduce Babits’s prose to the English speaking readership.

big tale: into a huge construction like that of a sanctuary of some church, as he expressed this in his 
introduction to his novel’, Itt a halk es komoly beszed ideje (1997), p. 26.
239‘I started this small game when they started the big game with us; with our country, our life, our 
property, and our children. What could we have done? We were weak! And were not those the happiest 
who played under the desk like a child, and made themselves more interested in the events of a fictional 
life than in the bloody newspapers? Alas, we were weak, and the big game had a more abundant supply 
of blood than the small had of spirit and strength. The game was discontinued and I am touching upon it 
again after a hundred years, because, as the saying goes, a hundred miles is the Danube, a hundred 
years is the blood-Danube of the times. Let us, however, play on like a child in the terrible flood who, 
having climbed up a plank of wood, becomes oblivious of the peril and carries on with their game’, 
Kartyavar (1997), p. 153.
240Robert Newsom, Dickens on the Romantic Side o f Familiar Things (1977), pp. 113-14.
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The first scene of Kartyavar is set in the streets of Ujvaros in which the newly 

arrived district-court judge, Partos, is looking for lodgings. He goes into a cafe where 

he meets an old class-mate of his, Kovacs, who is a teacher. Kovacs takes him to 

Hirschfeld-Island where he gets to know the mayor. The mayor drives off in his 

carriage, and the judge and Kovacs go to the upholsterer’s to have some furniture 

covers made.

A central motif in this part is the train on which Partos arrives, and on which 

two main characters from the town’s past leave for Vienna. The train is also a central 

motif in Hard Times. The arrival of Harthouse, and the debate at the circus on how 

Tom is going to leave, are both connected with the train. Machinery as the image of 

the town and its reality is another key image in Kartyavar. The use of this motif has 

roots in Coketown and in Chancery in Bleak House: ‘Partos ugy erezte, mintha ennek 

az uj varosnak baratsagtalan nyuzsgese egyszerre elkapna es magaval ragadna az o 

lelket is. Mint aki nagy szeles masina melle jut es megerzi a sodrat. Szedult’.241

In Ujvaros Rose Street has no roses but dust. There are signs which help 

strangers find people, but these are all enigmatic, just like the water tower in the 

middle of the town which recurs again and again. This tower is firstly related to the 

Tower of Babel in Hard Times. Secondly, it has roots in a fairy tale as one can find it 

in Tennyson’s The Lady o f Shalott.742 The use of the tower in Hard Times is part of a 

metaphoric description with a striking visual effect:

Machinery slackened; throbbing feebly like a fainting pulse; stopped. The bell again; 
the glare of light and heat dispelled; the factories, looming heavy in the black wet

241‘Partos felt that the bustle of the town was going to grab him, and carry his soul away. Like someone 
approaching a big windy machine, feels its wake. He felt dizzy’, Kartyavar (1997), p. 163.
242‘Four gray walls, and four gray towers, / Overlook a space of flowers, / And the silent isle embowers / 
The Lady o f Shalotf, Alfred Tennyson, Poems and Plays (Oxford and New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1971), p. 26.



night—their tall chimneys rising up into the air like competing towers of Babel.243

Kartyavar transposes this device. It follows its precursor in creating a strong visual

effect. Instead of the contrast between darkness and brightness, however, Babits uses

colours and shapes. The result is a less sharply contrasted picture:

Nagy puszta terseg volt: homokkupacok, kohalmazok, mesztormelekek hevertek rajta 
szanaszet. Es a kozepen pompazott egy torony, egy sohasem latott formaju es szinu 
idomtalan nagysagu babeli torony, amely fonn hirtelen nekivastagodott 6s 
megdobbento nagy fejet eresztett, erkellyel es keptelen ablakokkal: egy viztorony!244

A hearse in Kartyavar has a comic, ostentatious, and sad effect. It is also

compared to the Assyrian-style modem town hall, and to a street-cleaning vehicle

whose water beats the dust. This type of metaphorically comparative description

involving the town’s buildings also has its roots in Hard Times.

Babits’s depiction of the port which lies on Partos and Kovacs’s way to the

island transposes Dickens’s prose in the same way as I have already illustrated. It

expresses heat which is connected with the dirt the factories produce. As above,

Babits takes the high contrast out of the description and extends the description of dirt

onto inanimate objects. An extract from Dickens:

The street were hot and dusty on the summer day, and the sun was so bright that it 
even shone through the heavy vapour drooping over Coketown, and could not be 
looked at steadily. Stokers emerged from low underground doorways into factory 
yards, and sat on steps, and posts, and palings, wiping their swarthy visages, and 
contemplating coals. The whole town seemed to be fiying in oil.245

Its hypertext from Babits:

Hajok, kemenyek feher, fekete szine. Por, szentormelek, zsakok. Fust! Bucsuzo 
napfeny. Avult koveken nagy vaskarikak piszkos agya. A foldon egy drotkotel

243Charles Dickens, Hard Times (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1995), p. 84.
244‘It was a huge bleak field covered in heaps of sand, piles of stone and lime-stone debris. In the middle 
of it shone a tower; a Tower of Babel of such an unattractive scale and colour as never seen before. It 
had suddenly become fatter towards the top and grew an amazingly huge head with balconies and 
unimaginable windows: a water tower!’, Kartyavar (1997), p. 157.
245Charles Dickens, Hard Times (1995), p. 116.
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szamara valo orias faspulni, meztelen. Girbe fatdrzsek, koromtol feketen, sivany folt, 
fuvek, kemenyre taposott hepehupas talaj. Egy nagy gyar, gyarepiiletek csupasz falai, 
elfeketult, torott ablakokkal.246

From Kovacs, and the local engineer, Partos receives an introduction into the island’s 

water processing plant which is enigmatically described as: ‘Zoldes, bekanyalas allott 

viz kozepett, mintegy metemyire a talajviz szinetol, melyre befurt acelcsovek 

nyilasai’.247 The river in Coketown is not much cleaner and the description of it served 

as a hypotext for Babits. Its metaphors and symbolism express the disgusting dirtiness 

of the water. Babits modifies his source by replacing the animate activity in Dickens 

with the staleness of the dirty still water:

but the mills, and the courts and the alleys, baked at a fierce heat. Down upon the 
river that was black and thick with dye [... ] Coketown boys [... ] rowed a crazy boat, 
which made a spumous track upon the water as it jogged along, while every dip of the 
oar stirred up vile smells.248

Here we learn about Partos from the narrator’s point of view. The 

heteroglossial feature of Kartyavar which follows Dickens comes to the foreground 

from here on. Partos resembles Mr Pickwick in being an outsider who, although un

heroic and naive, tries to make sense of the situations in which he finds himself. He is 

much like what Babits says in his study about Pickwick as a type.249 Partos’s 

involuntary Pickwickian peregrination and experience provide a point of view

246‘The black and white colour of boats and chimneys. Dust, coal, dust, and sacks. Smoke! Parting 
sunshine. Dirty beds of iron rings on ancient stones. Curving tree-trunks blackened by the soot, bleak 
patches of grass, bumpy ground trampled solid. A huge factory, bare walls of factory buildings, 
blackened and broken windows’, Kartyavar (1997), p. 166.
247‘From the midst of green, slimy, and stale water, tops of steel pipes drilled deep into the ground stood 
out a metre over the surface of the ground water’, ibid., p. 167.
248Charles Dickens, Hard Times (1995), p. 116.
249‘Why he should be among these gulls, challenging their adulation of Pickwick’s arch-gullibility, cannot 
otherwise be explained’, Harry Levin, ‘The Uncles of Dickens’ in The Worlds o f Victorian Fiction: 
Harvard English Studies 6 (1995), p. 10. Apart from the gullibility and the outsider’s role another 
feature Mr. Pickwick and Partos have in common is that they are both imitations of Don Quixote. It is 
valid in the case of both heroes that: ‘Mr Pickwick’s investigations, like Don Quixote’s adventures, 
usually terminate in anticlimaxes. [... ] Worldly situations tend to cast him in the role of a guy, a butt, a 
figure of fun’, ibid, p. 12. Don Quixote as a model hero will appear again in Haldl/iai.
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through which we can look at Ujvaros’s characters. In this respect, his role in the 

narrative is similar not only to that of Pickwick, but also to that of Esther Summerson. 

Esther’s simplicity also helps us understand the otherwise complex and manipulated 

story-lines in Bleak House.™ Richard Skimpole and Miss Flite are, again, similar 

characters who provide the story of Bleak House with an extra perspective. Ujvaros 

for Partos is like Chancery for Miss Flite: ‘A birot ismet vonta a nagy masina, amerre 

nem akart es nem szeretett’.251

Janos Madar, the mayor is introduced to us through newspapers and political 

gossip in the cafe. He is said to have unexpectedly voted for the government party, 

and this has stirred up public opinion. He is referred to here as ‘the Pied Piper of 

Hamelin’,252 and a wizard who, even though in a scandalous way, has created the 

town, a ‘serpent-nest’, out of nothing. The sarcastic, sometimes almost absurd 

dialogues show the ambivalent nature of the whole establishment, and people’s trivial 

mindedness when forming their judgements. Kovacs dislikes Madar and feels inferior 

to him, and Partos is impressed by Madar when he meets him on the island.

Kovacs is Partos’s leader all through the novel. Though he is the head of a 

family he is never at home. Therefore his family is not unlike Jellyby’s. It could well 

have been modelled on the Jellybys because this type of family is fairly uncommon in 

Hungarian literature before Babits. Kovacs is self-centred, gregarious and gives 

himself a knowledgeable air. He is the first to introduce the main characters of the 

town, Madar, Kerbolt and Hirschfeld, to Partos.

From the island Kovacs and Partos go to the upholsterer, Ampenszan, to get

250A detailed analysis of this aspect of Esther’s role is in W. J. Harvey, Character and the Novel (1965).
251‘The judge was again drawn on by the great machinery in a direction which he did not desire and did 
not like’, Kartyavar (1997), p. 168.
252Ibid.,p. 140.
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furniture covers. This is absurd, since Partos does not even have a flat yet. The

description of Ampenszan’s environment is again Dickensean. This is most likely the

text that Soter describes as ‘A nyomor bemutatasa dickensi semakba szorul’:253

Nagy, nit udvarba fordultak be: szurtos kis lany zold plehkocsiban tologatott egy 
ordito csecsemot s a mellekepulet mellett piszkos deszkan hevert a fabakon, eg tudja 
miota, egy horpadt, poros, szomoni pincskalap.254

A house altar described with Christian symbolism is shown inside the room in 

Ampenszan’s house. From the upholsterers, Kovacs goes to a pub, and Partos to a 

concert. The description of the pub, and its haunted quality, also draws on Dickens’s 

prose:

Evek, evek, hogy be vagytok neha zsufolva egy estebe es egy kis szobaba! Nem 
kisertetes kocsma volt-e ez? Eleven emberek kisertetei lestek a fixlledt melegben, 
vartak egy varazsszavat: Ujvaros holt multja, mint eleven atok leste a jovot, a furcsa 
varazsszavat: ‘Hogyan szavazott a polgarmester?255

The concert-hall where Partos goes, forms a strong contrast to the pub, but it is

morally no more elevating than the pub. It glitters with brand new chandeliers among

the town’s dust just like the town-hall. It dazzles Partos. We meet the town notables

here. The subjects of their conversation are money, the town administration,

prostitution, and again the mayor and his vote. Partos overhears the talk, and is

baffled by the mercenary spirit that permeates everything in the town.

In his exaggerated self-importance, Ampenszan resembles Dickens’s

Smallweed though he is less ruthless and greedy than Smallweed. He is strongly

committed politically and grateful to Madar for having given him the position of

253‘The description of poverty is crammed into schematic Dickensean patterns’, see footnote 199.
254‘They turned into a big ugly courtyard where a grubby little girl was pushing a screaming baby along 
in a green tin cart by the outhouse, and Lord knows since when, a dented, dusty, and sad bowler hat has 
been lying on the jack of a dirty plank of wood’, Kartyavar (1997), p. 174.
255‘0h, years! years! How you are sometimes crammed into one evening and a small room! Was not this 
a haunted pub? The ghosts of live people were peeping in the stifling heat, and waited for the magic 
word: How did the mayor vote?’, ibid., p. 161.
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upholsterer in the past and for his promotion to director of the cemetery which, as he 

puts it, is the only quiet place in Ujvaros. In the pub he becomes drunkest of all.

Mrs Tokessy who is the beauty of the town, and the alleged lover of the Lord 

Chancellor, mediates between the mayor and his father-in-law as they argue about the 

money for the land the town wants. Partos is impressed by her looks and manner. 

Hersey, who is an MP and a sociologist opposes Madar and considers him corrupt.

When the mayor leaves the concert-hall, the reader is introduced to his 

thoughts in a monologue reported by the narrator. He is shown without his impressive 

public behaviour: ‘a varos 6rias masinajat erezte luktetni’.256 He also feels as if the 

walls of the town-hall were about to collapse. He fancies himself as: ‘a mesebeli 

kiralyfi, aki a levegobol palotakat emeltP,257 and has broken all the laws to build his 

town. He considers the town’s balance of power, and refuses to break with Kerbolt to 

gain the rich industrialist, Hirschfeld’s support. In his despair he thinks about leaving 

everything, ‘apres moi le deluge ’, and moving up. It is difficult to see Madar as 

human. He is like a puppet determined by his own ambition, calculations and fall. On 

his arrival at Kerbolt’s house he finds a guest, through whose person and story the 

history of the town is revealed. This guest is Kerbolt’s old love, Vilma, whose person 

and family Kerbolt involuntarily destroyed by strictly adhering to administrative rules 

when he was the town judge. His case is compared to the ancient story of Catilina. In 

return he was expelled and later taken back by Madar, against the will of Hirschfeld, 

who was part of an interest group with Vilma’s family. Kerbolt’s alleged ideal is a 

rustic existence and he characterizes his return to town with metaphors such as one 

can originally find in Dickens on the power of Chancery. ‘Ujvaros visszahitta,

256‘and feels the pulsation of the town’s giant machinery’, Kartyavar (1997), p. 202.
257‘the prince in the tale who has raised palaces from nothing’, ibid., p. 203.
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visszaszitta, mint egy iszonyu szfvomasina egy elszallt porszemet’.258

Kerbolt’s house has the most beautiful garden in Newtown. This garden is 

described as natural and cultivated and Babits calls it literally an English garden. 

Although Tivadar Redey claims that ‘Kerbolt tanacsos ur barmely nemes angol 

realista regenynek biiszkesege lehetne’.259 Kerbolt and his environment (an idyll in the 

middle of Ujvaros) is closer to Jokai’s similar description. Kerbolt’s garden is, 

however, tainted by the town in all senses:

A messze sum lombok remegtek valami gyenge szelben. Senkinek sem volt 
Ujvarosban oly szep kertje, mint Kertboltnak. Az ablak alatt, az orgonabokor mellett, 
egy delceg platan allt. Madar vegigsimitotta ket ujjat a fa kergen es aztan a feny ele 
tartotta. A ket ujj teljesen fekete lett a koromtol.260

The whistle of the train can be heard there too. The motifs and metaphors of this part 

transpose the ones from Hard Times. The matrix261 Babits takes from Dickens is that 

widespread industrial dirt taints everything that surrounds it. Babits makes us perceive 

this excessive dirt by showing it on such a small scale as a fingertip. Thus he 

minimises Dickens’s cosmic dimensions:

You only knew the town was there, because you knew there could have been no such 
sulky blotch upon the prospect without a town. A blur of soot and smoke, now 
confusedly tending this way, now that way, now aspiring to the vaults of Heaven, now 
murkily creeping along the earth, as the wind rose and fell, or changed its quarter.262

After Kovacs’s and Partos’s conversation, the drunken argument in the pub,

and Madar’s own thoughts, we get to know Kerbolt even more closely through his

own dialogue with Madar and then with his wife Ilona. According to Madar’s words,

258‘Ujvaros called him back as a terrible vacuum cleaner does a speck of dust in flight’, ibid., p. 218.
259‘Kerbolt could be the protagonist of any ‘noble English realist novel’, ‘Tivadar Redey, ‘Babits 
Mihaly, Kartyavar’ (1924), 465-68 (p. 466).
260‘The dense foliage in the distance trembled in the light breeze. No one in Ujv&ros had as beautiful a 
garden as Kerbolt. Underneath the window, next to the lilac bush there was a stately maple. Madar 
stroked its bark with his two fingers, and then held them towards the light. His two fingers had become 
completely black from the soot’, Kartyavar (1997), p. 207.
261 Allen, Intertextuality (2005), pp. 118-19.
262Charles Dickens, Hard Times (1995), p. 115.



Kerbolt is the most perfect administrator in Europe, and infallible. Kerbolt excuses 

himself by being only true to his principles! Ilona and Kerbolt, according to Madar, 

are like the butterfly and the lion. Apart from her husband Ilona is the psychologically 

most convincing character. Despite her helpless weakness, she still hurts Kerbolt in a 

childishly revengeful way. Kerbolt is strict with himself and cannot be otherwise with 

others either. He is unable to allow himself to be weak; lenient; to love or be loved. 

We learn of his fragile self-image from his own words. His main moral question is: 

‘Hoi kezdodik a bun?’263 He is the only character in the novel with psychologically 

consistent verisimilitude.264 He constantly tortures himself. By being unable to forgive 

himself for a past failure and through his suicidal death in the end, he is a male copy 

of Lady Dedlock.

From Kerbolt’s house Madar goes back to the concert-hall after dropping in at 

home. This leads the reader back to the material reality of the town. This is important 

because at the beginning of Hard Times, and often in Bleak House, the narrative is 

dominantly enigmatic and it is the characters’ actions that provide the prose and its 

settings with a realistic quality. The stoiy-line of Kartyavar is revealed in a like 

manner by the comings and goings of Madar, Vilma, Kerbolt, and Partos. Madar is 

unpleasant and indifferent to his family when he is at home. In a reported monologue 

the reader is introduced to two of his preoccupations. One of these is to get Kerbolt 

onto a committee which is to examine his rule of the town. The other is to get money 

for Ujvaros. Madar sees Partos as a source of cash, since Partos still has money left

263‘Where does sin start?’, Kartyavar (1997), p. 215.
264His psychology and the depiction of his psychology resembles Mihaly Timar’s in Mor Jokai, Az 
aranyember (Budapest: Szepirodalmi, 1960). Both heroes have a past failure which casts a shadow on 
the rest of their lives. The failure is connected to their wives in both cases. Timar becomes bound to his 
wife because of his wealth which had its shady origin in hers. Kerbolt is tied to his wife because of his 
status. They both respect their wives but do not truly love them. They both suffer because of their 
emotional infidelity too.
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from the loan which he is to spend on a house at this stage. Then Madar appears again 

as his brilliant, entertaining public self at the concert.

The central subject of gossip at the concert is a scandalous argument over the 

performers’ payment, the town administration and Partos. Partos perceives the artists 

as a bunch of ''business-men waiting’, and during the music fancies himself as a 

member of the elite; a smart villa-owner. The English wording appears strange in the 

Hungarian text here and calls the reader’s attention to original sources. The whole 

scene is ambivalent; mostly comic verging on farce. The motifs characterising the 

town, again, the tower, and the music become part of the same metaphorical 

description introducing the concert which is another example of Babits’s transposition 

of Dickens’s metaphoric descriptions:

A zene iszonyu forro hullamokat ver, a hullamok koveket hordanak, epit, epit. Nagy 
babeli tomyok emelkednek, gombolyu, homoru, domboru kovekbol rettenetes varak, 
szenvelgett tomyokkal es gyarkemenyekkel.265

From the concert Partos is again carried off by the elite crowd to another cafe 

than the Selig. Partos stays here late, and even after several attempts at trying to catch 

different vehicles like a tram, a carriage, and finally a train, he is unable to get back to 

Budapest, and is taken by a stranger to spend the night in the Selig Cafe. He happens 

to meet Vilma here who comes from Kerbolt’s house. Vilma’s angry derision of the 

town is aired by the narrator who reports her monologue. According to another 

simultaneous story-line, Ilona is scared by a storm and therefore goes to find Kerbolt 

in the summer-house because he sometimes sleeps there. She cannot find him since 

he has gone to meet Vilma in Selig Cafe.

265‘The music has raised terrible waves, carrying stones, building and building. Great Towers of Babel 
rise, dreadful castles made of round; convex, and concave stones with long-suffering towers and factory 
chimneys’, Kartyavar (1997), pp. 244-45.
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In this part Babits even transposed Hard Times’s and Bleak House’s frequent

interplay between the real and metaphorical meanings of light and dark. The

descriptions with lights in a room or in dark streets, light and dark nights and

metaphors with candles implying moral message disseminate their meaning in the text

in Dickens.266 The argument over the electricity supply which provides light for the

town, the candles and the parts of the day are examples of Babits’s hypertextual use

of Dickensean prose in Kartyavar. The following passage in Kartyavar not only

includes the metaphors of light and darkness but also a reference to an English tale:

Nagy ejjeli munka folyt a torony kOriil, az allvanyok mozgo faklyak fenyeben 
rezegtek, a falak is rezegtek a vilagos, voros fust mogott, mint vekony kulisszak a 
legvonalban. Ah... naponta 17-szer kerulik meg a munkasok a tomyot. Villogott es 
nyuzsgott az egesz, mint valami ismeretlen vilagito fergek ego bolya. Es Partos regi, 
gyermekkoraban olvasott kalandos tortenet furcsa illusztraciojara gondolt, mikor Tom 
es Mary eltevedtek az oserdoben, es egyszerre csak a fak, a vastag fak—mintha ezer- 
ezer szogletes, fenyes ablakot, es ragyogott es nyuzsgott egyszerre az egesz nagy erdo. 
Mind oriasi odvas fak voltak azok, es neger torpek laktak az odvakban es a nagy 
oserdo egy varos volt.267

The motif of incessant work and its expression has its roots in Hard Times:

Hopeless labour! If he led them out of rooms where it was, if he shut up draws and 
closets where it stood, if he drew the curious from places where he knew it to be 
secreted, and got them out into the streets, the very chimneys of the mills assumed 
that shape, and round them was the printed word.268

The commingling of the same sort of imagery can also be found in Bleak House:

distant furnaces of it glowing and bubbling in its youth; bright fireworks of it 
showering about, under the blows of the steam hammer; red-hot iron, white-hot iron,

266T w o  examples can be found in Charles Dickens, Bleak House (1948), pp. 564, 764.
267‘People were working hard around the tower; the scaffolding was trembling in the light of the torches, 
the walls were trembling behind the light red smoke resembling the thin wings of a flight of crows. The 
workers go round the tower seventeen times a day. The whole scene gleamed and bustled, like a heap of 
unknown worms in flames. And Partos thought about the strange illustration of the adventure story he 
read as a child, and in which Tom and Mary had become lost in the ancient woods, and suddenly the 
dark and thick woods [...] thousands and thousands of angular and bright windows of light [...] and the 
ancient woods was a town’, Kartyavar (1997), p. 259.
268Charles Dickens, Hard Times (1995), p. 90. Another similar description is in ibid., p. 69.
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cold-black iron; an iron taste, an iron smell, and a Babel of iron sounds.269

Briliant, who was the indirect cause of Kerbolt’s old failure appears 

unexpectedly in Cafe Selig to take revenge for past wrongs, and to take Vilma to 

Vienna. Kerbolt is in the cafe primarily to purge himself of his past iniquities. Kovacs 

tries to create order by assuming authority. First Partos appears to be comic; then he 

panics, and then seems to be silly again. He loses his bag and all his personal 

documents; is seduced by a prostitute, and only realizes at dawn that he has not been 

dreaming a detective tale, but has made a fool of himself. Kovacs seems naive and 

comic by trying to appeal to the power of law and order. Briliant perceives the comic 

quality of the situation, and expresses not only irony but also self-irony. The 

heteroglossia of the prose is dominant in all these parts here.

This episode in Selig contains two relevant English references. One is Nick 

Carter270 and the other is Sherlock Holmes.271 These detective names are part of the 

English reference system of Kartyavar. They are foreign in the Hungarian text and 

thus call the reader’s attention to their importance. Babits writes that the people in 

Selig behaved themselves as if they had learnt to read with Nick Carter. (This might 

even be a confession on his behalf because Nick Carter will be a relevant reference in 

Halalflai too).272 Both names also allude to the detective or crime story features of 

Kartyavar.

The discussion of town politics and of Madar’s relationship with Kerbolt

269Charles Dickens, Bleak House (1948), p. 846.
210Kdrtyavdr (1997), p. 233.
271Ibid„ p. 234. w  yft
272‘Fredric Merrill Van kenssealfirJ)ey, who wrote the Nick Carter detective stories, churning out an 
average o f25,000 words per week for seventeen years, went by an astonishing number of different pen 
names, including Marmaduke Dey and Frederic Ormond, as well as the more generic A Celebrated 
Author of “Nick Carter” [...] By the 1880s, Westerns were eclipsed by stories of urban life featuring 
heroes such as detective Nick Carter’, www-sul. stanford.edu/depts/dp/pennies/cover.html, 02, 07,
2005, pp. 4, 6.
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verges on farce because of the pettiness of the talkers that they cannot perceive. Only 

Kerbolt and his understanding of Madar is different:

O, aki mindig imadta a jellemet, akaratot, most nagyon is latta a sorsnak, a helyzetnek 
a hatalmat, amely ellen lehetetlen kuzdeni. Bab, mindenki bab: s nem volt-e o is bab 
mindig, helyzetenek babja, mikor legjobban hitte, hogy erovel, akaratbol cselekszik?
S mintha ketfelol huzzak a marionett zsinorjat: mozdulatlan maradt.273

In this instance, Kerbolt’s moral position is the same as Mr Tulkinghom’s. Despite

their ‘enviable’ positions, they are both captives of their commitments. (Tulkinghom

is committed to the family reputation of the Dedlocks).274

The next scene starts the following morning and takes place at the town-hall.

Madar has been working and worrying all night. He learns that a burglary had been

committed the previous night; and despairs over the matters that have been raised

against him. He falls into deeper despair because he thinks the real cause of his own

fall is his affair with Ilona.

Kerbolt’s morning forms a pair with Madar’s. The description of the morning

town is romantically ugly. The dereliction and the industrial dirt frames the

solitariness of a desolate human being. Here Kartyavar is a hypertext not only of

Hard Times, but also Bleak House:

Oly baratsagtalan szurke hajnal volt ez es egy aszfalt volt az eg is, nedves aszfalt a 
fold, mikor Kerbolt tanacsos hazamenekult. Szegeny, alelt, ejjeli lenyek fordultak 
haza a sarban, undok, bama generalszaftjaban a kemeny varosnak. Es villanyosok, az 
elso villanyosok, munkasvonatok, gyurott, fekete emberek zsufolt tartanyai, zugtak, 
sivitottak, sebten, szigoruan.273

273‘He, who has always loved character, could now see the power of fate and situation against which one 
cannot fight. A puppet, that is what everyone is; a puppet. Has he not always been a puppet; a puppet of 
his circumstances when he most believed that he was acting with strength and will power? And as if 
someone were pulling the cord of the puppet in two directions, he remained still’, Kartyavar (1997), p. 
278.
274See Charles Dickens, Bleak House (1948), p. 581.
273‘This was such an unfriendly grey dawn, and even the sky was one piece of asphalt, and the ground 
was wet asphalt when councillor Kerbolt had escaped home. Poor, and weak night-creatures turned 
towards home in the mud; in the disgusting, brown gravy of the hard town. And the first trams, the 
bearers of workers; the vessels of worn, black people, swished and screamed past fast and tight’,
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A potential source paragraph from Bleak House:

On the banks of the stagnant channel of mud which is the main street of Tom-all- 
Alone’s, nothing is to be seen but the crazy houses, shut up and silent. No waking 
creature save himself appears, except in one direction, where he sees the solitary 
figure of a woman sitting on a door-step [... ] she gives no heed to his steps as he 
comes towards her.276

Kerbolt’s self-derision is in contrast to the idyllic scene of his garden; his dream of 

being a peaceful landowner with a loving wife, and the illusion that the previous night 

had only been a dream. He feels that he has compromised himself; destroyed other 

people, and has not done anything for the town either. He bitterly praises Madar’s 

cunning unscrupulousness. He deems that the world does not run according to moral 

principles, and that Madar at least has done something for the town. To describe 

Madar’s administration, he uses the metaphor of the watering can whose outpouring 

stream of water is tamed by its rose. The use of this metaphor draws on George 

Meredith’s prose.277 Madar is also described as a spider; a gardener, and a puppeteer.

Partos’s awakening and matutinal wandering this same morning provide an 

account of all the town’s main buildings, and eventually lead the reader back to the 

town hall. Here he finds that queues of people are waiting for him. Kerbolt deals with 

the problems of the populace. Madar wants to see Partos to enlist his support. Partos 

wants to explain the loss of his documents. Madar wants to get him to buy a villa in 

order to secure his money for the town. While this is going on, the events of the 

previous night are revealed through the naive excuses of Partos, and the accounts of 

the journalists. Madar’s shady dealings are revealed which makes him imagine that

Kartyavar (1997), p. 291.
276Charles Dickens, Bleak House (1948), p. 628.
277Meredith was one of Babits’s favourite prose writers. Babits translated XX-XXL, and XXVII 
chapters of The Egoist. I will analyse this connection in detail in Halalfiai.
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everything he has built up is about to collapse. The farcical quality of the scene all but 

disappears. In the description of the dialogue between Madar and Kerbolt, the 

narrator places the emphasis on the moral evaluation of the characters and their 

world:

A kezem piszkos, de a sarpalota kesz; egy kis ido kell meg, felszaritja a nap, 
bevakoljuk, senki sem fogja mondani, sarbol van. [...] Kar ezert a mindenert? 
Omoljon ossze, doljon szet! ugy epiilt. Sarbol epiilt. En magam volnek az elso, aki 
szetrugnam... ezt a piszkos epitmenyt! Hogy magam is segitettem epiteni? A rab 
Samson talan maga epitette a palotat, amit kesobb magara temetett!278

Kerbolt’s monologue shows his despair: ‘A magafajta nehezek pedig, eppen mert

nagyon kinos igyekezettel tisztak akamak maradni, elobb-utobb bebonyolddnak a

mocsokba.—es megfulladnak benne’.279 Similar imagery, and self-torturing moral

dilemmas are also characteristic of Dickens’s novels:

‘And I am to hide my guilt, as I have done so many years?’
‘As you have done so many years. I should not have made that reference myself, Lady 
Dedlock, but I may now remind you that your secret can be no heavier to you than it 
was, and is no worse and no better than it was. /  know it certainly, but I believe we 
have never wholly trusted each other’.280

By this stage Kerbolt is completely broken. He hates Madar, and Madar

despises him for his weakness, which has now been revealed to him. The description

of the streets as Kerbolt goes back home incorporates key metaphors of the novel:

Kerbolt szinte latta, amint vegigment az uccan, hogy inganak mar a hazak, a nagy 
Kartyavaros ijeszto hazai, mint ciffa skatulyak egy csiricsare iizlet polcain, amiket 
hirtelen rakott egymas tetejere egy gyorskezu seged. Meg most, vasamap delben is ott 
uszott a napban a finom por es szen, zsivalygott a larma, nagy csata dult a Pestre 
indulo villamosok koriil.281

278‘My hands are dirty but the mud-palace is finished; it only needs a little time, and the sun will dry it 
out; we will whitewash it, and none will be able to tell that it is made of mud.[... ] Shall it be a pity? Let 
it crumble and collapse, as it has been built without foundation. It has been built of mud. I would be the 
first one to kick this dirty construction to pieces! You say I helped build it myself? Did the captive 
Samson build the palace that he pulled down on himself?’, A Kartyavar (1997), pp. 304-09.
279‘And the heavy ones of his kind, especially because they desperately struggle and want to remain 
clean, sooner or later become covered in filth and suffocate’, ibid., p. 336.
280Charles Dickens, Bleak House (1948), p. 581.
281‘As he was walking down the street, Kerbolt could almost see the houses sway; like fancy boxes of
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The source of this explicitly intertextual description is Bleak House:

It is a dull street under the best conditions; where the two long rows of houses stare at 
each other with that severity, that half-a-dozen of its greatest mansions seem to have 
been slowly stared into stone, rather than originally built in material. It is a street of 
such dismal grandeur, so determined not to condescend to liveliness, that the doors 
and windows hold a gloomy state of their own in black paint and dust, and the 
echoing mews behind have a dry and massive appearance.282

Babbs’s transposition of the dismal grandeur of the greatest mansions into ‘cifra

gyufaskatulyak’ is an ingeniously meaningful one. His animation of the rows of

houses as the work of a hand is clever and more poetic than Dickens’s. He

nevertheless keeps the image of the pervasive dirty dust.

Partos parts with his money which the narrator depicts with irony. He is taken 

to a restaurant to celebrate his spending and his behaviour here is portrayed as silly. 

On Sunday afternoon Partos realizes that he has invested his money in a system that is 

about to collapse, and compares himself to Macbeth whose undeservedly tragic 

situation is too much for him to bear.283 Partos has lunch with Kovacs, his wife and 

five children, who go to the cinema afterwards. Madar receives a blackmail letter 

summoning him to the bank of the river that night.284 The sons of the town’s 

leadership play football. Ilona travels on the tram along the long wall of the cemetery 

to meet Madar in Budapest. Kerbolt goes to the country. He meets Ujhegyi, the

matches which have been suddenly stacked up by a shop-assistant on the shelves of a gaudy shop; he 
could see the buildings of the huge card-town sway. Even now at noon on Sunday, the fine dust and 
coal were floating in the air, and there was a huge battle around the trams leaving for Pest’, Kartyavar 
(1997), p. 336.
282Charles Dickens, Bleak House (1948), p. 653. While the street in Kartyavar is animated by the eye of 
the onlooker, in Dickens it is animated by the narrator’s metaphors. Babits, nevertheless, uses the same 
metaphors of impersonation as Dickens.
2*3Kartyavdr (1997), p. 338.
284Blackmail is a recurring motif in many Dickens novels. One example is Lady Dedlock’s and Mr 
Tulkinghom’s mutual blackmail of each other: ‘I am to remain on this gaudy platform, on which my 
miserable deception has been so long acted, and it is to fall beneath me when you give a signal?’ she said 
slowly’, Charles Dickens, Bleak House (1948), p. 580.
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painter who tells him that in the future golden age people will fly aeroplanes, and 

make love freely in the open air. In the meanwhile, Kerbolt becomes ever more self- 

critical. Finally he concludes in his monologue that the genius loci is the source of all 

problems. After his trip to the country he returns in the evening to find Hirschfeld’s 

workers demonstrating against Madar. The workers resemble those in Hard Times, 

and the unscrupulousness of the speaker, Szuliman, is like the ranting demagogue, 

Slackbridge.285 (The unjustly treated worker such as Stephen Blackpool or Joe in 

Bleak House does not exist in any of Babbs’s novels.) All these episodes take place 

more or less simultaneously, include much silly gossip and verge sometimes even on 

burlesque.

‘Regi kohOz’286 restaurant is situated on the outskirts of the town. The description of 

the enigmatic meanings of its location is a hypertext of ‘Stone Lodge’ in Hard

Times'™

A ‘regi kohoz’ cimzett vendeglo Ujvaros es Rakonca hataran all: itt lattak Kerboltot 
ozsonnatajt. Ujvarost es Rakoncat a vasut valasztja el. Ott a szentormelekkel elegyes 
por kozott, kopik a ‘regi ko’, egyik oldalara RAKONCA van irva, a masikra PEST. 
Maradvany Turteltaub elotti idokbol, mikor meg Ujvaros nem letezett.288

The contrast between Nature as it is longed for by Kerbolt, and polluted urban

environment has its textual root in Hard Time.™

The next scene is set in Hirschfeld’s house. An exclusive dinner takes place

where the performers from the concert, the vicar, a Jesuit priest, and the Secretary of

State are present. As in Mrs Sparsit’s tea in Hard Times, the different stages of the

285See Charles Dickens, Hard Times (1995), 141-49.
286‘The old Stone’, ibid., p. 349.
287Charles Dickens, Hard Times (1995), p. 18.
288‘The restaurant’, ‘To the old stone’ stands on the outskirts of Ujvaros and Rakonca: this is where 
Kerbolt was seen at around tea-time. Ujvaros and Rakonca are separated by the railway. There, the coal 
slag mixes with dust and wears away the ‘old stone’, one side of which is inscribed RAKONCA and the 
other PEST, a remnant of the time when Ujvaros did not exist’, Kartyavar (1997), p. 349.
289See for example the description of Coketown: Charles Dickens, Hard Times (1995), pp. 115-16.



meal are in parallel with different subjects of the conversation. Hirschfeld is like 

Bounderby because of his occupation, a factory owner, and because he rules by the 

power of money. Hirschfeld is Jewish and seems not only to be above politics, but 

also to be above the reality of the town. Even before Madar arrives Hirschfeld makes 

it clear that he will not help Madar, and even if the whole establishment collapses, he 

and his factory would survive. Hirschfeld is called a ‘selfmademan * by Babits.290 It is 

important to comment on this reference because it designates the English cultural 

background of Hirschfeld and his family. English economic terms are a feature a 

Babits’s prose. I will write about this subject again in my chapter on Halalflai. Should 

one read Kartyavar as a description of condition Hongroise, Babits presents 

Hirschfeld as the only successful man in the country.

Hirschfeld, however, is the only man in Kartyavar who is genuinely 

committed to his family. He has a cultured household; a wife who is a good hostess 

and two daughters with fashionable names: Alice, such as Elemer’s class-mate was in 

A golyakalifa, and Maud. Unlike in Hungary, these two names were popular in 

nineteenth-century Britain. Babits may have well been inspired by Tennyson’s and 

Lewis Caroll’s protagonists.291 They show the English orientation of the Jewish 

capitalist family and the roots of Babits’s prose. One must also add that when Madar 

leaves Hirschfeld’s house Maud calls him ‘a Pitt’,292 and Alice ‘a Richelieu’. Alice

290Kartyavar (1997), p. 360.
291Babits might have also known about Queen Maud. ‘We know that Queen Maud was the daughter of 
St. Margaret. Ordericus may well have obtained his knowledge that Agatha, St Margaret’s mother was 
‘filia regis Hunorum’ by very direct channels’, Sandor Fest, Skociai St Margittol a walesi bardokig: 
magyar-angol tortenelmi es irodalmi kapcsolatok (Budapest: Univerzitas, 2001), p. 552.
292In the ‘Uses of Great Man’ Emerson mentions Pitt as ‘Hero the shouts in the street! The people 
cannot see him enough. They delight in a man. Here is a head and a trunk! What a front! what eyes! 
Atlantean shoulders, and the whole carriage heroic, with equal inward force to guide the great machine’, 
The Complete Prose Works o f Ralph Waldo Emerson (London: Ward; Lock, n. d.), p. 164. A brief 
description on William Pitt (1748-1763) can be found in Lord Elton, Imperial Commonwealth (London:
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likes her independence. Maud is idealistic and is principally keen on a Hungarian 

nationalist cause.

The description of the town here is, again, a hypertextual transposition from

Hard Times:

O, micsoda vasamap este volt! Mintha a por magaba szivta volna a nappali fenyt es 
meleget, es most piszkosan, szurken, elesen izzadna szet a levego minden paranyabol. 
Maskor a lampak fenyei megaztatjak es fololdjak a port: most kestek a lampak, es 
sem sotet, sem vilagos nem tudott lenni igazan.293

The moral connotation of dirt, dust, and fog following the previous passage is now

closely following Dickens’s descriptions of similar environments:

—Szen—mondta a biro, s ugy erezte, hogy szennyesen eg az egesz varos. Kulonos 
lanyok es fiuk alltak es koszaltak a sarkokon, mindenki gyanus volt, a bun szaga 
erzett a varos kozepen. Az alkony sarga csikokat huzott szet a hazak folott, melyek 
megragadtak es megfeneklettek a porban, mintha kodbe ragadtak volna.294

Hersey is one of the leaders of the workers’ demonstration which takes place this

night. Kerbolt is seen here as a mysterious outsider watching from a distance. The

crowd is attacked by the police who happen to be there as a result of a

misunderstanding. Partos, who is with Kovacs, derides the crowd for no apparent

reason and becomes accidentally injured. Kovacs takes Partos to Ujhegyi’s party from

here.

In a separate episode, Madar’s evening is described. He goes to the bank of the

Collins, 1945), pp. 131-38. One cause of Babits’s comparison of Madar to Pitt is that they were both 
strategists. Maud’s comparison of the Hungarian mayor to Pitt at this stage of the novel is flattering and 
naive since later Madar will turn out to be a strategist without either a sound moral foundation or a 
realistic approach.
293‘What a Sunday night that was! As if the dust had sucked the day light and warmth into itself, and 
dirtily, greyly, and sharply sweated every tiny particle out of the air. At other times the light of the 
street-lamps soak up and dissolve the dust: on this occasion the lamps had been lit late, and could shed 
neither light nor leave darkness’, Kartyavar (1997), p. 369.
2941 Coal, said the judge, and felt that the whole town was burning filthily. Strange boys and girls roamed 
around the comer; everyone was suspicious, and the smell of sin was perceivable in the middle of the 
town. The twilight drew yellow stripes on the houses, which became stranded in the dust, as if they had 
been glued onto fog’, ibid., p. 369.



Danube to meet the blackmailers who are to surrender compromising documents. He 

is with a journalist. The documents arrive. They chase the courier who first takes the 

tram, and then gets onto the train on which Madar first spots Briliant then Vilma. The 

train leaves for Vienna. Madar is unable to stop it. He denies that he has seen Briliant, 

but an outsider confirms that he has. This incident becomes manipulated by all the 

participants, and is turned against Madar. After the train leaves, Madar feels helpless 

and like a ‘puppet’, goes to Kerbolt’s house where no one is at home, and after the 

inserted description of Ujhegyi’s party, one finds him at the town-hall. His thoughts 

about his imminent fall are mostly monologues reported by the narrator.

Having left the train from Budapest and having found no one at home, Ilona is 

taken to a party by Mrs Ujhegyi. On the way to the party, Ilona wants to go into a 

church in which someone is preaching war in the name of Christ. The premises of the 

party is an old church-conversion. This is Ujhegyi’s home. The way Ilona goes further 

and further into the house resembles Harthouse’s penetration of Bounderby’s house. 

Most dance drunk and are out of control at the party. Vilmos Nagy-Tatar, retired 

captain and journalist, nibbles a sandwich. This is important to mention, because 

Babits italicises the original English spelling of this word.295 His use of sandwich, 

again, draws attention to Babits’s original sources.

The time of the party is referred to by Ujhegyi as the ‘night of the apocalypse’. 

Its description has a farcical quality which develops into grotesque. This is an 

interesting camivalesque subtext from a psychological point of view. Partos is 

flabbergasted, and becomes worried after having lost his cash at cards. He realises

295Sandwiches were named after their inventor Lord John Montagu Sandwich (1718-92). He was First 
Lord of the Admiralty under both Henry Pelham and Lord North (1748-51, 1771-82). See The 
Cambridge Encyclopedia, ed. David Crystal (Cambridge, New York: C. U. P., 1990), p. 1064.
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that he might even lose his deposit on the villa in the case of Madar’s fall. Ilona is 

frightened, disgusted and tries to get rid of the attention of the aggressive painter, 

Ujhegyi. She leaves on her own and arrives home early in the morning.

Next morning Kerbolt disappears under mysterious circumstances. The 

description of the town’s outskirts shows explicit intertextuality with Hard Times. 

Babits’s text:

Gyalog es villamoson, mindenfele a gyarakba sieto embereket latni, akik kozt 
szorvanyosan tarkul egy-egy ‘pancamari’ feher hatibugyraval s az elul rakotozott nagy 
tejeskannaval. A gyarkemenyek tutulnak s a fekete hangyaemberek csapatokban 
viszik-viszik kis fekete szerszamtaskaikat [... ] Az ejjel jo. De a reggel sivar. A reggel 
hideg: reggel a fu nedves, a fold kemeny, derekad faj es hatad didereg. A reggel 
proletar, szurke es fust szagu. A reggel kioltja a csillagokat. Reggel indulnak a 
villamosok.296

The hypotext from Dickens:

The lights in the great factories, which looked, when they were illuminated, like Fairy 
palaces—or the travellers by express-train said so—were all extinguished; and the 
bells had rung for knocking off for the night, and had ceased again; and the Hands, 
men and women, boy and girl, were clattering home.[... ] It was a wet night, and many 
groups of young women passed him, with their shawls drawn over their bare heads 
and held close under the chimneys to keep the rain out.297

It is again the ‘patterns of poverty’ whose description Babits transposes. In this case it 

is not the desolation of a solitary individual but a group of people linked by their 

similar positions in life.

At dawn Ilona cannot find her husband at home. She delivers the letter he left 

behind for Madar. Her action takes the story-line back to the town hall which is busy. 

Madar tries his best to keep everything under control. Ampenszan insists on seeing

296‘People can be seen hurrying to factories on foot and trams everywhere; occasionally a peasant 
woman colours the crowd with a white bundle on her back and a milk can tied onto her front. The 
factory chimneys sound their sirens, and the black ant people carry their little black tools in their ^ ,
bands. [... ] The night is good, but the morning is bleak. The morning is cold, and in the morning the ^
grass is wet; the ground is hard; [...] The trams start running in the morning’, Kartyavar (1997), p. 404.
297Charles Dickens, Hard Times (1995), p. 69.
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him because of a serious breach of the peace that had taken place in the cemetery.

The assembling of the committee that is to examine Madar’s administration has a 

farcical mock-heroic character.298 The episode in which the select few set out to go to 

the town hall is another example of mock heroic:

Elindultak, gyalog mentek. Borgoz es a tegnapi Vnuk hangulata kavargott az epikus 
menet koriil. Polgarok voltak most, vonulva a Capitoliumra, atavisztikus akcioban, ez 
allamalkoto nep igaz gyermekei.299

The arrival of the procession is a key scene in the novel:

De a percek leptek, s egy ment jott, hasonlo azon regi, allegorikus menetekhez, 
melyeket az ORA bocsatott magabol, muveszibb korokban: kozepkori mesterek 
remekei, a venseges Id6, a halal kaszaval, a Sors es Biintetes.300

Hersey refers to Herbert Spencer and talks about how the English authorities guard

the honesty of English administration in his speech at the town council meeting. The

allusion to Spencer and the English system is relevant because the example it presents

is in sharp contrast with the anarchical state of Ujvaros. Babits’s allegorised satirical

representation of anarchy draws on the conventions of the camivalesque tradition

here. This is highly uncommon in Hungarian literature. Apart from European

medieval and Renaissance roots, its closest English root is Carlyle. It aims to show

how extraordinary the English ideals are in Ujvaros.301 The farcical tone and the

298Examples of this device can be found in, for example, Dickens’s Pickwick Papers: ‘The constructive 
device of a club could pitch the tone at the secretarial level of its minutes, with Boz presenting himself as 
their editor, and drawing on his background as a reporter to produce a style which combines the 
scholarly transaction of the parliamentary proceeding. The effect is so extravagantly mock-heroic, when 
the opening chapter records a meeting, that the mockery gets out of hand’, Harry Levin ‘The Uncles of 
Dickens’, in The Worlds o f Victorian Fiction (1975), p. 10.
2" ‘They set out; went on foot; wine-vapour and the atmosphere of last night at the Vnuk pub whirled 
around the epic procession. At this moment they were citizens proceeding to the Capitol in an atavistic 
action, the true children of people constituting a state’, Kartyavar (1997), p. 413.
300‘The minutes speeded up, and a procession arrived just like those old allegorical processions which a 
CLOCK sent whirling in more artistic ages: the masterpieces of medieval masters; old FATHER TIME; 
death with a scythe; Fate and Punishment’, ibid., p. 419.
301 Spencer was fashionable amongst the young Babits and his friends: Babits Mihaly levelezese 1890- 
1906 (1998), pp. 72, 76, 91, 110, 114, 156, 423. One can find references to him, again, in Babits’s semi 
autobiographical novel: Halalfiai where the students read his works. Spencer’s ideals inspired the
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parody of the previous night’s concert gradually diminishes. An unreasonable 

enthusiasm at Madar’s failure, and concerns about the future in the case of his fall 

replace the satire.

Madar’s fall concludes his portrayal. The failure of his town building project 

makes him an anti-Aeneas and that of his story an mti-The Aeneid. Before the 

meeting he feels like Napoleon before Waterloo. During the meeting he comes to 

terms with resigning his post. The letter in which Kerbolt leaves all his 

responsibilities to Madar reassures Madar. What really hurts Madar is the collapse of 

his town building project:

S talan o volt az egyetlen itt, akit ez a csapas anyagilag is sulyosan erintett, akinek a 
maga es csaladja megelhetese valt problematikussa. Madar megsem ezekre gondola, 
hanem terveire, a Jovo tomyos epiileteire melyek egyszerre dsszeomlottak, mielott 
meg megepulhettek volna.302

conception of A kartyavar, since the description of the town’s administration is a mock version (travesty 
and burlesque of his ideas, Genette, Palimpsests (1997), pp. 22. 25: ‘But here, where the king, though 
regarded as having divine approval was not held to be of divine descent, and where, though usually 
nominated by a predecessor he was sometimes practically elected by the senate, and always submitted to 
the form of popular ascent, the consultative body presently became supreme. “The senate had in course 
of time been converted from a corporation intended merely to advise the magistrates, into a board 
commanding the magistrates and self-governing.” Afterwards “the right of nominating and cancelling 
senators originally belonging to the magistrates was withdrawn from them;” and finally,” the irremovable 
character and life-tenure of the members of the ruling order who obtained seat and vote, was definitely 
consolidated”; the oligarchic constitution became pronounced’, ‘Consulative Bodies’, in Herbert 
Spencer, Collected Writings, 12 vols. (Routledge/ Thoemmes, 1996), viii: Political Institutions, p. 411.
302‘ And perhaps he was the only one here whose existence was hard hit by this blow, and for whom his 
own and his family’s material survival had been at stake. It was not this, however, that hurt him, but the 
destruction of his plans: the castles of the Future which had suddenly collapsed before they could be 
built’, Kartyavar (1997), p. 424.
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2.5 Heroism and predestination—history and place

The individual’s responsibility for the improvement of society and his dependence on

it are main preoccupations of Babits in Kartyavar. Many of Babits’s ideas connected

with this theme originate in the works of English writers.

Macaulay’s303 essay on Bacon (1837) is based on the concept that the

individual is dependent on the spirit of his age. (Babits’s quotation from Bacon in his

article on Pal Hegedus304 shows that, sudras Macaulay, he was also interested in

Bacon and his ideas). Macaulay writes about Bacon’s generation:

It is impossible to deny that they committed many acts which would justly bring on a 
statesman of our time censures of the most serious kind. But when we consider the 
state of morality in their age, and the unscrupulous character of the adversaries 
against whom they had to contend, we are forced to admit that it is not without reason 
that their names are still held in veneration by their countrymen.305

This deliberation is a source of the moral theme of Kartyavar. It concerns the

individual’s limited options to preserve his integrity in an unwholesome political

establishment.

Thackeray, whose intellect Babits admired in his youth,306 was also 

preoccupied with the individual’s options in society and history. Thackeray’s review 

on Carlyle’s French Revolution in The Times (3 August 1837) manifests his interest.

Thackeray, such-as^Carlyle, saw titles as labels, and disliked the burden that social ^ ['■ t*

categorisation placed on man even more than Carlyle.

303The first reference one finds to Macaulay in Babits’s works is in ‘Shakespeare egyenisege’ (1909), in 
Esszek es tanulmanyok (1978), i, p. 65. Babits compares the critic, PM Gyulai’s style to that of 
Macaulay in his essay ‘Petofi es Arany’ (1910), in ibid., p. 162.
304See introduction p. 8. Even if Babits knew Macaulay’s works before becoming a friend of Hegedus’s, 
their acquaintance with each other must have strengthened Babits’s interest in Macaulay and in the 
individual’s role in history. See Macaulay, Babington Thomas, The Complete Works o f Lord Macaulay, 
ed. n. n., 12 vols. (London: Longmans; Green, 1898), i-vi: History o f England (1898).
305Thomas Babington Macaulay, ‘Francis Bacon’, in Critical and Historical Essays ed. A. J. Grieve, 2 
vols. (London: Dent; New York: Dutton, 1961), ii, pp. 296-97.
306See footnote 11.
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Both Marlborough and the Pretender are sham-heroes in Henry Esmond 

(1852), and there is not a hero in Vanity Fair (1848) either. The highest merit of a 

man in these two novels is being a pious and loyal gentleman, such as either the 

eponymous hero of The History o f Henry Esmond or Captain Dobin in Vanity Fair.

By Thackeray’s standard of gentlemanly conduct, neither Madar nor Hirschfeld could 

even aspire to be regarded as one. Madar is morally unwholesome, and Hirschfeld is 

without public charity.

J. S. Mill, whose works Babits read for his own pleasure at university,307 also 

considered the individual’s place and role in society and history. In ‘On 

Liberty’(1859) one of his concerns is the proportion of the individual’s dependence on 

society, and society’s dependence on the individual. Concerning Carlyle, he claims 

that heroes can only exist in a well educated, sensible society: ‘The honour and glory 

of the average man is that he is capable of following an initiative; that he can respond 

internally to wise and noble things, and be led to them with his eyes open’.308 Mill did 

not consider the society he lived in as being able either to produce or follow heroes.

He also writes in ‘On Liberty’: ‘In sober truth, whatever homage may be professed, or 

even paid, to real or supposed mental superiority, the general tendency of things 

throughout the world is to render mediocrity as the ascendant power among 

mankind’.309 Mill did not, however, class this deficient state of the world as either 

hopeless or hopeful but treated it as a problem which is to be solved by the education 

of people.

307Babits applications of ideas from John Stuart Mill, Analysis o f the Phenomena o f the Human Mind 
(1829) is best shown in Babits’s verse. Babits also had On Liberty and the Subjection Women (Leipzig, 
1917) in his library.
308J. S. Mill, ‘On Liberty’, in Utilitarianism, Liberty, Representative Government (London: J. M. Dent 
and Sons, 1954), p. 124.
309Ibid„ p. 123,
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Ralph Waldo Emerson who was another thinker Babits liked to read as a 

student, also made his contribution to the issue of the individual’s role and options in 

history or society.310 He manifested his optimism in an abstract moral framework. He 

regarded people who can fulfil their potentials and thus better their environment links 

in a positive historical process:

The history of the universe is symptomatic, and life is mnemonical. No man, in all the 
procession of famous men, is reason or illumination, or that essence we are looking 
for; but is an exhibition of some quarter of new possibilities. [... ] Yet within the 
human education and agency, we may say, great men exist that there maybe greater 
men. The destiny of organized nature is amelioration, and who can tell its limits.311

Napoleon as a man of the world is, much as in Carlyle, the last of Emerson’s

chosen heroes in his selection of The Representatives o f Mankind (publication: 1850).

Emerson calls Napoleon a child of destiny who is unique on the one hand and the

product of the world he lives in, on the other.312 Emerson’s conclusion is that

Napoleon was an intellect without conscience. Therefore the result of his vast talent

and power was the demoralisation of Europe313 instead of the spiritual leadership of

mankind which would ideally be a hero’s role. Emerson’s approach to heroes in

history resembles Mill’s in being didactic rather than judgemental.

Thackeray, Mill, Emerson, Dickens and Babits all read and transposed ideas

and wording from Carlyle. Dickens inscribed Hard Times to Thomas Carlyle, and said

about his dedication: ‘I would not flourish to you if it were not the nature of me’.314

Babits alleged he had read all Carlyle’s works. He applies Carlyle’s attitude to the

individual’s role in history to literature in his ‘Az irodalom elmelete’, and quotes: ‘A

310Babits had an 1903 edition of Emerson’s Representative Men in his library. See more on Babits’s
reading of Emerson in Gydrgy Raba, Babits Mihaly kolteszete (Budapest: Akademiai, 1981), p. 37. 
n iThe Complete Prose Works o f Ralph Waldo Emerson (n. d.), pp. 168-69.
312Ibid., p. 216.
313Ibid„ p. 222.
314The quotation is taken from: Michael Goldberg, Carlyle and Dickens (Athens, G A: University of 
Georgia Press, 1972).
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tortenelem igazi csodaja a nagy emberek sziiletese’315 from Heroes. Babits also gives 

an individual summary of Heroes (1841) in Az europai irodalom tortenete.316

In Carlyle’s sketch of the process of history the particular age shapes its hero. 

As the passing of history approaches Carlyle’s own contemporary reality, the ages 

allow less and less scope of action for heroic personalities. Napoleon is the final hero 

and the second modem ‘king’ after Cromwell. Carlyle summarises his character thus: 

‘There was an eye to see in this man, a soul to dare and do. He rose naturally to be a 

King. All men saw that he was such’.317 The charlatan elements in his character, 

nevertheless, got the upper hand in him and, within the category of the hero, Carlyle 

classifies him as a liar. It was his punishment that he became unable to tell a tmth 

from a lie, which had made his period altogether flawed. Carlyle thus describes 

Napoleon’s age as being as false as a bulletin. Although the age shapes the character; 

a mendacious age is no excuse for being a mendacious man according to Carlyle: ‘A 

man in no case has liberty to tell lies. It had been in the long run better for Napoleon 

too if he had not told any’.318 The final consequence of Napoleon’s flaws is the 

complete collapse of his work and universe:

A Lie is /20-thing; you cannot of nothing make something; you make nothing at last 
and lose your labour into the bargain. [... ] He was mistaken like a man that should 
build upon cloud: his house and he fall down in confused wreck, and depart out of the 
world.319

The most remarkable feature of Carlyle’s moral judgement is that although he 

condemns Napoleon, he still gives him the benefit of the doubt that deep down his

315‘the wonder of history is the birth of great heroes’, Mihaly Babits, ‘Az irodalom elmelete’ in Esszek es 
tanulmanyok (1978), i, p. 607.
316Mihaly Babits, Az eurdpai irdalom tortenete (1979), pp. 366-67.
317Thomas Carlyle, On Heroes, Hero-worship, and the Heroic in History (Berkeley; Los Angeles; 
Oxford: University of California Press, 1993), p. 206.
318Ibid., p. 204.
319Ibid., pp. 204-7.
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motives were sincere: ‘Yet Napoleon had a sincerity; we are to distinguish what is 

superficial and what is fundamental in insincerity5.320 Carlyle's conception of 

Napoleon could well have been Babits’s model for Madar; Madar’s work, role and 

fate in his world and history.321 Madar’s sincerity and insincerity make him precisely 

like Carlyle’s Napoleon. He has his roots in the French ‘hero5.

2.6 The closing of Kdrtyavdr

The last chapter of Kdrtyavdr completes the game motif of the introductory chapter. It 

condenses most themes and metaphors of the novel into a surrealistic ending. 

Kdrtyavdr's end is thus, again, a hypertextual transposition of the clearing away of the 

files at the completion of the Jamdyce suit in Bleak House:

—Nines semmi baj—mondta. A babuk rendben mukodtek, es a tanc azert nem akadt 
meg. Ok persze nem tudjak mire valo. Mint a fogzas. Eleg nagy fogak—pillantot 
Ujvaros hazaira.—Fogzik ez az orszag, s a fogzas lazzal jar. Meg jo egypar lazon at 
kell esni. A fo, hogy a tanc meg ne akadjon. Ezek csak tejfogak; majd jon mas 
jobb... .Nem az en dolgom; az Ur tudja mit tesz. En csak igazgatom a babukat.322

Despite the resulting kinship one must repeatedly emphasise the contrast between the

ending of Kdrtyavdr and Bleak House from the point of view of animation. A

transpositional trend I have been analysing is also valid in the ending. While in Bleak

House life and its metaphors are both live and real, life and its description is only

artificial and is artificially extended in Kdrtyavdr.

320Ibid., p. 204.
321Babits’s novel does refer to Napoleon and Waterloo in connection with Madar. The scene of 
references is the night after the burglary: ‘Napoleon volt, s itt allott Waterloo-val szemben’, ‘he was 
Napoleon, and faced Waterloo’, and ‘uj cikket irt, ket orat aludt, mint Napoleon Waterloo elo tf, ‘he 
wrote a new article, and slept two hours, like Napoleon before Waterloo’, Kdrtyavdr (1997), p. 409.
322‘—It’s OK.—he said. The puppets work all right and the dance did not need to be halted. They 
obviously do not know what it is good for. It is like teething.—Big enough teeth—he said glancing at 
the houses of Ujvaros. This country is teething and its teething goes with fever. It has to go through 
quite a few more patches of fever. The main thing is that the dance must go on. These are only milk 
teeth and there will be something else... something better... .It is not my concern; the lord knows what he 
is doing. I only direct the puppets’, Kdrtyavdr (1997), p. 440.
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Then, indeed, does she captivate all hearts by her condescension, by her girlish 
vivacity, and by her skipping about as in the days when the hideous old general with 
the mouth too full of teeth, had not cut one of them at two guineas each. [... ] Then 
she is kind and cruel, stately and unassuming, various, beautifully wilful.323

Following the line of the main story, Ilona waits to meet Madar after the end

of the meeting. Kerbolt is suspected of having committed suicide in the Rakonca

woods and Ampenszan complains to Madar that the dead in the cemetery are

disturbed by the sound of gun-fire. Madar, Ilona and Ampenszan go to the cemetery.

All the main material components of the city are summarised as they drive past them.

Emphasis is placed on the wastefulness of nature and the ever revolving machinery of

the town. The cemetery’s description resembles and merges with the town’s and the

disfigured tombstones signify past inhabitants. The dead in Ujvaros do not turn into

plants but dust which connects them with certain principal characteristics of the town,

such as dirt and unwholesomeness:

Es ko es por, csupa por es ko minden; alig egy fa; a zold, falusi temetok baja teljesen 
hianyzott itt. Ujvarosiak nem valnak lombba es levelle halaluk utan sem: hanem 
porra: mely torkot fojt es tudore szall.324

The key role of the cemetery and the metaphors in this description show an explicit 

hypertextual transformation of the same scene in Bleak House:

Beyond it, was a burial^-ground—a dreadful spot in which the night was very slowly 
stirring; but where I could dimly see heaps of dishonoured graves and stones, hemmed 
in by filthy houses, with a few dull lights at their windows, and on whose walls a 
thick humidity broke out like a disease.325

In both cases the cemetery sums up an irretrievable loss. Drawing upon its function in

323Charles Dickens, Bleak House (1948), p. 875. Another example of Dickens’s use of teeth in 
metaphors: ‘To know that he is always keeping secret from her; that he has, under all circumstances, to 
conceal and hold fast a tender double tooth, which her sharpness is ever ready to twist out of his head; 
gives Mr. Snagsby, in her dentistical presence, much of the air of a dog who has a reservation from his 
master, and look anywhere rather than meet the eye’, ibid., 355.
324‘Stone and dust; everything was stone and dust with hardly a single tree; the charm of country 
cemeteries was completely missing here. Even after their death, the inhabitants of Newtown did not turn 
into foliage and leaves but into dust which suffocates, and blocks the lungs’, Kartyavar (1997), p. 430.
325Charles Dickens, Bleak House (1848), p. 809.
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Bleak House it signifies contagious filth and corruption in Kdrtyavdr too.

A comparison of people with puppets is also woven into the final summary of 

Kdrtyavdr*% themes. Madar says over Partos’s corpse: ‘holmi olcso sors-semakban 

elo-halo bah holttest’.326 The narrator links the process of administration as a game 

and its people as being puppets in the character of Madar: ‘A polgarmester leemelve 

kalapjat, maga is babukent, az imadsagot es meghatottsagot mimelve allt. Mimelve 

csak: mert Gyula ugy hevert ott mint egy elintezett akta’.327 Kerbolt is described as the 

victim of a war which links history with the game-motif and the story of the novel. 

Ilona is allocated the role of dolly and a piece of sculpture. Ampenszan is 

characterized as the most grotesque puppet.

This scene finishes with Madar catching sight of Kovacs and Partos. Kovacs 

and Partos are heading towards the cemetery to get the deposit on the furniture covers 

back from Ampenszan. The street scene with a vendor and children parallels the start 

of the novel. Two real accidents occur there at this stage, too. One is the death of an 

Italian worker, and the other is the death of a child run over by a tram. These do not 

only create a framework but draw up a parallel of accidents with the other deaths in 

the stench of the town. The camivalesque approach culminates here and overtakes 

any other attitude entirely.

The metaphors and motifs of the accidents point to key concepts of the novel, 

such as ‘CLOCK’: TIME, FATE and ‘punishment’. Here, these motifs, which are also 

central to Dickens’s art, become closely interwoven with the theme of Providence and 

the game aspect of the novel.

326‘the corpse of a puppet living and dying in fate’s cheap schemes’, Kdrtyavdr (1997), p. 430.
327‘Having taken his hat off, the mayor stood there like a puppet feigning prayer and emotion. He had, 
anyway, only been feigning it; because Gyula lay there like a file that had been sorted out’, ibid., p. 431.
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The scenes above are closely linked with the appearance of a lorry with a skull 

and cross-bones on it which nearly hits Partos. This happens by the cemetery in sight 

of Madar’s carriage. Partos’s main worry is to get his money back from Mrs 

Ampenszan who is the only one they find at home.

After this digression the reader gets back to the main emblematic episode: ‘S 

Partos feszelyezve s akarat nelktil indult meg zsinorbabulepteivel a holtak allejan’.328 

Much to Ampenszan’s indignation the lorry recurs, chasing him in diminishing 

circles, stopping over Kerbolt’s corpse. The metaphor of the state of the cemetery pre

empts the complete catastrophe of the ending: ‘A sirok ossze-vissza voltak mar 

taposva, es az egesz temeto szethanyva. Keresztek eldoltek, marvanyok seriiltek, 

nagyokat utodve’.329 Then Ampenszan recognizes his boss as the driver, and is 

commanded to wrap Kerbolt’s body in the national flag, which is then put into a 

coffin. Then Ilona goes paralysed; this is followed by Partos’s death, who can smell 

certain flowers in his coffin which remind him of home. He is posted to his wife in 

the country. Then Kovacs is described as a bladder-puppet and dies. Much like in 

Dickens’s novels, everyone’s death is in keeping with the personality they had when 

they were alive. The fact that Kerbolt is wrapped in a national flag invokes his 

commitment to a national-historical cause. After the description of the deaths of all 

these characters, selected tombstones dance in the order the lorry commands them 

and thus give the novel’s ending an enigmatic and apocalyptic quality. At this final 

stage Ampenszan’s string becomes exhausted which means that he has to die as well. 

Only Madar is to survive in the cemetery’s dance macabre. The last sentence of

328‘And Partos set out with the steps of a marionette; embarrassed and weak-willed along the road of 
the dead’, ibid., p. 437.
329‘The graves were trampled all over, and the cemetery was turned up side-down. Crosses had fallen; 
marble slabs had been broken when hitting the ground hard’, ibid., p. 438.
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Kartyavar condenses several metaphorical motifs to make the final statement of the 

novel: ‘A novenyek tancoltak tovabb a sirok folott, a kovek mozdulatlan alltak, kiinn 

pedig Ujvaros nagy masinaja forgott... A zajos uccakon semmi feltunest sem keltett a 

Babjatekos gepkocsija’.330

2.7 Conclusion

The excerpts from Babits’s and Dickens’s novels demonstrate that the story

lines of Kdrtyavdr, Hard Times and especially Bleak House achieve their full 

meanings at their finishing scenes. The worlds Kdrtyavdr, Bleak House and Hard 

Times describe, contain more hardships than happiness. The wide variety of 

characters that are made to act in relation to each other represent options the 

individuals have in particular circumstances that the worlds of these novels 

determine. Neither Dickens’s nor Babits’s world has a place for heroes. The greatest 

merit in Dickens is benevolence. Even this, however, can be misguided and finally 

triumph only in its own close sphere. Examples of this are Sissy, Mrs Pegler, Rachel, 

Esther, Woodcourt and Jamdyce. As opposed to Dickens’s novels in which goodness 

makes everyone be in their place either in principle or even in reality, the world 

Kdrtyavdr describes cannot be changed for the better or redeemed by the efforts of 

good individuals. The two potential heroes both fail in Babits’s work: Kerbolt, 

becomes a victim of his own uncompromising self-torture. Madar survives but proves 

a failure and is finally put aside.

The discrepancy between the entirety and the concluding chapter of Kdrtyavdr

330‘The plants carried on dancing over the graves; the stones stood still, and outside revolved the huge 
machinery of Ujvaros... The lorry of the puppeteer caused no sensation in the loud streets’, ibid., p. 440.
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exists either because Babits only finally decided to write a metatext which criticises

Dickens, or more likely because he was unable to finish his originally Dickensean

novel. The reason for this is that he did not have as much optimism as Dickens. The

optimism of the English writer is expressed in the uncompromising well-meaning of

some of his characters and in the positive outcome of their actions.

One source of the puppets in the last chapter of Kdrtyavdr must have been the

ending of Vanity Fair. Thackeray’s disillusion with the human race found its form of

expression in satire and in the un-heroic characters of Vanity Fair. Babits’s disillusion

had different causes from Thackeray’s. His puppet scene at the end of Kdrtyavdr also

has its root in Tennyson’s Maud{ 1855):

We are puppets, Man in his pride, and Beauty fair in her flower.
Do we move ourselves, or are we moved by an unseen hand at a game.
That pushes us off from the board, and others ever succeed?
Ah yet, we cannot be kind to each other here for an hour;
We whisper, and hint, and chuckle, and grin at a brother’s shame.331

The difference between Babits and Tennyson here is that Babits’s disillusioned

ending is not about the kind of ugliness that Tennyson saw in human existence. The

meaning of Babits’s enigmatic camivalesque ending is that the town, meaning the

country, is like a house of cards which is built without a solid foundation and has

therefore collapsed. The cause of its collapse and the despair expressed in Babits’s

novel is the genius loci. All the domineering stylistic and thematic transpositions from

the English works in Babits’s novel show the difference between the Kdrtyavdr’s

world and the worlds of the source-texts.

331 Tennyson’s Poetry, ed. Robert W. Hill (London; New York: Norton, 1999), p. 314.
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3.2 Introduction to Umar Virgil fia

Works that are based on and rewrite Virgil are not typical of Hungarian literature. 

They become even rarer after the eighteenth century. Like its precursors, A 

golyakalifa and Kdrtyavdr, Timdr Virgil fia  stands out of its national literary history. 

The reason for its singularity is not only its subject matter but also its attitude and 

tone. These latter two are mainly the consequences of its English sources.

The only extensive Hungarian study on this novel defines its attitude as

melioristic. The author of this study, Bela G. Nemeth, approaches this novel from an

almost entirely psychological point of view. He considers William James to be the

root of meliorism in Babits’s novel.332 Bela G. Nemeth refers to James’s Pragmatism

(1907) in his ‘Az Erosz teljessegenek vagya’. He writes:

Miszerint anelktil, hogy pesszimistak vagy optimistak lennenk, anelktil, hogy az 
embert eleve jonak vagy eleve rossznak teteleznenk fol, anelktil, hogy az abszolut 
jonak, az abszolut tokeletesnek, az abszolut teljessegnek az elereset lehetonek es 
elerhetonek tartanank, ha tevekenysegtink szemelyes kapcsolo erkolcsisegevel 
vagyunk jelen a vilagban a tarsasletben,—egyre jobbak lesztink magunk, lesz 
tevekenysegtink, lesz a vilag, a tarsas let.333

I will investigate earlier literary roots in connection with Babits’s emotional and 

moral attitude and tone. These, however, do not exclude William James as one of 

Babits’s theoretical source material. Bela G. Nemeth follows James’s thoughts quite 

closely. James writes, ‘Meliorism treats salvation as neither inevitable nor impossible. 

It treats it as a possibility, which becomes more and more a probability the more

332Babits studied James’s works from at least 1904 onwards. Gyorgy Raba analyses Babits’s 
transposition of James’s ideas in his Babits Mihaly kolteszete 1903-1920 (Budapest: Szepirodalmi, 
1981), pp. 54-56, 58-61, 68. See footnote 20.
333‘One will not have to be a pessimist or an optimist, nor believe man to be originally good or evil, nor 
consider the attainability of absolute goodness, perfection and totality possible and within reach if one is 
present in this world and society through the wholesome morality of one’s sociable personal activity. 
This can make not only us and our activity but also the world and our society improve’, Bela G. 
Nemeth, Babits, a szabadtio (Budapest: Tankonyv, 1987), p. 46.



numerous the actual conditions of salvation become’.334 Babits’s novel testifies this 

belief. It also models Timar on the type of the tender minded. The tender minded are 

idealistic, noble, religious, dogmatic and intellectual according to William James. 

They are the opposite of the tough minded such as Vitanyi. The tough minded are 

empirical, sensual, materialistic, irreligious and sceptical. Pragmatism provides a 

bridge between these two attitudes. According to Bela G. Nemeth, Pista represents a 

potential mixture of these two extremes.335 Timar’s commitment to his vocation and 

absolute faith attests to Babits’s belief in meliorism. The open-endedness of Timdr 

Virgil fia  also professes its author’s faith in the pragmatic possibility of salvation. 

Babits’s optimism is not as strongly argued as James’s, however.

Virgil as a central subject matter places Timdr Virgil fia  in the classical and 

English adaptations of Virgilian themes including The Aeneid. The association of 

Virgil with the spirituality of Dante and St. Augustine illustrates an European-minded 

transformation of the Latin classic. The Virgilian and later Augustinian theme attests 

to an ethos that Babits professed in Hungary in 1919 and 1920.

The narrator of the novel is omniscient, and the narration is in third person 

singular. This book is less heteroglossial and dialogic than Kdrtyavdr. In contrast to 

the satirical, farcical, and grotesque tone of Babits’s version of an unsuccessful The 

Aeneid: Kdrtyavdr, the dominant tone of this book is subdued. Bela G. Nemeth 

praises its ‘hibatlan hangnemu stilusbiztonsagat, tiszta logikaju szerkeszteset, teljes 

hitetesu lelektanat’.336

334William James, Pragmatism (Cambridge Massachusetts and London: Harvard University Press, 
1975), p. 137.
335Nemeth, Babits, a szabadito (1987), p. 35.
336‘its flawlessly consistent tone of style, the clear logic of its structure, and its fully credible 
psychology’, ibid., p. 33.
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3.3 Babits’s concept of Virgil as a classic and its parallel with T. S. 

Eliot

Before examining how much of Babits’s continuous attachment to Virgil originated in

English literature, and how much of it came from purely Virgil, I will illustrate what

Virgil really meant to Babits. The following quotation is from the section Babits

devoted to Virgil in his Az europai irodalom tortenete:

Vergiliust ket erenye jelolte ki a nagy alkotasra. Az egyik magas es gancstalan 
muveszete. A masik a vilag sorsan, Roma hivatasan valo gydtrodese. [... ] Egy egesz 
nemzetet szimbolizalni egy reprezentatiz hosben, egy nemzet sorsat egy ember 
vegzeteben: ez Vergiliusra vart. Az Aeneis az elso nemzeti eposz a vilagon. S a tobbi 
mind ennek az utanzata. [... ] Nemzeti es vilagirodalom egyszerre. [... ] Eletenek nagy 
feladata pedig, hogy Troja os ‘hazi isteneit’ tengeren es harcokon kereszttil az 
epulendo uj varosba atmentse. Ezek a hazi istenek az allam szent hagyomanyainak, a 
kultura folytonossaganak a jelkepei. Aeneas ennek a folytonossagnak a hose. Igazi 
romai hos, az allami kulturae. A hare csak eszkoz a szamara, nem eleteleme mint 
Akhilleusznak. Csak keslelteti es neheziti hivatasanak betolteset, akar a szerelem. Az 
egesz Aeneis ennek a hivatasnak a tortenete, s e keslelteto akadalyok elleni 
kuzdeleme. A ‘jambor Aeneas’az elso kiildeteses hos a vilagirodalomban. Egesz 
eletet aldozatul kell hoznia nagy hivatasanak. A fo-fb akadaly a szerelem. Ez a 
ballaszt, amit ki kell dobnia a hajobol. Ez az erzes, amelybol eroszakkal ki kell tepnie 
magat. A jambor hos itt kegytelenne valik, s az olvaso egy kiralynoi ongyilkossag 
tanujava. [... ] A kolto maga mas multat es jovot akart ewel a szerelemmel 
osszekapcsolni. A birodalom multjat es jovojet. A szerelem a gyulolet anyja itt is, 
mint Catullus-nal. A keleti kiralyno szerencsetlen szerelme Nyugat metropoliszanak 
osehez sotet vegzetekkel terhes. Kelet es Nyugat szerelme ez, akik (mint egy modem 
vilagirodalom kdltoje enekli ‘sohasem talalkozhatnak’. Kipling verset irhatta volna 
egy romai is. Roma vilaguralmanak sorsat a karthagoi haboruk dontottek el.337 S 
Karthagot Dido alapitotta, mint Romat Aeneas. [... ] Ha Dante majdan, tulvilagi utjan, 
kiseroul valasztja Vergiliust: nemcsak azert tette, mert a mantuai vates is a pokolba 
szallt le hosevel. Hanem azert valasztotta ot vezetonek, mert mind a ketten ugyanazt 
az almot almodtak, ugyanazt az ideallt vallottak.

A vilagcsaszarsag almat es idealjat. Egyetlen kard maradjon a foldon, minden 
tartomany folott magasan ragyogva, es biztositson beket es fegyelmet.
A gyenged, szelid kolto, anyagtalan edessegu versek zenesze, pasztorok, parasztok, 
szolok es mehek es jambor daliak poetaja, aki legharciasabb jeleneteibe is bajos 
kisgyerekek, felejthetetlen holdas ejszakak es szerelmes asszonyok kepeit szovi be: a

337The verse-line Babits refers to here is from The Ballad o f East and West (1889) by Rudyard Kipling: 
‘Oh, East is East, and West is West, and never the twain shall meet’, See Choice o f Kipling's Verse 
made by T. S. Eliot with an essay on Rudyard Kipling, 3rd reprinted edn of 1963 edn. (London: Faber 
and Faber, 1973), pp. 111-16. One must add that Babits distorts the meaning of Kipling’s verse here 
which is obvious when one reads the whole of Kipling’s ballad.
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vilagot atfogo romai politika profetaja lett. S elofutara a Kozepkor nagy nemzetkozi 
eszmejenek, mely napjainkban is aktualis.338

Babits wrote Az europai irodalom tortenete around 1932-1934. Babits looked 

upon Virgil, Dante, and Shakespeare as principal roots of European culture in Az 

europai irodalom tortenete. T. S. Eliot looked upon Virgil as the fundamental classic 

of Europe and European civilization.339 He saw Dante as one of his descendants,340 and 

one who had bettered his master in certain ways.341 He wrote about the outstanding 

merits of Shakespeare in connection with those of Dante.342 Babits also compared

338cArt and national thought meet in Virgil, too. [...] It was Virgil’s task to symbolise a whole nation in 
one representative ancestor, and that of its fate in the destiny of one man. The Aeneid is the first national 
epic in European literature. Those following it are all imitations of it. [... ] It is part of a national and 
European literature simultaneously. [.. .]His life-long mission is to rescue the old “domestic gods”, and 
to get them, through the trials of seas and wars, to the new town that is to be built. These household 
gods are symbols of sacred traditions of the state, and the continuity of civilisation. Aeneas is the hero of 
this continuity. He is a real Roman hero, the hero of ancient city-state culture. War is only a means for 
him, and not his life-principle, as it is for Achilles. Like love, it only postpones and acutely hinders him 
from fulfilling his mission. The whole of The Aeneid is a history of a struggle against delaying obstacles 
and of the fulfilment of this mission. The ‘pious Aeneas’ is the first missionary hero in literature. He has 
to sacrifice his entire life for the sake of his grand mission. The biggest obstacle is love. This is the 
ballast he must jettison. This is the emotion he has to tear out of himself by force. The pious hero 
becomes cruel here, and the reader witnesses a queen’s suicide. [... ] The poet himself wanted to link a 
different past and different future by this love; that of the past and future of the empire. As in Catullus, 
love is the mother of hatred. The unfortunate love of the Eastern queen towards the ancestor of the 
West forebodes a dark doom. This is a love between the East and the West, which (as a poet of a 
modem empire sang) “can never meet”. Kipling’s verse could have been written by a Roman. The fate of 
the Roman empire was determined by the Carthaginian wars. And Carthage was founded by Dido, as 
Rome was by Aeneas. This is the extent to which Aeneas symbolises the fate of Rome. [...] When Dante 
chose Virgil to be his escort in the under-world, it was not only for the reason that the Mantuan ‘vates’ 
had also descended into hell with his hero, but also because both Dante and Virgil had dreamt the same 
dream, and confessed the same ideal. Their ideal and dream were those of a world-empire so that there 
should be one sword in the world which, by shining over all the provinces, secured peace and order.

Virgil was also the gentle and meek poet; the poet musician of insubstantial sweetness; that of 
shepherds, peasants, vines, bees, and pious youths. He could weave the image of charming children; 
unforgettable moonlit nights, and women in love even into his most fierce scenes of battle, and not only 
became the prophet of the Roman world encompassing politics but also the forerunner of the great 
cosmopolitan ideal of the Middle Ages which speaks to us today’, Babits, Az europai irodalom tortenete 
(1979), pp. 70-72.
339T. S. Eliot, ‘What is a Classic ?’, in Selected Prose o f T. S. Eliot, ed. Frank Kermode (London: Faber, 
1975).
340‘Dante’s debt to St. Thomas Aquinas, like his debt (a much smaller one) to Virgil, can be easily 
exaggerated;’, T. S. Eliot, ‘Dante’, in T. S. Eliot, Selected Essays (London: Faber and Faber, 1999), p. 
257.
341‘Virgil dismisses Dante, who henceforth shall proceed with a higher guide’, T. S. Eliot, ‘Dante’, in 
ibid., p. 261.
342‘Dante and Shakespeare divide the modem world between them; there is no third. [...] Shakespeare 
gives the greatest width of human passion; Dante the greatest altitude and greatest depth’, T. S. Eliot,
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Dante to Shakespeare in Az europai irodalom tortenete. Babits claimed that Dante 

looked at the world from inside while Shakespeare viewed it from the outside.343 T. S. 

Eliot praised Shakespeare for ‘greater variety and detail, and gave Dante credit for his 

‘universality’.344

A genetic link between Babits and T. S. Eliot is not easy to demonstrate but 

highly likely. Mihaly Szegedy-Maszak rightly maintains that it is common practice to 

draw a parallel between Babits’s view of literary history and T. S. Eliot’s views on 

culture. Szegedy-Maszak deems that T. S. Eliot’s ‘Tradition and Individual Talent’ 

(1919) and Babits’s Az europai irodalom tortenete are the best examples of this 

parallel. He rightly adds that Babits does not mention T. S. Eliot, the artist, in his Az 

europai irodalom tortenete.™ Andor Nemeth, however, informs us that English 

periodicals such as the Criterion were available for the Hungarian readership in the 

library of the Baumgarten foundation in Budapest. According to his report he and 

Babits used to take turns in reading these publications.346

One must add that neither T. S. Eliot nor Babits had any affiliation with either 

the German or the Italian political aspirations of the nineteen-thirties. Babits looked 

upon Virgil and Dante as the representatives and upholders of a world empire,347 and 

Shakespeare as the property of all humankind.348 T. S. Eliot also looked upon Virgil,

‘Dante’, in ibid., p. 265.
343Babits, Az europai irodalom tortenete (1979), p. 71.
344T. S. Eliot, Selected Essays (London: Faber and Faber, 1999), p. 239.
345Mihaly Szegedy-Maszak, Irodalmi kdnonok (Debrecen: Csokonai, 1998), pp. 16-17.
346Andor Nemeth, A szelen behajtva (Budapest: Magveto, 1973), p. 658.
347‘Nem veletlen valasztotta ennek a pusztan emberi tudasnak s muveszetnek megszemelyesitojeiil 
Vergiliust, koltoidealjat. Aki “megsejtette a keresztenyseget”, es hirdette a vilagmonarchiat... ’, ‘He 
chose Virgil as the representative of exclusively human knowledge and art intentionally. The reason for 
his choice was that Virgil had a feeling of Christianity before its time, and promoted the idea of a world 
empire’, Babits, Az europai irodalom tortenete (1979), p. 131.
348‘minden nagy iro kozul o az, aki leginkabb az egesz vilage’, ‘among all great authors, he is the one 
who is in the possession of the whole world to the greatest extent’, Esszek es tanulmanyok (1978), i, p. 
430.
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Dante and Shakespeare as three of the greatest artists of European literature. Szegedy- 

Maszak maintains that Babits’s European orientation is stronger than T. S. Eliot’s.349 

One must add that it is part of this feature that the Virgilian concepts of European 

civilisation are connected with the ideals of medieval cosmopolitanism in Babits’s 

novel.

3.4 Virgil in Hungarian literary history

Although many Hungarian verse epics and prose works contain traces of Virgilian 

themes, Hungarian literary history and Hungarian literary consciousness are 

fundamentally un-Virgilian. The first Hungarian ‘translation’ of The Aeneid by Peter 

Huszti (Bartfa, 1582) is a protestant adaptation of Vergil’s verse. It also contains 

reformulated parts from Ovid, Virgil’s commentaries, and Biblical extracts such as 

the 7th book of Daniel. Huszti failed to observe the original classical metre. His anti- 

papal verse imitates the canticles of the age.350 In a Regi magyar koltok tdraXVII. 

szazad, A Collection o f Seventeenth-century Hungarian Poets one can find many 

superficial applications of themes from The Aeneid. These use the particular themes 

as they suit their purpose. In love verses one finds: ‘Aenese mar az Dido/ Az Parish 

mar Helena,/ Legen pelda zep Gismonda,/ Igaz ualla ed zerelme’.351 In Az Szent Ianos 

Evangelista es Apostol Historaia the writer uses the phrase: ‘Ad notam Troianae

349‘Kettejuk kozul Babits talan meg egy amyalattal erosebben is elkdtelezte magat az europaisag 
mellett’, Szegedy-Maszak, Irodahni kdnonok (1998), p. 17.
350A magyar irodalom tortenete, ed. Istvan Soter, 6 vols. (Budapest: Akademiai, 1964-1966), i: A 
magyar irodalom tortenete 1600-ig, ed. Tibor Klaniczay (1964), p. 535.
351‘Now Dido is Aeneas’, / Helena is Paris’, / Beatiful Gismonda, / The truth of her love’, Viragh Enec, 
in Regi Magyar koltok tdra XVII-ik szazad, ed. Tibor Klaniczay and Bela Stoll, 15 vols. (Budapest: 
Akademiai, 1959-1993), iii: Szerelmi es lakodalmi versek (1961), pp. 27-33.
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Historiae’ in the introduction to his verse.352 One can find: ‘Tudom, mint jar Dido 

budoso kiralyert, / Hogy eltunt elole Eneas mint amiek’333 in Rdkdczi Eposz, Rdkdczi 

Epic Verse).354

As opposed to many verse epic works in English literature, no Hungarian verse 

epic has been fundamentally based on Virgil. Miklds Zrinyi’s (1620-1664)353 Szigeti 

veszedelem, The Peril ofSziget is the only outstanding Classics-based Hungarian 

national verse epic familiar to most Hungarians. Zrinyi based it both on The Iliad and 

on The Aeneid. It has all the conventional parts of a verse epic: invocation, 

proposition, enumeration, im medias res and standard formulae of themes such as 

encounters in battles or welcoming guests and the application of magical elements.

Miklos Zrinyi additionally christianised his verse epic by imitating the model 

of Torquato Tasso’s Gerusalemme Liberata (1575).356 The theme of Szigeti 

veszedelem is that the Christian Hungarians lose their last stronghold against the 

Turks. Despite their defeat, they become exalted as moral victors, and their souls are 

carried off to Heaven by angels.357 Despite the verse’s christianised theme and ending,

352RMKT, iv, Az unitariusok kolteszete, ed. Bela Stoll, Marion Tamocz and Imre Varga (1967), p. 484.
353‘I know, how Dido sought the fugitive king, / As Aeneas had disappeared such as a shadow in front 
of her’, Rdkdczi Eposz, in RMKT, ix, A ket Rdkdczi Gyorgy koranak kolteszete (1630-1660), ed. Imre 
Varga (1977), p. 464.
354Babits’s conception of the Virgilian characteristics of Hungarian literature is the focus of this section. 
I, nonetheless, aim at a complete sketch of the Hungarian The Aeneid adaptations and bracket the works 
which Babits does not mention in his works in this section.
353Miklos Zrinyi came from a family whose members had been fighting against the Turks for generations 
back. See Angol eletrajz Zrinyi Miklosrol, ed. Sandor Ivan Kovacs (Budapest: Zrinyi, 1987). This is a 
reprint and a Hungarian translation of The Conduct and Character o f Count Nicholas Serini Protestant 
Generalissimo o f the Auxiliaries in Hungary, the Most Prudent and Resolved Champion o f 
Christendom with His Parallels Scanderberg & Tamberlaine (London: Fleet-street, 1664).
356Torquato Tasso, Gerusalemme Liberata (Modena: Franco Cosimo Panini, 1991). Tasso’s Jerusalem 
Delivered was based on The Aeneid to a considerable extent: ‘One might say that Virgil is almost as 
omnipresent in the Liberata as he is in Dante’s journey through Hell and Purgatory’, Torquato Tasso, 
Gerusalemme Liberata ed. Ralph Nash (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1987), p. xii.
357It is worth noting the greatness of the extent to which the end of Zrinyi’s verse resembles the wording 
and conception of Tasso’s epic in canto eighteen, stanza 94: ‘Es minden angyal visz magaval egy lelket,
/ Isten eleibe igy viszik ezeket./ Egesz angyali kar szep musikat kezdett, Es nekem meghagyak, szomnak 
tegyek veget. // Vitezek Istene! lme az te szolgad/Nem szanta eretted vilagi romlasat; Vere hullasaval
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Babits claimed that Zrinyi was more a literary descendant of Virgil than of Tasso. He

defined Zrinyi’s place in the history of verse in relation to Milton:

Eposza nemzeti s egyuttal vallasos eposz is, mint az Aeneis. Az, ami Tassoe csak 
lehetett volna: a keresztenyseg komoly hoskoltemenye az azsiai poganysaggal 
szemben. A keresztenysege, melyet ennek a koltonek karddal kellett v^denie.358

One must add that the overall conception of Zrinyi’s work draws much more strongly

on The Iliad than The Aeneid. One must also notice that Babits often alludes to Virgil

and English writers in connection with Hungarian literary history. His attitude is often

biased. It shows his fundamentally anglophile and Virgilian approach to the history of

Hungarian literature.

Laszlo Liszti’s (1628-1663) A Magyar Mars avagy Mohacs mezejen tortent

veszedelemnek emlekezete (Vienna, 1653), The Hungarian Mars, or the

Commemoration o f the Peril in the Field ofMohacs was inspired by Zrinyi’s work.359

This volume contains Clades Mohachianne. This was based on the works of Istvan

nagy botuketformalt, Illy subscribalassalnekedadta magat, 0  vitez vereert veddkedvedbenfiat’; 
‘Each angel takes a soul with them, / Thus they take these in front of God. / The whole choir of angels 
began beautiful music, And I was instructed to finish my word. // God o f valorous soldiers! Here is 
your servant /H e did not regret to give his life up fo r your sake; He shaped capitals from his lost 
blood, And given himself to you with this subscription, For the sake o f his valorous blood take his son 
in your favour’, Miklos Zrinyi, Szigeti Veszedelem (Budapest: Szepirodalmi, 1984), p. 332., and 
‘Behold the souls of those who were Christ’s champions, made citizens now in Heaven, who fight with 
you and find themselves beside you at the glorious finish of so great a conquest. There where you see 
the dust and smoke commingled rolling along, and the heaped up ruins of broken works’, Torquato 
Tasso, Jerusalem Delivered: An English Prose Version translated and edited by Ralph Nash (Detroit: 
Wayne State University Press, 1987), p. 402.
358‘His verse epic is not only national but also religious like that of The Aeneid. It is what only Tasso’s 
could have been: that is, a serious Christian verse epic against Asian pagans, for the sake of Christianity, 
which this poet had to defend with his sword’, Babits, Az europai irodalom tortenete (1979), pp. 189- 
90.
359Laszlo Liszti’s Magyar Mars (1653). Liszti also contains allusions to The Aeneid. Liszti wrote his 
verse to commemorate the Hungarians’ defeat at Mohacs. Babits does not mention this work in his Az 
europai irodalom tortenete. See A Magyar irodalom tortenete, ed. Tibor Klaniczay (Budapest: Kossuth, 
1985).
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Brodarics, Bonfini, Ovid and Vergil. Clades Mohachianne is not a verse epic but a 

chronicle in Balassi verse form and uses only certain devices from conventional verse 

epic works.360

Mihaly Csokonai Vitez (1773-1805) could have had the strongest claim to the 

title of Hungarian Virgil. His teacher of verse at the Protestant college in 

Sarospatak,361 Jozsef Halo Kovacs, translated the whole The Aeneid into Hungarian.362 

Csokonai’s verse contains many Greek and Latin phrases and mythological images 

which include Virgilian ones.363 He translated The Georgies,364 An exceptionally 

Virgilian hypertext in its approach to life is his Szomoru halotti versek, Sad Funereal 

Verses.365 Csokonai started to write a Virgilian verse epic, but his version of a 

Hungarian The Aeneid had remained no more than a fragment. Babits considered 

Csokonai, like Zrinyi, to be part of European literary history.366

The first complete Hungarian translation of The Aeneid—together with the ten 

eclogues—was prepared by David Baroti Szabo. It was published after Csokonai’s 

death (Part I: Vienna 1810. Part II: Pest 1813).367

360A Magyar irodalom tortenete, ed. Istvan Soter, 6 vols. (Budapest: Akademiai, 1964-1966), ii: A 
Magyar irodalom tortenete 1600-tol 1772-ig, ed. Tibor Klaniczay (1964), pp. 199-200.
361 Sarospatak is situated in Hegyalja region in the North of Hungary. The Protestant College of 
Sarospatak was founded over 450 years ago and has been regarded as the Hungarian Oxford through 
the centuries.
362It is interesting to notice how much later this translation is than the first West European translations.
‘ The Aeneid, for example, was not translated into any European vernacular until the last quarter of the 
fifteenth century’, Richard Waswo, The Founding Legend o f Western Civilization from Virgil to 
Vietnam (Hanover and London: Wesleyan University Press, 1997), p. 75.
363Dido Aeneastol vald bucsuzdsa, Csokonai Vitez Mihaly osszes muvei, ed. Istvan Harsanyi and Jozsef 
Gulyas, 3 vols. (Budapest: Genius, n. d.), ii/2, p. 243.
364Mihaly Vitez Csokonai translated the entire text of the Georgies in 1799. Only the first two books and 
the beginning of the third book are extant from his work. According to Ferenc Kazinzy he burnt the rest 
of his own translation. Ibid., pp. 267-300.
365Ibid., pp. 249, 331-361. It is interesting to know that A lelek halhatatlansaga and Dorottya also have 
roots in the oeuvre of Alexander Pope. The former was based on The Dying Christian to his Soul and 
the latter on The Rope o f the Lock. The See Sandor Fest, Skdciai St Margittol a waleszi bardokig 
(Budapest: Universitas, 2000), pp. 286-88.
366Mihaly Babits, Az europai irodalom tortenete (Budapest. Szepirodalmi, 1979), p. 259.
361 A Magyar irodalom tortenete, ed. Istvan Soter, 6 vols. (Budapest: Akademiai, 1964-1966), iii: A
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Mihaly Vdrosmarty (1800-1850), whom Babits considered to be one of the 

greatest lyric poet of Hungarian literature,368 also made an attempt at writing a 

Hungarian national verse epic which he titled Zalan futasa (1825), The Flight o f 

Zalan.369 This has a Virgilian thematic framework, namely that of one tribe’s invasion 

by another. It is written in hexameters which reminded Babits of Virgil.370 

Vordsmarty’s verse epic is not conventional because it is a loose fabric of elegiac 

fragments with a resigned sentiment. Babits looked upon Vorosmarty’s and his age’s 

general aspiration to produce a national verse epic as an attempt at a Virgilian 

enterprise: ‘Magyarorszagon ez a Zalan futdsa-nak eve. A koltok, mintha meg 

klasszicizalo korban elnenek, vergiliusi eposzokkal akartak megajandekozni 

nemzetuket; a nyelv veletlenul jol birvan a hexametert’.371

Janos Arany (1817-1882) must be included in this survey for several reasons. 

First because Babits looked upon him as his mentor. Second because of his 

association with Virgil. Third because he also attempted to write a national verse 

epic. Like The Aeneid in Augustus’s Italy, and the English variations of The Aeneid, 

such as, Spencer’s Faerie Queene, Arany’s pieces of verse epic were meant to lay 

down the foundation of a Hungarian national consciousness. Arany’s first long verse 

epic: Az elveszett alkotmany (1845), The Lost Constitution is a parody of Virgil’s The

Magyar irodalom tortenete 1772-tol 1849-ig, ed. Pal Pandi (1965), p. 95. (Baroti attempted to translate 
Milton, too).
368‘enekli el leghatalmasabb koltemenyet; a legszebb magyar verset’, ‘he sings one of his greatest pieces
of lyrics which most beautiful Hungarian verse’, Babits, Esszek es tarmlmanyok (1978), i, p. 255. 
^Vdrosmarty Mihaly osszes muvei, ed. Karoly Horvath; Dezso Toth (Budapest: Akademiai, 1960- 
1965), iv, Nagyobb epikai muvei I  (1963), pp. 50-230.
370‘Vorosmarty hexameterei semmit sem klasszikusak: az egesz modem vers: Vdrosmarty zeneje. Nehol 
talan Vergiliusra emlekeztetnek, de csak azert, mert Vergilius mar nehol modem kdlto’, Vordsmarty’s 
hexameters are not the least classical. They remind one of Virgil. This is because Virgil is, to a great 
extent, a modem poet’, Babits, Esszek es tarmlmanyok (1978), i, p. 213.
371‘In Hungary this was the year of Zalan futasa. The poets, as if they were still living in a classicist 
period, wanted to present their nation with pieces of Virgilian verse epic; the language also being well 
suited for hexameters’, Babits, Az europai irodalom tortenete (1979), p. 330.
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Aeneid. It also contains motifs and themes that are imitations of Tasso’s, Ariosto’s 

and Milton’s verses.372 Later on in his career, Arany turned to medieval Hungarian 

chronicles. He reconstructed his version of a national verse epic, Csaba-trilogia 

(1862), The Trilogy o f Csaba373 from what he called fragments of a Hungarian Ur- 

epic. This contained legends from the ancient Hun literary inheritance.374 Arany also 

relied on the Niebelungenlied, Homeric and Byronic models375 rather than Virgilian 

ones.376 Csaba-trilogia did not become part of the Hungarian national consciousness. 

It is Arany’s long verse, Toldi (1846-1848), also written in conventional Hungarian 

syllabic line (felezo tizenkettes)377 which has taken the role of a national verse epic. 

Arany based Toldi on Hungarian late-medieval history and folk legends, and 

intentionally avoided the imitation of a European classical model.378

372Laszlo, Szorenyi, ‘Arany epikaja’, in Literatura, 1-4 (1983), 252-660 (p. 252).
373Arany Janos, Csaba-trilogia (Budapest: Szepirodalmi, 1982).
374‘Azt hiszem, hogy a felidezett nyomokbol is kivilaglik mar, hogy volt nalunk naiv eposz, hogy az, mint 
altalaban a nepkoltemeny, koltoi formaban nyilatkozott. Mikep esik tehat, hogy a XVI. szazad epikaja 
oly keveset orokldtt elodetol; [...] sot maga az eposzkoltes mestersege is csaknem teljes feloszlasba 
ment at?’; I believe that the extant traces reveal that we had a naive verse epic and that it took the form 
of verse which is generally characteristic of folk poetry. Why did the epic of the sixteenth-century inherit 
so little from its predecessor; [... ] and that even the craft of epic-making had almost entirely dissolved?’
, Arany Janos munkai, ed, Frigyes Riedl, 46 vols. (Budapest: Franklin, 1907), vi: Prozai dolgozatok p. 
301.
375‘Just as the Niebelungenlied tells again in quite a new way the most ancient stories, so Homer must 
have taken the old stories of Greek saga and told them again in the Iliad, not quoting his predecessors 
word by word, nor adopting their verses to suit new fashions, but telling their stories fresh from the 
beginning, altering them to please his own taste and suiting them to the great style of which he was a 
master’, C. M. Bowra, Tradition and Design in the Iliad (1930), p. 46.
376‘Emellett a temaban is rokon Niebelungenlied arra batoritotta Aranyt, hogy a vergiliusi hagyomany 
eposzi kellekeinek elvetesevel erosen dramatizalt, tragikus jellemekre epitett eposzmodellt hozzon letre. 
Mikozben ez rokon a byroni es Byron-koveto kortarsi epikaval, melyebb rokonsagot mutat a tragikusan 
is ertelmezheto Iliasszal’, ‘The Niebelungenlied whose subject matter Arany imitated encouraged Arany 
to create a verse epic based on strongly dramatic characters in contrast to the conventional devises of 
the Virgilian epic. While his verse is related to the Byronic and the contemporary imitations of the 
Byronic model, it is deeply related to The Iliad with its tragic reading’, Laszlo Szorenyi, ‘Arany 
epikaja’, in Literatura, 1-4 (1983), 252-660 (p. 261).
377Arany wrote a study: ‘On the Hungarian National Verse-form’, ‘A magyar nemzeti versidomrol’ 
concerning the function and applications of this form: see ibid., pp. 256-60. A short history of the 
application of this form in Hungarian verse is in Andras Kecskes, Peter Szilagyi, Lajos Szuromi, Kis 
Magyar Version (Budapest: Orszagos Pedagogiai Intezet, n. d.), pp. 29-30. Another summary of the 
history of this verse form is in Erika Szepes and Istvan Szerdahelyi, Version, a reprint of the 1981 
edition (Budapest: Tarogato, 2000).
3780ne of the reasons which made Babit so fond of Arany is the English roots of some Arany’s works.
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In his Az europai irodalom tortenete Babits compared Arany with Tennyson,379 

and in his unfinished doctoral dissertation on Arany, ‘Arany mint arisztokrata’, Babits 

claimed himself to be Antaeus’ son.380

The lyric Virgil did not really appeal to Hungarian poets either. This is again a 

proof of Babits’s singularity in having rediscovered Virgil, and becoming a twentieth- 

century founder of Virgilian ethos in Hungarian verse. One can find variations of 

Virgilian imagery and themes both in the early and in the late Babits verse. After 

Babits, Miklos Radnoti (1909-1944) continued the naturalisation of Virgil in 

Hungarian verse.

The summary above shows how small a part Virgil played in Hungarian 

literary history. It also testifies Babits’s exceptional role in it. The root of Babits’s 

attachment to Virgil lies both in the original Virgil, and in its English adaptations.

Sandor Fest writes: ‘recent literary research has discovered elements originating in English poetry in two 
popular Hungarian tales recorded in the sixteenth centuiy—those of Laurentius Tar and Nicholas Toldi’, 
Fest, Skociai StMargittol a waleszi bardokig (2000), p. 604. Nicholas Toldi served the Holy See and 
Queen Giovanna from 14 January 1365. He was connected with the English White Company. He can be 
seen as a descendant of Chaucer’s Gamelyn. The stories of the two heroes have many similar features. 
These are their extraordinary strength, their oppressed position amongst their brothers; their 
achievements and their royal reward. See ibid., pp. 671-73.
379‘A hun osokhoz mintat vesz az arisztokratikus magyar parasztrol, s kiilonos illuziot kelt ewel a 
modszerrel. Tennyson a harcok helyett lirat es szerelmeket ir. Arany ellenben csaladi eletet ir, noi 
intrikakat, mint a Niebelung-dal, rokoni viszalyt es partokat. Ezert a regenyszeru modemsegert akkor 
tamadtak is. De micsoda bolcsesseg es elet van epp ebben, s milyen kulonosen muveszileg hat a zengo 
alexandrinokba oltoztetve, melyek Magyar nepi formabol kepzodtek, s nem kevesbe modemne valtak itt 
es rafinaltta, mint akar Tennyson verse’, ‘He uses aristocratic Hungarian peasants as a model for Hun 
ancestors and thus creates a special illusion. Tennyson writes lyrics and love instead of war. Arany 
writes about controversies and animosities between relatives; family life and female intrigues like one 
can find them in the Niebelungenlied He was dispraised for this novelistic modernism. But what 
wisdom and vitality hide precisely in this feature and what an artistic effect it has in the sound of 
alexandrines whose origin is in Hungarian folk verse and which did not come second after Tennyson in 
their modernity and sophistication’, Babits, Az europai irodalom tortenete (1979), p. 415.
380Gyorgy Raba, Babits Mihaly kolteszete (Budapest: Akademiai, 1981), p. 12.
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3.5 The classical and English origins of Babits’s Virgilianism

Both Babits’s Latin and English interests had their origins in his early childhood, as I 

demonstrated in the introduction. Babits’s interest in Latin and Virgilian aspects of 

civilisation can be traced back to his father, grandfather and great-grandfather. His 

interest in English literature can be said to have derived from his mother’s library of 

English novels, and the English section of his family’s library.381 At secondary school 

Babits studied Latin and continued his reading of English literature which included 

works by Thackeray.382 Thackeray’s Virgilian orientation focused mainly on the 

individual’s history within the nation’s. The History o f Henry Esmond is the first part 

of Thackeray’s The Aeneid. Thackeray writes:

The London road stretched away from the rising sun, and to the west were swelling 
hills and peaks, behind which many a time Harry Esmond saw the same sun setting, 
that he now looks on thousands of miles away across the great ocean—in a new 
Castlewood by another stream, that bears, like the new country of wandering Aeneas, 
the fond names of the land of his youth.383

At the University of Budapest (1901-1905) Babits read Latin and Hungarian. 

‘Hungarian’ here meant Hungarian and European literature.384 He did a course on 

Virgil, and wrote his Latin dissertation on Virgil’s Georgies.395 Evidence of his 

dedication to English verse from this period is his translations from Keats, 

Wordsworth and Tennyson.386 These poets all had a Latin education and the lyricism 

of Keats and Wordsworth has relevant roots in Virgil, as I will demonstrate later on.

381See footnote 8.
382See footnote 11 and footnote 12.
383William Thackeray, The History o f Henry Esmond (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1972), p. 70.
384Gyorgy Belia in his Babits Mihaly tanuldevei (1983), pp. 146-51 published the description of all the 
courses Babits did at university.
385Gyorgy Raba, Babits Mihaly kolteszete (Budapest: Akademiai, 1981), p. 22.
386The first batch of verses Babits translated date from his student years. This includes Suckling, ‘Why 
so pale’; Wordsworth, ‘Ruth’; Poe, ‘To S. F. Osgood’, ‘The Conqueror Worm’ and ‘A Dream within a 
Dream’; Browning, The Pied Piper o f Hamelin and ‘De Gustibus’ ; Swinburne, ‘The Tragedy of the 
Bride’ and ’In the Water’; Tennyson, “St. Agnes’ Eve’ and ‘The Golden Year’; and Byron, ‘All is 
Vanity’, Gyorgy Raba, Szep hutlenek (Budapest: Akademiai, 1969), p. 22.
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Babits was deeply impressed by Petronius’, Browning’s, Tennyson’s and 

Swinburne’s verse which he read while he taught Latin and Hungarian in Baja and 

Szeged from 1905 to 1908.387 No data are available on when Babits read other English 

representatives of the Virgilian tradition such as Milton, Spencer, Pope, and Dryden. 

His Az europai irodalom tortenete and his essays show that he did read them. They 

must also have focused his attention on Virgil. These last four poets were interested in 

Virgil as the poet of a real empire. (Hungarian literary interest in Pope had been 

relatively strong even before Babits).388

In his Az europai irodalom tortenete Babits called Tennyson the English 

Virgil, just as T. S. Eliot did in his essay Tn Memoriam’. Babits’s hypertextual 

transposition of Tennyson can be seen in his early verse. I do not think it is possible to 

tell to what extent Tennyson’s Virgilian roots strengthened Babits’s Virgilian spirit, 

or Babits’s preference for Tennyson.389 These two seem inevitably intertwined. In his 

Az europai irodalom tortenete Babits devoted long sections to Tennyson. He wrote:

387See footnotes 43 and 44.
388Fest, Skociai SzentMargittol a waleszi bardokig (2000), pp. 274-93, 348-55.
389An example of Babits’s reformulation of Tennyson’s ‘ClaribeF, ‘Nothing will die and All things must 
live’ is in Babits’s ‘In Horatium’: ‘When will the stream be weary of flowing/ Under my eye?/ When will 
the wind be weary of blowing/ Over the sky?/ When will the clouds be aweary of fleeting?/ When will 
the heart be aweary of beating?/ And nature die?/ Never, oh! Never, nothing will die;/ The stream flows, 
The wind blows,/ The cloud fleets,/ The heart beats,/ Nothing will die’, Tennyson: Complete Poems and 
Plays, ed. T. Herbert Warren and Frederick Page (Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 1983), 
pp. 2-3; Babits’s intertext: ‘Nezz fel az egre: bama cigany kodok-/ nezz szet a vizen: furge feher habok/ 
orok cserejiikert halasak, / halld Aiolost hogyan aldjak, dallal. / A lang is hullam sziintelenul lobog / 
fonix-vilagunk. Igy nem is el soha,/ mi soha meg nem halt’, Babits Mihaly osszegyujtott versei (1997), p. 
7. (One must note that Ovid is one common classical source of Tennyson and Babits: ‘omnia mutantur; 
nihil interit: erat et illinc hue venit, hinc illuc, et quoslibet occupat artus spiritus eque feris humana in 
corpora transit inque feras noster, nec tempore dperit ullo’; ‘All things are changing; nothing dies. The 
spirit wanders, comes now here, now there, and occupies whatever frame it pleases’, Ovid in six 
volumes, iii-iv. Metamorphosis, trans. Frank Justus Miller, ed. G. P. Goold (Cambridge, Massachusetts 
and London: Harvard and Wiliam Heineman, MCMLXXXIV). Another is the ‘Leonine Elegiacs’ and 
Babits’s ‘Uj Leoninusok’. A short example from here: ‘LOW-FLOWING breezes are roaming the/ 
broad valley dimm’d in the gloaming/ Thoro’ the black-stemm’d pines only the/ far river shines’, 
Tennyson: Complete Poems and Plays (1983), p. 3; Babits’s architext: ‘Kekek az alkonyi dombok, 
eliilnek a szurke galambok, / hallgat az esteli taj, ballag a kesei nyaj./ Viliam; tavoli dorges; a faluban 
kocsizorges,/ gyul a vihar serege: meg lila s mar fekete’, Babits Mihaly osszegyujtott versei (1997), p.
99.
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Feltamasztani az eposzt: nem volt ez tulsagosan is korszerutlen feladat? De 
ugyanekkor gondolt Tennyson is ilyesmire. Tan mint laureatus: nemzete osmondait 
vemi a modem muveszet nagy harmoniajaba, amelyet meghoditott. S az idopont, 
bizonyos latoszogbol nezve, inkabb meg kedvezett. Igaz a mondak nem eltek mar a 
‘nep szajan’. De a modem filologia es tortenetiras csodalatos gazdagsagban asta ki 
oket a mult felhomalyabol. Egy tudos es rafinalt kolto megbecsulhetetlen anyaggal 
epithetett. S ami a korszerutlenseget illeti: Vergilius sem naiv es hivo korban irta 
eposzat. Hanem egy halado es fejlodes csucsara jutott korban. Nem hasonlit-e peldaul 
a Tennyson helyzete egy kicsit Vergiliusehoz? A modem nemzetek vegleg 
kialakultak, kialakult a nemzeti erzes is, az uj vallas, a nacionalizmus, mely egyelore 
a tudomannyal osztozott a lelkek feletti hatalomban.390

Babits did not consider Virgil to be the poet of his contemporary empire 

exclusively. He did not think Tennyson wanted to flatter his contemporary 

environment either. Babits saw both Virgil and Tennyson as poets who talk to their 

nations on the basis of their nations’ lore and show an ideal for them. In the sense of 

maintaining a moral ideal Babits was just like them. In the sense of going back to 

Virgil and remaking his statements, he has his roots in the legacy of all Virgil based 

English artists above.

3.6 The themes and compositional features of Timor Virgilfia

Before discussing the attitude and tone of this novel, I will summarize its story with 

special attention to its Virgilian leitmotif. My reason for this is that Timar Virgil fia  is 

not translated into English and its story is inaccessible to the English-speaking 

readership.

390‘Was it not an anachronistic task to try and resurrect the verse epic? Nevertheless, Tennyson also 
thought about something of this sort at this time. Perhaps as a poet laureate, he tried to hammer the old 
legends of his nation into the vast harmony of modem art which he had conquered. Looking at it from a 
certain angle even his time favoured him. Though it must be admitted that the legends did not live on 
people’s lips any longer. Modem literary study and historical writing dug them out of the twilight of the 
past with all their wonderful richness. And being a scholar as well as a cunning poet, Tennyson was able 
to build with some invaluable material. As far as being up to date goes, was not Tennyson’s situation 
similar to Virgil’s? The modem nations had been formed, and along with them was bom a new national 
spirit or the new religion of nationalism, which for some time shared its supremacy over the human soul 
with the sciences’, Babits, Az europai irodalom tdrtenete (1979), p. 392.
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Virgil Timar is a priest teacher391 of the classics in a Cistercian school. He is 

not only a Christian Father and the spiritual father figure of the novel, but also takes 

on the role of being his student’s, Pista’s father. He is an outsider in the school, as he 

is above the general intellectual level of his colleagues. Their main preoccupation can 

be summarised as gossiping about each other, their students and ecclesiastical 

politics. Timar’s natural ancestry does not define him. He was not nurtured by his 

mother, and his only memory of his father is that he was a gardener. When he was a 

little boy called Janos, he used to look at pictures of saints while his father was doing 

his job. Apart from the female saints his other images of women from childhood were 

the Renaissance madonnas of Raphael and Botticelli.392 He was given pictures of these 

by his teacher of religion. Timar’s attachment to these figures show the spiritual basis 

of his existence.

| J l)s  humanity only surfaces when he takes responsibility for his Student 

because of the fatal illness, and subsequent death of his mother. The love he comes to 

experience does not allow itself to be characterised in Freudian terms. It remains 

entirely spiritual. He compares Pista’s dying mother to St. Catherine of Sienna, and 

sees Pista as a son of his spirituality and intellect. The strength of their mutual 

attachment fluctuates. This is because Pista goes through different stages of rebellion

391Babits called Timar Virgil fia  an autobiographical novel in the interview he gave in 1923 to 
Magyarorszag, which is published m itt a halk eskomofy beszedideje (1997). In this he identifies his 
school memories with Pista’s character. He also made it clear that Pista is not his literary adopted son, 
Aladar Komjathy, and Vitanyi is not Ignotus, but they are types. Babits uses the word type according to 
the convention of the commedia de’ll arte which can be equated with the English use of persona. He 
gave this interview to Mult es Jovo in 1926; published in Itt a halk es komoly beszed ideje (1997).
392I mentioned already in A golyakalifa that critics sometimes wrongly associate Babits with Proust. See 
footnotes 143 and 144. One can, however, find exactly the same motif here as in Proust: ‘Swan was 
struck by her resemblance to the figure of Zeporah, Jethro’s Daughter, which is to be seen in one of the 
Sistine frescoes. He had always found a peculiar fascination in tracing in the paintings of the Old 
Masters’, Marcel Proust, Swarm’s Way (2000), p. 261. Swann’s Way was published in the same year as 
Timor Virgilfia (1922), therefore this can only be an interesting parallel.
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in order to assert himself. Meanwhile Virgil Timar experiences emotions of 

attachment and jealousy. The love he feels towards his student-son never goes beyond 

the bounds of spiritual love, and finally leads to separation. The emotion which 

becomes most acutely felt by Virgil Timar is the pain over the loss of his son when 

Pista finally leaves him and goes out into the world. It is only at this stage that he 

stops looking upon Pista as his son.

A most telling feature of Virgil Timar is his name which not only sets the 

theme of the novel, but also underlies his identification with Virgil. He is coming up 

to forty which the narrator calls ‘the middle of life’. The latter quip is an allusion to 

Dante. Forty is also the age at which Virgil (70 B. C.-19 B. C.) became famous for his 

publication of the Georgies. He wrote these between 37-29, and then began to think 

seriously about the composition of The Aeneid (29-19). The narrator calls Virgil: ‘az 

isteni vates, akirol Virgiliink azt szokta trefasan mondani, hogy az o vedoszentje. [... ] 

aki a klasszikus muveszet minden pompajaval mar majdnem kereszteny tud lenni, s a 

a Tortenet nagy suhanasa mogott mogott meglatja a termeszet csondes szepsegeit, 

megerzi a targyak nema konnyeit, leirja a gyermekek vidam ugralasat’.393 The reading 

of Virgil for Virgil Timar is a special occasion and is the highlight of his week on 

Sunday. The parts comprising his reading, are the main leitmotif of the novel. They 

are also examples of explicit Virgilian intertextuality because Babits quotes them in 

Latin.

The first three quotations are read by Timar on the morning following Lina’s

death:

393‘the divine vates, whom Timar jokingly calls his own patron saint. [...] who could be almost Christian 
despite the pomposity of classical art, and could see the quiet beauty of nature, feel the silent tears of 
objects and depict the happy frisking of children behind the grand reeling of History’, Mihaly Babits, 
Timar Virgilfia (1982), p. 407.
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A negyedik konyvet lapozta fol most, az utolso sorokat, ahol szinte kivulrol 
tudta mar; Ahol az elhagyott Dido halalat irja le. Iris, mint egy bibliai angyal, leszall 
az Olymposrol 394:

mille trahens varios adverso sole colores 
Devolat—395

es megszabaditja a szerelemnek e szegeny aldozatat a test bilincsebol. Iris a 
szivarvany—gondolta—, az istenek tarka ruhaju heroldja, aki az enyhulest hirdeti a 
zivatar utan, ugyanaz a hlmok, akit a bibliai Isten is elkiildott a vizozon utan 
Noehoz396

at puer Ascanius mediis in vallibus acri 
gaudet equo jamque hos cursu, jam praeterit ill os...397

Milyen kedves kep, milyen eletteljes: a kisfiu, aki oriil a paripanak, es hoi elul, 
hoi hatul fickandozik a vadaszcsapatban. Timar megkereste a tobbi helyet is, ahol 
Aeneas kis fiarol van szo: amikor menekiilnek a tuzveszben, s gorcsosen kapaszkodik 
a gyermek a hos kezeibe:398

'  (
sequiturque patrem non passibus aequis.3"

A nap beszuremkedett a nagy fa gallyain, meg-megcsillant az imazsamoly friss 
viraga fijlott.400

The next quotation occurs about two thirds of the way through the novel. This 

marks a pivotal point which follows the long emotional and intellectual struggle 

between Timar and Pista, and precedes the appearance of Pista’s real father. At this 

stage a temporary emotional equilibrium is achieved which allows Timar and Pista to

394‘He opened up the fourth book at the last lines which by now he almost knew by heart, and where 
Virgil depicts the death of the deserted Dido. Iris, like an angel from the Bible, descends from Olympus’, 
Babits, Timar Virgil fia  (1982), p. 408.
395‘trailing a thousand colours as she caught the light of the sun, flew down across the sky’, Virgil, The 
Aeneid, trans. W. F. Jackson Knight (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1956), book IV, lines 700-01.
396‘and liberates this poor victim of love from the body’s fetters. She is the herald of the gods in many- 
coloured clothes proclaiming the thaw after the shower; the same herald as the one whom the God of 
the Bible sent to Noah after the flood’, Babits, Timor Virgilfia (1982), p. 408.
397‘Deep in the valley below, the young Ascanius was keenly enjoying his ride on a spirited horse, 
outstripping now these and now those at full gallop;’, Virgil, The Aeneid (1956), book IV, lines 156-57.
398‘What a nice picture, full of life: the little boy who is oveijoyed by his steed, cavorting sometimes at 
the front; other times at the back of the hunt. Timar looked up the other places concerning Aeneas’ little 
son: when they are fleeing in the fire and the child clings to the arms of the hero:’, Babits, Timor Virgil 
fia  (1982), p. 408.
3" ‘kept beside his father with his short steps’, Virgil, The Aeneid(1956), book II, lines 722-23.
4004 The sun seeped in through the branches of the tree, and glowed above the fresh flowers of the 
kneeler’, Timor Virgilfia (1982), p. 408.
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be almost equals in their distilled emotional and intellectual attachment towards each

other. (Real harmony in their relationship is never achieved since Pista can never see

Virgil Timar even as his ghostly father). The symbolic compression of this process

culminates in the celebration of Timar’s twentieth anniversary of being a teacher. A

Grecian style stone bench is carved by one of his former students to commemorate

this occasion. The bench is placed at his favourite resting place on Sun-hill, and bears

an inscription (intertext) from Timar’s favourite work, The Aeneid. The description of

peaceful harmony on Sun-hill and its surroundings which Virgil Timar experiences

draws on the main theme and landscape description of The Eclogues:

A Szent Makar templomnal401 csondesen leemeltek kalapjukat, s nyugodt leptekkel 
indultak fol a Makar-hegynek. Ott aztan oszonte egy barackot, kortet, egy-egy gerezd 
szoldt talalt a fiunak. [... ] Ket kis rokaja volt kinn a szoloben, rokafiak, akiket a 
vinceller fogott egyszer, es Timar folnevelte vele. Elnezte a kis allatok jatekat, amint 
hancuroztak egy nagy kosarban, [... ] a tolgyes hegyek kozt; volt egy kedves padja 
Timamak, az ugynevezett Demir-kapunal, a Nap-hegy tetejen, azon uldogeltek 
sokszor alkonyatig. Naiv fantaziajuk folheviilt, hangjuk emelkedett; a rigok 
folriadtak, es a meszes hegyek visszhangzottak a szot.402

The landscape in Virgil is less cultivated which is due to the fact that a war is going 

on. The peaceful and idyllic characteristics of nature are in contrast to the 

unpleasantness and cruelty of war. Like the description above The Eclogues also have 

two, that is young and old, male protagonists:

Ah, fortunate old man, here among hallowed springs

401 St. Macarius the younger who was a citizen of Alexandria was the son St. Macarius of Egypt. 
Macarius means happy. Both these saints were renowned for their renunciation of worldly wealth and 
for their humility. They lived in seclusion in the desert and divided their time between manual labour and 
prayer. See Alban Butler, The Lives o f the Fathers, Martyrs and other Principal Saints, 6 vols. 
(London, Dublin and Belfast: Virtue & Co., n.d.), i, ed. F. C. Husenbeth, pp. 9-12, 65-67.
402‘They quietly took their hats off at St. Macarius church and set out to climb Makar-hill with calm 
steps. Every autumn he found a pear, a peach or an odd bunch of grapes for the boy. [... ] He had two 
young foxes in the vineyard. Once upon a time they were caught by the vine-dresser and Timar has 
brought them up. He watched the play of the small foxes as they were frisking in the big basket [...] 
Amongst the oak woods at the gate Demir on the top of Sun-hill Timar had a bench which he was very 
fond of. They often used to sit here until sun-set. They fired each other’s naive imagination; raised their 
voice; the wrens awoke and the lime hills echoed their words’, Timar Virgilfia (1982), pp. 389, 419.
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And familiar streams you’ll enjoy the longed-for shade, the 
cool shade.
Here, as of old, where your neighbour’s land marches with yours,
The sally hedge, with bees of Hybla sipping its blossom,
Shall often hum you gently to sleep. On the other side 
Vine-dressers will sing to the breezes at the crag’s foot;
And all the time your favourites, the husky-voiced wood 
Pigeons
Shall coo away, and turtle doves make moan in the elm tops.403

Pista chooses the following lines for Virgil Timar’s bench:

VIRGIL’S REST 
...silvis scaena coruscis 

desuper, horrentique atrum nemus imminet umbra; intus atque duces, vivoque sedilia
saxo...404

St. Augustine seems to be a common denominator of Timar’s and Pista’s 

newly appearing ‘real father’. After having received Lina’s letter, in which she 

notifies him of the existence of his son, he goes to the school to claim his son on the 

basis of the name used on his son’s birth certificate, and on that of consanguinity. He 

sees a picture of the Jesuit saint Ignatius Loyola in the corridor of the school, and a 

book by Augustine405 on the priest’s desk. These make Vitanyi refer to the 

Confessions in his speech. He compares himself to Mephistopheles, and wants to take 

his son and show him the real world. He talks about love in Greek, and uses the term

403Virgil, The Eclogues The Georgies, trans. C. Day Lewis (Oxford; New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1999), p. 5.
^ ‘...a curtain of trees with quivering leaves reaches downwards, and behind them is an overhanging 
forest-clad mountain-side mysterious and dark...and fresh water, and there are seats there, in the living 
rock’, Virgil, The Aeneid (1956), book I, lines 165-66.
405The use of St Augustine’s figure has been less popular with English poets and authors than Virgil’s. 
He is, nevertheless, a symbolic person and writer because: ‘Augustine took up a position half-way 
between the contending parties. He never considered the possibility of a sudden break with Graeco- 
Roman culture, but he dismissed the arguments of Jerome and attenuated those of Basil, making it clear 
that while a limited amount of borrowing from paganism was vitally necessary, the amount could be 
limited. Bringing to bear on the problem that cut and dried simplifying spirit which was his notable 
contribution to the development of his age, he worked out a solution which ordinary men could easily 
accept’, R  R , The Classical Heritage and its Beneficiaries (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1973), p. 54. This aspect of Augustine is relevant not only from the point of view of Virgil Timar and 
this novel but also from the entire Babits oeuvre.
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eros uranios.406 Oblivious to Timar’s pain, Pista chooses to leave with his real father.

It must be emphasised that what he really chooses is not in any sense a father, but the 

experience of the real world. His student’s departure makes Timar realise the torture 

one feels when one loses someone whom one has really loved. As an individual he is 

left entirely on his own, and on the night before his son’s putting out into the world, 

he hears the murmur of the sea during the storm:

Nox erat, et placidum carpebant fessa soporem
Copora..”1

/

Timamak Vergilius sorai jartak az eszeben. Ejszaka: minden elnyugszik,408

...pecudes, pictaeque volucres...m

csak a szerencsetlen Dido nem alhatik a paman. Kunn zug, zug a tenger, nagy arbocok 
feszulnek az egnek, utjara kesziil a hitetlen trojai...

O, jaj, nem! ... az onykentelen asszociacio szeditette es megborzasztotta. 
Milyen borzaszto szennyes a foldiek szerelme!... De nem is igazi szeretet az:410

nondum amabam, et amabam amare...amorem 
amabam... et quaere bam, quid amarem...411

idezte maganak Augustinust: meg nem szerettem, nem tudtam, hogy mit kell szeretni; 
es szerettem volna szeretni: a Szerelmet szerettem: kerestem, mit szeressek... Most 
kovetkezik az igazi, az egyetlen szerelem: az Isten szerelme...412

From a Christian theological point of view Timar’s Augustinian reconciliation

406See the distinction between Popular and Heavenly love in Plato’s Symposium, Plato, Lysis, 
Symposium, Gorgias (Cambridge M. A. and London: H. U. P. and Heinemann, 1967), pp. 107-09.
407‘It was night, and tired creatures all over the world were enjoying kindly sleep’, Virgil, The Aeneid 
(1956), book IV, lines 525-26.
408‘Timar had Vergilius’s lines on his mind. At night: all find rest’, Babits, Timar Virgil Fia (1982), p. 
456.
4094.. .all the farm animals, and the colourful birds’, Virgil, The Aeneid(1956), book IV, line 527.
410‘only Dido the unfortunate could not sleep on her pillow. Outside, the sea keeps murmuring, vast 
masts stretch against the sky; the unfaithful Trojan is preparing to set out... Oh no!...the involuntary 
association made Timar dizzy and shiver. How egregiously dirty is the love of mortals!.. But that is not 
real love:’, Babits, Timor Virgil Fia (1982), p. 456.
411 See also ‘Give thyself to me, O my God, restore thyself to me! See, I love thee; and if it be too little, 
let me love thee even more strongly’, Augustine: Confessions andEnchridion, ed. Albert C. Outler 
(London: SCM, 1955), p. 303.
412‘he quoted Augustine to himself: I have not loved yet because I did not know what to love. I would 
have loved to love: I loved love: sought what to love.. .Now the only true and real love will follow: the 
love of God’, Mihaly Babits, Timar Virgil Fia (1982), p. 456.
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to his self represents a higher stage of harmony than the one he used to experience 

through Virgil during his visits to Sun-hill. The novel ends with Timar waving off his 

student with complete reserve while Pista embarks excitedly in the company of his 

natural father.

3 .7 Virgilian and English sources of melancholy in Babits’s novel

Apart from the novel’s overall mood of resignation, it has a melancholic tone which 

Bela G. Nemeth praises. This characterises its narration and expresses Babits’s 

attitude to the world. One cause of the detached resignation is the low moral and 

emotional standard which is represented in the world of the novel. Virgil Timar is the 

only representative of an uncompromisingly good moral and emotional attitude. He is, 

nevertheless, out of place in the world. Virgil Timar’s biography would be really sad 

without him finally transferring all the losses and pains of his life into a 

transcendental realm. He does this through the Augustinian spirituality he adopts. The 

spiritual theme and the melancholic tone of the narrative have their roots in Virgil, 

Shakespeare and in English Romantic verse which also has roots in Virgil.

3.7.1 Sources of melancholy in The Aeneid and in Timar Virgil fia

One characteristic feature of The Aeneid is the ineffable melancholy over the 

ineffectuality of the individual’s emotions including love. The other is the detachment 

a hero’s super-human mission demands so that he could fulfil his task. Aeneas is 

made to relate to the world through his filial duty. He is the son of his father, the 

father of his son, the inheritor of a lost kingdom, and a predestined means of the 

Gods. He has to follow his stars (the threads the Parcae weave) without any



emotional attachment to the world.413 He reacts to the murder of Evander’s son and 

kills Tumus in return for Pallas’s death but even his act of murder is subordinated to 

his role and mission. Dido is an emblem of a woman and a queen who becomes the 

victim of her emotions. Her act of killing herself is redeemed with a melancholic tone 

in the world of the verse epic. She and her love are sacrifices in Aeneas’ journey.414

When discussing the problem of separating the Virgilian and English origins 

of Babits’s attachment to Virgil, I maintained that Babits’s Virgilian orientation 

cannot be separated from his devotion to English literature. In the Virgil-based pieces 

of Babits’s verse, Babits represents individuals who have already passed the stage of 

wanting to fulfil their emotions. In the world of The Aeneid, Dido and Tumus are the 

main representatives of this struggle but their stories are subordinated to the general 

super-emotional conception of the verse epic.415 Babits depicts two variations of this 

subject matter in his novel. One is Virgil Timar who has passed the stage of trying to 

fulfil any emotions (the tender minded). The other is the remaining characters who 

have never had any serious emotional experience (the tough minded). In Timar Virgil 

fia  only Virgil Timar has an emotional life and his emotions are almost entirely 

spiritualised. During the course of Timar Virgil fia, he struggles to suppress even the 

remnants of any emotions that could connect him with human existence. The story

line of his spiritual journey culminates in his entirely solitary existence. It is much

413‘Aeneas’ interior development throughout The Aeneid unfolds the nature and mystery of an 
historically experienced vocation’, J. William Hunt, Forms o f Glory (1973), p. 79.
414‘Both of these, the repression of his feelings and the commitment to his faith, undergo their greatest 
test in leaving Carthage the following year’, ibid., p. 73.
415‘Both in leaving Carthage and in reaching Italy, Aeneas envisions only good; but Dido falls victim to 
his pursuit of vision, Tumus to its realization. Only this haunting awareness of the guilt and pain implicit 
in both transactions fully poses the question of The Aeneid, the epic question with which the direct voice 
of the poet opens and closes the poem: [...](1 .8-11)[...](12 . 500-504). While the parallel imagery of 
Dido and Tumus, therefore, suggests that much of Virgil’s meaning lies in the balanced and alternating 
patterns, his fuller meaning lies in the framing by both patterns of the distinctive and central section’, J. 
William Hunt, Forms o f Glory (1973), p. 84.
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more melancholic than the outcome of Aeneas’. The tone of the novel also surpasses 

Virgil’s melancholy. The Aeneid finishes with the prospect of peace after war, and of 

the foundation of a morally sound future empire. This compensates for the sacrifice of 

the individual’s emotional reality. Babits’s Virgilian hypertext in this sense, finishes 

with no change for the better, and almost no prospects for a better world either. The 

dominant aspect of reality at the end of Timar Virgil fia  is that of the transcendental 

world. The love of God comes to represent the only morally positive way of 

existence. Only parts of Wordsworth’s and Keats’s verse contain similar conceptions 

and tone to those in Timar Virgil fia.

3.7.2 Other classical and English sources of melancholy in Babits’s novel

The originally Greek Laodamia is a minor character in The Aeneid. She is another 

heroine who, like Dido, commits suicide because she is incapable of coming to terms 

with the loss of her husband. Aeneas in The Aeneid meets Laodamia in the 

underworld. In the Divina Commedia Virgil and Dante meet her in Hell amongst the 

unhappy lovers. Wordsworth also rewrote her story. One must mention that he was 

rereading Virgil with his son when he wrote his Laodamia.416

Wordsworth’s verse starts with Laodamia imploring celestial pity because of 

the acute sense of loss she feels over the death of her husband. Jove hears her prayer, 

and her husband’s shadow thus returns from the other world to teach her about the 

calm pleasure of the Elysian land. He tells her that by controlling her passion, and

416Douglas Bush, Myth and Christian Tradition in English Poetry (Philadelphia: American Philosophical 
Society, 1968), p. 40. The Poetical Works o f William Wordsworth, ed. E. de Selincourt, 5 vols.
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1940-49), ii, p. 267-72, 518-19. Babits translated ‘Ruth’ from 
Wordsworth’s Poems o f the Imagination. Ruth’ can also be read as an allegory of the destructive 
power of pain over passionate love.
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reconciling herself to the loss of sensual pleasure, she will have peace. Her weakness 

lies in not being able to accept this, and after her husband’s shadow leaves, she will 

die untimely. Laodamia’s pleading and suffering is the only expression and 

representation of human emotion in Wordsworth’s verse. The description of her death 

is given a dramatic effect. The dominant Virgilian melancholy of this verse originates 

in the expression of the incompatibility of man’s spirituality and women’s earth- 

bound nature. It expresses the melancholy the husband feels first because his wife is 

incapable of pure spiritual love, and second because he has to lose her thus 

irretrievably in the eternal realm of the spirit. The tree rising from the couple’s grave 

is an emblem of their souls, and of the moral judgement on the couple. The growth of 

the tree is emblematic of the soundness of the husband’s spirit, and its blight is the 

failure of the wife’s. The tree’s struggle is reminiscent of the gnarled trees in Dante’s 

Hell. These represent the living souls of those who, having committed suicide on the 

Earth, have to suffer eternal damnation.417 The tree also emphasises that the main 

realm of the verse is transcendental. The spirituality of this realm is Virgilian and 

Dantean.

Babits also reworked this theme. His verse is an emotionally charged 

hypertextual version of Laodamia’s stoiy. His transposition of Swinburne’s Atalanta 

in Calydon (1865) dominates this verse.418 Like Swinburne in his Atalanta, Babits 

applied the same stoiy, images, and direct expression of emotions. These are all 

original characteristics of the Greek tragedy. Babits’s application of the Greek motifs
/  j

and themes are stricter than Swinburne’s. $uch as Swinburne’s queen in Atalanta in

417Dante Alighieri, The Vision; or Hell, Purgatory, and Paradise, trans. Henry Francis Cary (London: 
Covent Garden, MDCCCLVI, pp. 65-67.
418See Antal Szerb, ‘ Az intellektualis kolto’, in Babits Mihaly szaz esztendeje (Budapest: Gondolat, 
1983), pp. 152-160. This article was originally published in Szephalom, 4-6 (1927).
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Calydon, Babits’s Laodamia allows passion to rule her common-sense and reason.

She will not succumb to any rational pleading either for her own sake or for the sake

of her husband, son, and community. She challenges fate to the end by the right of the

individual and refuses to know about any form of emotional self-control. The

regularly recurring replies of the seer and the chorus are characteristic of her

emotional turbulence. Her son summarises his experience of her, and her death as:

Gyenge ven szivem 
Nem birhat ennyi atkot, ennyi borzadalyt.419

to which the semi-chorus replies:

O megharcolta a harcot 
S elhullt a vegzet alatt.420

Laodamia does not accept the reality of communal interest, and will persist in 

a self-destructive rebellion on behalf of justice for her own self. Both the Greek and 

Babits’s judgement on her conduct is an elevation of the individual’s heroic but self

destructive tragedy, according to Tyche. Anake was a symbol of fate or destiny in the 

Greek, and especially in Homer’s world. According to her, the cosmos was 

harmonious with the individual; the human world and the realm of the gods. As 

opposed to the symbol of Anake, and that of a world suiting the conception of 

Virgilian fate; Tyche’s world presupposed the individual to be independent of the 

world which surrounded him. It bore no relation to either Virgil’s universe, or the 

world of Dantean, Wordsworthian and Christian feeling and morality. Following the 

conception of Wordsworth’s and Swinburne’s verse, the conduct of Babits’s heroine 

is entirely Tyche-ean Greek, and pre-Virgilian in its mood and attitude. The attitude

419‘my meek and ancient heart / cannot bear so much damnation and terror’, Babits Mihaly osszegyujtott 
versei (1997), p. 134.
420‘She has fought her battle / and has died under her destiny’, ibid., p. 134.
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and tone of Babits’s verse draws mostly on Wordsworth’s. It is originally Virgilian 

and full of melancholy because of the negative attitude of the heroine.

When young, Keats translated The Aeneid into English, and had a fair 

understanding of sunt lacrimae rerum, et mentem mortalia tangunt. In the Ode on a 

Grecian Urn he expressed a most acute version of Virgil’s melancholy towards 

seeking pleasure in the fulfilment of love towards another human being, and life in 

general His verse approaches the futility of love and life from the point of view of 

immortality; the only valid realm for its speaker.

Babits wrote two early Virgilian verses which, although not as objective in 

their approach as the ‘Ode on a Grecian Urn’, are not far from the infinite other 

worldliness and melancholy of Keats. One is ‘Klasszikus Almok’ (1910), ‘Classical 

Dreams’ in which the classical figures are embodiments of the speaker’s dreamful 

thoughts:

Klasszikus almok az en lelkem bus almai: faradt 
gondolatom szeret olteni hosszuredozetti togat421

The figures that are allegorising thoughts present a sacrifice to an indifferent goddess 
who is presented as:

Igy ill ezust tronjan es temploma draga hiiseben 
nezi az athalado nagy idoket, nezi az ember 

koldus-aldozatat s oltara busillatu fustjet 
s meg sem rezzen a Gyozelem ercmezii szobra kezeben.422

In the other verse which bears the title of ‘Sunt Lacrimae Rerum’ (1908) the 

weeping objects personify human suffering and pain. They are, nevertheless, 

compared to the only human image of the verse: a suffering Christian woman. In this

421‘Classical dreams are the sad dreams of my soul, my tired / thoughts like to array themselves in 
peplopses with long drapes’, ibid., p. 93.
422‘Thus she sits on her silver throne and in the coolness of her costly temple / watches the great ages of 
time pass by; watches man’s / paltry sacrifice and the sad scented smoke of her altar / with not a tremble 
of the bronze clad statue of victory which she holds in her hand, ibid., p. 93.



verse the speaker claims to feel the excruciating pain of the self-enclosed objects. He 

uses the objects as his own soul’s ‘objective correlative’. He states that although the 

objects do not think that there is anyone alive who could see them in the darkness, he, 

the speaker, watches them and is glad that there is someone to weep with him.

Despite the Virgilian title of the verse, the lack of detachment in the speech 

makes the tone of this verse different from that of Virgil. Babits’s ‘Klasszikus Almok’ 

is closer to Keats’s attitude and tone. Based on Virgil’s and Keats’s verses, it is, 

again, an hypertextual expression of ineffable melancholy felt towards the 

ineffectuality of human emotions.

Babits’s hypertextual novel contains only tamed forms of emotion. In this 

respect it follows Keats’s verse. The narrator’s acute melancholy towards its 

characters’ conduct is expressed in the moral and emotional dignity represented by 

the sole figure of the priest. It also resembles the speaker’s melancholy and 

resignation in Keats’s verse. Looking at the novel’s characters from the point of view 

of emotions, Pista’s mother characterises herself on her deathbed as someone who has 

never been serious about them. Her detachment towards herself is almost cynical. The 

level of Pista’s natural father’s emotional and moral existence is summarized in the 

way he identifies himself with St. Augustine’s autobiography. As I have already 

stated, he has no genuine emotional reality. He seems to act on whims, and is quite 

indifferent to anyone or anything surrounding him (tough minded). He is cynical too. 

One must add here that cynicism is another category William James uses in A 

Pluralistic Universe. Babits’s oeuvre undoubtedly has a root in his works. James 

distinguishes between the cynical and sympathetic type.423 He writes that it is not

423As opposed to Pragmatism, Babits did have^f Pluralistc Universe in his library at home. About his
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worth detailing the former but worth explaining the latter.424 Virgil Timar is not only 

tender minded, but he is also a deeply sympathetic character. Only he has a serious 

moral and emotional reality in the novel. His feelings become entirely spiritualised as 

a result of suppressing even the thought of an emotion. It also has fewer and fewer 

manifestations both outside and inside his mind as the story-line develops. The 

process of elimination of emotions centres around pain and loss, just like the process 

of suppression of emotions in Keats’s verse. Finally it leads to the stage at which all 

feelings and emotions become entirely spiritualised even within the thoughts of his 

mind. The melancholic tone of the narration and the characterisation of a mind’s 

emotional reality by the Virgilian fragments equals the detached tone of other verses 

by Keats, such as the ‘Ode on Melancholy’.

Thus the logic of the spiritual story-line is that the only representative of 

dignified emotional and moral conduct chooses to leave the material world entirely. 

This context further heightens the melancholy of the spiritual story-line. It implies a 

criticism of society. This aspect of the novel’s melancholy cannot be compared to any 

of the English verses above as there is no description of a contemporary society in 

these. The melancholy of the individual speaker in these verses, however, implies the 

same acute sense of resignation towards their poets’ contemporary world.

thorough familiarity with William James works see footnote 20. James writes, ‘The former defining the 
world so as to leave man’s soul upon it as a sort of outside passenger or alien, while the latter insists 
that the intimate and human must surround and underlie the brutal. This latter is the spiritual way of 
thinking’, William James, A Pluralistic Universe (Cambridge, Massachusetts and London, England: H. 
U. P., 1977), pp. 15-16.
424Ibid., pp. 19-20.
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3.8 Virgil and Shakespeare in Timar Virgil fia

Babits’s attitude and tone are also connected to his reading of Shakespeare in Timar

Virgil fia. The contemporary political situation in Europe, among other things,

determined Babits’s interpretation of the English dramatist. My quotation from ‘A

Shakespeare-unnephez’(1916) will illustrate Babits’s major point:

A Shakespeare-jubileum megunneplese a haboru alatt ketszeresen kotelessegunk; ha 
valamikor, a nemzeti elnyomatas korszakaban, az irodalom, mar puszta letevel is, 
zsamok onkeny s eros cenzura alatt, a nemzeti kultura kulonallasanak biztos jele es 
zaloga volt; es testveriseget kell, minden onkeny ellen, puszta letevel, dokumentalnia. 
Shakespeare neve igazan tipikusan jelentos erre az egysegre:425

Apart from the importance of Shakespeare as a symbol of European cultural

kinship, the other main theme of Babits’s talk was his translation of The Tempest. He

finished his translation of The Tempest at the time of this talk. During the war The

Tempest became a mental refuge and a haven of peace for Babits:

Ez a forditas—barmily csodalatosan hangzik is—a haboru termeke. A Vihar 
Shakespeare legutolso dramaja—egy meghiggadt, rezignalt eletfilozofia muve, oly 
koltoe, ki nem az eletet festi tobbe, attol inkabb menekulni akar. Menektilni egy 
alomvilagba, ahol valami nagy, boles es jo Sors elott az elet minden viszalyai, 
ellentetei elvesztik fontossagukat. [... ] ez a hangulat vonzott a legjobban.426

The importance Babits attributed to Shakespeare because of his universality is

on a par with what he felt towards Virgil as the fundamental European classic. The

mood with which Babits found sympathy when translating The Tempest is the same as

425‘To celebrate the Shakespeare anniversary during the war is our obligation for at least two reasons: if 
ever during the period of the nation’s oppression, literature, even by its sheer existence, had represented 
the mark and basis of independent national cultures against tyranny and under strict censorship. Today it 
is the other way round, as it must represent the unconquerable unity and kinship of European culture 
against all forms of tyranny with its sheer existence. Shakespeare’s name is especially significant to mark 
this unity, as among all the great writers;’, Babits, Esszek es tarmlmanyok, (1978), i, p. 430.
426‘This translation, however extraordinary that may be-is the product of the war. The Tempest, which is 
Shakespeare’s last play, is the product of a calm and resigned philosophy of life by a poet who instead of 
wanting to paint nature preferred to escape from it. He wanted to retreat into a dream world, where all 
the vicissitudes and contradictions of life lose their importance before some wise and good providence.
[... ] This mood attracted me most’, ibid., p. 432.
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that of Prospero’s epilogue, and that of Prospero when he leaves the world of the play. 

It is much like the mood of Babits’s novel which is established by the narrator, and 

resembles Virgil Timar’s when he comes to the end of his spiritual journey. At the 

end of Timar Virgil fia, the protagonists leave the story-line which is constructed 

partly from their actions. The ending reflects the mood of the whole piece, and 

characterises Babits’s attitude and mood as well.

Babits’s early verse provides proof of Babits’s knowledge and transformation 

of themes which occur both in Virgil and in Shakespeare. Iris is a central character 

here. She originally occurs both in The Aeneid and The Tempest. She is the 

messenger of the gods. Babits used her as part of his flagship in the title of his first 

volume, Levelek Irisz koszorujabol (1909), Leaves from the Wreath ofIris.™ She is 

also a key image of this volume. The title o f‘Sunt Lacrimae Rerum’ (1908) is from

427See the lectures Babits delivered in Budapest (1919): ‘Itt az az iro, aki, mint Shakespeare, nem 
kritikai hajlamu, ateli az alakot, annak eleg maga az elmeny, az azt adja, ami az alakrol obenne marad. 
Nem keres helyette semmit, nem is mutat mogeje, maga az egesz alak csak azt teszi, amennyi ldvulrol 
lathato benne, mert minden meglathato benne a maga teljessegeben’; ‘Here the author is like 
Shakespeare. Unlike the writer with a critical approach, he imagines that he is his character. He gives 
what there is in him on the basis of what his character experiences. He neither looks for anything else, 
nor points behind his character but the whole character becomes identical with his experience and does 
only what can be perceived of it from an external point of view, because it shows everything in its own 
entirety through him’, Mihaly Babits ‘ Az irodalom elmelete’ (as delivered by Babits ELTE Budapest 7th 
May 1919), in Mint kuldnds hirmondo (Budapest: Petofi Irodalmi Muzeum and Nepmuvelesi 
Propaganda Iroda, 1983), p. 250. Thus Levelek Irisz koszorujabol (1909) gives a colourful 
representation of the world through a wide range of literary forms in which the poet selects a variety of 
often dramatic voices, themes and settings. A few examples are: ‘In Horatium’ which begins with: 
‘Gyulollek: tavol legy alacsony tomeg!’, ‘Himnusz Iriszhez’ which begins with: ‘Sotet van. Hoi van ezer 
szin? Mive lett?’. ‘Aliscum ejhaju lanya’ is a simulated quoted monologue of a woman which begins by : 
‘Fennhangon dobban a szivem’ and finishes by ‘a vilagot adja nekem!’ Babits organised his poems into 
cycles in his original book, Angyalos konyv, whose manuscript can be read in the Hungarian National 
Library. The Angyalos konyv is introduced in A keletkezo szoveg esztetikdja: genetikai kozelites Babits 
kolteszetehez ed. Agnes Kelevez (Budapest: Argumentum, 1999). The cycle entitled Lirai festmenyek 
has two mottos at the beginning. One is from Baudelaire’s Les Fleurs du Mai and the other from 
Browning’s own motto to his Dramatic Lyrics (1842): ‘being though often Lyric in expression, always 
Dramatic in principle, and so many utterances of so many imaginary persons, not mine’, Robert 
Browning, The Poems: Volume J, ed. John Pettigrew (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1981), p. 347. 
Shakespeare and Browning also play a prominent role in Babits’s second volume, Herceg, hatha megjon 
a tel is. The title of this volume reminds one of the words: ‘... O Wind, / If Winter comes, can Spring be 
far behind?’, ‘Ode to the West Wind’. Shelley’s Poetry and Prose, ed. Donald H. Reiman and Sharon B. 
Powers (New York; London: Norton, 1977), p. 223.
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The Aeneid. The title of Babits’s second volume, Herceg, hatha meg/on a tel is 

(1911), Prince! Finally Even Winter might Arrive. The first verse of this collection, 

Ballada Irisz fatylarol (1909), Ballad on the Veil o f Iris is addressed, again, to Iris. 

This volume contains ‘Nevjegyemre’ (1909), ‘Onto my Name-card’. Babits cites 

Hamlet’s speech to Horatio here, ceg s fold kozott valokkaV,428 Iris appears in Babits’s 

Virgilian intertext in her original function in Timar Virgil fia. One must observe that 

the intertwined Virgilian and Shakespearean roots of Babits’s first two volumes of 

verse and his novel illustrate the sub-conscious dimensions of these pieces.429

In Timar Virgil fia  Iris makes up for the shortcomings and for the lack of real 

women and dead queens such as Dido. One must bear in mind that Babits knew The 

Tempest by heart and that Dido is also a sub-theme in The Tempest. In connection 

with Alfonso’s daughter, Claribel’s and the King of Tunis’s wedding she is 

humorously remembered as widow Dido.430 Through humour she receives the same 

forgiving treatment as in Babits. She is equal to her royal descendant, Claribel, on the 

throne. The difference in the author’s degree of circumspection is that Shakespeare 

does not go so far as suicide and Babits’s narrator forgives her and raises Dido above 

it. As opposed to the memory of Dido, Iris is part of a beautiful vision that Ferdinand 

and Miranda see in The Tempest. She is true to her original role when she is heralding 

Juno and celebrating ‘a contract of true love’.431 This will be realised in The Tempest. 

The magical reality of the play will fulfil this vision. In contrast with this, Iris remains

428Istvan Gal, ‘Babits egyes verseinek keletkezeserol’, Irodalomtortenet, 2 (1975) ( p. 61). The phrase 
Babits uses is from Act I, scene v, 166, ‘There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio’.
429‘ Subtexts, therefore, and the intertextuality that sets them in motion, do not unfold along an axis of 
duration. Like the unconscious described by Freud, the unconscious of fiction and therefore, its truth, 
stands outside the realm of time and is impervious to its ravages’, Michael Riffaterre, Fictional Truth 
(Baltimore and London: The John Hopkins U. P., 1990), p. 111.
430William Shakespeare, The Tempest (London: Arden, 1966), act I, scene ii, 65-129, pp, 46-49.
431Ibid., act IV, scene, i, 60-115, pp, 97-101.
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an isolated phenomenon in Babits’s novel. Potential love-affairs, such as the one in 

the island-type setting of the lawyer’s garden disintegrate. The only real female 

character, who lacks any kind of magic, dies. Only Dido’s soul is redeemed. Iris 

therefore remains the only attractive ‘magical’ female protagonist. She figures, 

however, only as a vision in Babits.

Virgil and Shakespeare are also associated with the issue of identity, origin 

and culture in Babits’s first two volumes of verse. These themes are of central 

importance in Babits’s novel. In Timar Virgil fia  they are expressed in the 

fundamentally Virgilian identification of fatherhood and the role of the son with a 

moral and cultural mission. Shakespeare also wrote about these themes in Hamlet and 

in The Tempest, among other plays. In the world of The Aeneid, Aeneas’ origin, 

cultural mission and history are the most prominent components of the story. He and 

the world in which he is the hero are in harmony even while he goes through his 

trials. In Shakespeare this is not always the case. Harmony can only be the outcome of 

a long process of conflicts. Heroes are not protected and carried by gods either. 

Babits’s metatextual treatment of the originally Virgilian themes in his novel is 

slightly Shakespearean in this respect.

An interesting genetic link to observe is that Babits’s interpretation of 

Shakespeare is firmly rooted in the German Romantic analysis of Shakespeare. A. W. 

Schlegel, for instance, observes the priority of reason over passion in the world of 

Shakespeare’s plays. His ideas are in contrast to those of the Sturm und Drang. He 

claims that all the varied components of a Shakespeare play are subordinated to an all 

encompassing rational conception.432 In his Course o f Lectures on Dramatic Art and

432A. W. Schlegel writes in his Geschichte der europaischen Literatur (1803/04): ‘Shakespeare hatte
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Literature he specifies the depth of experience Shakespeare expresses with his 

intelligence: ‘He unites in his soul the utmost elevation and the utmost depth; and the 

most opposite and even apparently irreconcilable properties subsist in him peaceably 

together. The world of spirits and nature have laid all treasures at his feet:’.433 Herder 

also observes the wide range of existential forms that Shakespeare expresses. He also 

explains how the conflicts between the different ways and forms of existence finally 

become stages in a divine unity. Herder writes in connection with King Lear. ‘Die 

Auftritte der Natur riicken vor und ab; wurken in einander, so Disparat sie scheinen; 

bringen sich hervor, und zerstoren sich, damit die Absicht des Schdpfers, der alle im 

Plane der Trunkenheit und Unordnung gesellet zu haben schien, erfullt werde— 

dunkle kleine Symbole zum SonnenriB einer Theodicee Gottes’.434

One can see all these features in Babits’s work. We can perceive the wide

mehr Verstand und Tiefsinn als Gefiihl, Zartlichkeit und Leidenschaft; diese sind bei ihm untergeordnet. 
Der Verstand herrscht fiber das Ganze... Der Verstand ist bei ihm nicht bloB witzig und scharfsinnig in 
der Ausfiihrung des Einzelnen, sondem richtet sich tiefsinnig und geheimnisvoll auf das Bild des Ganzen, 
des Lebens und der Natur, das Ratsel der Welt’, in Peter Gebhardt, A. W. Schlegels Shakespeare 
Ubersetzung (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 1970), p. 114. My translation of this passage: 
Shakespeare was more reasonable and profoundly thoughtful and less sympathetic, tender and 
passionate. These were in subordinate position with him. Reason reigned over everything else. His 
reason is not solely piquant and acute in the elaboration of details but leads him profoundly and 
mysteriously towards the whole picture, and that of life and nature, and the mystery of the world. The 
same idea can be found in SchlegePs lectures, ‘If the formation of a work throughout, even in its 
minutest parts, in conformity with the leading idea, if the domination of one animating spirit over all the 
means of execution, deserves the name of correctness’, A. W. Schlegel, Course o f Lectures on Dramatic 
Art and Literature (London: Henry G. Bohn, 1846), p. 378.
433Ibid., p. 368.
434Herder, Goethe, Frisi, Moser, Von Deutscher Art undKunst (Stuttgart, Philipp Reclam, 1999), p. 78.
I have translated this sentence in the following way: The phenomena of nature move backward and 
forward. They all affect one another. Consequently, they seem incompatible. They create and destroy 
one another so that the intention of the gods should be fulfilled. The gods seem to have joined together 
intoxication and disorder in their plans. These are dark and small symbols of a cleft in the sun which is a 
part of God’s wise order.



range of existential forms and the depth of experience in his novel. All the feelings 

and thoughts have their values defined through a process of conflicts too. These also 

become resolved and subordinated to a rational conception. This conception likewise 

acknowledges a divine order in the universe.

3.9 An interpretation of the novel on the basis of its Virgilian leitmotif

The Virgilian and Shakespearean features of the novel and its Anglo-Virgilian 

melancholy have concrete causes in Babits’s attitude to his contemporary 

environment, and his intellectual role in it. As I have already outlined in connection 

with The Tempest, Babits did perceive the years previous to and contemporary with 

the writing of Timar Virgil fia  as barbarian and anti-human. He was an adamant 

pacifist from 1915 onwards, which made him unpopular with the contemporary 

political leadership in Hungary. He tried to represent the highest ideals of European 

peace not only during these years but also all through his life. He prepared the anti

war j)iece* appeal of the Union of European Knights with Ervin Szabo.435 His 

conception of an ideal Europe was a unity of national cultures. Both as a civilian and 

as an artist he tried to profess this ideal without any political or nationalistic 

affiliations.436 His recital of his plea for peace ‘Husvet elott’, ‘Before Easter’ was a 

courageous and officially unacceptable act at the Academy of Music in Budapest in 

1916. This was during the same year as when he published his translation of The

435Gyorgy Raba, Babits Mihaly (Budapest: Gondolat, 1983), p. 317.
436George Meredith, a favourite writer of Babits, who inspired Babits in the writing of his next novel: 
Halalfiai, had similar views. Meredith wrote in connection with the Franco-Prussian wars, ‘ “I am 
neither German nor French. I am European and Cosmopolitan—for humanity! The nation which shows 
most worth, is the nation I love and reverence” ’, Siegfried Sassoon, Meredith, 2nd edn. (London: Grey 
Arrow, 1959), p. 126. This attests to a parallel between Babits’s and Meredith’s attitudes to nationalism. 
It also shows one reason for which Babits was so fond of Meredith and his works.



Tempest. In 1917 an issue of Nyugat was banned for containing one of his most 

outstanding pacifist verses, ‘Fortissimo’. He translated, published, and publicly wrote 

about Immanuel Kant’s Zur ewigen Ruhe (1918). While he was teaching literature at 

the University of Budapest in 1919, the temporary commune attempted to use him as 

political bait. Even in this position he remained faithful to his principles, as a 

consequence of which he lost his job, salary and status. In an interview he gave in 

1919, he said: ‘A politikaban minden tulzo iranynak, jobbrol ugy, mint balrol, 

ellensege vagyok. Egyebirant, amint nem politizaltam a haboru elott, ugy nem akarok 

politizalni a haboru utan sem’.437 During the 1919 commune he wrote nothing 

political but worked on his translation of Dante’s Divina Commedia which later won 

him the San Remo prize.438 (The dates of publication of his work are 1918 Hell, 1920 

Purgatory, 1922 Paradise).439 In order to make his stance unambiguous, he published 

the essays ‘Agoston’ (1917) and ‘Leibnitz mint hazafi’(1917).

In the analysis of Babits’s utilisation of English Romantic verse and the moral 

and emotional aspects of his novel’s ending, I have demonstrated other sources of the 

overall melancholy in this novel. One can, nevertheless, even interpret the Virgilian 

theme of the novel as a modernist attempt to write a national epic on the basis of 

Virgil. The importance of the Shakespearean roots of fatherhood and the role of the 

son cannot be overlooked when reading this piece from this angle. The roles of the 

son and the two fathers in the story-line of Timar Virgil fia, however, can be viewed 

from the point of view of The Aeneid as well. In contrast to The History o f Henry

437‘I am against all extremism in politics both from the right and the left. I must make it clear that as I 
remained uninvolved in politics before the war, I am going to be likewise uninvolved after the war has 
finished’, lItt a halk es komoly beszed ideje (1997), p. 47.
438Gyorgy Raba, Babits Mihaly (1983), p. 319.
439Babits Mihaly bibliografia, ed. Maria Stauder and Katalin Varga (Budapest: Argumentum, Magyar 
irodalom haza and MTA Irodalomtudomanyi Intezete, 1998), pp. 149-56.
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Esmond where themes from The Aeneid are applied to characterise a personal story, 

in Babits’s novel a variation of The Aeneid as a national epic is hidden in the story of
V "

the characters. Following Babits’s reading of The Tempest, the final and dominant 

mood of his novel is resignation. This provides all the meanings of Virgil Timar’s 

spiritual biography with a suitable mood, especially when one reads it as a 

metatextual prose adaptation of the Latin national verse epic.

Unlike most adaptations of The Aeneid, Babits’s novel seems to use the first 

four books of The Aeneid only. Virgil had a son in Aeneas, who could continue what 

he had started, and Aeneas had a son in Ascanius, and in Julius who was predestined, 

according to Jupiter’s words to Venus, to ‘royal power each circling month for thirty 

long years’.440

The first intertext quotations about Dido are relevant for several reasons.

Dido’s stoiy, whose end is summarised in the first quotation, is an objective 

correlative of unrequited passionate human love, whose parallel is the unsuccessful 

marriage of Pista’s mother. The veiy first quotation can also be read as an objective 

correlative of the stage when, after Pista’s mother’s death, Virgil Timar can 

temporarily adopt Pista as his spiritual son.

Ascanius, both in Virgil’s epic and according to Babits’s intertext quotation, is 

first presented to the mind as an innocent child. He is completely oblivious to what is 

taking place around him. He knows nothing about the strategies of the gods and 

goddesses and their consequences on either himself or Aeneas. He is completely 

unaware of the trials which are ahead of his and Aeneas’ mission. He is thus faithfully 

represented as the true possessor of innocent joy in the first Babits quotation. Pista’s

^Virgil, The Aeneid, trans. W. F. Jackson Knight (1956), book I, line 270, p. 35.



position is similar to his. In the second intertext quotation Ascanius is shown as a 

child who clings to his father in the burning city, seeing no further than the security 

of his father. This can, however, only be a self-flattering objective correlative in 

Virgil Timar’s mind about himself being the saviour of the child. In no way can it be 

applied from Pista’s point of view since Pista does not cling to Virgil Timar in any 

way. At no stage in the novel does he hang onto either Virgil Timar as a father-figure, 

or Vitanyi, his natural father. Pista is independent and individualistic in the sense of 

trying to be himself.441

From a Virgilian point of view, the bench that Pista sets up for the celebration 

of his teacher’s anniversary is the central image of the novel. This, again, 

hypertextually Virgilian setting is outside the school and the town on the top of Sun- 

hill. It is at the end of the path which passes through the cultivated vineyards of the 

Cistercians. The celebration is the peak of Virgil Timar’s life. The intertext 

inscription on the bench is from the first canto of The Aeneid. It is a carefully chosen 

piece about Aeneas’ arrival in Dido’s land, which occurs after Aeneas is nearly killed 

at sea by the power of Aeolus’ winds whose fuiy was raised by Juno’s implacable 

anger. At this stage Aeneas has passed most of the terrible things that comprise 

Odysseus’s trials in the Odyssey, lost many of his men, and has come to terms with 

losing his own life. Venus intervenes, however, and Neptune makes the sea calm. In 

the cave, which is Babits’s chosen image in the inscription, Aeneas finds not only 

rest when nearly dead but also water. Aeneas’ summary of their situation is: ‘Friends 

of mine, we have long been no strangers to affliction, and you have had worse than 

this to bear [... ] perhaps one day you will enjoy looking back even on what you now

44‘The inserted episode focusing on the lawyer’s family who treat him as one of them, and with whom he 
refuses to stay, also supports this.
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endure’.442 This is the stage of The Aeneid which Pista attaches to Virgil Timar, and 

can perhaps be interpreted as the ‘correlative’ of his own more grown-up self in the 

role of Aeneas. Whichever is the case, the selected words are presented in a 

rectangle.443

The last Virgilian intertext quotation is put into the context of a tempest 

outside, and depicts Dido’s emotional torment over the loss of Aeneas. When Aeneas 

becomes conscious that he has to leave Carthage, Dido is shattered because she had 

loved him as a result of Juno’s trick. In the context of the entire epic Queen Dido is 

also shattered because she loses the chance of becoming the royal founder of a nation 

through Aeneas. She loses the hope of a Trojan-Latin regal continuity for her people. 

In Babits’s hypertext, the same sense of loss is expressed. It has an analeptic function. 

It refers back to the death of Pista’s mother. Her demise symbolises the final 

severance of emotional and sexual ties between men and women in the novel. It also 

has a proleptic function. This is realised when, after the departure of his student, 

Virgil Timar remains entirely on his own. What Timar represents will also remain 

without a chance of continuity. He loses his descendent and a person for whom he 

could care directly. He then turns to St Augustine and the love of God.

By reading Babits’s novel as a national verse epic which is executed through 

many emotional and moral conflicts, one can reconstruct several stories. Virgil Timar 

can be looked upon as the representative of his favourite author Virgil in the 

beginning. He is like Prospero in The Tempest, the originator of an The Aeneid type 

story-line in the novel. As a protagonist of the novel he has no son. It is at the first 

Virgilian image, the death of Dido, that he comes to look upon Pista as his son, and

^Virgil, The Aeneid(1956), book I, lines 195-200, p. 33.
^ 1  have already quoted these words in my section of the story-line. See footnote 404.



ascribes the role of Aeneas to him. Aeneas is the spiritual son of Virgil as he was the 

creation of Virgil’s intellect. Ascanius’s image is a more appropriate image of Virgil 

Timar’s adolescent spiritual son, Pista, than Aeneas, however. This is because Pista, 

just like Ascanius, is unaware of having a mission. His childlike personality is unable 

to take on the role of Aeneas. The cave is a place of rest after Aeneas loses his home 

and before his turbulent encounter with Dido. If we are to read this as Pista’s 

interpretation of Virgil Timar in the role of Aeneas, the cave can be read as the 

Church and serves as a shelter. The water is emblematic of Virgil Timar’s non- 

denominational and, at this stage, even non-Christian spirituality. Perhaps it also 

reflects Pista’s own position in life, but this is less likely. Pista completely falls out of 

his role as a Virgilian spiritual son when his real father appears and claims him. This 

results in Virgil Timar’s turning to purely transcendental Augustinian spirituality, thus 

giving up not only his role of imitating Virgil but also of being the representative of 

Virgilian conventions. Babits’s point in the ending of the story-line is to show that the 

characters of the novel are unable to naturalise the Virgilian ideal. They choose other 

ways of life, such as Augustinian pure spiritual Christianity and worldly ways. This is 

what the melancholy and the resignation stand for when one reads the novel as a 

metatextual Virgilian national epic.

The Augustinian finish of the Virgilian theme also shows a trace of medieval 

cosmopolitanism. Babits speaks about this at the end of his section on VirgiL In 

contrast with his essay on Augustine, previously referred to, Babits does not include 

the image or the idea of Civitas Dei here. Instead of this he takes his Augustinian 

intertext quotation from the Confessions and writes only about an individual’s 

conversion in the persona of the priest. This shows his disillusion with the Virgilian 

ethos from a European point of view, and the impossibility of Civitas Dei. The
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Civitas Dei meant for Babits a history of grace between nations culminating in 

complete peace and redemption.444

3.10 Conclusion

Apart from the previously outlined features of moral and emotional attitude and tone, 

one may justly ask what else has English roots here. I maintain that the intertextual 

and hypertextual use of Virgil is more characteristic of English literary history than 

the Hungarian. The Shakespearean connotations also signify an English root. Timar’s 

Christian name: Virgil coincides with the English spelling of Vergilius though it can 

be found in earlier Hungarian verse as well. The European literary and theological 

context of the Virgilian theme is also unusual in Hungarian literary. The Augustinian 

Christian and ‘cosmopolitan’ spirituality is a special feature of Babits’s novel. Taking 

everything into consideration Babits’s approach to his theme in Timar Virgil fia  

follows Latin, English, and European literary conventions rather than Hungarian ones.

^S ee  also ‘Augustus’, in Nyugat (1917).
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4.2 An overview and interpretation of Hungarian secondary 

literature on Halalflai

Among all Babits’s novels Halalflai (Sons o f Death) is regarded as the most 

controversial. One must give a summaiy of this novel’s criticism for two reasons.

First because a literature survey of Halalflai has not been done yet. Second because 

my survey will show the characteristics of the Hungarian literary attitude to this 

novel. It will illustrate how strange and sometimes incomprehensible Babits has 

appeared to Hungarian readers. The negative criticism of Babits’s prose is more a 

symptom of misunderstanding than personal prejudice against the author. Bela G. 

Nemeth lists several reasons to explain Babits’s unpopularity: ‘Mert nagyfoku 

komplexitasa es kozmentalitassal valo szembenallasa mellett bizonyos tagadhatatlan 

elbeszelesi bizonytalansagok es modszerbeli hatarozatlansagok [...] jellemzik. [...] s 

kedvezotlen fogadtatasa s olvasottsaganak viszonylagos alacsony mertekehez 

bizonyosan ezek is hozzajarultak’.445

Another cause of this symptom is that most critics have interpreted this novel 

from the perspective of French and German literary history. They have not noticed 

the relevance of its English roots. Babits spent eight years working on Halalflai, and I, 

inter alios, find it a work of indisputable greatness.446

Dezso Szabo’s is the most negative of all studies (1929).447 He considered

^Despite its complexity and sophistication, it can be characterised by narratorial and methodological 
[...] shortcomings. [...] These must have contributed to its unfavourable reception and its unpopularity. 
Bela G. Nemeth, Babits a szabaditd (1987), p. 51.
446Halalflai has also attracted the attention of non-Hungarian readers. It has a complete Serbian [Sinovi 
smrti, trans. Aleksandar Tisma (Novi Sad, 1956)] and two complete Italian—Ifig li della morte (Milano, 
1939) and Ifig li della morte (Milano, 1943)—translations. Parts of it were published in English [ ‘One 
Day’, Hungarian Quarterly, 4 (1938) ] and in French [Andre Lazar, trans. ‘Les Condamnes’, Panorama 
de la litterature Hongroise du 20e siecle, 1 (1965). See Babits Mihaly bibliografiai (1998), pp. 277-78.
447Dezso Szabo, ‘Filozopter az irodalomban’, Kritikai fuzetek 1 (1929), 1-47.



Halalfia?s narrator an affected and gregarious philosopher.448 He attributed the 

novel’s affectation to over-sophisticated philosophising, and to Babits’s over- 

indulgence in classics and English literature.449 His study is a satirical pamphlet. One 

must add that the excessively sharp exaggerating style is a characteristic of his 

works.450 Szabo was also a less sophisticated writer than Babits. As opposed to Babits, 

he was strongly nationalistic. He also believed in the educational role of literature. He 

did not think that people were able to make sense of Babits’s prose.451 He wanted 

literature to be more straightforward. Despite this belief he was often lonely. He was 

especially on his own towards the end of his life.452 These facts explain the attitude of 

his pamphlet.

Laszlo Fiilop (1983) listed many West European and Hungarian works which 

were models of Halalflai. He thought the central theme of the novel to be the decline 

of a certain class. He condemns Babits’s work for being tied to the world it depicts, 

and therefore being uninteresting for a cosmopolitan readership.453 First, one must 

observe that the milieu of this novel is not restricted to Hungary exclusively. Second, 

one must notice that Halalflai concerns itself with issues of universal interest such as

“ "Ibid., p.33.
^ b id ., p. 24.
450‘Meresz, dinamikus szokapcsolassal es szoalkotassal elo stilusa elso olvasasra altalaban magaval 
ragad, masodikra azonban mar nem egyszer modorossagaival viszolyogtat’; ‘On first reading, one is 
impressed by his bold style which is characterised by dynamic word coinage and phrasing. On second 
reading, however, one finds the affectation repulsive’, A magyar irodalom tortenete, ed. Tibor Klaniczay 
(Budapest: Kossuth, 1985), p. 339.
451‘Ha az uj szocialis hitet es pszichet az irodalom alakitja ki, es ha ez a kialakulas ki van teve a 
mindenfele olvasas lehetosegeinek: nem volna-e kotelesseg a legszelesebb korbe iranyitani ezt az 
olvasast’; ‘If the new social faith and belief are created by literature, and if this creation is subjected to 
all kinds of possible interpretations, then would it not be an obligation to channel this kind of reading in 
a way that it reaches the widest audience’, See Dezso Szabo, ‘Az irodalom mint tarsadalmi funkcio’, in 
Nyugat 1 (1912), 755-763, and in Az irodalom koztarsasaga: magyar irodalmi mozgalmak a huszadik 
szdzad elso feleben (Budapest: Muzsak, 1990), p. 26.
452Albert Tezla, Hungarian Authors: A Bibliographical Handbook (Cambridge Massachusetts: Belknap 
and H. U. P., 1970), p. 520.
453Laszlo Fiilop, ‘A lirikus nagyregenye’, Alfold, 11 (1983), 42-59.



investigation into characters and their interrelations with society.

Tamas Ungvari (1959)454 writes of the family’s inability to survive and 

condemns burgeoning capitalism to be the clearest background to the novel. He is 

obviously wrong, because this is only a fraction of the novel’s subject matter.

Ungvary rightly appreciates the detailed characterisation of Haldlfia? s people. He 

mentions Babits’s utilisation of Meredith’s fiction.455 He neglects to analyse this 

connection.

Lajos Kassak (1927)456 and Emil Kolozsvari Grandpierre (1943)457 had a 

negative assessment of Babits’s work since they both approached the novel from the 

point of view of nineteenth-century French realist prose. Kassak based his approach 

more on the prevailing ideology of his time than on faithful interpretation. He 

expected literature to encourage socially active behaviour and show commitment

towards a public cause. He found Halalflai deficient in this quality and therefore
U k * -

condemned it.458 Such^asSzabo, Kassak considered Babits’s utilisation of classical 

and English literary sources an affectation. These two statements are examples of 

Bela G. Nemeth’s view. According to his observation, this novel is out of tune with its 

prevalent contemporaiy world-view. One must make it clear that Babits’s manner of 

depiction is not affected. It has its roots in other literary cultures which express things 

much less straightforwardly than early twentieth-century Hungarian literature did.

According to Emile Kolozsvari Grandpierre the realist novel tries to create a 

balance between the laws of fiction and real life. He compares Halalflai to French

454Ungvari Tamas, ‘Utoszo’, Babits Mihaly, Halalflai (Budapest: Europa and Szepirodalmi, 1959).
455Ibid„ p. 326.
456Lajos Kassak, ‘Halalflai’, in Babits Mihaly szaz esztendeje (1983), pp. 161-68.
457Emil Kolozsvari Grandpierre, ‘Ktizdelem az epikaval’, see ibid., pp. 328-41.
458Lajos Kassak, ‘Halalflai’, see ibid., pp. 163-65.



novels. He claims that the novels of Stendhal, Flaubert and Balzac are exciting, 

action-packed, and the pivotal points of their story-lines are based on the 

consequences of foregoing actions. As opposed to these works, Halalflai and 

Hungarian novels in general, are based on the consequences of the characters’ 

passivity.459 Emile Kolozsvari Grandpierre classed the characters according to their 

inability to act. He could not see them as individuals but as shadows of individuals 

living in a world of appearance. I agree that it is possible to group the characters 

according to their passivity and sense of duty. I do not, however, find Halalflai’s 

world illusionary. Babits depicts the causes and consequences of actions fairly 

faithfully.

Cecile Tormay (1982)460 and Gyorgy Poszler (1978)461 interpreted Halalflai in 

the perspective of German cultural and literary history. They compared it to Thomas 

Mann’s Buddenbrooks. According to Tormay: ‘A dzsentrireteg, amelynek “genezise 

es kritikaja” kivan lenni a Babits-regeny, eppoly anakronisztikus es eletkeptelen 

tarsadalmi kepzodmeny a 20. szazad fordulojan, mint Thomas Mann patricius 

polgarai a 19. szazad masodik feleben’.462 The decline of three generations of a family 

is the common subject matter of both novels, she maintains.

One must make clarifications here. I find these two novels quite different 

despite the fact that their stories concern families. Babits’s novel is much more

459Emil Kolozsvari Grandpierre ,‘Ktizdelem az epikaval’, in ibid., p. 335.
“̂ Cecile Tormay, ‘A regi haz; Babits Mihaly: HalalfiaV, in Anna Maria H. Szasz, A huszadik szazadi 
csaladtorteneti regeny (Budapest: Akademiai, 1982), pp. 142-63.
461 Gyorgy Poszler, ‘Magyar globusz vagy europai magyar sag’, in Babits Mihaly szdz esztendeje (1983), 
pp. 429-446 and also in Gyorgy Poszler, Eszmek eszmenyek nosztalgiak (Budapest: Magveto, 1989).
462‘It aims at describing the “genesis and the shortcomings” of the gentry which was as much of an 
anachronistic and lifeless social layer in Hungary at the turn of the twentieth century as Mann’s 
respectable merchants were in Germany at the second half of the nineteenth century’, ‘Cecile Tormay, A 
regi haz; Babits Mihaly: HalalfiaV, in Anna Maria H. Szasz., A huszadik szazadi csaladtorteneti regeny 
(1982), p. 152.



colourful. What Laszlo Fiilop claims about Halalflai is a more appropriate 

observation in the case of Buddenbrooks. The milieu of Buddenbrooks is exclusively 

restricted to the world of German Biirgertum whose representatives are the 

Buddenbrooks. The family members vary according to their measure of success but 

they are all ordinary. Even their debauchery is within what is acceptable and is only 

briefly mentioned. Villains and spoilt barons do not manipulate the story of the 

German novel. People do not run away as far as Italy. Babits’s characters are more 

individualistic. They move in and out of the several layers of society. Some of them 

do run away. Babits analyses the causes and consequences of their behaviour. It is 

also inaccurate to see Imrus’s career as the manifestation of the family’s irretrievable 

decline.

The history of the Buddenbrooks is much more pessimistic than the story of 

Halalflai. The old generation, Consul Buddenbrook and his wife, hold the family 

together while they are alive. Their four children cannot maintain the prosperity of the 

firm. The eldest son Thomas takes over the firm from his father. He marries Gerda. 

Their only son Johann dies when still a child. Thomas Buddenbrook dies before 

reaching a mature age and leaves the business in a state of decline. His widow goes 

back home. Christian Buddenbrook has no children. He lives a debauched life. He 

spends all his inheritance as a result of his life-style. Frau Tiburtius nee Clara 

Buddenbrook dies young. Frau Grunlich later Frau Permaneder nee Antonie 

Buddenbrook spends most of her dowry and becomes divorced twice. She lives with 

her divorced daughter and grand-daughter, Erica Weinschenk and Elizabeth.

One can conclude that Buddenbrooks is far less optimistic than Babits’s work. 

The old generation, which has authority and dignity in both novels, does not survive 

in the German novel. Cenci and Dome, however, do survive in Halalflai. Cenci still
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owns and carries on managing the family estate at the end of the novel. The young 

male representative of the Buddenbrooks, Johann, dies as a child whereas Imrus 

survives and has a chance of a new start in life. Other more or less successful 

characters survive in Babits’s novel too.463

Babits writes that Mann expresses the controversies of middle-class life in his 

family novel.464 Babits’s story addresses many other issues besides upper middle-class 

life. One can surely say that Babits’s work is much more colourful in terms of its 

views of life and character. The sort of upper middle-class that Mann’s fictional 

world is restricted to does not even exist in Babits’s novel. The closest equivalent to it 

is the Scharpingers. They, nevertheless, only have a minor role in the story-line.

Gyorgy Raba (1983) writes that although Babits’s manner of description is 

different from Mann’s, Mann’s Buddenbrooks was his model of Mrs Cenci Racz’s 

nee Redey’s465 family history. Gyorgy Raba calls Halalfiai a family chronicle in which 

Babits makes his reckoning and dispenses with his past.466 Raba claims that Halalfiai 

represents a world which is doomed. He sees George Meredith’s and Marcel Proust’s 

works as being Babits’s models.467 1 really cannot agree with him. Meredith as one 

root of this novel is correct, but Proust is only to a very small extent. Proust’s 

Remembrance o f Things Past is a complex and gentle analysis of the emotional 

subtleties of relationships. Halalfiai is more concerned about characters and their 

dependence on their families and society. It also has a firm psychological foundation, 

but it does not analyse emotional ties and attachments to the same depth as Proust’s

^Thomas Mann, Buddenbrooks: the Decline o f a Family (London: Seeker and Warburg, 1945).
^Babits, Az europai irodalom tortenete (1979), p. 453.
^Gyorgy Raba, Babits Mihaly (1983), p. 241.
^Ibid., p. 242.
467Ibid. pp. 245-46.
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works. Babits’s prose is much more lyrical than Mann’s and far less lyrical than 

Proust’s.

In contrast to Tormay and Gyorgy Raba, Gyula Illyes (1935) regards Halalfiai 

as an account of the education sentimentale468 of its young protagonist, Imrus. Illyes 

maintains that the story of Halalfiai is more optimistic than its title suggests.469 He 

sees the story of the young son as promising. This is the point on which I agree with 

him. A process of sentimental education in the case of Imrus does make sense in the 

case of Halalfiai. It is still, however, only a fragment of the novel’s overall subject 

matter. Ethics and society are more prominent issues than sentiments.

Like Tormay and Raba, Gyorgy Poszler also reads this novel as a Hungarian 

variation of Buddenbrooks. He modifies Tormay’s interpretation since he reads Timar 

Virgil fia  as a companion piece to Halalfiai. He draws a parallel between Miska and 

Virgil Timar, and Hintass and Vitanyi in Timar Virgil fia.*10 He considers the 

predominant characteristic of the novel to be:

Kozelebbi latint, modemebb antikot valaszt. Nem annyira apollonikusat, inkabb 
dionuszoszit. Gordgot, de nem egeszen gordgot, hanem ugy gordgot, ahogy azt az 
angol esztetak, peldaul Swinburne ertelmeztek. Latint, de kesolatint, izgatottat, 
vibralot. A magyar szazadfordulohoz hangszerelt latinitas ez, nem tisztan antik, 
inkabb afrikai-kozepkori. Ezzel lep be a formalodo magyar kulturaba, es errol a 
bazisrol itel.471

Poszler points out the passivity of the characters. He emphasises the responsibility of 

the characters for being a failure. This is because they are capable people who are

468Ulyes uses the term education sentimentale to describe the aspiration of Imrus who wants to break 
away from and rise out of the environment he comes from. See Gyula Illyes, ‘Halalfiai’, Nyugat, 9 
(1935) (147-50), p. 148.
^ i d . ,  pp, 147-50.
410Babits Mihaly szaz esztendeje (1983), p. 437.
471‘He chooses a closer Latinity; a more modem type of the ancient; not so much Apollonian but 
Dionysian. Greek but not so much Ancient Greek but Greek in the way the English Decadent aesthetes 
and Swinburne regarded Greek. Latin but late Latin, an exciting and eventful kind. This Latinity is in 
tune with the Hungarian fin de siecle. It is not entirely Ancient but more like African medieval. This is 
how he starts off a new trend in Hungarian culture and judges form this basis’, ibid., p. 433.
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also in touch with new Western ideals, and are still unable to improve their situation. 

Poszler writes:

Nem a patricius polgari dinasztiak hanyatlasanak finom kronikaja, hanem a magyar 
polgari progresszio elvetelesenek zaklatott historiaja. Furcsan osszefonodo egymast 
kiegeszito, egymasnak feleselo magyar arcelek, amelyek a generaciok 
egymasutanjaban kovetik es visszavonjak, megvalositjak es perszifaljak a nagy 
europai regenydinasztiak, a Buddenbrookok, Thibault-ok, Artamanovok, sot egy 
irodalmi szinttel lejjebb keresve—a Forsyte-ok nemzedekvaltasat, sorsuk tortenelmi 
palyajat.472

I really do not agree with him. Halalfiai does not depict a world that is irretrievably 

doomed. Some of its people carry prospects of a successful future. One can also make 

perfect sense of Halalfiai without tracing its roots in European or Russian family 

novels. Babits describes his own novel as:

De az elso eleg magaban is, egy metszet a Sors vegtelen szovedekebol, alakokkal, 
kiknek ateltem minden idegrezdiileset; miliok, melyeket az olvaso talan alig ismer, 
mint epp ama dunantuli borvarosoket is; egy hazassagtoresi regeny a kilencvenes 
evekbol, amikor ilyesmi volt a legnagyobb es legmodemebb szenzacio; a liberalis 
magyar biro regenye; egy tarsadalmi osztaly genezise es kritikaja; s egy 
Entwicklungsroman is, egy ifjusag tortenete, ugy, ahogy van, minden romantika 
nelkiil: eppoly tavol a hazug eszmenyesitestol, mint a naturalizmus szexualis 
romantikajatol, mely talan nem kevesbe hazug.473

Poszler rightly regards Imrus as the odd one out among the characters.

According to him, Imrus represents everything the others lack and lacks everything

the others have.

472‘This is not the gentle chronicle of the decline of middle-class dynasties but the frantic saga of the 
abortion of the professional middle-class’s development in Hungary. It comprises a set of strangely 
interwoven and complementary characters arguing between each other, imitating and eliminating; 
embodying and mocking the gradual change that the generations illustrated in certain European family 
novels, such as the Buddenbrooks, the Thibaults, the Artamonovs, and the Forsytes, underwent’, ibid., 
p. 434.
473‘The first part, however, suffices as a unit on its own. It is a cross-section from the infinite fabric of 
fate with characters whose nervous reactions I have fully felt and who are from milieus such as the 
Transdanubian wine towns with which the reader can hardly be acquainted with. It is a novel of adultery 
from the nineties when such a thing was looked upon as the greatest and latest sensation; the novel of a 
liberal Hungarian judge; that of the genesis and criticism of a social class; an educational novel; the 
creation story and objective criticism of a young generation without any romanticism. It is just as far 
from false idealization as from the sexual romanticism of Naturalism which is perhaps no less false than 
the former one’, Babits Mihaly 'lit a halk es komoly beszed ideje ’ (1977), pp. 195-96.



Lajos Sipos thoroughly researched the genetic history of this novel. He reads 

(1979) Halalflai according to the close analysis of its six chapters.474 On the basis of 

his findings about the genesis of the text, he confirms that Babits started to write a 

story of adultery first. He also claims that he then turned this into a family chronicle. 

As I have already demonstrated, this is only one aspect of this novel’s interpretation. 

In another article (1976) Sipos shows that Babits aimed at a psychological analysis of 

the characters in a precise spatial and temporal setting.475 Sipos acknowledges the 

autobiographical features of the story-line. He rightly points out that the work is also 

an historical novel which is made up of a history of fathers and sons.476 He draws a 

parallel between the history of the Buddenbrooks and the Scharpingers.477 As I have 

already mentioned, the Scharpingers do resemble the Buddenbrooks since they are 

respectable bankers. Babits, however, does not demonstrate a decline in their family 

history. Sipos mentions that Babits’s second, final version of the novel is more 

optimistic478 than its first version. His assessment of Halalflai does not aim at 

investigating the literary roots of this novel but is fairly objective.

Another group of critics regard the novel in an entirely different light. Ignotus 

(1927) sees Halalflai as an historical novel. He rightly tries to find the roots of its 

lyricism in works other than Proust. He claims St. Augustine’s Confessions to be a 

model of Halalfiai.*19 He finds its closest kin in George Meredith’s and in Zsigmond 

Kemeny’s novels. He neglects to explain his reasons for making this claim. Ignotus

474Lajos Sipos, ‘ Adatok a Halalfiai genezisehez’, Literatura, 1 (1979), 54-72.
475Lajos Sipos, ‘Az iro es regenye: a HaldlfiaiibV, Irodalomtortenet, 2 (1976) (p. 322).
476Lajos Sipos, ‘Adatok a Halalfiai genezisehez’ (1979) (p. 71).
477Lajos Sipos, ‘Az iro es regenye: a HalalfiairoY (1976) (p. 325). The Scharpingers are natives of Sot. 
They resemble Hirschfeld and his family in Kdrtyavar since they have capital; money to enjoy and are in 
touch with contemporary West-European culture. Unlike the Hirschfelds they are not factory-owners 
but bankers.
478Lajos Sipos, ‘Adatok & Halalfiai genezisehez’ (1979) (pp. 69-70).
479Ignotus, ‘Jegyzet Babits regenyehez’, Nyugal Budapest, 17 (1927), 312-16 (p. 313).
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correctly interprets the novel as a story of a family’s decline with a message of hope 

for a better future. One must observe, however, that there are many families in this 

novel. Some lose some of their members. Should one think of Cenci’s descendants, 

they do not really show a tragic decline. Cenci loses one daughter. Her sons’ family, 

and her grandson, are successful people in their own way.

Vilmos Szilasi (1889-1966) was a close friend of Babits’s. Babits wrote part 

of Halalfiai in Feldafing. Szilasi (1927) considered this novel a masterpiece of 

Hungarian, indeed European literature. Szilasi praises it for its lyricism. He, too, 

considers its tone closest to that of St. Augustine’s Confessions. Szilasi adds that 

Babits could have been briefer in his elaboration of story-line. He finds the characters 

noteworthy, and compares Babits’s Nelli to Dickens’s Agnes. Szilasi deems the 

character of Cenci attractive and unforgettable.480 He correctly attributes the 

abundance of metaphors and classical epic images in Halalfiai to Babits’s imitation 

of Meredith’s novels.481 One might explain Szilasi’s truly appreciative criticism by his 

thorough knowledge of Babits and his oeuvre.482

Gabor Halasz (1941) also admired the characterization in Halalfiai. He 

maintains that Babits’s main focus in Halalfiai is the purity of the son who becomes 

misled through his weakness but finally changes for the better. According to Halasz’s 

view, Babits aimed at depicting the fully matured state of the soul in contrast to the

480Szilasi’s letter to Babits, Feldafing (26 081927), Babits-Szilasi levelezes, ed. Istvan Gal and Agnes 
Kelevez, (Budapest: Petofi Irodalmi Muzeum, 1980), p. 112.
48'Gabor Halasz, ‘A regenyiro’, Babits Emlekkonyv, ed. Gyula Illyes (Budapest: Nyugat, 1941); see also 
Gabor Halasz: ‘Babits, az olvaso’, Magyar Csillag (1924) (462-3).
482Babits and Szilasi were close friends from their youth onwards. Their correspondence started in 1910 
and lasted until the 1940s. Its sincerity and openness are comparable to those by Goethe and Schiller, 
and by Franz Kafka and Max Brod. They survived the First World War together. Babits wrote a part of 
Halalfiai at Szilasi’s at Feldafing in July and August 1922. During this time Szilasi lectured at Freiburg. 
See Babits Mihaly levelezese 1890 -1906, ed. Sandor Zsoldos (Budapest: Historia Litteraria-Korona, 
1998), pp. 327-29. See also Babits Mihaly “Engem nem latottsenki meg. Babits-olvasokonyv, ed. 
Lajos Sipos, 2 vols. (Budapest: Historia Litteraria-Korona, 1999), i, p. 280.
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poverty and a lack of intellectual fulfilment in people. I find this a justified way of 

reading the novel.

Sandor Hunyadi (1935) praises the depth of thought in Halalflai. He deems:

‘Es hoi van az az iro, akiben annyi optimizmus elne, hogy ilyen melyseget es 

suruseget kovetelo igenyt meme foltenni olvasoirol?’.483 Hunyadi maintains that the 

role of Halalflai in Hungarian literature resembles that of The Forsyte Saga in 

English literature:

Gorogseg es latinsag, a klasszikus geniusz fenye vilagit e mu minden sora mogott. Es 
megis a Halalfiai jovobelatoan modem es oly sajatsagosan magyar, mint a Forsyte 
Saga angol.[... ] Nem is proza ez, szinte vers, olyan tomor, olyan gondos, olyan 
numerusa van gondolatainak.484

One must notice that the critics who read the novel correctly are the most appreciative 

of it.

Bela G. Nemeth (1987) considers Halalfiai and Timar Virgil fia  to be Babits’s 

best works. He claims that Babits’s liberal humanist, Catholic-Christian, and Platonist 

view of history determines the type of realist novel he wrote. The novel’s focus is 

therefore the right and obligation that all individuals have to fulfil their potentials.

This is because of the precious quality Babits saw in human existence. Bela G.

Nemeth mentions that a popularised version of physiology and biology is another 

basis of this novel.

Bela G. Nemeth’s outline of the society portrayed in the novel and its 

historical background is interesting because of the parallel he draws between a

483‘Where is another writer who has so much optimism as to credit his reader with such great spiritual 
depth and gravity as this work demands?’, Sandor Hunyadi, HalalfiaV, AzEst, 28 May 1935, p. 13.
484‘Every line of this novel testifies to the light of classical genius, Greek and Latin. Still Halalfiai is a 
modem novel, since it is an attempt at a new kind of novel and as exclusively Hungarian as the Forsyte 
Saga is English. [... ] It is prose but it approaches verse because of the thorough painstaking rhythm with 
which it expresses its thoughts’, Sandor Hunyadi, HalalfiaV (1935), p. 13.
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Hungarian class and an English class. He not only turns away from the presupposition

of dominant German and French models, but also tries to base some of his

interpretation on English roots. He deems that the society to which the characters of

Halalflai belong is often called “lateiner ”. This is the minor land-owning class which

learnt Latin at school, and often entered the civil service in the 1870s:

A reteg jellegmeghatarozo magva azonban ontudatosan az angol (s a nyugati) 
kozeposztaly hazai megfelelojenek, azaz nemesi eredetunek, szeles videki 
rokonsagunak, eletviteleben folenyesen urinak, hivatottsagaban kozepszintu 
iranyitonak tudta es hirdette magat.485

The demeanour of this class can be described as family-centred. It considers blood 

relations as very important. Its society is patriarchal and paternalistic. Men are 

supposed to have a strong interest in politics and women a down-to-earth quality. 

They rise above politics and perform the simple functions of life (Cenci).

From the point of view of its descriptive power, Bela G. Nemeth rightly 

considers it as one of the best Hungarian realist novels:

Megpedig azert, mert a tarsadalmi szerkezet es emberi kolcsonviszony, az egyszeri 
cselekves es az ordklott vilagfelfogas, a korra jellemzo eletszemlelet es a csoportra 
jellemzo szokasrend mogott a mindezeket osszefogo es mindezeknel szelesebb es 
melyebb atlengo lelkiseget olyan sokoldaluan, olyan atmoszferikusan, az egyedi tudat 
olyan rejtett melyeibe hatolva tudja megjeleniteni, mint Kosztolanyit es Kemenyt 
leszamitva megkozelitoen sem senki.486

Like some other critics Nemeth also mentions that Babits could have made

Halalfiai less verbose. He comments on the semi-autobiographical quality of the

novel. He sees the portrayal of the young protagonist, Imrus, as its best example. He

485‘The core that defined the character of this society professed itself the equivalent of the Western but 
especially the English middle class. This class came from a titled background had a wide circle of 
relations in the country, enjoyed an ostentatious life, and chose to work in the middle ranks of the civil 
service’, Bela G. Nemeth, Babits, a szabadito (Budapest: Tankonyvkiado, 1987), p. 53.
486‘His description of people’s demeanour contains not only the structure of society and human relations 
but also the relationship between an action and the inherited world-view which is characteristic of the 
age. It also presents the set of customs that characterizes a group of people. The all encompassing 
spirituality which is behind these subject matters is wider and deeper than them. He depicts this in such a 
many-sided and atmospheric way that it creeps into the innermost depth of human consciousness. Apart 
from Kosztolanyi and Kemeny he is without a rival in Hungarian literature from this point of view’, ibid.,
p. 61.
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stresses the universal features of Halalfiai such as the Biblical parallels of Rachel and 

Lea and Martha and Mary in the case of Erzsi and Nelli; classical similes; the 

abundance of metaphors and allegories with a moral message, and a manifestation of 

Babits’s belief in the fight of good and evil forces in human beings and in the world. 

According to Bela G. Nemeth, these features show that Babits’s novel follows 

European and English conventions of novel-writing. I must clarify, again, that 

Babits’s elaborate metaphorical style is unlike that of Buddenbrooks. Mann’s novel is 

a predominantly matter-of-fact description of the everyday life of its characters. I 

infer that this is what Gyorgy Raba means when he writes that Mann’s manner of 

description is different from Babits’s.

This critical survey has aimed at showing the cause of Halalfiaf s unpopularity 

with many Hungarian critics. One cannot really make perfect sense of this novel by 

comparing it to German and French models. One can rightly read Halalflai less as a 

follower of Continental novels, such as Buddenbrooks, and more as a hypertextual 

transposition of nineteenth-century English novels, such as Meredith’s, Thackeray’s, 

Dickens’s and George Eliot’s fiction.

4.3 Society as portrayed in Haldlfiai

My summary of the characters of Haldlfiai will support my views on the Hungarian 

criticism of this novel. Apart from Babits’s concrete mention (intertext) of the 

‘ dramatis personae5487 the author4 s note attached to the end of this novel emphasizes 

that his characters are not imitations of real people, since he created them. Babits 

writes this despite the autobiographical background of Haldlfiai. It is worthwhile

m Halalfiai (1984), p. 43. Babits uses this term as I am quoting it here italicised.
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considering this paradox when one interprets the novel. The characters are not really 

inactive and illusionary as some Hungarian critics maintain. They do have a dramatic 

edge. Their world is therefore not only like a historical tableau but also realistic.

Halalfiai starts with the death of the pater familias, Racz Jozsi. His death is a 

metaphor for the disintegration of Hungary. His widow Cenci remains left with their 

four children: Jozso, Imre, Jolan, and Nelli. Dome is Cenci’s brother.488 He is a lawyer 

specialising in constitutional law. He is nostalgically committed to the 1848 ideals of 

Hungarian independence. Cenci’s son, Akos, intends to study in Budapest but dies at 

a young age as a result of debauchery and consequent pneumonia.489 Nelli is married 

off to a local boy, Miska.490 He marries her when he is a qualified judge. He is not 

only strict with himself but also with his family and friends. Nelli lacks character and 

ideals. She is contented to be a house-wife and a caring mother. Dome patronises her 

and her son in Sot. Cenci’s son Jozso lives in Budapest. He marries Erzsi. They are a 

respectable middle-class couple. Erzsi has all the virtues of a good housewife.491 They 

are heirs to ‘the family vineyard’ and have no children. Cenci’s other son, Imre, dies 

when he is still young. Her other daughter, Jolan, remains a spinster. She will survive

488Babits’s maternal grandmother, Innocencia Racz Hidvegi, inspired the character of Cenci in Halalfiai. 
Babits based Dome’s character in the novel on his maternal great-grandfather, Mihaly Kelemen who was 
a lieutenant in the medical corps during the 1848-1849 War of Independence.
489The characters recorded by Babits in his notes show that Babits originally planned to link the history 
of his family and the literary characters in his novel more closely and in a much more structured way. 
According to these notes he would have used his mother and her original name, Aurora and his second 
cousin, and her maiden name Valeria (Geiger) Dienes. He planned to create two separate characters for 
a son in Haldlfiai, that is the son of Mrs Innocencia Racz Jozsef Kelemen; Babits’s cousin, Akos who 
died when young on the one hand and Cenci’s nephew, Imre Ujfalussy who died from pneumonia at an 
early age on the other. See Lajos Sipos, ‘Adatok a Haldlfiai genezisehez’, Literatura, 1 (1979) (54-72), 
59.
490Miska’s character was certainly inspired by Babits’s father who was a strict person with a 
commitment to justice. See introduction and also Gyorgy Belia, Babits tanuldevei (1983), p. 20.
491Both Jozso and Erzsi and Jolan have virtues which are characteristic of the Victorian Age. Apart from 
novels, papers, and art works from this period, see (the exhibition ‘The Victorian Vision’ which took 
place in the V & A between 5th April and 29th. July 2001, and its catalogue) The Victorian Vision, ed. 
John M. Mackenzie (V & A Publications, 2001), and (‘Representing Britain’ in the Tate Britain from 
24th March 2001, and on the catalogue of this exhibition,) Martin Myrone, Representing Britain 1500- 
2000, 100 works from the Tate collection (London: Tate, 2000).



her sister, Nelli, and Miska. The other family in the novel is from the same provincial 

background and their lives become interwoven with Cenci’s family. Gyula Hintass 

does his legal training in Budapest with Miska. He meets his wife Erzsi while a 

student. Erzsi reads French novels. She is discontented and feels out of place in the 

provincial town. Gyula and Erzsi are discontented with the routine of every day life. 

They also live beyond their means. They are trouble-makers. They behave 

dramatically and the narrative’s description of their conduct is also dramatic. The 

Scharpingers are also one of the local families in Sot. Their role resembles that of the 

Hirschfelds in Kartyavar. They are introduced when Dome, Gyula Hintass, Erzsi, 

Miska and Nelli are already living there. They are not only a Jewish banking family 

but, like the Hirschfelds, are also in touch with contemporary West European culture. 

They are more charitable than the Hirschfelds and sponsor local literary activities. 

Imrus grows up with the two Hintass girls. He is truly fond of Noemi. Later on, 

Noemi starts working for the Scharpingers. The old Scharpinger’s son, Mano, 

becomes Noemi’s boss. They strike up an affair towards the end of the novel. Gitta 

and Noemi both lack the dramatic behaviour of their mother. Gitta is a haughty, but 

not unpleasant, blue-stocking. Noemi is gentler and has a fickle nature. She is not 

only more beautiful than Gitta, but also allows herself to be misled easily. Imrus is 

likewise easily misled. He makes many mistakes before finding his place. The 

youngest character of the novel is Gyula’s and Nelli’s son, Dodo. He is their only 

child and has a playful nature.

Many minor characters have important roles in Halalfiai. One of these is the 

young poet, Laci Kovacs, who is murdered in debauchery. Another is the young 

baron, Gida, who is present at the night of the murder. He becomes drunk and throws 

money at Laci irresponsibly. Laci is murdered because of this money. The family
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doctor and Imrus’s university mates in Budapest are also examples of relevant minor 

characters. The description of Transylvania where Imrus teaches gives an idea of the 

society in Erdovar.492

Apart from the fact that the background of the family in Halalfiai is 

agricultural, the society of the novel is outlined as groups of people related by blood- 

ties. As in, for example, Middlemarch493, the main characters come from only a few 

families which are in close contact with each other. Just like in the English novel, 

even the wider sphere of the characters is strictly restricted to a particular society.494

492Erdo means ‘forest’ and var ‘castle’.
493Even in the structure of closely related and connected provincial society one can see the parallels 
between Middlemarch and Halalfiai. All the main characters in both novels are connected, related, and 
originate from the same background. In Middlemarch the Vincys and the Garths are the two established 
families. Though from the same background and connected to them, the Casaubons and Ladislaws 
including Dorothea Brooke, are outsiders compared to them. They have new ideas which make them out 
of place. Lydgate is also like them because he goes to Paris and returns educated and with foreign ideas 
of medicine. In Halalfiai Dome, Cenci and the Sharpinger family represent the settled conventional way 
of life. The descendents of their families intermarry such as the families in Middlemarch. Miska, Gyula, 
Imrus and Erzsi become out of place: Miska and Imrus, because of their high level of education; Erzsi 
because of the time she spends in Budapest, her French ideas of fiction and her consequent 
discontentedness; Gyula, because he becomes a criminal and Nelli because she joins him. What is good 
in Middlemarch as opposed to Halalfiai is that the ‘younger’ generation with the new unconventional 
ideas (Lydgate and Ladislaw) and fantasies (Dorothea) can settle down and coexist with the established 
families. See George Eliot, Middlemarch, ed. Rosemary Ashton (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1994).
494Stone writes in connection with One o f our Conquerors: ‘In its own way Radnor’s circle is as 
representative and unified as the Middlemarchers, but, if George Eliot’s community is itself a controlling 
force of its inhabitants’ destinies, the Radnor circle is under the baton of one man’, Novelists in a 
Changing World (1972), p. 158.
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4.4 The classical, European and English qualities of Halalfiai

Halalfiai undoubtedly abounds in classics-based tropes. It contains many references 

to themes and characters in Homer, Virgil, other classical plays, Dante, and the Bible.

These allusions often carry a moral connotation and form a network.

This referential system demonstrates a way in which Babits followed 

European and English conventions of fiction. Reoccurring classical similes of the
\

novel are the comparison of Uncle Dome to Agamemnon,495 Cenci to the Sybils, Nelli
V '" " '

to Helen of Troy, and Imrus to Don Quixote. This trope system is consistent and 

meaningful.

Like Agamemnon in The Iliad, Dome is a leading character all through the 

story of the novel. Following his model, Dome is uncompromisingly committed to his 

principles. His political stance has priority over his family ties. His is like the Greek 

hero from this point of view, too. Agamemnon sacrifices his daughter, and Dome will 

refuse to receive visitors or make an allowance to his nephew’s naive credulity, 

because of his uncompromising commitment to what is right and wrong.

Cenci’s indomitable powerfulness is equal to the Sybils. She is not prone to 

ailments or even death in Halalfiai. Nelli is a central female character like Helen of 

Troy. She is kidnapped by Gyula from her rightful husband. In sharp contrast to 

Helena, she never becomes reunited with her husband or is depicted as living with her 

kidnapper in afterlife. She is a contrast to her classical model.

Imrus is likened to Don Quixote. It is his naive idealism and inherent 

goodness that makes Imrus most akin to the old knight: Tmrusban e varatlan

495Halalfiai (1984), p. 157.
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megszolitasra, a szolgalatkesz Don Quijote ebredt fol’.496 He does not even doubt the

innocence of his girlfriend.

One must emphasise the importance of Virgil’s Georgies as a source of this

novel. A principal ideal of the Georgies is agriculture, because of the stability that lies

in the cultivation of the land Virgil writes the following about rural occupations:

But still the farmer furrows the land with his curving plough:
The land is his annual labour, it keeps his native country,
His little grandsons and herds of cattle and trusty bullocks.
Unresting the year teems with orchard fruit, or young 
Of cattle, or sheaves of com
Brimming the furrows with plenty, overflowing the bams.497 

The cultivation of vineyards which is the basis of the family’s origin and stability in 

Halalfia is also a branch of wholesome agriculture in Virgil. Another piece of 

Babits’s source:

Now the vines are tied, the plants are done with pruning,
The last vine-dresser sings over their finished labours,
Yet still you must keep the soil busy, the dust on the move,
And watch apprehensively the weather that threatens the 
ripening grape498

The system of classical tropes and the Latinity is not an affectation, as some critics 

maintain. It is a feature typical of a certain convention of novel writing. One can see 

the roots of it in Thackeray499 and Meredith for instance. Babits indicates his affinity 

with this style of writing when he uses its devices.

496Babits, Halalfiai (1984), p. 354.
497Virgil, The Eclogues The Georgies (Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 1999), book II, 
lines 512-518, p. 86. The same ideal is the principle of the idea in Spencer’s Faery Queen. It is a 
fundamental concept in Thomson’s Seasons, in Romantic verse such as in Wordsworth’s, Burns’s and 
later Tennyson’s oeuvre. See The Tradition o f Virgil: Three Papers on the History and Influence o f the 
Poet by Junius S. Morgan, Kenneth McKenzie and Charles G. Osgood (Princeton: P. U. P., 1930), pp. 
28-33.
498Virgil, The Eclogues The Georgies (1999), book II, lines 414-19, p. 83.
4"A  description of allegorical-referential skeleton of early Thackeray was done by John Loofborough, 
Thackeray and the Form o f Fiction (Princeton N. J.: Princeton University Press, 1964).



4.4.1 Don Quixote

Babits’s references to Don Quixote links him to Cervantes. It also connects his works 

to many of his English precursors, because the Don is also a popular figure of English 

fiction. Gillian Beer summarises the universal features of his person. These are what 

most authors utilise:

Don Quixote represents the idealization of the self, the refusal to doubt inner 
experience, the tendency to base any interpretation of the world upon the personal 
will, imagination and desire, not upon an empirical and social consensus of 
experience.500

Babits uses all these features in his Quixotic characters. His own summary of the 

Spanish hidalgo is less universal and more allegorical than Beer’s. He writes in

Halalfiai:

Ez a Sancho Panza nem szunik dofkodni Don Quixote-jat; s ha Don Quixote alszik, 
almaban dofkodi. Don Quixote nem ehes: de Sancho Panza mindig ehes. Vajon igaz- 
e, hogy Don Quixote nem ehes? Nem inkabb ugy van-e, hogy Sancho Panza is Don 
Quixote ehseget erzi ezuttal? [... ] Don Quixote mintha idogepen utazott volna ide: 
egyedul volt es anakronisztikusan.501

The above quoted extract also contains a reference to H. G. Wells’s Time Machine 

which becomes relevant in connection with Babits’s next novel: Elzapilota. The 

Quixote-Panza partnership is more likely to refer to Dome and Imrus and less likely to 

allude to Imrus and Rosenberg. Both Imrus and especially Dome are old-fashioned 

and idealistic characters who live in their own old-fashioned world. Imrus says about 

Dome: ‘Lucifert mindannyian inkabb vallalnok, mint Don Quijotet, s Imrus 

romantikus kodot arasztott magabol erre a szovetsegre, melyet maga sem tudta mert,

500Gillian Beer, The Romance (London: Methuen, 1970), p. 42.
501‘This Sancho Panza does not cease prodding his Don Quixote. He prods him in his dreams when he 
falls asleep. Don Quixote is not hungry but Sancho Panza never ceases starving. Is it true that Don 
Quixote is not hungry? If not it that Sancho Panza feels Don Quixote’s hunger in this instance? [...] As 
if Don Quixote came here on a time-machine. He was lonely and old-fashioned’, Halalfiai (1984), pp.
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egy kicsit szegyellt onmaga elott’.502After this Imrus is compared to Don Quixote 

again at the end of the novel: ‘Don Quijote latszolagos nyugalmaban volt valami

hosi’.503

Don Quixote did not only reach Babits through the work of Cervantes. As I 

have already mentioned, Don Quixote also reached Babits through his favourite 

English writers. The original figure must have been the main source of inspiration for 

Babits but his English models must have further strengthened and coloured his use of 

this character. In Kartyavar Partos is principally modelled on Don Quixote and then 

on Pickwick who is also a descendent of the old knight.504 Apart from Dickens, many 

other English authors used the archetype of Don Quixote as a model of their 

characters.

Not only is Pickwick505 based on Don Quixote, but also Mr Jamdyce in Bleak 

House: “‘You will lose the disinterested part of your Don Quixote character,” said 

Lady Dedlock to Mr. Jamdyce, over her shoulder again’.506 A ‘suit and armour 

containing Don Quixote’ in Chesney Wold’507 alludes to the Lady’s husband’s, Sir 

Leicester’s character itself.

Thackeray frequently adapted the figure of the errant knight in his novels. In 

an enthusiastic comment on Don Quixote he emphasises the value Don Quixote’s 

honest naivete represents in a world which does not treat him very well: ‘I read Don 

Quixote nearly right through when I was away. What vitality there is in those

502‘We would all rather take responsibility for Lucifer than for Don Quixote. Imrus radiated a romantic 
air at the thought of this alliance of which, though he did not know why, he felt a little ashamed’, ibid., 
p. 390.
503‘There was something heroic in the seeming calm of Don Quixote’, Halalfiai (1984), p. 574.
504See footnotes 249.
505See footnote 216.
™Bleak House (1948), p. 255.
507Ibid., p. 406.
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characters! What gentlemen they both are! I wish Don Quixote were not thrashed so 

very often’.508 This is often the case with Imrus, too. He is punished even when his 

mistake is the consequence of Gyula’s forceful behaviour. He is also undeservedly 

deceived by Noemi.

In George Eliot’s Middlemarch Lydgate dislikes it when Dorothea is identified 

with the archaic character of the old knight: ‘Lydgate did not stay to think that she 

was Quixotic’.509 This can be compared to Dome’s loyalty towards Cenci. This is 

unlikely to be a direct link, but a valid parallel. All the English Quixotic allusions, 

however, must have at least subconsciously contributed to the workings of Babits’s 

mind when he was shaping his characters.

Another favourite English novelist of Babits, Meredith, also modelled heroes 

on Don Quixote. Sir Austin in The Ordeal o f Richard Feverel and Roy and Beltham 

in Harry Richmond are a couple of old fashioned heroes with old fashioned 

principles. Donald D. Stone writes: ‘Harry’s two mentors are incapable of change, 

unlike the hero, and as such join the great ‘unteachable’ creations of literature, like 

Falstaff and Don Quixote’.510 As I have already remarked, Babits’s Imrus also finds it 

hard to learn his lesson in real life. He is almost unteachable until the very end when 

he starts working.

Babits was also well acquainted with Walter Scott’s Waverley. 511 This novel 

was based on the Spanish tale too: ‘perhaps anticipate in the following tale, an

508W. M. Thackeray’s, Newcomes (London: John Murray, 1920), p. xxiv.
509George Eliot, Middlemarch (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1994), p. 763.
5I0Donald David Stone, Novelists in a Changing World: Meredith, James and the Transformation o f 
English Fiction in the 1880s (Cambridge Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1972), p. 111.
511‘mint Walter Scott, aki a lathato embert kereste a multban, vagy a tortenettudosok koziil Augustin, 
Thierry, Michelet es masok’, ‘such as Walter Scott who looked for the invisible man in the past, or 
Augustin, Thierry, Michelet and others amongst the historians’, Mihaly Babits, ‘ Az irodalom elmelete’ 
(12. 05. 1919.) inMintkiildnos hirmondo (1983), p. 255. Also Babits, Az europai irodalom tortenete 
(1979), p. 300,315, 365-366, 393, 408,
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imitation of the romance of Cervantes’.312 It is likewise possible to read Babits’s story 

as an ingenious reworking of the Spanish romance.

Another of Babits’s hypotexts, Tom Jones, also contains a description of an 

old-fashioned charming character such as Squire Western. Fielding writes in his 

novel:

IN WHICH IS INTRODUCED ONE OF THE PLEASANTEST BARBERS THAT 
WAS EVER RECORDED IN HISTORY, THE BARBER OF BAGHDAD NOR HE 
IN Don Quixote NOT EXCEPTED.513

A male character with this type of old-fashioned charm does not exist in Halalfiai.

The gravity and heaviness of Miska’s, Dome’s, and even Imrus’s characters is in 

sharp contrast to that of Squire Western. This is a valid claim in the case of all 

Babits’s eighteenth-century sources.

The Expedition o f Humphrey Clinker also provided Babits with a model of an 

old-fashioned world: ‘Here he was interrupted by my uncle; who asked peevishly, if 

he was Don Quixote enough, at this time of the day, to throw down his gauntlet as 

champion for a man who had treated him with such ungrateful neglect’.514 Babits 

knew Roderick Random too.515 This work does not lack allusions to Don Quixote 

either: ‘when Cervantes, by an inimitable piece of ridicule, reformed the taste of 

mankind, representing chivaliy in the right point of view’.516

The above analysed sources all contributed to Babits’s colourful application of 

the naive but principled knight’s archetype. As I have already mentioned, one can see

512Walter Scott, Waver ley (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998), p. 18.
513Henry Fielding, The History o f Tom Jones, A Foundling (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1997), p. 347.
514Tobias Smollett, The Expedition o f Humphry Clinker (Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 
1991), p. 68.
515‘Smollett, Lesage kovetoje, brutalis humorral ir, es tengereszkaraktereket fest\ Mihaly Babits, Az 
europai irodalom tortenete (1979), p. 212.
516Tobias Smollett, Roderick Random (London: Dent and New York: Dutton, 1967), p. 4. For a 
reference to ‘Dulcinea’ see pp. 301, 324.
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colourful versions of Don Quixote in many of his characters such as Partos, Miska, 

Imrus and even (Cenci and) Dome.

4.4.2 Concrete English References

There are concrete English references in Halalfiai. A few of these are Nick 

Carter and the English detective story,517 Gulliver, Robinson,518 Chaucer,519 Byron,520 

Ruskin,521 Meredith,522 Oscar Wilde,523 Coriolanus,524 Hamlet,™ King Lear,™ 

Illustration and Illustrated London News, 527 Walter Crane and William Morris,528 

Macaulay,529 Darwin,530 Spencer,531 five-o ’clock,532 Good morning 533 and Mene Tekel 

Faresz 534 These stand out of the Hungarian text, and draw our attention to the 

English source material. A few of these references characterise sometimes a situation 

and at other times a character in the novel.

Miska reads crime stories in which the famous detective is Nick Carter.535 A

feature of these stories is witty innocence. They are not only entertaining and 

instructive, but also show a strong commitment to justice.536 They manifest one

511 Halalfiai (1984), p. 431.
518Ibid., p. 233.
519Ibid., p. 326.
520Ibid., p. 431.
521 Ibid., p. 367.
522Ibid., p. 461.
523Ibid., pp. 303, 384, 518.
524Ibid„ p. 428.
525Ibid., pp. 296-97.
526Ibid., 405.
527Ibid„ p. 380.
528Ibid., p. 303.
529Ibid., pp. 9, 14.
530Ibid., p. 367.
53Herbert Spencer’s constitutional ideals were sources of Kartyavar. See footnote 301. See also Babits 
Mihaly levelezese 1890-1906 {1998), pp. 72, 76, 91, 110, 114, 156, 423.
532Haldlfiai (1984), p. 522.
533Ibid., p. 392.
534Ibid„ p. 418.
535See footnote 272.
536‘0ne of Smith & Street’s most enduring recurring characters, Nick Carter started as a boy detective in 
1886. In 1915 his pulp changed to Detective Story Magazine, an important prototype for the hardboiled
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particular kind of interest Miska has. A more dominant side of his character is shown 

by his preoccupation with more philosophical authors. He takes notes on Kant’s legal 

order, and Macaulay’s tenets on excessive intellectual freedom. These authors are 

part of the subject matter of the book he reads. This might even be an old law text

book.537 Macaulay’s arguments on the importance of education could well have been 

one root of Babits’s principles. They both believed that the more information people 

have the better they can judge. They also maintained that mass education can prevent 

crime. Education is for the benefit of everyone.53®

Gyula’s behaviour is described as Byronic. He is compared to Don Juan when 

he stays with Nelli in Venice.539 The interior of the Scharpingers’ home is 

characterised by being in the style of Walter Crane (1845-1915)540 and William Morris 

(1834-96).541 These artists are referred to as the pioneers of the political philosophies

school of pulps which followed’ [... ] One of these magazines was the New Nick Carter Weekly by 
Command o f the Czar (New York: Street & Smith, 1905). See http://ie.search.msn.com/en- 
gb/srchasst/srchasst. htm. On the same site one can read Nick Carter, Detective: The Solution o f a 
Remarkable Case by a celebrated author in Nick Carter Detective Library, No. 1 (New York: Smith & 
Street, n. d.).
537Halalfiai, p. 14.
538‘We all, Churchmen, Presbyterians, Independents, Baptists, Methodists, have an interest in this, that 
the great body of the people should be rescued from ignorance and barbarism. [...] so is every man, to 
whatever sect he may belong, bound to contribute to the support of those schools on which, not less 
than on our arsenals, our common security depends’, Thomas Babington Macaulay, ‘Education’ (1847), 
in Selected Writings, ed. John Clive and Thomas Pinney (Chicago and London, University of Chicago 
Press, 1972), pp. 232-33. Macaulauy also writes in his ‘Minute on Indian Education’ (1834), ‘the career 
of improvement. And how was this change effected ?[...]  ‘not by calling him “a learned native” when he 
has mastered all these points of knowledge: but by teaching him those foreign languages in which the 
greatest mass of information had been laid up, and thus putting all that information within his reach’, 
Ibid., p. 244.
539Ibid„ p. 129.
540Walter Crane was designer, design writer, artist and illustrator. He became the head of the Royal 
College of Art in 1897. Some of his ideas about education and drawing can be described as Ruskinian. 
See Michael Snodin and John Styles, Design and the Decorative Arts: Britain 1500-1900 (London V& 
A Publications, 2001), p. 394.
541 William Morris designed interior wallpapers, tiles, stained-glass, carpets and tapestries. The Morris, 
Marshall, Faulkner and Co., and from 1875 the Morris and Company manufactured his designs. See 
ibid., p. 392. Walter Crane was an early associate of the above company. See Andrea Rose, The Pre- 
Raphaelitism (London: Phaidon, 1992), p. 23. William Morris was a prominent public figure promoting 
the value and joy of craft work and the need for equality of opportunity. See Snodin and Styles, Design 
and the Decorative Arts (2001), p. 392.

http://ie.search.msn.com/en-
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of the Arts and Crafts.342

Babits’s reference to Morris and Crane illustrates an appreciation of their 

works. The Scharpingers, for instance, are sober respectable people. They are also 

realistic patrons of modem Hungarian art. They are a credit to the environment they 

have created, and their surroundings also characterise their family in a positive way.

Imrus’s life when he stays with Dome is compared to that of Robinson. They 

are not only well behind their time but are also isolated. Imrus is resentful of this 

sphere. When Imrus is taken back by Dome for the first time, he has lines from 

Hamlet in mind. These occur in connection with his father’s grave. Imrus is idealistic, 

and the odd one out in his old world. This is because he is sensitive and differently 

cultured. It is typical of him that he admires the works of Ruskin. Ruskin was another 

key figure of the Arts and Crafts Movement:

His direct appeal to the heart, and his belief in the reforming power of personalised 
art and hand-craft based on a study of nature influenced people as diverse as William 
Morris; leaders of the Aesthetic Movement like Edward Godwin and Oscar Wilde, 
and members of the Arts and Crafts movement into the years after 1900.343

Imrus is also more emotional than many other characters. At a particular phase of the

novel, his actions are characterised as being like those of Coriolianus. This is because

of his contempt towards Dome and what he represents. Then it becomes proved by

events that it is Dome that has the upper hand over him and not the other way round.

Imrus and the Viharagyu circle mention Wilde because of the belief that nature can

be created by art. This, again, shows Imrus, and his university mates’ unrealistic

idealism.

The Illustration and Illustrated London News are on the table in a Budapest

342Ibid„ p. 420.
543Ibid„ p. 387.
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hotel where the contributors of Viharagyu meet. This context alludes to the 

exclusivity of French and English literary culture in the Hungarian capital. The 

publication date of the English magazine, Illustration, is later than that of Halalfiai.™ 

Because of the clashing dates it is highly likely that Babits is referring to the French 

L 'Illustration (13 Rue Saint-Georges Paris).545 This magazine was much like the 

Illustrated London News until 1925. It dealt with contemporary politics, arts, health 

matters, geography and portraits. After 1925 it specialised in arts exclusively.

The Illustrated London News (London)546 was a colourful magazine which 

provided news from all over the world. It dealt with excavations in the lands of 

ancient civilisations, current politics, geography, insects, sports, hunting, horse- 

racing, fine arts, health matters, personalities and royal news. Both magazines and the 

level of culture they represent are in contrast with what Viharagyu can achieve. They 

are also in sharp contrast with Dome’s and Cenci’s ‘narrow-minded’ but healthy 

provinciality.

Towards the end of the novel Imrus compares himself to Paul Verlaine and 

Wilde. Rosenberg is a friend of Imrus. He gives a lecture on Darwin and Haeckel. 

Gitta is also part of the Viharagyu circle. They all read Spencer. Herbert Spencer was 

preoccupied with the happiness of the individual in relation to society. His ideas are a 

root of a principal theme in Halalfiai. Spencer writes:

all our social evils and imperfections are due to want of complete adjustment between 
men and the conditions of social life—are, indeed, nothing more than the

544Illustration: A Quarterly Magazine Devoted to the Craft o f Mechanical Reproduction and thereby 
Dealing with Art and Workmanship in Printing, and Science in Advertising and Commerce, 2, ed. 
Gerard T. Meynell (London: Milford lane, n. d.). This periodical appeared only in 1928-29 according to 
the British Union-Catalogue o f Periodicals, ed. James D. Stuart, Muriel Hammond, and Erwin Saenger, 
4 vols. (London: Butterworths Scientific Publications, 1955-1958), ii (1956), p. 446. (This is interesting 
because Gyula praises the quality of the print and paper when he picks up these magazines.)
545L 'Illustration Journal Universel Hebdomadaire, dir. ReneBaschet, 76-85 (1927-1935).
™Illustrated London News, 152-171 (1918-1927).
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contemporary jarring and wrenching of a machine the parts of which are not yet 
brought into thorough working order as the process of adaptation is still continuing... 
eventually all friction will entirely disappear.547

This really means: ‘that no one can be perfectly moral till all are moral; no one can be 

perfectly happy till all are happy’.54*

It is typical of Gitta that she admires the works of Ronsard, Chaucer and 

Meredith. Chaucer and Meredith appeal to a well-educated taste. The Canterbury 

Tales are full of archetypal characters. The stories of this work all contain universal 

meanings. This is why Chaucer appeals to Gitta who is a clever, self-conscious and 

self-consistent character. She finds Hungarian literature not only naive, but also 

irritatingly rhetorical. Gitta speaks foreign languages too. Her attitude to the world is 

not so much emotional but rational. She and her sister, Noemi, are compared to the 

daughters of King Lear. Young Mihaly Andrejev also falls into this line despite the 

fact that he is a boy. A posh hotel’s ‘five-o ‘clock ’ suggests an almost imaginary 

situation in which Imrus finds himself after having spent the night with a prostitute. 

Good morning! is used in a trilingual context. It, again, draws attention to the multi

cultural background of the novel. The theatrical use of foreign greetings also aims at 

flattering Imrus who is really cultured. It also disguises their user’s dishonest motives.

Mene Tekel Faresz is a reference to the riddle Belshazzar faces in the Book of 

Daniel in the Old Testament.549 This reference was, however, also applied by Poe. It

547For more information on Babits and Herbert Spencer see footnotes 301 and 531. William Henry 
Hudson, An Introduction to the Philosophy o f Herbert Spencer, 2nd edn. (London: Routledge and 
Thoemmes, 1996), p. 44.
548Herbert Spencer, 2nd edn., Social Statics, intr., Michael Taylor (London: Routledge and Thoemmes, 
1996), p. 456.
549‘MENE; God has numbered thy kingdom, and finished it. TEKEL; Thou are weighed in the balances, 
and art found wanting. PERES; Thy kingdom is divided, and given to the Medes and Persians’, Daniel 5. 
The Holy Bible (Cambridge, London, New York: C.U.P., n.d.), p. 1042.
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can be found in the Narrative o f A. Gordon Pym.550 Babits’s fifth novel also has a root 

in this work by Poe. Gyula takes up this phrase in Halalfiai. His bragging criticism is 

received coldly by Jozso.

While the ecclesiastical and medical terms in the novel are frequently Latin, 

the financial terms are mostly English.551 This is not only an English characteristic of 

Halalfiai, but also a reference to Anglophilic Istvan Szechenyi’s foundation of 

economics in Hungary. The Hitel552 by Szechenyi is mentioned in Babits’s essays. It is 

interesting to add that British economics was a most popular subject with the 

Hungarians from the 1780s on. Jozsef Kis, Ferenc Szechenyi and Gergely Berzeviczy 

studied the works of Adam Smith.553 Hitel was a product of Szechenyi’s English 

studies. It contains many English terms and footnotes. Szechenyi started it with a 

motto from Byron. He utilised the tenets of Adam Smith, Jeremy Bentham and David 

Ricardo among others. The ideas of capitalism Szechenyi suggested in Hitel are 

shown in the Scharpingers in Halalfiai.554 It is a fact that even at the date of Halalfiai 

the Scharpingers’ banking business was only one illustrative example of successful

550The Complete Tales and Poems by Edgar Allan Poe, n. e. (London: Penguin, 1982), p. 868.
551 See for example budget which Babits italicises. Halalfiai (1984), p. 60.
552In ‘Az irodalom elmelete’ (1919), in Esszek es tanulmanyok (1978), i, p. 569 Babits recalls Arany as 
the writer of an ode to Szechenyi, ‘Eldtted a kiizdes, eldtted a palya, /  Az erotlen csugged, az eros 
megallja ’; The field  is universal and allows scope to You, /  Only the weak will despair, the strong will 
stand their ground’. Babits mentions here that Szechenyi took his motto of Hitel. ‘Az eros ellenall, a 
gyenge ketsegbeesik’ from Byron: ‘The strong will resist while the weak despair’. See Gr. Szechenyi 
Istvan, Hitel A taglalat es a Hitellel foglalkozd kisebb iratok, ed. Ivanyi-Grimwald Bela (Budapest: 
Atheneum, 1930), p. 270 and George Gordon Byron, Don Juan, canto I, verse vii.: ‘And for the fame 
you would engross below, / The field is universal and allows / Scope to all such as feel the inherent 
glow:’, Byron Poetical Works, ed. Frederick Page and John Jump (London; Oxford; NewYork: Oxford 
University Press, 1974), p. 636. Arany’s verse: ‘Szechenyi emlekezete’, in Arany Janos koltemenyei, 2 
vols. (Budapest. Magyar Helikon, 1967), i, pp. 328-44.
553Gergely Berzeviczy’s Oeconomia Publico Politica (1819) was based on Smith’s tenets. Ferenc 
Szechenyi popularised Smith’s works in Hungary. See Sandor Fest, Skociai Szent Margittol a waleszi 
bardokig (Budapest: Universitas, 2000), p. 369.
5540ne of the most important suggestions Szechenyi made was the foundations of a National Bank and 
the enactment of banking laws in Hungary so that people could borrow money, create capital by selling 
land and could invest their money in industry and infrastructure. See Gr. Szechenyi Istvan, Hitel A 
taglalat es a Hitellel foglalkozd kisebb iratok (1930), pp., 385-88, 420. (The Hirschfelds in Kdrtyavar 
are an example of manufacturers and the Scharpingers in Halalfiai of successful bankers.)
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4.4.3 Gothic crime story

The crime episodes in Halalfiai have a Gothic355 and Byronic feature. These 

often mingle with folk motifs and anecdotal narration. The most remarkable examples 

of Babits’s affiliation with the English Gothic conventions of writing are: the 

archetypal figure of the villain, Gyula; the circumstances of murder in the local pub, 

the elopement to Italy and the swindling episode. One cannot find Gothic novels but 

only Jane Eyre on Babits’s (incomplete) library list, however. As I have mentioned 

earlier, these features do not exist in books such as Buddenbrooks. As opposed to this 

type of fiction: Many Gothic novels reproduce the portrait of unrestraint as a quality 

especially characteristic of southern Europe, of Italy, or even particular parts of Italy, 

which is regularly found in eighteenth-century travel writings’.556 Following this 

convention, Babits’s also places the scenes of extravagantly licentious living in Italy. 

Gyula’s main characteristic of the Gothic villain is that he does not only appeal to the 

irrational in Nelli but also seduces her. Nelli would be ‘an angel’ meaning ‘pure’ only 

if she had not been misled by Gyula: ‘The victims of Gothic fiction are frequently 

presented, weak, collapsing, or in chains, as emblems of oppression, and attention is 

focused particularly on the body of the heroine, who always assumes the role of the 

main victim of “vice and violence’” .557 This description suits Nelli perfectly. The 

innocent reverence of nature which is another Gothic feature can be seen in the

5550riginally Gothic was a disparaging term meaning barbarous, medieval. In the 18th century it meant 
barbarous, medieval, supernatural. Devendra P. Vandra, ‘ The Gothic Flame ’ Being a History o f the 
Gothic Novel in England; its origins, efflorescence, disintegration and residuary influences (London: 
Metuchen; N. J.: Scarecrow, 1987), p. 12.
556Chloe Chard, ‘Introduction’ to Ann Radcliffe, The Romance o f the Forest (Oxford and New York: O. 
U. P., 1999), p. xiii.
557Ibid., p: xvii
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character of Cenci.558 Cenci is also the embodiment of unquestionable virtue and 

integrity. Her character is an example of honest innocence which is in sharp contrast 

with those of many others. The innocent poet and his self-alleged murderer, the 

uncontrollable villain Gyula, is another example of this contrast. This opposition of 

sinfulness and utter virtue has its roots in the Gothic tradition.

4.4.4 Features of the Eighteenth-century English novel of adventure

Some of my statements above have already pointed towards the genetic link Halalfiai 

has with eighteenth-century fiction. Halalfiai transforms and creates partly a 

hypertext and partly an architext of eighteenth-century English novels. Babits’s 

hypertextual transposition of the eighteenth-century novel is most explicitly 

manifested in the allegorised or often personified moral concepts used in metaphors 

and similes.

Babits read The Vicar o f Wakefield at home when young.559 Hungarian 

literature had strong roots in Goldsmith even before Babits.560 Babits got to know his 

works also through his Hungarian precursors.561 The Vicar o f Wakefield is an example 

of a story with a moral to it. The heading of chapter XXVIII. is: ‘Happiness and 

Misery rather the result of Prudence than of Virtue in this life; temporal evils and

558A characteristic of Gothic literature is that it contains characters of sombre diabolical villainy, such as 
Lovelace, and pure angelic virtue, such as Clarissa and Pamela. Ibid., pp. 19, 35. It brings to mind 
religion and superstition and chivalry as well as a reverence of nature which is often connected with a 
tale of terror, such as in The Castle o f Otranto. See Devendra P. Vandra, ‘ The Gothic Flame ’ (1987), 
pp. 12, 38. “The impulses of fear, which is most violent and interesting of all the passions remain longer 
than any other upon the memory”, ibid., p. 39. The elopement to Italy is a feature of the Gothic novel, 
such as, one can read it in The Mysteries o f Udolpho.
559Babits, Az eurdpai irodalom tortenete (1979), p. 218.
560 The Vicar o f Wakefield was part of the English university curriculum, and was immensely popular in 
Hungary in the 1830s. See Fest, Skociai Szent Margittdl a waleszi bardokig (2000), p. 395.
561 Janos Arany used The Traveller (1764) and The Deserted Village (1770) and most likely The Vicar o f 
Wakefield in his works. Ibid., 369.



felicities being regarded by Heaven as things merely in themselves trifling, and 

unworthy its care in the distribution’.562 This most likely could have been one 

hypotext of Babits’s frequent moral allegorising in Halalfiai.

Babits’s architextual use of his English models is most explicitly manifested 

in the structural skeleton of certain episodes in Halalfiai which follow the model of 

eighteenth-century novels. These particular episodic subtexts are the descriptions of 

adventures which entail travelling with companions or family. The spa is one special 

destination in this case. I will illustrate this phenomenon of architectural utilisation 

more closely in my detailed analysis of the story-line.

Going on retreat to a spa is a leitmotif in Buddenbrooks as well. The travelling

here, however, is neither detailed nor adventurous. Going to the spa is only a fact

which is part of the order of life. This is what makes it different from Babits’s work

and from Babits’s English root material. Babits writes:

Dome ezalatt Harkanyban varta Cencit, aki a jovo het valamely napjara jelezte 
erkezeset; s csakugyan egy delutan kocsi fordult be a primitiv kurhaus ele, ahol mar a 
delutani muzsika szolt; a kocsi szeles samyomokat hagyott a kavicsokon, s Dome 
messzirol latta—mert epp setajat tette a “parkban” [... ] Az ido rosszra fordult, s 
Dome drult az uriigynek, hogy hazamehet. Kocsin ment, noha Sot es Harkany kozott 
jart mar a vicinalis.563

This is why the hypotextual role of Fielding4 s Tom Jones564 and especially 

Smollett’s The Expedition o f Humphrey Clinker is more relevant in Babits’s text than 

that of the German novel. Their works as a model show not only in the figure of

562Ibid., p. xv.
563‘Meanwhile Dome expected Cenci in Harkany. Cenci promised to arrive any day the following week. 
She arrived one afternoon, indeed. Her cart stopped in front of the old-fashioned kurhaus where 
afternoon music was played already. The cart left wide strips of mud on the pebbles and Dome was able 
to see these—because he happened to be taking his afternoon walk in the “park” just then [...] The 
weather turned cold and Dome was pleased to have an excuse to go home. He travelled by cart despite 
the fact that there was a train link between Sot and Harkany’, Halalfiai (1984), pp. 233-34.
564A scene of chance encounters while travelling can be found, Henry Fielding, The History o f Tom 
Jones, A Foundling (1997), pp. 539-40.
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Dome, but also in passages such as the one cited above. An example from the latter 

source:

I find that the Roman baths in this quarter, were found covered by an old burying 
ground belonging to the Abbey; through which, in all probability the water drains its 
passage: so that as we drink the decoction of living bodies at the Pump-room, we 
swallow the strainings of rotten bones and carcasses at the private bath.565

Dome’s and Cenci’s travelling backwards and forwards between the provincial town,

Sot, and the spa, Harkany, also recalls Goldsmith’s The Vicar o f Wakefield again:

It was about the beginning of autumn, on a holiday—for I kept such as intervals of 
relaxation from labour—that I had drawn out my family to our usual place of 
amusement, and our young musicians began their usual concert.566

It is worth mentioning that Meredith’s Evan Harrington is likewise a novel of 

adventure; full of meaningful comings and goings between the homes of the different 

characters. It was modelled primarily on Tom Jones,567 and is certainly another source 

of Babits’s novel.

4.4.5 Meredith

Meredith as a principal source of this work is obvious to those who know the English 

novelist. Babits admired Meredith.568 The keen interest Babits’s Halalfiai shows in

565Tobias Smollett, The Expedition o f Humphry Clinker (1991), p. 46.
56601iver Goldsmith, The Vicar o f Wakefield (London; New York; Toronto: Dent, 1917), p. 23.
567Barbara Hardy’s introduction to George Meredith, Evan Harrington (Woodbridge: Boydell and 
Brewer, 1983), p. vi.
568Babits translated The Egoist while writing Halalfiai and wrote an essay, ‘Meredith’, on the occasion 
of Meredith’s death (1909). This essay demonstrates his knowledge of the works of the English writer. 
In it Babits calls Meredith an optimist who is not even aware of his optimism, because of his unity with 
Nature and love of Nature: ‘Eljetek, ahogy a Fold tanit, es eszetekbe se jut sem optimizmus, sem 
pesszimizmus’; ‘Live as the Earth teaches you to live, and do not think of either optimism or pessimism’, 
Esszek es tanulmanyok (1978), i, p. 101. Babits also sees Meredith as a writer in whose works there is 
no “dissociation of sensibility” and who understood the benevolence of humour. Babits regards Meredith 
as the most realistic of educators. He considers H. G. Wells, whose works are the main source of 
inspiration of his next novel, to be Meredith’s equal in his staunch belief in education: ‘Senki nem 
vetette jobban szemere egy nemzetnek kotelessegeit gyermekei irant, kimondva, hogy mindennel 
fontosabb a jovo nemzedek dolga. Meredith kolteszete (az elet e hu masolata) pompas bizonyiteka 
Wells gondolatainak’; ‘No one had viewed the obligations of a nation towards its children more
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society is akin to Meredith’s novels. This is true despite the fact that Babits’s work is 

much more pessimistic than the optimistic social philosophy which is manifest in 

many of Meredith’s works. Should one fail to recognise Meredith as a principal 

source of Halalfiai, Babits’s use of intertext: Imp o f the perverse, as I quote it here,569 

will indicate Meredith’s role in inspiring the composition of this novel.570 The 

description of outdoor adventures in The Egoist undoubtedly inspired Babits in his 

description of the two families outing to the lake.571 Babits’s hypertextual 

transposition of Meredith’s The Egoist is explicit in the theme, diction and wording 

of the character’s bathing in the lake:

A furdo alakok megint folmeriiltek a gyepszelen, versenyt futva es nedves 
tordlkozoikkel csapdosva. Valaki koszontotte oket. Ugeto patak zaja Clara figyelmet 
a fasorra vonta. Willoughbyt latta a park pazsitjan atvagni s egy szot ejtve Vernon 
fele, tovabblovagolni. Akkor o is elojott, hogy lassak. [...] Crossjay nagyot rikkantott 
oromeben. Willoughby megforditotta fejet, de nem lova fejet. A fiu eleibe szaladt 
Claranak. Keresztul uszta mar a tavat oda-vissza; versenytfutott Mr. Whithforddal—s 
legyozte! Mennyire szerette volna, ha Miss Middleton is ott lett volna! [... ] Clara 
irigykedve hallgatta ot. Ez volt a gondolata: “Mi nok oda vagyunk szogezve 
nemiinkhdz!”.572

thoroughly, and stated that the future generation is above everything in importance. Meredith’s poetry 
(this faithful copy of life) is splendid evidence of H. G. Wells’s thoughts’, See Esszek 4s Tanulmanyok 
(1978), i,pp. 107.
569Halalfiai (1984), p. 454.
570‘Imps have their freakish wickedness in them to kindle detective vision: malignly do they love to 
uncover ridiculousness in imposing figures. Wherever they catch sight of Egoism they pitch their camps, 
they circle and squat, and forthwith trim their lanterns, confident of the ludicrous to come’, George 
Meredith, The Egoist (London; Sydney; Toronto: The Bodley Head, 1972), pp. 7-8.
571Babits translated three chapters of The Egoist: ‘An Aged and Great Wine’, ‘Hires bor, ven bor’; 
‘Clara’s Meditations’, Clara elmelkedesei’ and ‘Shows the Divining Arts of a Perceptive Mind’, ‘mely 
egy fogekony elme kitalalo muveszetet mutatja’. He cooperated with Arpad Toth who translated the 
remaining chapters of the novel. Their joint translation of The Egoist was published in two volumes in 
Budapest in 1921. (Maria Stauder-Katalin Varga, Babits Mihaly bibliogrdfia (1998), p. 154. Though 
the chapters Babits translated do not include the train scene they include the chapter on vine and wine 
containing references to Horace and Pindar. The vineyard and wine and are central motifs in Halalfiai.
A reference to Horace is in Halalfiai (1984), p. 250. The lake scene in the Egoist is also comparable to 
the one in Halalfiai. The many metaphorical descriptions that Babits uses similarly to Meredith are 
obvious in the descriptive scenes. Chapters XX-XXI are close to the train scene which Babits surely 
knew. More about the background of this scene can be read in John Goode, ‘The Egoist: Anatomy or 
Striptease’, in Ian Fletcher, Meredith Now: Some Critical Essays (London: Routledge; Kegan Paul, 
1971), and in Gillian Beer, A Change o f Masks (London: Athlone, 1970).
572George Meredith, AzEgoista (1921), i, p. 308.
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The bathers reappeared on the grass-ridge, racing and flapping wet towels. Someone 
hailed them. A sound of galloping hooves drew her attention to the avenue. She saw 
Willoughby dash across the park-level, and dropping a word to Vernon, ride away. 
Then she allowed herself to be seen. [... ] Crossjay shouted. Willoughby turned his 
head, but not his horse’s head. The boy sprang up to Clara. He had swum across the 
lake and back; he had raced Mr Whitford—and beaten him! How he wished Miss 
Middleton had been able to be one of them! [... ] Clara listened to him enviously. Her 
thought was: We women are nailed to our sex!573

A fiiirdestol tavol volt minden pikanteria, mert abban az idoben a holgyek meg 
rendkivul illedelmes furdokosztumot viseltek. [... ] A kislanyok nagy sikongast 
csaptak vekony hangjukon; egyszer pedig a kis Noemi kicsuszott az apja kaijaibol, es 
nagy kialtassal lemeriilt a vizbe. [... ] Aztan maga uszott be a vizbe, mutatni, hogy 
ahol o van, nines ok felelemre: egy ugrassal messze lodult el a parttol, szep, bama, 
ferfias tagjait mutogatva, kivetve neha kaijat vagy combjat a folhabzo vizbol, aztan 
bemartva ismet fel arcat es sorenyet, belesimulo mozdulattal, s elore, elore luktetve a 
puha vizen, egeszen a tulso partig,574

Bathing involved no indiscretion in those days since women wore discreet bathing- 
suits in those days. [... ] The little girls yelled in their thin voice. Little Noemi 
happened to slip out of her father’s arms and ducked under the water with a loud cry. 
[... ] Then he swam into the water showing that there was no reason to fear where he 
was. He took a jump from the bank displaying his attractive, brown and manly limbs: 
showing sometimes his arms, sometimes his thighs over the foams of the water. He 
slid one side of his face and his mane forward and even further forward into the 
water; palpitating in the soft water right to the opposite bank.575

The semantic transpositions here are the decency tied to the female sex and the

unbridled pleasure coupled with physical activity. From the point of view of wording,

one must draw attention to the expression of pleasure the characters find in bathing.

These include metaphors of movement. A relevant illustration of Babits’s conscious

or sub-conscious utilisation of The Egoist is the use of ‘mane’. Since the characters do

not ride in Halalfiai the application of mane for hair is a metaphor and metonymy of

the missing horse one finds described in The Egoist. The movement of Gyula’s head

also corresponds to Willoughby’s.

Moralising, personified abstract nouns and the description of emotions with

573George Meredith, The Egoist (London; Sydney; Toronto: The Bodley Head, 1972), p. 169.
574Halalfiai (1984), pp. 102-03.
575My translation of the previous quotation.
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metaphors of nature are further characteristics of The Egoist. These can all be traced

in Babits’s writing. ‘Clara’s Meditations’ is a hypotext Babits explicitly drew on:

A leany lazban volt, mint egy kodarab fekudt, de ego velovel. Gyors lelkek rohannak; 
s benn vannak mar a szerencsetlensegben, hacsak amyeka rajuk esik. Az aggaly 
iszonyatahajtjaoket. [... ] Egy szemoldok rantas vihartjelent, szello hajotdrest; tiizet 
latni annyi mar, mint egni. Ha az utalat kozelgese az, amitol rettegnek, egy lehelettol 
atszenvedik az oleles tragediajat; s aztan: kesz a kuzdelem koztiik s az undor kozt; 
koztiik s a bun kozt, mely segitseget iger; kOztuk s a gyengeseg kozt, mely a bunhoz 
fordul; koztiik s jobb resziik kozt, mely nem sug illuziot.576

She was in a fever, lying like stone, with her brain burning. Quick natures run out to 
calamity in any little shadow of it flung before. Terrors of apprehension drive them.
[... ] A frown means tempest, a wind wreck; to see fire is to be seized by it. When it is 
the approach of their loathing that they fear, they are in the tragedy of the embrace at 
a breath; and then is the wrestle between themselves and horror; between themselves 
and evil, which promises aid; themselves and the better part of them, which whispers 
no beguilement.577

Babits’s rewording of this passage:

Szemeben “vad tuz egett”; s mintegy “veres titok”: mely nagy jogot ad, s mindent 
kovetelhet. Nellinel a Felenkseg cinkosa lett a Botranynak: nem tudott ellentallni e 
szerelem bejelentett es hangos keresete elott. A bun talan eppen annyira szarmazik 
gyavasagbol, mint vakmerosegbol.578

“Wild fire burnt” in his eyes nearly like a “bloody secret” which empowers one and 
can demand anything. Fearsomeness became the accomplice of Scandal with Nelli. 
She could not resist the loudly submitted plea of love. The origin of sin is as much 
cowardice as fool-hardiness.579

The thematic borrowing is obvious again: love brings about fever. From the point of 

view of tropes, one must notice the use of fire and stone; wildness and burning in the 

metaphors which express emotional states. Halalfiai definitely draws on The Egoist in 

the application of these. The connection Babits makes between cowardice, 

fearsomeness and sin in matters of the heart has its genetic roots in The Egoist too.

It was Toth not Babits that translated the storm passage in The Egoist. Babits’s

576George Meredith, Az egoista (1921), i, p, 297.
577George Meredith, The Egoist (1972), p. 162.
™Halalfiai (1984), p. 131.
579My translation of the previous quotation.
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depiction of a downpour at a state of crisis in Halalfiai, however, copies the theme of

the storm, and is a hypertext of this scene in The Egoist. One can see the source of all

Babits’s stylistic devices in Meredith’s scene. A telling contrast is that while the

central Biblical motif in Babits is the deluge from the Old Testament, the similar key

motif in Meredith is connected with the swine of the New Testament:580

Rain was universal; a thick robe of it swept from hill to hill; thunder rumbled remote, 
and between the ruffled roars the downpour pressed on the land with a great noise of 
eager gobbling, much like that of the swine’s trough fresh filled, as though a vast 
assembly of the hungered had seated themselves clamorously and fallen to on meats 
and drinks in a silence, save of chaps.581

Az eg hangos csattanassal felelt a karomlasra. Imruska felve borult anyja nyakaba, s 
Nelli ijedt es vad szenvedellyel szoritotta magahoz fiacskajat. S ebben a pillanatban 
leszakadt a zapor, oly rettenetes erovel es hirtelenseggel, mint a zuhano kovek—mint 
iszonyu, mennyei tuk, ezer kis hegyes tolcser az asztalokon, uj ozonviz! Es mire a 
csarda viskojaig szaladtak, ot lepest, csuromviz lett minden ruhajuk.582

The sky replied with a loud crash to the curse. Little Imrus leant on his mother’s neck 
apprehensively. Nelli embraced her son with frightened and violent passion. At this 
moment shower began to pour down with such tremendous abruptness and force that 
made it like plummeting stones; terrible heavenly pins; a thousand small pointed 
funnels on the tables: a new deluge! And by the time they had run the five steps up to 
the hut of the inn all their clothes were soaking wet.583

580Mat. 7. 6. and Luke 15. 15.
581George Meredith, The Egoist (1972), p. 213.
582‘The sky replied to the curse with a loud bang. Imruska embraced his mother worriedly and Nelli 
pulled him tight against herself in a frightened and passionate manner. At this very moment the sky came 
down with such tremendous force and abruptness that it was like plummeting stones—like terrible 
heavenly needles and a thousand pointed cones on the tables, a new deluge. And by the time they had 
run five steps to a hut of an inn, they were soaked to the skin. The inn was crammed. It consisted of one 
dark room which only had a small window. The air stunk because of the soaking wet clothes. Nelli was 
on the verge of fainting first because of the stench’, Halalfiai (1984), p. 114.
583My translation of the previous quotation.
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4.5 Halalflai’s story-line and its English sources

The pater familias dies in the middle of the vintage. The description of his death has a

negative aura. It prepares the reader for a story that contains sad episodes:

Nem a vidam, notas szuret volt ez, hanem a bus szuret. Nem a hegyrol megnyilott 
vegtelen lathatar, hanem csak a kodos udvaru, uvegburas gyertyanak fenykdre, 
ongyilkos lepkek legioival: osz es kora estek, kartya es kaba bor. Nem nok s fiatalok, 
csak henye ferfiak, zord politizalok: az elkeseredett magyarsag csiicsult fel a hegyre, 
strazsalni, mig a jovo mamorok leve forr.

Ilyen volt a Racz Jozsi halalos sziirete.584

Evan Harrington is a similarly autobiographical novel by Meredith as 

Halalfiai by Babits. It served as one of Babits’s models. Despite its beginning, the end 

of this English novel is much more cheerful than Babits’s. It begins with the death of 

the pater familias who is the representative of a class. He leaves four children and a 

wife behind, just like Jozsi Racz in Halalfiai'.

Long after the hours when tradesmen are in the habit of commencing business, the 
shutters of a certain shop in the town of Lymport-on-the-Sea remained significantly 
closed, and it became known that death had taken Mr. Melchisedec Harrington, and 
struck one off the list of living tailors.585

After the death of her husband in Halalfiai Cenci takes on the responsibility 

for the family and its land. One of her daughters, Nelli marries Miska. They settle 

down in Sot where Miska starts his career. The birth of their son, Imrus, parallels the 

death of Ddme’s son, Akos. Gyula and Erzsi are Miska’s and Nelli’s neighbours in 

Sot. They have two daughters, Gitta and Noemi. Gyula and Erzsi lead a life of 

ostentatious entertainment. The young poet, Laci Kovacs, is introduced when he is on 

his way to Gyula’s and Erzsi’s party one afternoon. The children in the

584‘This was not a merry tuneful vintage but a sad one. It was not the infinite vista opening up from the 
hill but only the misty courtyard of the circular light shining through the glass candle shade with legions 
of suicidal butterflies: Autumn and early nights, cards and heavy wine. It was not women and youth but 
only idle men talking politics morosely: the desolate Hungarians sat up on the hill keeping watch while 
the liquid of future inebriation was fermenting. Such was the deathly vintage of Jozsi Racz’, Halalfiai 
(1984), p. 5.
585George Meredith, Evan Harrington (London: Chapman and Hall, 1886), p. 1.
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neighbourhood play a trick on the passers by. They put a purse on the road as if 

someone had lost it. The minute anyone wants to pick it up they will pull it away with 

a string. The poor poet becomes the butt of their humour. This episode serves as an 

excuse to discuss the moral nature of man. It is an imitation of the classical 

fabliaux.586

Gyula’s party leads to the first main complication in the story-line. The young 

poet admires Nelli. Gyula boasts of loving Nelli, which makes the poet feel even 

more humiliated. Miska disapproves of the debauchery. He, nevertheless, attends the 

entertainment despite his resentment. Dome stays away to show his disapproval. The 

same night the young poet goes to eat out in the local pub. He becomes involved in 

gambling. Unlike baron Wintersberg Gida he has no money. Gida, who is drunk, 

throws his purse at him. He tells the poet to keep it. On his way home Laci is 

murdered. After the ‘bloody’ event Gyula claims to be the murderer. This is an 

episode on innocence and vice which I referred to earlier, in connection with 

Halalfiai’s roots in the Gothic novel. Gyula resembles Rochester in Charlotte 

Bronte’s Jane Eyre. Rochester is in league with the devil, as well. The destructive 

side of Rochester is more profound than that of Gyula. The origin of Gyula’s badness 

is his confirmed pride and restlessness. They resemble one another in their demonic 

behaviour and appearance.587 This highly contrasted moral opposition culminating in 

crime does not exist in Buddenbrooks.

Apart from its Gothic roots, the description of the night entertainment is also a 

hypertext of Oscar Wilde’s The Picture o f Dorian Gray. Its characters, the debauched

586Aesop; Phaedrus; Horace; Avianus wrote fables about human nature with an instructive purpose. See 
La Fontaine, Selected Fables, ed. Cecile Hugon (Oxford: Clarendon, 1923), pp. 129-73. Fables o f La 
Fontaine, trans. Walter Thombury (Hertfordshire: Omega, 1984), p. 10. Other La Fontaine fables about 
human nature concerning want and greed: ‘The Miser who lost his treasure’, ibid., p. 132, ‘The hen with 
the golden eggs’, ibid., p. 162, ‘The man who runs after fortune, and the man who waits her’, ibid., 
p.237, ‘Not too much’, ibid., p. 335, ‘The miser and his friend’ ibid., p. 367. It also resembles and 
imitates La Fontaine’s fabliaux such as ‘Le Tresor et les deux homes’, ibid., pp. 102-03.
587R. E. Hughes compares the character of Rochester to that of Dionysos, because of his sensuality, 
eroticism and refusal of Apollonian self-knowledge. See R. E. Hughes, ‘ Jane Eyre: The Unbaptized 
Dionysos’, in The Bronte Sisters: Critical Assessments, ed. Eleanor McNees, 4 vols. (East Sussex:
Helm, 1996), iii, p. 123.
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aristocrat, Gida; the self-alleged murderer, Gyula, and the innocent victim, Laci have 

their origins in Wilde too.588 Gyula resembles not only Rochester, but also Henry and 

Dorian Gray from the point of view of the harm he causes:

Laci egyszerre falakat erzett a helyzet es mondanivaloja kozt, 6s fajoan belejuk 
utkozott. Lehetetlen volt beszelni, s mindaz, ami a levego elektromossagabol 
osszegyult bortol meglagyult lelkeben, konnye es szakadozott szavakka zuhant szet, 
bar a baro borosan es el-elfulva bizonyitgatta:589

A hypotext extract from The Picture o f Dorian Gray.

The public-houses were just closing, and dim men and women were clustering in 
broken groups round their doors. From some of the bars came the sound of horrible 
laughter. In others, drunkards brawled and screamed.590

The day after Laci Kovacs’s murder, Nelli is at home making jam. Erzsi goes

to see her. Erzsi’s dramatic outbursts of jealousy disrupt the peace of Nelli’s

household. She theatrically offers Gyula to Nelli and hysterically sulks. Gyula wants

Nelli. He claims her from Miska in the name of love and happiness. He proposes an

outing. Miska is too weak to say no. The older generation, Dome and Cenci, views the

neglect of the children with disapproval. This is a colourful subtext. It is also unlike

anything in Buddenbrooks. Its roots are much closer to the bragging immorality of

Gothic fiction and Wilde. Like in the Gothic trend, flaunted vice draws attention to

the necessity of innocence in the case of Halalfiai.

The two families’ outing is disrupted by the storm. This marks the first crisis

of the novel. It can only be compared with Clara Middleton’s escape from Patteme

Hall in The Egoist. As I demonstrated in my section on Babits’s roots in Meredith,591

the wording which describes the weather expresses the heroines’ emotions.

588See Halalfiai (1984), pp. 71-77 and Oscar Wilde, The Picture o f Dorian Gray (1985), pp. 202-10.
589‘Laci suddenly realised the wall between the situation and what he wanted to say and he felt it 
impossible to overcome. He was unable to speak for pain. Everything that his inebriated heart absorbed 
from the electricity of the atmosphere became tears and debris of torn words. The baron, however, 
drunk and gasping, continued to brag’, Halalfiai (1984), pp. 74-75.
590Oscar Wilde, The Picture o f Dorian Gray (1985), p. 202.
591 See footnotes 580-83.
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It pours with rain. After being stuck in a tiny, dark, stinking inn with one

window, everyone sets out on foot to catch the train back home in Halalflai. Nelli is

driven by all the wrong emotions such as blind hate towards her husband. She knows

that her husband is morally superior to her. She feels guilty but this will not stop her.

She is thoughtlessly revengeful towards him. She goes with Gyula:

Nelli, aki Miska kaijainak nyugodt kemenysegehez szokott, kuldnos luktetessel erzett 
maga mellett egy idegesebb es bizonytalanabb elementumot.

S ment a sotetben sorsa fele.592

In spite of the fact that she feels little inclination to do so, Nelli gets onto the wrong

train with Gyula. Then they get off this train at a wrong station where they meet

someone from Sot. He reminds Nelli of home. Nelli is too weak to turn back. Even

her attachment to her son fails to halt her inadvertent flight. She goes to Italy with

Gyula. Her head is full of foggy ideas of love. These have their origins in the French

novels Erzsi told her about in Sot.

Earlier on, I quoted Clara’s flight which is principally the origin of Nelli’s.

The motif of the heroine’s flight is also central to Tom Jones:

When, therefore, she came to the place of appointment, and instead of meeting her 
maid, as was agreed, saw a man riding directly up to her, she neither screamed, nor 
fainted away; [... ] Having thus traced our heroine very particularly back from her 
departure till her arrival at Upton, we shall in a very few words bring her father to the 
same place.593

Just as in The Egoist, one must observe the innocence of the flight in Tom 

Jones. Sophia is rescued, and remains completely unharmed. Both these flights are in 

sharp contrast with the poignant awfulness of Nelli’s. The hypertextual transposition 

of these sources by Babits aims to draw attention to the different outcome of the flight

592‘Nelli who has been used to Miska’s calm and steady arm felt next to herself the closeness of a more 
anxious and unsteady element in a palpitating way. Then she proceeded towards her destiny in the 
darkness’, Babits, Halalfiai (1984), p. 118.
593Henry Fielding, The History o f Tom Jones, A Foundling (1997), pp. 472-77.
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in Halalfiai.

The reason for the different consequences of the flight in Halalfiai is the 

negative conduct of many characters which make up society. Gyula is a criminal.

Nelli is without common sense and is easily misled. In The Egoist Vernon Whitford is 

well-meaning. Clara is obstinate, but even her feigned attempt to run away is a 

declaration of her strength of character. She also listens to advice in the end. Whereas 

society is ineffective in Halalfiai, it is supportive of good behaviour in The Egoist and 

in Tom Jones.

Another connection Babits has with his English precursors is his use of gossip, 

letters, and news in the depiction of how society functions.594 As in George Eliot’s 

novels—not only in Middlemarch but also in The Mill on the Floss595 and especially in 

Silas Marner596—the function of gossip and news is to determine the action of 

characters.

Eventually Miska, Erzsi, Gitta, Noemi, and Imrus arrive in Sot while Gyula 

and Nelli arrive in Venice. The Venetian adventure is another truly colourful episode. 

It is much closer to its English Gothic roots and Wilde than to Bnddenbrooks. It is 

Gyula’s and Nelli’s honeymoon. Its settings also have a root in Ruskin’s depictions of

594See Gillian Beer, ‘Circulatory Systems: Money, Gossip, and Blood in Middlemarch’, in Arguing with 
the Past: Essays in Narrative from Woolf to Sidney (London: Routledge, 1989).
595A description of this feature which is characteristic of the entire novel: ‘It was a time when ignorance 
was much more comfortable than at present, and was received with all the honours in good society, 
without being obliged to dress itself in the elaborate costume of knowledge: a time when cheap 
periodicals were not, and when country surgeons never thought of asking their female patients if they 
were fond of reading, but simply took it for granted that they preferred gossip’, George Eliot, The M ill 
on the Floss (Harmondswoth: Penguin, 1995), pp. 185-86.
596An example from Silas Mamer whose story originates in gossip based on bad judgment and then on 
further gossip which are contrasted with real characteristics and events on the one hand and interpreted 
by other people on the other. ‘But while opinion concerning him remained stationary, and his daily 
habits presented scarcely any visible change’, George Eliot, Silas Mamer (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 
1996), p. 9. ‘The repulsion Mamer had always created in his neighbours was partly dissipated by the 
new light in which this misfortune had shown him. [... ] He was generally spoken of as a ‘poor mushed 
cretur’, ibid., 76-77.
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Venice.597 Gyula and Nelli meet one of the young Scharpingers here. Gyula wants to 

borrow money from him. He is sensible enough not to give him any. Gyula forces 

Nelli to live well beyond their means. He gets them into debt. The awesome 

description of Gyula which I have already illustrated, evokes Gothic conventions. His 

dishonest extrovert behaviour also copies Wilde’s style:

‘Live! Live the wonderful life that is in you! Let nothing be lost upon you. Be always 

searching for new sensations. Be afraid of nothing ... A new Hedonism—that is what 

our century wants’.598

Nelli neither enjoys nor is impressed with night-life. She is just as weak a 

character as Sybil or Hetty in The Picture o f  Dorian Gray. All these three ‘heroines’ 

can be seen as variations of Ophelia in Hamlet. Nelli soon becomes pregnant, and 

returns to Gadoros as the mother of Gyula’s son, Dodo. Her return home is enforced 

by Dome’s letter as she does not seem to have the moral strength to make decisions or 

to act.

While Nelli’s and Gyula’s disastrous ‘honeymoon’ is being detailed, the other 

characters get on with their everyday lives in Sot and Gadoros. Erzsi adopts a new 

role of the deserted woman. She starts studying to become an independent teacher.

She is determined to show the world how well off she is on her own. Erzsi’s character 

has its roots in Meredith’s ideal of enlightened women.599 One must add here that

597See footnotes 142 and 143.
5980scar Wilde, The Picture o f Dorian Gray (1985), p. 28.
599SeeMihaly Babits, ‘George Meredith’ (1909), in Esszek es tanulmanyok, (1978), i, pp. 108-09. 
Meredith writes in his letters: ‘but when women of our easier classes descend among the poor to interest 
and lift them, they do more than Radicals for winning heaven’s blessing on otherwise unrighteous order 
of things. Would that there were more of you!’, ‘George Meredith’s letter to Miss Foster (Box Hill, 
Dorking November 1, 1889), in Selected Letters o f George Meredith, ed. Mohammad Shaheen 
(London: Macmillan; New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1997), p. 109. Meredith’s views on the liberation 
of women were anticipated by Mary Shelley’s mother Mary Wollstonecraft (Godwin): ‘I come round to 
my old argument; if woman be allowed to have an immortal soul, she must have, as the employment of
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Babits admired Meredith’s enlightened attitude to women. In contrast to Meredith’s 

contemporary English literature,600 the presentation of an ambitious independent- 

minded and educated woman was fairly unusual in the Hungarian literature of 

Babits’s time. The teacher in Margit Kaffka’s Maria evei (1912), Maria Laszlovszky, 

is an independent-minded educated woman but her life remains unfruitful. She finally 

commits suicide. The heroine o f Allomasok (1914), Eva Rosztoky, becomes 

independent and survives, but is neither ambitious nor successful. She is, however, 

happy and finds contentedness in art. Gyorgy Bodnar rightly deems that Margit 

Kaffka wants to show a new phenomenon in these female characters. They have given 

up their domestic role but cannot become independent professionals yet. They 

symbolise a state of crisis in the development of society.601

Miska remains faithful to himself. He makes sure that he gives Nelli a divorce 

so that she should be able to marry Gyula. He looks after his son. He teaches him and 

takes him for walks. He also brings his old law books down from the attic and 

dedicates himself entirely to his work. He catches a cold and dies of pneumonia.

Cenci leaves the care of his son to Dome. By this stage of the novel Cenci is the only 

totally reliable member of the family.

Cenci buys Dome’s share of the vineyard. She is in full command. She works

life, an understanding to improve’, Mary Wollstonecraft, A Vindication o f the Rights o f Man; A 
Vindication o f the Rights o f Woman; An Historical and Moral View o f the French Revolution (Oxford 
and New York: Oxford University Press, 1999), p. 133.
600Consider especially Anthony Trollope’s and the attitudes of John Stuart Mill. In Phineas Finn for 
example ‘The aristocrat Laura, the heiress Violet and the adventuress Madame Max are all in their ways 
seeking liberties, human rights some might say, normally denied their sex. Laura wants to ‘meddle with 
politics’ [... ] Violet to be free of the marriage-market [... ] Madame Max to make a place for herself in 
the male-dominated and traditionally exclusive “upper ten thousand” [...] we are reminded of Mill’s 
Subjection o f Women and the ideal o f  feminine independence it holds out’, Anthony Trollope, Phineas 
Finn (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1985), p. 24.
601Gydrgy Bodnar, ‘Kaffka Margit regenyei’, in Kaffka Margit regenyei (Budapest: Szepirodalmi,1968),
p. 6.
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incessantly and travels between Gadoros and Sot in order to take care of the family. 

Others also travel. Imrus, Dome, Gitta, Noemi and Erzsi travel between Sot and 

Gadoros. Dome and Cenci go to the spa in Harkany for recreation. This is an 

important feature since it architextually links Halalfiai to the novel of adventure. It 

has its roots in the already detailed hypotexts of Meredith,602 Fielding, Goldsmith, 

Sterne and Smollett.603

Nelli’s return to Gadoros is taken for granted. She gets back depressed. Not 

even Imrus’s occasional holiday visits to Gadoros can restore her to her old self.

Dome also returns to Gadoros briefly. The whole family convenes in Gadoros before 

they set off again in different directions. Imrus, Nelli, Jolan, Dodo, Gitta, Noemi, 

Erzsi, and Cenci all meet up here. Nelli and Jolan remain in the background. Noemi 

and Imrus conduct a youthful love affair. Noemi has little interest in scholarship.

Gitta, however, is a genuine scholar. She is well-read in many subjects. She even puts 

Imrus to shame by speaking foreign languages well. Cenci takes financial 

responsibility for Imrus so that he can go to study in Budapest. Imrus’s main 

preoccupation at this stage is English, German, and French. The narrator also 

mentions Shakespeare’s Hamlet. His dreams about becoming a poet are mostly 

inspired by Laszlo Kovacs’s verse.

This structure shows Fielding’s Tom Jones as one of Halalfiai* s architextual 

sources. It is typical of Fielding’s novel that the characters purposefully travel in order 

to encounter each other at certain places where their future destinies are decided. In

602The description of travels also has a prominent role in Meredith’s novels. The Adventures o f Harry 
Richmond and The Ordeal o f Richard Feveral consist of many travels. Babits had both of these novels 
in his library. (The Adventures o f Harry Richmond (London, n. d.), The Ordeal o f Richard Feveral, 2 
vols. (Leipzig, 1875). The Ordeal o f RichardFeverel has a negative ending. Harry Richmond, however, 
ends happily and therefore resembles The Egoist.
^S ee footnotes 513-15, 559-61, 564-66.
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Fielding the state of affairs do change at these encounters. The problem Halalfiai 

shows up is that while the travels of the characters in the English novels are usually 

effective towards a good end, they are often ineffective in Halalfiai. One must, 

however, notice that the travels of the old generation are an exception here, since 

Dome and Cenci often save nearly-lost causes.

In respect of successfully ending episodes, Halalfiai is more comparable to the 

world of The Mill on the Floss604 and to that of Middlemarch than to the more 

cheerful world of eighteenth-century novels of adventure. Departures, leave-takings, 

encounters and journeying are main features in Middlemarch and in The Mill on the 

Floss. The settings of these novels remain mostly the same provincial society all 

through. The personalities of the characters, and their positions do not fundamentally 

change either. The story of The Mill on the Floss is easily comprehensible. The story 

of Middlemarch contains many vicissitudes 605 before it reaches its moderately ‘happy 

ending’. From the point of view of diversions in the main story-line, Halalfiai is 

between these two George Eliot novels.

The journeying of the characters in Babits’s novel continues even after the 

reunion in Gadoros. From here on, however, Budapest becomes one of the most 

frequently occurring settings for further complications. Noemi, Gitta, Imrus, Jozso

604The Mill on the Floss ends with the death of Maggie and Tom. Maggie Tulliver’s and Tom’s 
innocence, liberal thinking, friendship and love prove incapable of survival in their own (earthly) 
environment. The novel finishes with the epitaph: ‘In their death they were not divided’, George Eliot, 
The M ill on the Floss (1985), p. 657.
605An example is the circumstances around the reading of Mr Peter Featherstone’s will [George Eliot, 
Middlemarch (p. 337). (One must, nevertheless, add that Fred Vincy’s disappointment will not prevent 
him from becoming happily married to Mary Garth in the end (ibid., pp. 828-34). Another example is the 
transaction between Joshua Rigg and Bulstrode when Bulstrode buys Stone Court (ibid., pp. 520-30) 
and when his past is disclosed (ibid., p. 348; pp. 614-19; pp. 619-25.). Raffles’s murder in which both 
Bulstrode (ibid., pp. 614-19; 686-88) and Lydgate (ibid., 697-700) are implicated is another such 
episode (ibid., pp. 704-712; 720). Lydgate’s marriage, the fact that despite his medical training and 
commitment he is not successful either in his private or public life, Rosamund’s accidental or devised 
miscarriage (ibid., pp. 457-9; 595-98; 647-667) and then Lydgate’s death and Rosamund’s view on his 
death (ibid., pp. 834-35) form a story that has many bitter sides to it.
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and his wife all end up living in Budapest. Noemi works in a bank. Imrus and Gitta 

study at the same university. Jozso and his wife are settled permanently in the 

Hungarian capital. In the interval between the meeting and parting in Gadoros, Laszlo 

Kovacs’s verse is published posthumously by Scharpinger. This volume gives Imrus 

further inspiration to take up a literary career. Cenci runs into debt again because of 

contaminated wine in the area which discourages people to buy local wine. The 

trouble makes Cenci stronger. It gives her even more energy to continue despite 

everything. She carries the difficulties of the whole family.

The action of the story-line in Budapest centres on Imrus’s and Gitta’s student 

life. Imrus does not move in with Jozso and his wife as a lodger because he feels 

uncomfortable with them. He and Gitta become entirely immersed in university life. 

As I have already mentioned, they read and discuss Ruskin, Meredith, Spencer, 

Darwin, Haeckel, Nietzsche, and Wilde. Imrus and his fellows launch a magazine 

whose title is Viharagyu. This is to be sponsored by Gyula. Both Gitta and Imrus are 

naively led to believe that Gyula has money to support their enterprise. The issue of 

the magazine’s foundation is the root of the next set of complications within the 

second half of the novel.

Gyula appears in the role of a debauchee capitalist bragging about his support 

for the latest intellectual trends. He relies on Scharpinger’s reputation for being a 

patron of the arts. He gets money through his younger daughter, Noemi. She pretends 

to invest money that does not exist. Gyula deceives Imrus. The young student cannot 

see his real character despite the fact that he knows about his past. Gyula compares 

himself to King Lear. The narrator describes his pose as ‘Byronic’. While Gyula is 

present, the Gothic and Byronic approach feature most prominently in the novel.

When Imrus returns to Gadoros at Christmas, Nelli and Cenci become wary of
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Gyula’s reappearance. Imrus, however, goes back to Budapest before the end of the 

summer vacation because he finds his family’s provinciality intolerable. From here 

on, the comings and goings of the characters take place within Budapest; between 

Budapest and Sot, and Budapest and Gadoros. Unlike in his hypotext models, the 

situation of Babits’s characters is really grim at this stage. The only potentially 

successful male descendant slips out of the protective circle of both his family and 

society.

The launching of the magazine coincides with Dome’s visit to Budapest. He 

commissions Imre to take out life-insurance for Nelli. Gyula gets Imrus to lend him 

Dome’s money. He also suggests that the young man makes Noemi underwrite the 

whole sum. Imrus forges Dome’s signature. When Dome’s next letter arrives from Sot 

instructing him how to dispose of the sum, he realizes the full consequences of what 

he has done. Meanwhile Imrus becomes involved with Noemi again. He thinks she 

loves him while Noemi is having an affair with her boss. Gyula reappears. True to his 

Gothic and Byronic manner he puts on a great act proclaiming what a sinful villain he 

is. There is no way back from corruption and crime. The truth is revealed at Gadoros 

when Scharpinger meets Dome. He informs Dome on how his money was spent. He 

clarifies that he gave Imrus the money for a different purpose. He deems that Imrus 

has betrayed his trust. Faithful to his moral principles, Dome cannot absolve Imrus.

As a result of the negotiation, Scharpinger sacks Noemi.

Before all this is fully revealed, Nelli learns from a letter that Scharpinger is 

looking for Imrus. The consequences of this letter set off the next set of complications 

which culminate in Noemi’s, Imrus’s and Nelli’s further trials.

On receiving the letter, Nelli wants to sell her part of the vineyard. She has not 

enough money. She is also determined to set off to see Dome in order to apologise on
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her son’s behalf. Dome is uncompromising. His rejection makes all Nelli’s good

intentions come to naught. Thus the whole burden of finding Imrus falls on Cenci’s

shoulders. She has to deal with the debt he has accumulated as well. Cenci sets out to

find Imrus. She first goes to Jozso’s flat. Imrus is not there, however. While she is

trying to find Imrus, Imrus meets an old class-mate in the street. They spend the night

drinking and talking. Then Imrus goes to the suburban woods on his own. He finally

ends up at Rosenberg’s flat on the brink of suicide. Gyula tries to blackmail Imrus by

claiming that he destroyed Noemi. Gyula’s manipulating accusations and his

circumstances have a root in James Vane’s speech in the London underworld:

Tisztelt Uram!—irta Gyula, mert ez a dm  meg a legaljasabb csabitot is megilleti—ha 
nem akaija, hogy megvetesem teljevel sujtsam Ont, tegye jova, amit a szerencsetlen 
leany irant elkovetett! Itt all elhagyatva, kereset nelkul, memem mondani: egy falat 
kenyer nelkul, tamasz nelkul! Onnek kotelessege kaijat nyujtani a gyamoltalan 
holgynek. Mindent tudok, s nem titok elottem, hogy On mit koszonhet neki. On nem 
kockaztatott semmit. Gazdag rokonsaga bizonnyal mindent eligazit. De az en leanyom 
egeszegzisztenciajakockan ftigg. [...]606

It is worthwhile noting the corruption this narrative describes as opposed to the

innocent world of Meredith’s novels. James Vane’s argument:

You wrecked the life of Sybil Vane’, was the answer, ‘and Sibyl Vane was my sister. 
She killed herself. I know it. Her death is at your door. I swore I would kill you in 
return. For years I have sought you. I had no clue, no trace. The two people who could 
have described you were dead. I knew nothing of you but the pet name she used to 
call you. I heard it tonight by chance. Make your peace with God, for tonight you are 
going to die.607

The motifs are similar in these two novels. Imrus, however, is not guilty while 

Dorian is guilty of insincerity. Gyula’s bragging phraseology copies James Vanes’s

606‘Dear Sir, Gyula wrote, because even the vilest of seducers can qualify to this title. Should you want 
to save yourself from my contempt, please remedy what you have done to my daughter! She is left 
without a living, without any support so much so that she has not even her daily bread. You are obliged 
to lend the helpless lady a hand. I know everything and I am perfectly clear about what she has done for 
you. You have risked nothing. Your well-to-do relatives will surely sort everything out for you. The life 
of my daughter is, nevertheless, at stake’, Halalfiai (1984), p. 534.
607Oscar Wilde, Dorian Gray (1985), pp. 202-11.
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words. The difference between Vanes’s words and Gyula’s is that Vanes’s are true to

their meaning and Gyula’s only hide his own crimes.

While his relatives are searching for Imrus, Rosenberg phones Jozso and

informs him that Imrus is with him. Cenci goes to Rosenberg’s flat to take Imrus

home and thus saves his life. It is a fact that Jozso’s prejudice against Rosenberg is

stronger than any blood ties that could urge him to help Imrus. Before Imrus’s return

to Gadoros the narrator describes the behaviour of the rest of the family. Nelli is

worried but unable to act. Jolan is dissatisfied but does not even try to change her

situation. Emma feels superior to all the others in Gadoros. The depiction of the

characters’ thoughts mostly consist of interior monologues which are also main

features of Thackeray’s, Dickens’s and George Eliot’s fiction:608

Milyenjok, milyen jok mind! Csupa becsiiletesseg, josag szeretet ero mindenki! Csak 
en vagyok a hitvany, a gyenge, a becstelen, iigyetlen, nevetseges!—gondolta, de 
kozben tudta mar, hogy csak onlealazasa kedveert gondolja ebben a formaban.609

An example from Middlemarch:

‘I should learn everything then,’ she said to herself, still walking quickly along the 
bridle road through the wood. ‘It would be my duty to study that I might help him the 
better in his great works. There would be nothing trivial about our lives. Everyday 
things with us would mean the greatest things.610

Nelli goes off to Sot to see Dome but Dome does not receive either her or

anyone else. She has to return to Gadoros without seeing him.611 These and countless

608Raba considers the interior monologues and the author’s interruption of the interior monologues a 
product of Babits’s utilisation of Meredith’s works. Gyorgy Raba, Babits Mihafy (1983), p. 243.
609‘—How good they all are! How good, honest, strong and loving everyone is! Only I am useless, 
weak, dishonest, clumsy and ridiculous!—he thought but meanwhile he knew that he only thought like 
this in order to humiliate himself, Halalfiai (1984), p. 538.
610George Eliot, Middlemarch (1994), p. 29.
6UThe description of Nelli’s jewel-box in which she rummages to find some money to cover her 
travelling expenses reminds one of Dorothea’s in Middlemarch: De most foltarult a nyitott ladiko, s a 
penzen ldyul nehany ekszer is kerult ki belole: egy regi nasfa, amit Jolan mar ugyse hordott, mert nem 
volt divatos, egy aranyszkarabeuszokbol alio nyaklanc es mellkereszt, korallgyongydk, brossok; sot egy 
masik dobozt is kihozott Jolan, melynek barsonyagyan egy keszlet kis, ezust evoeszkoz hevert, ez is
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other examples of the lack of cooperation between either members of the same family 

or members of the same society are generally unlike the situation in the English 

novels. They are, however, main symptoms of society’s ineffectiveness in Halalfiai. 

The story-line finishes with Dome’s and Cenci’s travels. The journeying feature of 

Babits’s hypertext novel of adventure dominate even at the end of Halalfiai. The final 

scene gives a paradoxical ending to Babits’s work and thus smothers the tragic.

The key episode before the very end of the novel is Nelli’s funeral. On this 

occasion Imrus returns from Transylvania where he works as a school-master in order 

to pay off his debt to Cenci. Although his way of living is compared to being dead and 

Transylvania to a dead land, his state of living death parallels his awakening from 

illusions and from ‘the dream of a great verse epic’. He conscientiously devotes 

himself to work and pays off his moral and financial debt to Cenci. The potential of a

sajat kiilon tulajdona, mert keresztelojere kapta meg’; ‘The little jewel-box was now open and apart 
from the money one could also find a few pieces of jewellery in it. One of these pieces was an old 
pendant which Jolan ceased wearing a long time before since it was out of fashion; a necklace a pendant 
crucifix, coral beads and brooches. Then Jolan got another box out at the bottom of whose cushioned 
velvet lining lay the set of silver cutlery which she got for her Christening’, Halalfiai (1984), p. 514., 
‘The casket was soon open before them, and the various jewels spread out, making a bright parterre on 
the table. It was no great collection, but a few of the ornaments were really of remarkable beauty, the 
finest that was obvious at first being a necklace of purple amethyst set in exquisite gold work, and a 
pearl cross with five brilliants in it’ George Eliot, Middlemarch (1994), p. 12. Nelli and Jolan go 
through their boxes because they think they need money. Dorothea and Celia do the same because they 
have some time to themselves and enjoy looking at them. Nelli’s and Jolan’s jewellery is more modest 
than that of the other two sisters. They all have crucifix pendants.
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The paradox of the end is that only the passively alive Imrus has in himself the 

promise of a new start in life while the aged Dome and Cenci remain the only actively 

travelling representatives of the family. Cenci is still in charge of the vineyard too.

Her unflagging strength is, again, a manifestation of Babits’s adaptation and 

vindication of the Virgilian ideal of agriculture according to the Georgies. To quote 

Babits, ‘Es mind a ketten a Halalra gondoltak, mely itt feledte oket, ebben az ingo, 

rozoga kocsiban’.612 The epilogue to the novel restates this paradox of living and 

creating while being passive. It claims that artists are like small Gods in their role of 

being creators, and that the non-autobiographical autobiography, that is the novel 

itself, creates life.

4.6 Conclusion

Halalfiai uses many conventions of English novel writing. It describes its world much 

like many nineteenth-century English novels in which it has its roots. I am thinking 

here of George Eliot’s and George Meredith’s works in particular. Its depiction and 

word-view is more pessimistic than most of its eighteenth-century English hypotext 

models of fiction. It is, however, architecturally, modelled on Fielding’s and 

Smollet’s works. While many English novels encourage individual characters to 

improve their personality, society as portrayed in Halalfiai is mostly ineffective in 

this regard. Through some positive and many negative examples, Babits’s novel 

emphasises the need of a sound society. Babits’s historical perspective is also akin to 

many of its nineteenth-century English models. It commences in the present which

612‘And they were both thinking about death which had forgotten them, and left them in this rocking, 
ramshackle carriage’, ibid., 578.
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reaches back into the past which changes back into the present.613 The world it 

describes is, nevertheless, fundamentally unchanging despite its cyclical tendencies.614 

One of the most stable values of Halalfiai is linked to agriculture meaning a natural 

way of living. This is what unites Babits’s various favourite sources such as Virgil 

(Ruskin and the Arts and Crafts Movements) and Meredith in his work. Cenci is the 

embodiment of this way of life.

In spite of the fact that Halalfiai' s depiction of its society is less complex than 

that of its nineteenth-century English models, its interest in the way society works is 

much like them. The way it describes society according to the changes in their 

members’ attitudes towards each other is also the same. What can be a point of debate 

is the mood Babits attempts to create in his novel, and his novel’s religious quality. 

This is also an issue of discussion in the case of nineteenth-century English novels. 

Babits applied liberal, biological, sociological and physiological theories in his 

writing. These strongly resemble George Eliot’s approach to the themes of her 

novels.615 Halalfiai must have roots in her works. The dominant mood and the 

judgemental basis of Halalfiai are, although mellower, but ultimately less forgiving 

than George Eliot’s works.616

Halalfiai contains a mixture of a wide variety of genres, as Babits listed them 

himself in the above quoted interviews. It also resembles in its composition many of

613This approach is also characteristic of other nineteenth-century works, such as Waverley. Gillian Beer 
points out a reason why this temporal perspective of writing is relevant: ‘By choosing a neutral, 
unfashionable period of the recent past he is, he says, deliberately ‘throwing the force of my narrative 
upon the characters and passions of the actors; those passions common to men in all stages of society’. 
He seems to be working on the neo-classical principle that what is interesting is the permanent rather 
than the temporary impulses of man’s nature’, Gillian Beer, The Romance (1970), p. 65.
614Cenci’s debt and repayment of debt is a good example of this.
615‘The cosmology, sociology, and psychology of positivism led George Eliot to see reality as composed 
of an alien cosmos within which there exists a moral order which makes the world habitable for the 
human spirit and is a source of human values’, George R. Creeger, George Eliot: A Collection o f 
Critical Essays (Englewood Cliffs; New York: Prentice Hall, 1970), p. 19.
616Stone writes this about The M ill on the Floss ‘while Eliot analyses life from a realistic-scientific point 
of view, she puts her material together with an artistic-romantic desire to transcend that reality’, Donald 
D. Stone, The Romantic Impulse in Victorian Fiction (Cambridge, M. A.; London, Harvard University 
Press, 1980), p. 165, and he writes about Silas Mamer, ‘Eliot’s intention is very clearly to integrate 
character and society (as in a Schiller idyll) so that instead of the latter contaminating the former, the 
former will enrich the latter’, ibid., p. 220.
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Thackeray’s, Meredith’s and George Eliot’s novels.617

Halalfiai has its roots most deeply in the fiction of George Eliot, Meredith and 

W. M. Thackeray. This is because of its complexity and its thoughtful approach to the 

world it describes. The world-view of George Eliot’s and Thackeray’s works is based 

on a fictional attempt at a fair rational consensus on how human beings act and what 

is beneficial for society. Halalfiai is likewise an investigation into the ethics of 

society. This includes matters of love and fairness in close relationships. All these 

novels show consequences of their characters’ conduct. Despite their varying degrees 

of optimism, pessimism and complexity, both Babits’s Halalfiai and its English 

models are representations of their authors’ humane world-view.

617See more on this in the above quoted secondary literature, and also Judith Wilt, The Readable People 
o f George Meredith (New Jersey: P. U.P., 1975), and Barbara Hardy, Forms o f Feeling in Victorian 
Fiction (London: Peter Owen, 1985).
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5.2 A summary of secondary literature

I provide an account of the secondary literature on Elza pilota for two reasons. One, 

because no one has given a summary of it yet. Two, because the different views show 

many meanings of this complicated novel. One of its contemporary critics, Aladar 

Schopflin (1933) distinguishes Babits’s work from early utopias, such as Plato’s and 

More’s. These works sought to express the desire of mankind. He sees Elza pilota's 

origin in eighteenth-century works such as Candide because of its ironic use of the 

subtitle, the perfect society. Schopflin claims what Babits also maintains, namely that 

Elza pilota shows where it would lead if all the slogans and ideals of the 

contemporary world of the novel were to be fulfilled. Schopflin observes that Babits 

expresses his ideas not only by depicting human lives but also through the events that 

happen to people. He deems the story of the small planet a fantastical inset. His final 

statement is that Babits’s novel is not a prophecy but a warning, because it leaves God 

out. Schopflin hopes that what Elza pilota describes cannot take place on a planet that 

is created by God.618

Frigyes Karinthy (1933) compares the novel to the Book o f Revelations 

because it is a product of an outcry such as what John would have made if he had 

lived during the time of its writing. He claims that the novel’s intention is to warn 

about the death of Europe; about the death of culture; about mankind’s overprotection 

of property through which means can outweigh the end, and the world can sink into a 

state of eternal war. Karinthy also writes that because of mankind’s lack of faith, all 

values can become expunged. Man can also make his prison so small that he will 

suffocate himself. Karinthy also compares Babits’s novel to one by H. G. Wells. He

6nNyugat, 2 (1933), 533-38.
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does not specify which one but he must have had The Shape o f Things to Come (1933) 

in mind. Karinthy does not do H. G. Wells justice. He claims that the fantastic in H.

G. Wells is an end to itself while in Babits’s work is a prophecy. It is a means serving 

a greater conception. In H. G. Wells it is a display of genius, a terrifying code and 

phosphorescent letters whose light shows things as if in the sense of the magic phrase 

Mene Tekel.619 One must add that while Babits’s statements agree with Schopflin’s 

view they do not agree with Karinthy’s. Babits writes that his novel is a nightmare 

that can come true unless mankind does its best to make their world better. My 

reading of Elza pilota sees the novel as a hypothetical argument which is independent 

of making a statement on the world’s future.

Janos Dezso (1985) reads Elza pilota as an analysis of the extent people can 

become debased in an excessively inhuman world. He rightly notes that Babits 

heightens the seriousness of the novel’s message by placing this allegorical world in a 

real historical perspective. The events of Elza pilota take place a generation within 

the time of its writing. Dezso maintains that Babits provided a bitter refutation of the 

ideals More expressed in his Utopia. He lists Asclepius, Hermes Trismegistus, and 

Biblical writers who considered states of the world without the existence of a god or 

gods. He mentions Candide, Spengler’s, Der Untergang des Abendlandes*20 and St.

6l9Nyugat, 2 (1933), pp. 544-46.
620Oswald Spengler, Der Untergang des Abendlcmdes: Umrisse einer Morphologie der Weltgeschichte 
(Munich: C. H. Beck, 1969). Oswald Spengler (1880-1936) was one of the philosophers of the Republic 
of Weimar. See Literatur Lexikon: Autorenund Werke deutscher Sprache, ed. Walther Killy, 15 vols. 
(Munich. Bertelsmann, 1988-1993), xi (1991), pp. 97-98. Der Untergang des Abendlcmdes regarded the 
culture of the West Faustian and as such that it has reached its zenith of its development and has entered 
the phase of decline which it calls civilisation. ‘Die systematic Art der Weltbetrachtung hat im 
Abendlande wahrend des vorigen Jahrhunderts ihren Gipfel erreicht und (iberschritten. Die 
physiognomic hat ihre groBe Zeit noch vor sich. In hundert Jahren werden alle Wissenschaften, die auf 
diesem Boden noch moglich sind, Bruchstticke einer einzigen ungeheuren Physiognomik alles 
Menschlichen sein’, Oswald Spengler, Das Untergang des Abendlcmdes (1969), p. 135.
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Wulfstan’s work621 as Babits’s sources of inspiration. Dezso even compares Babits’s 

work to Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World in detail. He deems that such as Babits, 

Huxley also projects the problems of the present into the future. The world both 

writers describe has an abstract moral dimension. Those who oppose the leading trend 

of the monolithic state are exiled in Huxley and tortured in Babits.622 The chronology 

of the narrative symbolises the final negation of culture in each novel. Brave New 

World shows how people are conditioned,623 and brought up to fit in with the 

prevalent trend of power. Elza pilota demonstrates that the war indirectly conditions 

people to do the same. Aging is artificially prevented in Huxley’s novel. The war also 

kills people before they could grow old in Babits’s work. Ethics are non-existent in 

both these worlds. As a result, people are reduced to exclusively biological and 

physiological entities.624 Dezso maintains that Huxley’s novel is about the problems of 

science. It is an anti-science science-fiction, because it shows the negative 

consequences of an exaggeratedly scientific world-view.625 Babits’s novel is also

621 St. Wulfstan was a native of Icentum in Warwickshire. After a tempting sight of wantonness, he 
became a monk. He practised great austerities, instructed children and was treasurer of the church. He 
became bishop of Worcester in 1062. A miracle forced William the conqueror to treat him with honour. 
Therefore the Normans did not replace him after the conquest. He raised the number of monks to fifty at 
Worcester. He was canonized in 1203, and died in 1095. See Alban Butler, The Fathers, Martyrs and 
other Principal Saints, i, pp. 78-79. Lionel Butler and Chris Given-Wilson, Medieval Monasteries o f 
Great Britain (London: Michael Joseph, 1983), p. 31, 396.
622In the Republic by Plato public life has priority over private life. Mill believed that private interest 
ought to be harmonious with that of the public: ‘but also that a direct impulse to promote the general 
good may be in every individual one of the habitual modes of action, and the sentiments connected 
therewith may fill a large and prominent place in every human being’s sentient existence’,
‘Utilitarianism’ in John Stuart Mill, Utilitarianism, Liberty and Representative Government (London 
and New York: Dent and Dutton, 1954), p. 16. Also: ‘we ought to shape our conduct by a rule which 
all rational beings might adopt with benefit to their collective interest’, ibid., p. 49. Both in Babits’s and 
Huxley’s novels one finds an extreme version of this idea.
623The idea of regulated child-bearing—1 Major instruments o f social stability. Standard men and 
women; in uniform batches. The whole of a small factory staffed with the products of a single 
bokanovskified egg’, Aldous Huxley, Brave New World (New York: Harper and Row, 1946), p. 6.— 
can be found in both novels. The treatise that could well have been a source of this idea is T. R.
Malthus, ‘An Essay on the Principle of Population’.
624Janos Dezso, ‘Babits Elza pilotaja mint antiutopia’, Uzenet, 5 (1989) (369-78).
625‘The theme of Brave New World is not the advancement of science as such; it is the advancement of
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about what people will do to their world if they lose their humanity.626 1 find that 

issues of social hierarchy are more crucial for Huxley627, while either inter-cultural 

understanding or war for Babits.

One must mention that Babits was about to finish Elza pilota in 1930-31 and 

conclude that Huxley’s novel was published only in 1932. Amongst their sources, 

such as Voltaire, Huxley’s novel compares best to L 'Ingenu (1767)628 while Babits’s 

to Candide (1759).629

The reader is introduced to the ins and outs of the 1689 French court in 

Versailles through the point of view of a savage (natural man) and his loving helper, 

Mile. De St. Yves in L 'Ingenu. The reader is shown an over systemised scientific 

world through the eyes of again a savage and his unhappy friend, Bernard Marx in 

Brave New World. The reason why Dezso compares Elza pilota to Candide is most 

likely because both Candide and Elza are travellers. They get to know the world in 

which they must live from an outsider’s point of view. The world they become 

acquainted with is equally disillusioning in both instances. It is the opposite of one 

where everything is as well as possible.

Gyorgy Raba (1983) sees Elza pilota as social criticism which is aimed at 

providing a view of contemporary society. He reads it more as a warning than a 

prophecy in which he is right.

science as it affects human individuals’, Aldous Huxley, Brave New World (1946), p. xii.
626Tibor Dery’s G. A. urX. -ben’s preoccupations are similar to Huxley’s Brave New Worlds. It is more 
similar to Huxley’s work than Babits’s, and comes to an entirely different conclusion from Babits or 
Huxley by praising the elementary pleasures of human life.
627A. L. Morton’s point of view agrees with my opinion. He writes, ‘Happiness without Grace can be 
secured only at the price of subordinating the individual, of distorting him to fit the desired pattern’, A. 
L. Morton, The English Utopia (London and Wishart, 1952), p. 200.
628The years of publication are taken from Geoffrey Brereton, A Short History o f French Literature 
(Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1976), p. 89.
629Ibid., p. 89.
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Az einsteini relativitas eszmejetol ihletett630 “Kis F6ld”-rol a befejezes azt sugallja, 
hogy folgyorsitott tortenelme az igazi regenycselekmeny, amelyet tanulsagul 
olvasunk: minden csak a mesterseges kiserlet volt.631

Riba wrongly claims that this novel is well ahead of its time in terms of its 

having an overlapping double narrative which is without precedents. I will return to 

this point in detail because close antecedents of Elza pilota exist right across the 

history of English fiction. Ronay selects the general who commands Dezso’s and his 

fellows’ executions as the central character of the novel. He deems that Babits’s 

selection of him is a sign of his acumen because history proved Babits’s view right by 

producing characters such as Vermes.

In contrast with the above critics, Laszlo Ronay (1982) sees the explanation 

and background of Elza pilota’s story-line more in the contemporary European 

situation of the novel’s writing than in the psychology of its characters. Dezso, 

Schopflin, and Karinthy see Elza’s desertion as a result of bitter disillusionment she 

develops at the front. A concrete example is the cruelty of Dezso’s execution which 

she has to witness. Ronay, however, sees it more justly as one means to make a 

statement on the novel’s contemporary national and international environment.

Ronay’s thinks of the German and Italian nationalism during the 1920s. (One must 

mention that Hungarian nationalism was not any better either.) Ronay writes that 

Schulberg’s character shows Babits’s utilisation of Rudolf Carnap’s (1891-1970) 

thoughts and Percy William Bridgman’s (1882-1961) philosophy. According to him

630Most critics mention Einstein’s theory in connection with Elza pilota. It is, however, only Einstein’s 
theory of general relativity (1915) that inspired Babits in Elza pilota.
631‘The end of the novel about ‘the small planet’ which is inspired by Einstein’s theory of relativity 
suggests that its accelerated story-line is the main story of the novel, which reduces everything to the 
level of an artificial experiment’, Gydrgy Raba, Babits Mihaly (1983), p. 277.
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Babits might also have been inspired by other views of E r k e n n tn i in creating 

Schulberg. Ronay rightly compares Babits’s views of science to Heidegger’s 

philosophy from the point of view that Heidegger deemed science heedless.633 Ronay 

also quotes William James whose works Babits admired. According to James, the 

pragmatists, ‘reality is dumb, and will not give anything away about itself. We talk on 

behalf of it’.634 Ronay also considers Spengler’s philosophy the basis of Babits’s 

thoughts in Elza pilota. This entails the concept of birth, decline and death of 

cultures. It maintains that terror as a standard results in the elimination of the border

line between war and peace, soldiers and civilians, truth and propaganda. Ronay 

concludes that in Der Untergang des Abendlandes Spengler comes to the same 

conclusion about civilisation as Babits in Elza pilota. I must add that even Spengler’s 

approach is more optimistic than Babits’s. The cosmos in Spengler is friendly and 

peaceful. World-wide peace is possible in the sphere of the spirit:

Da, in den Seelen, ist der Weltfriede Wirklichkeit geworden, der Friede Gottes, die 
Seligkeit greiser Monche und Einsiedler, und da allein. Er hat jene Tiefe im Ertragen 
von Leid geweckt, welche der historische Mensch in dem Jahrtausend seiner 
Entfaltung nicht kennen lemt.635

Finally, Ronay agrees with Schopflin in that God is left out of the world of 

Elza pilota. The scientist takes God’s place. Ronay compares the novel’s world and 

thus the cosmos Babits depicts to that of Ninive. He finds that Babits’s narrator is

632Bridgman and Camap contributed to Erkenntnis in the 1930s in Vienna. Laszlo Ronay, ‘Latomas a 
pusztulo es onpusztito vilagrol’, Literatura 3-4 (1980) (428-457), p. 430.
633Ibid., p, 431.
634Laszlo Ronay quotes from Polgari filozofia a huszadik szdzadban (Budapest 1976), pp. 72-104. The 
most outstanding expert of Babits’s assimilation of William James’s philosophy is Gyorgy Riba who 
devotes complete chapters to this subject in Gyorgy Raba, Babits Mihafy kolteszete 1903-1920 (1981). 
He also talks about the same connection briefly in Babits Mihafy (1983).
6350swald Spengler, Das Untergang des Abendlandes: Umrisse einer Morphologie der Weltgeschichte 
(1969), p. 1107.
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similar to Jonah. He wrongly attributes a Don Quixote like quality to Jonah.636

He also compares this novel to Herbert Marcuse’s Eros and Civilisation 

(1955).637 He writes that Marcuse’s work contains almost the same wording at certain 

places as Babits’s Elza pilota. Marcuse’s work could not have been Babits’s source 

since it was published much later than this novel.

Ronay thinks that this novel was a loud protest, warning and prophecy to make 

people realise that their world carries the potential of what Babits describes.

Therefore it has to be looked after as it is. I must add that Babits intended Elza pilota 

not only as all these things but also as an antidote to what might come about.638

Lajos Pok (1983) quotes Karinthy in connection with what he has to say about 

this particular novel. He sees Elza Pilota as an expression of Babits’s political, and a 

fortiori personal view of his contemporary environment.639

As I have shown above, interpretations of Elza pilota vary. Some focus on one 

line of the story, others on a particular character, still others on another line of the 

story or another character. One can ideally aim at a view that takes all story-lines into 

consideration. Such an approach excludes the attribution of disproportionate 

importance to single incidents and the psychology of individual characters.

5.3 The story-line of Elza pilota

The story of the war of Elza Pilota is divided into parts by a separate narrative which

636Laszlo Ronay, ‘Latomas a pusztulo es onpusztito vilagrol’, Literatura 3-4 (1980) (428-457), p. 433.
I would not compare Jonah to Don Quixote. The point about Jonah is that he resists God’s plea which is 
his calling. Finally, however, he accepts God’s guidance and his vocation. (He is not an archaic and 
unrealistically idealistic knight such as Don Quixote).
637Ibid. p. 432.
638Laszlo Ronay, ‘Latomas a pusztulo es onpusztito vilagrol’, in Laszlo Ronay, Szabalytalan arckepek 
(Budapest: Szepirodalmi, 1982), pp. 90-107.
639Lajos Pok, Babits Mihafy (1983), pp. 149-52.
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is only partially connected with the main one. This narrative weaves its theme through 

the major line. Babits began to think about Elza pilota as early as in 1918. He wrote it 

after the shock of the Great War. According to an interview that took place on the 

thirteenth November 1931, Elza’s story had been written before its frame.640 Babits 

wrote,

A Fekete Olvaso cimu regenyemet felannyival meghosszabitom. Keretet irok hozza. 
Nagy munka, de az atdolgozas nagyon erdekel. A regenyiras most minden idomet 
elveszi.641

I will give a detailed description of the whole stoiy-line for several reasons. 

First, because, like Kartyavar, Timar Virgil fia  and Halalfiai, this novel has not been 

translated into English. Second, because its story is fairly complicated.—This is one 

cause why no one has provided a good summary of it even in Hungarian. The other 

cause is the general neglect of Babits’s prose.—Third because it not only has a 

complex but also an ingenious story-line.

The main narrative begins under the heading of ‘the perfect society’. The 

subheading under this is a ‘historical introduction’. The beginning of the story’s 

chronology is tied to the beginning of the fortieth year of the eternal war that the 

novel is about. This section contains a simile that refers to Roman history: ‘Az orok 

hare negyvenedik esztendejet irtak. Mint a romaiak hajdan varosuk alapitasatol, ugy 

jeleztek mar az eveket is: A haboru kitoresetol kezdve\M2 This can be interpreted as 

an allusion to a non-Christian warring world. As I have shown above, many critics

640By the term frame that Babits calls ‘records’ I refer to the scientist’s narrative, which divides the 
novel’s story-line of the war into several parts.
641‘I am in the process of lengthening my novel, Fekete olvaso, by half, and am writing a frame for it. It 
is an immense amount of work but I am really interested in reworking it. The composition takes up all 
my time at the moment’, ‘Itt a halk es komoly beszed ideje ’ (1997), p. 304.
642‘It was the fortieth year of eternal warfare. They kept an account of the years in the way the Romans 
did: from the outbreak o f the war\ Mihaly Babits, A gdlyakalifa, Kartyavar, Timar Virgil fia, Elza 
pilota, ed. Gyorgy Belia (Budapest: Szepirodalmi, 1982), p. 463.
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interpret this feature of Elza pilota. It can also point to another root of Babits’s work, 

The Aeneid. War and its terrible consequences are a central subject matter of this 

verse epic, too:

Arma virumque cano, Troiae qui primus ab oris 
Italiam fato profugus Laviniaque venit 

Litora, multum ille et terris iactatus et alto 
Vi superum, saevae memorem Iunonis ob iram,

Multa quoque et bello passus, dum conderet urbem 
Inferretque deos Latio;643

In both these works war is partly a pretext for discussing civilisation, because 

the lack of humane behaviour inevitably leads to war.

Babits’s narrator refers to the actual time of the novel’s writing as that of the 

second quarter of the twentieth century. The central event of this part, before the first 

part of the sub-narrative, is a bomb alert. The three protagonists of it are the mother 

and the father of Elza, Mr and Mrs Kamuthy, and Professor Schulberg, who is with 

them. The Kamuthy’s dead son Gezuka, and Elza’s university friends play an 

important role in the development of the story. The Kamuthy family is introduced as 

Austro-Hungarian. The mother, Livia, is constantly worried about her daughter. In 

contrast to her, Mr Geza Kamuthy is calm. His calmness verges on indifference. 

During the bomb alert Elza’s mother cannot find Elza. She turns to Elza’s friends to 

find out where Elza is. Margaret, Elza’s best friend, introduces Elza’s ‘boy-friend’: 

Dezso. The description of Budapest is surrealistic. A rubber air-raid shelter, with 

chimneys, surrounds the city. Its function is to defend the capital against the enemy’s 

gas raids. The inhabitants of the city occupy places on different levels of the air-raid

643‘This is a tale of arms and of man. Fated to be an exile, he/ was the first to sail from the land of Troy 
and reach Italy, / at its Lavinian shore. He met many tribulations on his way both / by land and on the 
ocean; high Heaven willed it, for Juno was / ruthless and could not forget her anger. And he had also to 
/endure great suffering in warfare. But at last he succeeded in founding his city, and installing the gods 
of his race in the Latin land:’, Virgil, The Aeneid (1968), lines 1-5, p. 27.
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shelter according to a strict hierarchy. Animals are not allowed into the shelter for 

financial and sanitary reasons. Amongst others, the Kamuthy family and Professor 

Schulberg are members of the ‘first class’. Their level is the airiest. They also have 

their own private cabins. During the first bomb alert Professor Schulberg says to Mrs 

Kamuthy that the cultured and civilised quality of humanity is a mistake. He claims 

that humankind, like other creatures, is bom to develop through warfare. Schulberg 

also takes Elza’s mother, Livia, onto the top of a chimney to show her the quiet city 

underneath, awaiting the gas bomb attack. Mr and Mrs Kamuthy soon wish to retire to 

the malodorous shelter.

Schulberg has a book whose subject matter supplies the thematic link between 

the stoiy of the eternal war, and the sub-stoiy of the novel. This book was written in 

the nineteenth century. It outlines ideals that the age of the eternal war has come to 

embody. The ideals are international unity above nationalities and a collectively 

developing society without economic problems. According to the professor, the 

universalising effect of the war is to realise all these.644 Schulberg introduces the book 

to Livia as the biography of a scientist who tries to explore the origin of life. The 

scientist is correctly compared to Don Quixote 643 in this book. He devotes himself 

and all the resources at his disposal to his research. Thus he is completely oblivious to 

the war that surrounds him. He is also likened to the Creator. He produces a little 

earth on which the pace of movements and time are faster than on his own planet.

This is watched through a chronomicroscope. The chronomicroscope slows time 

down and magnifies space for the spectator. The scientist converses with a journalist

6440ne can find the same thoughts in H. G. Wells’s The Shape o f Things to Come, as I will illustrate 
below.
6 4 5 a tudos inkabb Don Quichotte, mint hos ‘ This scientist is more o f a Don Quixote than a hero 
Elza pilota (1982), p. 499. See section 4.4.1: ‘Don Quixote’ in Halalfiai.
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and shows him ‘life’ in its primeval unicellular form. The narrator mentions two 

appearances of a comet. At its first appearance the comet removes the small planet 

from the big or ‘real5 one. At its second appearance, (thirty years after the first, 

according to the chronology of the ‘real planet’,) it brings it back within the sphere of 

observation. According to folk belief this appearance of the comet heralds the 

outbreak of the war. According to the narrative, it happens simultaneously with the 

disappearance of the scientist who has his records from the ‘real’ world on him.646 

Schulberg says to Livia during their conversation: ‘A hare gyozott az elmelet folott ’647 

because life still continues on the scientist’s small planet. At the end of their meeting, 

the professor lends the scientist’s biography to Mrs Kamuthy. She promises him that 

she is going to read it. This is the closing episode of the first part of the sub-story. It is 

also the end of the first part of the novel.

The second part introduces the various levels of the shelter. Elza’s mother 

expects support from Professor Schulberg. She hopes that he will be able to save her 

daughter from recruitment. Mr Kamuthy regards her behaviour as hysterical.648 The 

central episode of this part focuses on a rabid dog called Aida who gets into the 

shelter. Aida breaks loose and runs wild. The path of the dog downwards is followed 

by the narrator. The lower levels are noisy. One is introduced to couples enjoying 

‘life’; crying infants whose bellowing is mingled with jazz; people on top of each

646I will show Babits’s English models that use the comet as a central image. I must, nevertheless, 
mention that Jokai used the comet in a similar manner in ‘Az iistokds utja’, ‘The path of the comet’ es 
‘A lathatatlan csillag’, ‘The invisible star’. One must add that Jokai was well-read in English literature 
and used English models, too. The protagonist o f ‘A lathatatlan csillag’ is called Mr Drayson and his 
companions in the story are Smith, Davidson and Drumfield. See Jokai Mor elbeszelesek, ed. Denes 
Lengyel and Miklos Nagy, 5 vols. (Budapest: Akademiai (1971-1989), i: Elbeszelesek (1842-1848) 
(1971), pp. 400-21; vol. iii, Elbeszelesek (1851) (1973), p. 35.
647 ‘struggle has conquered theory\ Elza p i lota, (1982), p. 501.
648She has reasons to be upset and worried because of her dead son and her daughter’s position in the 
war. Her behaviour is only normal. See Hysteria in Encyclopedia o f Psychology, ed. Raymond J.
Corsini, 2nd edn. (New York and Toronto: John Wiley and Sons, 1994), pp. 201-02.
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other, a woman in labour and other naturalistic descriptions of life. Finally Aida is 

caught. She is put down at the bottommost level of the shelter. The owner of the dog 

is very upset. Livia is a calm person compared to her. She is a normal mother. Her 

conversation with the professor introduces Elza to the reader more closely. One gets 

to know Elza as a student of the history of religion. She is the last representative of 

culture among her generation:

Elza ugy nott fol, mint valaki a regi, boldog, tudos gyermekekbol, konyvek kozott, os, 
nagy gondolatok, nemes kolteszet hatasai alatt. Egeszen mas, mint ezek a mai haborus 
leanyok vagy plane fiuk... Elzat sikerult elszigetelni, tudatosan a haboru elotti kultura 
legkoreben. Talan az egyetlen o, azutolso...Mikor meg szellemibb idoket elt az 
emberiseg.649

This part of the novel is punctuated by the falling and explosion of bombs 

while panic prevails in the shelter. Meanwhile the value of the individual and the 

general nature of war are being discussed. It finishes with the Professor giving an 

appointment to Elza through her mother. The end of the attack also leads up to the 

second chapter of the sub-story.

This second subchapter introduces the small planet in a dialogue between the 

Japanese scientist and a group of visitors. The introduction is based on the records of 

Eckermann650, who is the scientist’s research assistant. The scientist’s laboratory is in 

the Zoological Garden. He talks about his creation to the visitors. His daughter,

649‘Elza grew up like one of those happy knowledgeable children of yore surrounded by books and under 
the influence of great ancient thoughts and noble verse. She was completely different from today’s war
time girls and especially boys... Elza was successfully isolated in the atmosphere of pre-war culture. She 
was perhaps the only one, the very last one.. .from when humanity lived a more spiritual existence’, Elm  
pilota (1982), p. 517.
650Johann Peter Eckermann (1792-1854) was a German critic who studied in Gottingen. He was 
Goethe’s secretary 1823-32. This Eckermann might well have been Babits’s model in his depiction of his 
scientist’s assistant: Eckermann. Eckermann writes: ‘Diese Sammlung von Unterhaltungen und 
Geschprachen mit Goethe ist groBtenteils aus den mir inwohnenden Naturtriebe enstanden, irgendein 
Erlebtes, das mir wert oder merkwurdig erscheint, durch schriftiche Auffassung mir anzueignen. [...] 
und ich ergriff geme den Inhalt seiner Worte und notierte ihn mir, um ihn fur mein femeres Leben zu 
besitzen’, Johann Peter Eckermann’s Gesprache mit Goethe in den letzten Jahren seines Lebens, ed. 
Fritz Bergemann (Wiesbaden: Insel, 1995), p. 7.
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Marianne, is with him. The small planet moves in a vacuum. It is completely 

separated from the atmosphere of the Earth. The scientist talks about his planet as a 

minute copy of the Earth. He is to populate it with human beings so that the history of 

humanity should take place all over again.

The real world is immersed in the war. As a contrast, the scientist remains 

detached because he is completely preoccupied with his child planet. This planet is 

threatened by a comet. The scientist is prepared to defend it from its destructive 

power. This second sub-chapter ends with the alleged imminent appearance of the 

comet.

The third main part begins at the University of Budapest, among Elza’s 

friends. Elza has learnt to fly a plane. She bums her study-notes from years back. She 

proclaims the ineffectiveness of everything she has learnt, and is determined to go to 

war. The narrator contrasts Elza’s defiant bellicosity and a privileged and therefore 

disabled (because of mutilation651) man’s pugnacity with Dezso’s ordinary, 

unprivileged position. Dezso admires Elza for her outstanding knowledge of different 

cultures. He has seen the cruelty of the war in which he has had to participate. He 

despairs of Elza’s behaviour. Elza’s mother is likewise afraid of Elza’s conduct. She 

gets Margaret to persuade Elza to accept her appointment with Professor Schulberg. 

Margaret jokes about Elza and Dezso getting married, but Elza will not even hear of 

marriage, let alone the idea of having an obligatory child. They meet another man 

who, like Dezso, has temporarily returned from the front. He has adopted the spirit of 

the war, as a consequence of which he enjoys seeing blood and murder. The last 

episodes of this third main part describes Elza’s and Dezso’s innocent love-affair. It

63‘Mutilation is the correct word. ‘The action of depriving (a person or animal) of a limb or of the use of 
a limb; the excision or maiming (of a limb or bodily organ)’, See OED (1989), vol. x, p. 150.
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also tells the reader about the shock Elza experiences as a result of Dezso’s attempt to 

make love to her. She is frightened of what she calls a beastly quality in her friend. At 

the end of this part Dezso leaves for the front while Elza goes off to meet the 

professor. Schulberg discovers her passion for flying, and offers her a position as a 

pilot in his crew.

The third subchapter, which follows this third part returns again to 

Schulberg’s book. He reproaches Mrs Kamuthy for not having finished reading it, 

thus failing to appreciate the opportunity to read a story such as the six days of 

creation. Schulberg, nevertheless, reads it aloud as if he were reading the Bible. The 

extract he reads contains the appearance of the comet, climate changes on the small 

planet, and the final disappearance of the small planet. Then it briefly summarises the 

return of the comet, together with the reappearance of the small planet thirty years 

after the previous event. On this occasion, however, the scientist disappears. Despite 

Schulberg’s recommendation, Livia leaves the book behind.

The fourth main part begins by describing the prospect of Elza’s cooperation 

with Professor Schulberg. She is retraining to become the Professor’s pilot. She learns 

to act like a man. She sets off to reconnoitre the enemy’s land without even saying 

farewell to her mother. She sends her a letter only. Elza, Professor Schulberg, and 

Janos fly blind through gas fog, over the devastated planet which is now without any 

signs of rural life. The end of this part leads the reader back to the home of Elza’s 

parents. As might be expected, Mr Kamuthy is calm, and Livia is anxious. She is 

expecting Elza home when she gets the news, through Margaret, that Elza has set off 

for the front with Professor Schulberg.

The fourth subchapter is the continuation of Elza’s and the Professor’s 

dialogue while in flight. Prof. Schulberg compares the state of the Earth below to
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descriptions of the devastated state of the small planet which compresses space, time 

and history. The disappearance of the scientist with the chronomicroscope, which can 

make the small planet visible, is mentioned again. The scientist had wanted to escape 

from the real world of war onto his creation, and died because of the immense 

difference in volume between the two worlds. Professor Schulberg compares his own 

position in the air to that of the scientist. A parallel of captivity and scale exists 

between the two stories at this point. Schulberg is well above his planet in 

understanding, but, like the scientist, he has no way of escaping from it. The parallel 

Schulberg draws between himself and the scientist not only presupposes that the Earth 

is a bigger version of the small planet but also that it is one planet amongst a series of 

similar planets.

The fifth main part opens with the description of the devastated landscape 

from the air. Elza and the Professor land on the front line. They inspect their camp 

and take a tour in the underground tunnel system which is continually being extended. 

Elza staggers. She can hardly cope with the damp, fetid atmosphere, and the sight of 

semi-human, decomposing bodies. She also encounters subterranean skeletons under 

the ground. She becomes covered in slimy mud. They meet Zoltan Vermes, whom 

Elza has already met. Faithful to what one read of him earlier on, he has remained 

committed to the war. At the time of Elza’s and the Professor’s visit he performs the 

execution of Dezso and his friends. They have tried to revolt against fighting. Elza 

and Schulberg leave Janos behind, and take off on their own. Schulberg falls asleep 

on board, as a consequence of which Elza flies the plane in the direction she wants to. 

She can see her people scattered among other peoples. She crosses the front line, and 

lands on enemy territory. The enemy is the antipodes, who do not believe in nations. 

The landscape remains unchanged: it is dug up and devastated just as it is on the other
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side of the front line. After the initial shock, Schulberg bitterly says to Elza that it is 

not the home or home-land that is the ‘god’ of people, but the war. Professor 

Schulberg finds it impossible to understand the enemy’s language, while Elza finds it 

difficult to communicate with them. Elza is not only exposed to mental torment but 

also to physical torture to a lesser extent. Finally the enemy decides to use the 

Professor as a physician and Elza as a pilot. Elza is told to fly to Budapest to bomb 

the city. She sets out to perform this task. The story ends with the death of Elza’s 

mother, who, at a bomb alert, is too depressed to get into the air-raid shelter. She dies 

outside. When Elza flies over what used to be her home-land she finds it derelict. In 

the detached but slightly sarcastic tone of the narrator, she describes it as more 

interesting from the air than what it used to be when she lived there.

The fifth subchapter, which is the closing part of the frame’s story-line, 

returns to Schulberg: the story of the scientist and the small planet. Schulberg is in the 

‘enemy’s camp’ on duty when he observes an approaching luminous black cloud-like 

phenomenon in the sky: ‘Schulberg megsejtette, a kronomikroszkoppal kezeben hajolt 

a szamara mikroszkopikus kicsinysegu vilag foie’.652 According to Schulberg’s and 

the scientist’s extant manuscripts, which the narrator finds in a bottle, the small planet 

—which is one in a series of man-made planets—is the same as the planet of the 

eternal war and the cloud-like thing Schulberg sees is the scientist with his 

chronomicroscope. The sub-narrative, which is a parallel of the main narrative, 

finishes with the narrator first quoting the last notes of the scientist, then those of 

Schulberg. Both are about them leaving their own planets while making their final 

records. The scientist’s notes explain the working of the ballistic tool that is to send

652 ‘it occurred to Schulberg that the—for him—microscopically small planet was under the lens of the 
scientist’s chronomicroscope’, Elzapilota, (1982), p. 655.
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his writing back into space. Not only the fall of his tools on the other planet, but also 

his movements destroy masses of ant-like creatures who are social beings, such as 

man. Both the scientist and Schulberg find notes written by these small creatures. 

After this episode, the narrative ends with Schulberg’s final annotations, written as he 

is about to suffocate. It is noteworthy that the narrator’s story, Eckermann’s, the 

scientist’s and Schulberg’s records are all different story-lines which form the main 

narrative.

5.4 The main English sources of Elza pildta

Babits claims that Elza pildta is a dark utopia: ‘Sotet utopia, nem kivanatos, hogy 

valaha is bekovetkezzek’.633 According to the wide range of varieties this genre 

allows, it is really a utopia. The word utopia is of Greek origin. Tono means place. 

The alternative spellings of u that is eo and oo, give this word contrary meanings.

Ou means ‘non’ and ‘not’ and eu means good. O ototckx therefore means either a non

place or a place that does not exist, and 8uxo7iict means an imaginary island, a region 

of ideal happiness.654 One can conclude that utopia can thus simultaneously mean a 

non-place and an ideal place.655 Originally utopia did not presuppose a distinction 

between what later became understood as utopia versus dystopia meaning anti-utopia. 

An ironic interpretation and use of utopia must have contributed to its several 

meanings. More exploited the potential variants of this word’s meanings in his work, 

Utopia (1516). According to his usage utopia first denotes an island enjoying a

653‘It is a dark utopia which will hopefully never come true’, Itt a halk es komoty beszedideje (1997), p. 
298.
654 The Oxford English Dictionary, 2nd edn., ed. J. A. Simpson and E. S. L. Weiner, 20 vols. (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1989), v, p. 19.
655Babits describes his use of the original Greek meaning of the word utopia in his Az europai irodalom 
tortenete (1979), p. 153.
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perfect system. Second, it can refer to an either imaginary or indefinitely-remote

region, country, locality, even state. It also can mean an ideally perfect condition in

respect of social order. Another possible meaning of it is an idealistic scheme for

social improvement.656 The two contrary variants and the several meanings of this

word are merged in the application of not only utopia but even dystopia after More.

In relation to Elza pildta, one could object to this definition by claiming that

Babbs’s novel does have real locations. This feature, nevertheless, is part of the

ambiguity and complexity of utopia since most utopias have real locations. Their real

places become part of the narrative which does not only support their geographical

reality but also refutes it by its fantastic description. Good examples of this feature are

More’s Utopia, Bacon’s New Atlantis, Swift’s Gulliver's Travels, Samuel Butler’s

Erewhon, Elza pildta, Wells’s utopian novels, such as The Time-Machine, and The

War o f the Worlds.

Desmond MacCarthy claims that Erewhon and Gulliver's Travels are not

utopias because ‘an imaginary civilisation is used as a device for criticising our

own’.657 Babits’s work also belongs to this group. One must, however, note that every

utopia and dystopia share this feature. Chris Ferns rightly claims:

every narrative has some ideological implications, however deeply buried: the 
decision to tell one story rather than another, to present the story one way rather than 
another, is always to some extent—however indirectly—conditioned by ideological 
assumptions.658

Fenelon in Telemaque criticises Louis XIV. More in his Utopia criticises Henry VIII. 

The authors’ grievance was the rulers’ passion for war and luxury. They also felt bad

656The Oxford English Dictionary (1989), XIX, pp. 370-71.
657Marie Louise Bemeri, Journey through Utopia (London: Freedom, 1987), p. 218.
658Chris Ferns, Narrating Utopia: Ideology, Gender, Form in Utopian Literature (Liverpool: Liverpool 
University Press, 1999), p. 17.
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about the rulers’ neglect of not only agriculture but also the welfare of the peasant 

population.659 Bacon hoped that his work would find favour with King James, who 

liked to think of himself as modem Solomon. Boyle, Glanwill and Sprat followed 

Bacon’s ideals at the foundation of the Royal Society in 1662.660 Swift’s work not 

only illustrates his hatred of war and exploitation but also shows his ambivalence 

towards Anglo-Irish relations.661 Butler attacks ‘mechanical materialism’, 

‘Darwinism’ and ‘English criminal justice’ in Erewhon. His work manifests his and 

his contemporaries’ lack of confidence in their own achievements.662 H. G. Wells’s 

works show his rejection of Marxism. He preferred Fabianism.663

The criticism of the authors’ own societies is always stronger with the 

dystopian branch of utopia. Its distortions, exaggerations and sometimes satirical 

attitudes draw the readers’ attention even more closely to the most unjust trends in 

society. A. L. Morton writes about Gulliver's Travels: Swift‘s misanthropy is that of 

the representative of a defeated class, yet, though he fought against bourgeois values 

in the name of the past, the very fact that he fought against them honestly and 

courageously held within it the ground for a new standpoint in which the future could 

be comprehended’.664

The state in dystopia is mostly monolithic. The horrors of this state ask for the 

readers sympathy towards the narrator who often relates the cruelty in an objective 

manner.665 This is true in the case of Gulliver's Travels, Erewhon, H. G. Wells’s

659Ibid„ p. 176.
660A. L. Morton, The English Utopia (London: Lawrence & Wishart, 1952), p. 66.
661A more accurate description of the background of Gulliver’s Travels can be found in ibid., pp. 90- 
101.

662A. L. Morton, The English Utopia (1952), p. 144-48.
663Ibid., pp. 191-94.
“ ‘’ibid., p. 110.
665A similar line of thought can be found in Ferns, Narrating Utopia (1999), p. 118.
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dystopias and Elza pildta.

A point following from the above is that all utopias and dystopias discuss the 

moral make-up of mankind. They also examine the course of civilisation under the 

guise of their colourful themes. This includes the sexual question from a moralist 

point of view. Sexual relationships and marriages are almost exclusively subjected to 

the interest of a community or even state.666 All utopias are idealistic. The highly 

critical approach of the dystopias is also a disguise of idealism. Edward Rothstein 

writes, ‘But whatever the political position, whatever balance is established between 

unchanging nature and ever-changing culture, some view of an unreachable ideal 

seems unavoidable’.667

Frank Manuel rightly observes that all utopias (and dystopias also) ‘tell us 

about the sensibility of the societies in which they were produced’.668 He distinguishes 

among “utopias of calm felicity”, “dynamic socialist and other historically determinist 

utopias”. He separates “psychological and philosophical utopias” which he calls 

“eupsychia” as well.669 More’s and Bacon’s belong to the first kind. Most of the 

utopias I am concerned with in my work are socialistic. The dystopias are totalitarian 

and monolithic. They, nevertheless, do not all abolish private property. Bacon’s, 

Babits’s and H. G. Wells’s A Modern Utopia are good examples of this type. Both 

Babits’s and H. G. Wells’s works are dominantly psychological and philosophical 

works.

666Dorothy F. Donnelly, Patterns o f Order and Utopia (London: Macmillan, 1998), p. 75. The utopias 
of the French Enlightenment view this issue differently. Diderot, Gabriel de Foigny and Sade aimed to 
break with this attitude. Ibid., p. 15-16.
^Edward Rothstein, ‘Utopia and its Discontents’, in Edward Rothstein, Herbert Muschamp, Martin E. 
Marty, Visions o f Utopia (Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 2003), p. 14.
^Donnelly, Patterns o f Order and Utopia (1998), p. 4.
“ ^ id . ,  p. 4.
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5.4.1 Thomas More’s Utopia (1516)

Babits mentions Thomas More’s Utopia twice in his Az europai irodalom tortenete.610 

He deems the features that I have described above as relevant in the case of More and 

his followers. He writes:

Utopia pedig egy sziget, ahol mindezek a dolgok nem leteznek. Nem leteznek 
kulonbsegek az emberek kozt, sem politikai es vallasi uldozes. Utopia a tokeletes 
allam, mint a Platone. Nem elso, s nem utolso: az “utopisztikus” regenyek hosszu sora 
jon utana maig. Hoi van Utopia? A neve azt mondja (gorogul), hogy sehol. Mindig 
ujra felmeriil a lathataron—es ujra elsullyed.671

This thesis can concern itself only with those features of More’s UtopicF2 that

Babits utilised in Elza pildta. The first is its narrative. Unlike the interchanging

pattern of the war story and the story of science in the subchapters of Babits’s work,

More’s Utopia has a framed narrative structure. It is a predecessor of Babits’s Elza

pildta and many later utopias, however, by virtue of its complex narrative make-up.

The author asks the editor, Peter Gilles, to verify his story with the help of Raphael.

Peter Gilles sends it off to the publisher after having compared More’s story to

Raphael’s credible account of the island. This device provides the fictional account

with veracity. The main narrative is thus constructed from the accounts of different

narrators.

It also has real places and non-places separated from each other on the one 

hand and merged together by the narrative on the other. Like its descendent transtext 

utopias, including Babits’s, its narrative is structured by the overall theme of

670Babits, Az europai irodalom tortenete (1979), pp, 54, 153.
671‘Utopia is an island where all these things do not exist. People are equal, and no one is persecuted 
because of their political beliefs or religion. Utopia is the perfect state such as Plato’s. It is not the first 
and not the last either. It is followed by a long line of “utopian” novels up to the present time. Where is 
Utopia? Its name (in Greek) means nowhere. From time to time it appears on the horizon and then sinks 
again’, Babits, Az europai irodalom tortenete (1979), p. 153.
672The editions of Utopia I have used are Thomas More, Utopia, trans. and ed. Robert M. Adams (New 
York; London: W. W. Norton, 1992) and Thomas More, Utopia (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1978).
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travelling, from, for example, a real place (England, Persia, Castile, the Holy Roman 

Empire and France) to a non-place (Utopia).

As in Elza pildta, war is a subject of More’s Utopia. It is a main issue not only 

in the real but also in the utopian context. It is discussed in principle in connection 

with the enclosures,673 the dominion of the French king and Utopia. More feels 

obliged to discuss why wars come about. He argues that the indirect cause of warfare 

is greed and private property. People who have been sacked because of the enclosures 

have to be put to good use otherwise they become criminals. The narrator maintains 

that war will only bring about further war in all cases. He professes that any way of 

avoiding war is more beneficial than fighting (an example of which is the advice 

given to the king of France.)674 The Utopians do not fight wars unless their friends or 

allies are hurt, or they are themselves attacked. They will tend to use mercenaries 

when they have to fight.675 Loyalty towards one another is their absolute prerogative 

on the battlefield. They are aware of the commandment ‘Thou shalt not kill’.676 They 

do not favour capital punishment either. Only recalcitrant criminals can be 

executed.677

More’s Utopia values rationality highly. Rationality is the basis of peaceful 

cooperation. It makes people morally wholesome.678 Thus he sees the reintegration of

673‘Each greedy individual preys on his native land like a malignant growth, absorbing field after field, 
and enclosing thousands of acres with a single fence. Result—hundreds of farmers are evicted. They’re 
either cheated or bullied into giving up their property, or systematically ill-treated until they’re finally 
forced to sell’, Thomas More, Utopia (1978), p. 47.
674Ibid., p. 59.
675Ibid.,p. 114.
676‘God said, “Thou shalt not kill”—does the theft of a little money make it quite all right for us to do 
so? If it’s said that this commandment applies only to illegal killing, what’s to prevent human beings 
from similarly agreeing among themselves to legalize certain types of rape, adultery or peijury?’, ibid., p. 
50.
677Ibid., p. 105.
678Erasmus was against uniformity in The Praise o f Folly. More’s attitude is communistic and regards 
the moral improvement of mankind as vital. See Bemeri, Journey through Utopia (1987), p. 62.
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the individual and the political order as accomplished through rationality.679 His 

writing is a source of Babits’s from the point of view that it regulates marriages and 

the number of family members. Children are married out, and owe obedience to their 

common parent. More’s preoccupation with rationality will also be followed by 

Babits. Babits will regard this human faculty in nearly the opposite way, however. 

Reason is a source of peace and order in More. It is a means which serves striking 

cruelty in Babits.

The Utopians love learning and treasure the pleasures of the mind. They have 

few but good laws. They do not own private property in order to avoid resentment, 

greed and war. This is a paradox in More since he does not favour laws to start 

with.680 One must add that paradoxes are a characteristic feature of this genre. Paradox 

is a sophisticated device which makes people think.

The Utopians are humanely religious in the sense of believing in a higher 

metaphysical reality. This belief is, however, separate from the conduct of their life.

In More’s Utopia, Raphael Hythlodaeus’s name consists of Raphael, meaning 

God’s physician, salvation bringer, and Hythlodaeus, that is, non-sense and learning, 

learned in non-sense.681 The meaning of Hythlodaeus undermines its bearer’s 

credibility while that of Raphael refers to his medical profession associating him with 

Schulberg.

In connection with Elza pildta's principal subject matter, Utopia takes 

nationhood and state for granted. Not only every nation, including especially the

6790n the contrary, for More order in the temporal realm is the product of human reason alone, and it is 
sustained by those political institutions created by reasonable people who strive to make life within the 
worldly framework as orderly as possible’, Donnelly, Patterns o f Order and Utopia (1998), p. 76.
680Ibid., p. 66.
681Ibid., p. 8.
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French king’s dominion, but also the Utopians favour their own kind, and view the 

world through the lens of their own group.

5.4.2 Francis Bacon’s New Atlantis (1627)

The narrative of New Atlantis is also built up of the participants’ conversations. The 

dialogues are between the imaginary narrator and a Bensalem magistrate or 

Alcaldorem. They are about what has passed between the crew and the Bengalis, the 

inhabitants of New Atlantis. This narrative, like More’s and many of its followers, 

including Elza Pildta, has an intermediary. This is the chaplain and publisher:

William Rawley, who explains what his lord, Francis Bacon, meant.682

Amongst others, H.G. Wells praised Bacon’s work as the prime ancestor and 

example of a modem dynamic utopia whose dynamism683 is based on its scientific 

quality.684 One must mention that the dynamic quality685 of not only this work, but also 

its hypertext utopias, for example, Babits’s and Wells’s is the result not only of the 

scientific, but also of the dialogical686 open-ended narrative687. Babits admired Bacon.

682c “This fable my Lord devised, to the end that he might explain therein a model or description of a 
college instituted for the interpreting of nature and the producing of great and marvellous works for the 
benefit of men, under the name of Solomon’s House, or the College of the Six Days’ Works’” , Francis 
Bacon the Major Works including New Atlantis and the Essays, ed. Brian Vickers (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2002), p. 785.
683‘Dynamics is the study of the behaviour of objects in motion, particularly of the behaviour of objects 
acted on by forces [...] Dynamics can be distinguished in this way from statics, which deals objects at 
rest or in a state of uniform motion’, Encyclopaedic Dictionary o f Physics: General, Nuclear, 
Molecular, Chemical, Metal and Vacuum Physics Astronomy, Geophysics, Biophysics and related 
subjects, ed., J. Thewlis, 12 vols. (Oxford, London, New York, Paris: Pergamon, 1961-1969), ii (1961), 
p. 547. Dynamism in literature is created by paradoxes, ideas that contradict each other and concepts 
that make us think. Dialogue is a good means of dynamism because it is a form of constant motion. The 
constant motion is achieved by statements which are reactions to what has been said previously. The 
dynamics of the responses make the mind work and thus set the readers’ thoughts in motion.
684Krishan Kumar, Utopia and Anti-Utopia in Modem Times (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1987), p. 30.
685‘The utopia of the ancient world is socially hierarchical, economically underdeveloped and static. The 
modem utopia is egalitarian, affluent and dynamic. Such a conception emerged under unique historical 
conditions’, ibid., p. 32.
686‘The speeches of characters in a narrative or a play, especially the latter. [...] Modem novelists, 
relishing the directness and immediacy of dialogue, have made it prominent in their works till, in the
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He praised him, together with other English philosophers, such as Berkeley, Hobbes, 

Hume,688 Locke,689 Swift, and Newton for power of observation. He included Voltaire 

in this august company as well. What all these thinkers had in common, according to 

Babits, is a kind of thinking that is free of cliches and prejudices, because it is based 

on thorough scientific observation.690 Rawley mentions in his preface to New Atlantis 

the careful description of the Bengalis’ naval discoveries. He also informs the reader 

about their thorough observations of the geography and customs of other lands they 

have visited. Travel is thus the main theme of Bacon’s story-line as well. More 

believed in the saving grace of rationality. Bacon put his trust in science and 

knowledge through experimentation691. Babits rightly observed and appreciated 

Bacon’s commitment to science.692 In New Atlantis Bacon expressed the view that 

people can continually alter their attitudes, therefore conditions, by scientifically 

revising their views. This is the way science can lead people to a happier world.693 

Babits will carry on with the investigation of the role of science but in his work 

science has not only a positive but also an alarmingly destructive role. It becomes the

stream-of-consciousness novel, they have produced a form made up almost entirely of the dialogue of 
the mind with itself, Karl Beckson and Arthur Ganz, Literary Terms: A Dictionary, 3rd edn. (London: 
Andre Deutsch, 1990), p. 61.
687A Modern Utopia for example finishes with ‘It is for you rather than me to say how this sketch map 
of mine lies with regard to your own more systematic cartography... ’, H. G. Wells, Tono-Bungay and A 
Modern Utopia (London: Odhams, n. d.), p. 504.
688See footnotes 19 and 23.
689See footnotes 18 and 22. Babits had John Locke, The Philosophical Works, ed. J. A. St. John 
(London, 1843) in his library.
690Az europai irodalom tortenete (1979), p. 208.
691 A. L. Morton, The English Utopia (1952), p. 65.
692‘The ordered arrangement of ascertained knowledge, including the methods by which such knowledge 
and the criteria by which its truth is tested’, Peter Walker, Chambers Dictionary o f Science and 
Technology (Edinburgh and New York: Chambers, 1999), p. 1021. Natural philosophy is based on 
observation, and theoretical science on deduction. See ibid., p. 1021. All utopias and anti-utopias are 
scientific. They show the logical consequences of applied moral principles and different kinds of human 
conduct. They also tend to take up science as a theme.
693‘the whole point of Bacon’s system of organizing knowledge was that it was not an end in itself; on 
the contrary, it was to serve as the foundation upon which to “establish progressive stages of certainty.”, 
Donnelly, Patterns o f Order and Utopia (1998), p. 93.
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device of a totalitarian, monolithic and warring state.694

As in More, marriages are social affairs. Families are paternalistic, 

marriageable parties have to be chaste, and marriage is unbreakable. Both works are 

roots of Elza pildta in which family life is also regulated. Babits is a follower of 

Bacon in the way that he does not wish for a classless society.695

Like More’s Utopia, and later utopian works including Babits’s Elza pildta, 

Bacon’s utopia also concerns itself with the issue of nationalism and 

cosmopolitanism. The way people conduct themselves in New Atlantis is utopian in 

the everyday sense of this word, implying that it is too good to be true. They are 

driven by pacifism, the thirst for knowledge, and charity. Unlike in the ‘enemy’s land’ 

in Elza pildta, the speakers find a common language, and a common spiritual 

denominator.

Apart from the openly professed Christianity of the natives and their visitors,

New Atlantis is based on Old and New Testament themes and imagery.696 The

strangers’ exploration of Bensalem is in parallel with Genesis:

Yet we did lift up our hearts and voices to God above, who “showed his wonders in 
the deep;” beseeching him of his mercy, that as in the beginning he discovered the 
face of the deep, and brought forth dry land, so he would now discover land to us, that 
we might not perish.697 [... ] God surely is manifested in this land.698

In this respect too, Elza pildta is the opposite of Bacon’s work. Indifference and

cruelty takes the place of generosity and charity. Especially the subchapters of Elza

694This is also true in the case of many of H. G. Wells’s, and other twentieth-century dystopias. See 
Ferns, Narrating Utopia (1999), p. 15.
695‘Private property, money, and class are not abolished [...] Bacon never tires of describing sumptuous 
dresses, headgear, shoes, cloaks, jewels, and coaches’, Bemeri, Journey through Utopia (1987), p. 129.
696An example of from the Genesis and Psalms can be seen below. Other Biblical sources cited in New 
Atlantis are Matthew (6:33) and Luke (12:3); Genesis (19:8) and Kings (17:8): Francis Bacon, The 
Advancement o f Learning and New Atlantis, ed. Arthur Johnston (Oxford: Clarendon, 1974), pp., 222, 
236.
697Ibid., p. 214.
698Ibid., p. 219.
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pildta show us a world where man takes the place of the creator: ‘—Es megis: nagy az 

Ember!—folytatta a tudos.—Nines tobbe titok elotte, s megerett arra, hogy teremtsen, 

mint az Isten’.699 The scientist’s biography is also compared to the Book of Genesis by 

Professor Schulberg: ‘Keves embemek adatott meg jelen lenni egy vilag szuletesenel 

s atelni a teremtes hat napjat’.700 Babits concludes Elza pildta by showing the outcome 

of the utopian belief that man can replace God. The scientist escapes from death in 

the ‘real’ world and dies in space. Professor Schulberg suffocates. He dies in despair 

because he realises that he was the god of an amoral world.

5.4.3 Jonathan Swift, Gulliver’s Travels (1726)

Babits reconsiders several themes and devices of Gulliver ’s Travels in his writing. As 

he himself admitted, Elza pildta is a hypertext of Swift’s work.701 Like in many other 

utopias, dialogues are a dominant feature of the narration in Gulliver ’s Travels. This 

work by Jonathan Swift also has an extra narrative dimension which not only has its 

origin in its above mentioned precursors, but is also followed by Babits. As I have 

already mentioned, dialogue is an important characteristic of utopia and dystopia 

because it is part of the open-ended quality of this genre. It not only challenges the 

mind, but also invites participation.702 Gulliver’s journal (narrative) is presented as cut 

and transformed by his publisher, Richard Sympson. Thus it has one final

699‘—And yet: Man is great!—the scientist continued.—Nothing is a secret for him and he is ready to 
create like a God’, Elza pildta (1982), p. 540.
700‘It is the privilege of the very few to be present at the birth of a universe and live through the six days 
of creation’, ibid., p. 582.
701See Babits on Swift’s Gulliver's Travels in Az europai irodalom tortenete (1979), pp. 200-4. 
Remember also that Babits compared his work to Swift’s in one of the last interviews he gave on his 
own novel. I used The Writings o f Jonathan Swift, ed. Robert A. Greenberg and William B. Piper (New 
York; London: W. W. Norton, 1973).
702‘utopian narrative, by virtue of its origins, is inherently dialogic, even dialectical, inviting readers into 
active participation of the text, rather than relegating them to the status of passive observers’, Ferns, 
Narrating Utopia (1999), p. 23.



intermediary, the supreme editor-narrator.

The narrative of travelling is another utopian feature of Gulliver ’s Travels 

which Babits applies. In reconsidering relativity and changing of scales through travel 

in Elza pildta, only the story and manner of Babits’s prose makes Babits’s work 

different from Swift’s. Gulliver is not only a giant in Lilliput, and a dwarf in 

Brobdingnag, but he changes his views of existence as well. In the different worlds, 

and through the changes of his size and importance in the social hierarchy, Gulliver 

continually changes not only his views of the surrounding world, but also his opinion 

of his own character. The use of relative scale has similar roles in Elza pildta. It 

provides an extra perspective in which Elza, the scientist and Professor Schulberg 

can view themselves and their world. The created world of science into which both 

the scientist and, later, Professor Schulberg would like to escape is a ‘small’ universe. 

Unlike in Gulliver ’s Travels, where Gulliver can freely cross the boundaries between 

different worlds, people cannot do the same in Elza pildta. Should they attempt to 

cross either the front-line or the sphere of their own world, they will never be able to 

return to the previous one. This makes Babits’s work less playful than Gulliver's 

Travels. Only death and the elimination of all existing worlds can resolve their status.

Though it has a less principal role than in Bacon’s New Atlantis, Babits’s Elza 

pildta, and some of H. G. Wells’s works, science is also one of the many themes in 

Gulliver's Travels. The scientists on the island are like Plato’s Guardians. The truly 

humane scientist in the subchapters of Elza pildta is like them only in relation to his 

own world of creation. Professor Schulberg also has the same kind of superiority as 

they have. He is like Swift’s scientists. Marianne’s father is far more benignly 

humane than they are. Both of these characters in Elza pildta, however, have a root in
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Swift’s work. Astronomy703 is a minor theme in Gulliver's Travels, while it has a 

major function in the stories by Bacon, H. G. Wells, and Babits.

As in More’s Utopia and Bacon’s New Atlantis, war is a central theme in 

Swift’s Gulliver's Travels. Babits and H. G. Wells not only continued with this 

preoccupation but also based many of their works on it. One does not need to 

comment on Swift’s view of human nature in Gulliver's Travels. It is enough to 

remember the constant internal war in Lilliput, and Lilliput’s constant war with 

Blefescu over trivial matters which is symbolised by the parable of the egg. The 

vileness with which Gulliver is used is another illustration of cruelty. The way 

Gulliver contentedly bends what he has to say about his own kind, and the concluding 

answer of the king of Brobdingnag:—‘I cannot but conclude the Bulk of your Natives, 

to be the most pernicious Race of little odious Vermin that Nature ever suffered to 

crawl upon the Surface of the Earth’.704—also indicates a harsh judgement on war- 

fighting man.703

War is discussed again according to the Renaissance topic of ‘The Art of 

War’706 in the Houyhnhnms’s country. At this stage Gulliver’s attitude has changed a 

great deal compared to his previous behaviour in Brobdingnag. He talks about the 

violence and destructiveness of the war fought by his own kind less proudly and with 

sounder judgement than previously, in either book II or III. The description of the 

spirit of the School of Political Projectors707 in book III is a precursor of Vermes’s

703On the emblematic use and image of the comet see, for example: The Writings o f Jonathan Swift 
(1973), book III, pp. 143-44.
704Ibid., p. 108.
705See perhaps one of the best known parts of Gulliver's Travels in ibid., II, vi, pp. 107-08.
706See more on this in Howard Erskine-Hill, Swift, Gulliver's Travels (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1993).
707See The Writings o f Jonathan Swift (1973), book HI: chapter vi, pp. 159-64 mainly on the nature of 
internal British politics.



regime in Elza pildta. In book IV Gulliver tells the Houyhnhnms about the cruel 

nature of fighting. He deems this characteristic to be typical of his own kind. His 

speech is an outcry and warning.708 Babits’s work will copy this device and its 

function. The haughty and dignified Houyhnhnms do not, however, question either 

conceptions such as the extermination o f ‘brutes’, or their own self-allocated stance 

of superiority. Their completely artificial behaviour, their impersonal, immaterial and 

purely conceptual cold ‘warring’ is equally frightening as the naturalistic and animate 

descriptions of human wars. They could well have served as a model for Elza because 

of Elza’s indifference that makes her kill without sentiment. Another utilisation of 

Swifts’s Gulliver's Travels in Elza pildta is the way the qualities of the Yahoos and 

the Houyhnhnms are shown in Elza’s and Dezso’s relationship by Babits. Elza is 

unable to tolerate Dezso’s nature despite his affectionate devotedness to her. In this 

sense she is, again, like Swift’s horses—contemptuous and superior—and she 

sentences her boyfriend to death. Chris Ferns rightly observes that the characterisation 

of sexual behaviour is often a displacement of a political stance.709 A direct lift from 

the Houyhnhnms’s relation to the world by Babits is when Elza flies the ‘enemy’s 

plane’ and finds ‘her old home-land’ astonishing.

Both Swift’s and then Babits’s utopias describe aspects of the darkest sides of 

human behaviour. Swift’s is the more detailed, complex, and abstract analysis of this 

subject while Babits’s is more tied to an expression of mood. Babits’s disillusionment 

is a result of his judgement on what took place around him. Both works, however, 

function as warnings.

Finally, one must recognise a preoccupation with morality and ethics in both

708Ibid., pp. 212-17.
709Fems, Narrating Utopia (1999), p. 125.
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Swift’s Gulliver's Travels and its hypertext, Babits’s Elza pildta. This focus might 

also be another reason why Babits said that his utopia had something Swiftean in it. 

Gulliver's Travels and Elza pildta both have consistently applied morals which 

maintain a system of values all through the ingeniously changing perspectives of their 

stories. I am not sure to what extent the ideological background of these works is 

Christian, but neither work lacks the values of Christianity and both are adamantly 

unbiased.

5.4.4 Samuel Butler’s Erewhon

Babits knew Samuel Butler’s Erewhon (1872). One can find his views on it in his Az 

europai irodalom tortenete:

Ez teljesseggel swifti. Az Erewhon egy uj Gulliver, mely a viktorianus idealok 
relativitasat leplezi le. Butler szkeptikus mindennel szemben ami “modem”: erkolcs, 
evolucio, reszvet es haladas...Ero es erkolcs, egeszseg es kotelesseg helyet cserelnek 
az o vilagaban. Ez mar az “ertekek atertekelese”.710

As in the utopias discussed above, one can find most of the main features of this 

genre in Butler’s writing. Its narrative is slightly exceptional in that it has only one 

narrator who is both editor and author. The relatively simple narration, however, 

serves the same purpose as the complex kind in other utopias. It aims to make the 

story convincing. As in other works, travel and discovery are main features of 

Erewhon. These include the description of real lands and non-lands. The contrast 

between reality and a fantastical world serves to show what the author deems as 

wrong in his own environment. Thus it is a means by which Butler expresses his

710‘This is an entirely Swiftean satire. The Erewhon is a new Gulliver, which reveals the relativity of 
“Victorian” ideals. Butler is sceptical of everything which is “modem”: ethics, evolution, sympathy, and 
progress...Power and morals, health and obligation change places in his world. This is really “the 
revaluation of values’”, Az europai irodalom tortenete (1979), p. 427.
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moral principles. In other aspects, Erewhon bears little resemblance to the other 

works and Babits’s Elza pildta. It is a counter-version711 of all its predecessors, and 

Elza pildta is in turn a counter-version and transtext of Erewhon.

Butler’s work is the illustration of a value-system that comes full circle. It 

arrives pretty much where it starts from. Its clever rules and systems provide a way to 

circumvent matters which they are supposed to alleviate, solve or prevent. Examples 

of this are the banks; food-consumption; the birth-rights of children; the conviction of 

criminals; and even the strict social agreement on marriage laws. The way in which 

Erewhon is run resembles an anti-version of the Utopian land of More’s Utopia, 

which aims to base the concepts of an ideal society on a few unambiguous laws. It is 

different from Elza pildta too, in the way that it is not a dystopia warning against the 

worst sides of human nature, but a sophisticated satire of laws, institutions, 

conventions and customs. As a conclusion of all its arguments, the Erwhonians get 

round their strictest and most constricting laws to bring about happiness.

It is worth observing that while Erewhon712 can be read almost as a sweet 

fairy-tale, Babits’s and Swift’s utopias are more like anti-tales. The true lovers finally 

get home in Erewhon. Love affairs that come to bind people do not exist in Elza 

pildta. With the exception of Elza, people all die as a result of bombing or in an 

airless vacuum. Both works are, however, utopias. Like all utopias below and above, 

they contemplate morals, values and contemporary value judgements. In Erewhon the 

assessment of values comes mostly full circle in a way that nothing ever goes really

711 Erewhon is a pragmatic counter-version of a utopia since it makes conventional utopia meaningless 
because values and the lack of values in Erewhon make no difference in the assessment of society and its 
conduct. The pragmatic dimension of communication is the idealised and actualised use of language or 
in this case literary genres. See Translation Theory and Practise: A Discourse and Computational 
Perspective, ed. Paul Rowlett (Salford: European Studies Research Institute, 1994), p. 15.
712Samuel Butler, Erewhon (Ware: Wordsworth, 1996). As background reading I found J. C. Garrett’s 
Hope or Disillusion (Canterbury: University of Canterbury Publications Committee, 1984) useful.



wrong or is believed to go wrong. Swift satirizes the negative aspects of human 

nature, but can change his perspective playfully. In Elza pildta, however, the things 

that are described as going wrong do go wrong irretrievably. As I have already 

observed, this attitude has the function of showing humanity the alarmingly 

destructive potential in their nature. This way Elza pildta highlights the same positive 

values as Bacon’s and More’s utopias, Gulliver’s Travels and Erewhon. The 

consistently applied moral stance strengthens the admonitory quality of all dystopias, 

including Babits’s.

5.4.5 Edgar Allan Poe

Before finally considering Babits’s authorial kinship with H. G. Wells, I must devote
f  N

some attention to Edgar ̂ l^ i Poe’s role in inspiring Elza pildta. As I have already 

mentioned in connection with A golyakalifa, the young Babits was an avid reader and 

translator of Poe’s works. Evidence for this are A golyakalifa; Babits’s short-stories: 

‘Karacsonyi Madonna’ (1909), ‘Mese a Decameronb61’(1910), ‘Novella az emberi 

husrol es csontrol’(1913), ‘Ilus csodanapja’ (1915), ‘A torony amyeka’(1920), 

‘Dzsonni, a tengeresz’ (1923);713 Babits’s verse,714 and numerous references Babits 

makes to Poe either in his essays715 or in his Az europai irodalom tortenete. Though 

Poe’s works are rarely regarded as conventional utopias, Poe’s inspirational role in 

the case of Elza pildta is remarkable. The symmetrical and strictly structured 

narrative; descriptions of landscapes and imagery; scientific themes and fantastical

luMihaly Babits novellai es szinjatekai, ed. Anna Beliane Sandor (Budapest: Szepirodalmi, 1987), 34- 
39, 50-62, 73-79, 88-101, 177-186, 261-274.
714See footnote 78.
71 habits admired Poe’s mathematical talent, his expertise of composing and the structural symmetry in 
his compositions. See ‘Oidipusz kiraly’ and ‘ Az irodalom elmelete’ among the Babits essays. Mihaly 
Babits, Esszekes tanulmanyok (1978), i, pp. 206, 622, 636.
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elements, and an end-of-the-world mood are the proofs of Elza pildta’s roots in Poe. 

Thus the devices of Babits’s Elza pildta have their origin in The Unparalleled 

Adventure o f One Hans PfaaW16 and the Narrative o f A. Gordon Pym.111 As in 

Babits’s novel, both of these texts have double narrative sources. The first piece even 

contains the themes of other planets, and of aviation.

The narrator of Hans Pfaall begins by referring to hearsay in Rotterdam and 

quotes from a letter that is alleged to have been dropped by its writer from a balloon 

passing behind a cloud. The writer of this letter, Hans Pfaall, disappeared from the 

city five years ago. His letter recounts how Hans Pfaall built his balloon, and the 

considerations that led him to take his trip to the moon. It gives precise data not only 

about the Moon and the relationship of the Earth and the Moon but also about laws of 

aviation. It discusses the use of tools such as his barometer. It even provides a bird’s 

eye view of the world. Hans Pfaall’s description of the world from above is just as 

scientifically precise as his description of his balloon-building, his process of flying, 

and that of the planet he has visited. After the signed close of the journal, the narrator 

finishes by referring again to hearsay and to different reactions to the journal. These 

observations, though often scientific, neither accept nor refute the story. The note at 

the end of the piece ponders the credibility of other stories about journeys to the 

Moon. Finally, however, the narrator praises Hans Pfaall’s description for its faithful 

rendering of scientific principles.

The scientific theme in The Unparalled Adventure o f Hans Pfaall is likely to 

be another root of Elza pildta. The use of tools, that of the natural world and the

716‘The Unparalleled Adventures of Hans Pfaall’, in The Complete Tales and Poems o f Edgar Allan Poe 
(1982), pp. 3-41.
717Ibid., pp. 748-883.
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cosmos are imagery in both Poe’s and Babits’s works. The central subject matter, 

flying, allows the narrator to view the world in an unusual perspective in both pieces. 

The scientific method of description, based on the precisely detailed observation of 

natural laws, serves to make the fantastic real and credible in both Poe’s and Babits’s 

works. This device, again, encourages people to think. Poe’s story is more tightly 

argued than Babits’s. It also carries an extra note in the end. Both narratives, however, 

are symmetrical in a similar way, and their symmetry is based on their double, even 

triple narratives.

Like The Unparalled Adventure o f  Hans Pfaall, the Narrative o f A. Gordon 

Pym has a double and symmetrical narrative. It begins with the narrator’s own 

introduction to his narrative, and finishes by the editor’s comments on the narrator’s 

manuscript, parallel to the way Schulberg takes over from the scientist. In addition to 

the double and symmetrical structure of the narrative, the inner narrative of this piece 

also contains descriptions of travelling. Although the theme of this piece is not 

principally scientific, its style is similarly objective as that of Hans Pfaall and Elza 

pildta. Even in The Narrative o f A. Gordon Pym one must, however, notice the 

scientific themes. These include not only the assessments of mental states—chapter ii 

—but also the cognitive observations of reactions to certain situations, an example of 

which is chapter viii. The descriptions of sailing and discoveries, as one can find them 

in chapter xvi, are also scientific subjects.

One can read most of Poe’s works as if they were utopias, because of their 

objective fantasticality. This piece even contains an inner utopia within the overall 

narrative of travelling. The role of this inset is similar to that of the scientist of the 

small planet in Elza pildta. In addition to its utopian quality, and its inserted position, 

it also has themes that Babits utilised in his novel, namely human nature, wars,
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aggression and crime. The way the visitors are treated by the natives of the black 

land718 demonstrates the worst side of human nature. The final key sentence of the 

novel proposes retaliation as well.719 The difference between Babits’s novel and this 

piece is that Babits does not analyse the bad side of human nature to the same depth, 

but shows its consequences in the state of the devastated planet. Babits’s 

preoccupations and wording in Elza pilota create a transtext of Poe’s works. The 

endings of Elza pilota and The Narrative o f A. Gordon Pym, inter alia, are equally 

distressful. They both inform the reader posthumously of even the narrator’s death.

Certain parts of The Narrative o f  A. Gordon Pym are dominant roots of a few 

episodes in Babits’s work. One of these is after the first ship-wreck when Augustus 

hides Arthur in the hold of the Grampus:

This circumstance occasioned me great disquietude; for connecting it with the 
disorder of mind I experienced upon awakening, I began to suppose that I must have 
slept for an inordinately long time. The close atmosphere of the hold might have 
something to do with this, and might, in the end, be productive of the most serious 
results. My head ached excessively; I fancied that I drew every breath with difficulty; 
and in short, I was oppressed with a multitude of gloomy feelings. [... ] In this attempt 
my great feebleness became more than ever apparent. It was with the utmost difficulty 
I could crawl along at all, and very frequently my limbs sank suddenly from beneath 
me; when, falling prostrate on my face, I would remain for some minutes in a state 
bordering on insensibility.720

Its hypertext in Babits’s work:

Elza szediilten allt ott es vakon az emelygestol s szemenek fajasatol, a fajo vas es 
zuzott ko szomyu csikorgasaban. [... ] A levego csakugyan fullaszto volt, majdnem 
kibirhatatlan. A nedves por szinte behavazta ruhajukat, mintha csokoladeesoben 
jartak volna. [... ] En sohse fogok a levegore jutni... Itt fogok megfulladni...[...] Igy 
fulladunk meg... agyonnyom a ftjld... es mindig csak ezeket a nedves, undok 
foldfalakat latjuk magunk korul... folyton erezzOk magunkban, hogy fognak majd 
hidegen, puhan osszelapitani... mert itt van id6 errol elmelkedni... egyebet sem lehet

718Babits’s reformulation and assimilation of Poe’s work in this instance is obvious in Fekete orszag 
(1908). See Babits Mihaly osszegyujtott versei (1997), pp. 51-2.
719‘I have graven it within the hills, and my vengeance upon the dust within the rock’.
720The Complete Tales and Poems o f Edgar Allan Poe (1982), pp. 762, 765.



tenni ebben a larmaban, ebben a kodben, ebben a sotetben...721 

The description of Arthur’s mental and physical state in the ship’s hold and that of 

Elza’s health in the underground tunnels on the front are undoubtedly similar. The 

metaphorical means that describe their experience are also alike. The expression of 

claustrophobia in both narratives, and the settings encompassing conventional 

metaphors of the underworld in Western culture are also similar. It is, nevertheless, 

not only the depiction of Elza’s state in the war tunnels that transforms descriptions of 

what happens in the Grampus’s hold, but also that of the underground shelter. 

Claustrophobia is prevalent in the shelter. Aida’s story in Babits’s narrative must have 

been surely inspired by Poe’s narrative as well. This is shown primarily in the 

wording. The dogs behave similarly and what happens to them is also alike. The way 

the description of their behaviour expresses their animal nature is also similar. An 

extract from the source text in Poe:

He was lying close by the door of the box, snarling fearfully, although in a kind of 
undertone, and grinding his teeth as if strongly convulsed. I had no doubt whatever 
that the want of water or the confined atmosphere of the hold had driven him mad, 
and I was at a loss what course to pursue.722

Its hypertext from Babits:

Aida egyenesen nekirontott egy orszemnek, aki egy csukott ajto elott allt.—Fogja meg 
Janos bacsi!—stivoltottek a szolgak az orszem fele. Igy esett vegre foglyul Aida. 
Harapott, kapalozott, harom ember is kellett, mig kezeikkel lenyugozve artalmatlanna 
tehettek.723

721‘Elza felt sick and blinded through being dizzy. Her eyes were in pain amidst the screeching sound of 
aching iron and stone debris. [...] The air was really suffocating; almost unbearable. Wet dust covered 
their clothes as if it snowed and they were walking in a rain of melted chocolate. [... ] I will never get 
out to get some fresh air... I will suffocate here...[...] We will suffocate... will be crushed by the wet 
earth... and will still only see these wet disgusting walls of earth around us.. .we cannot cease feeling 
how they will flatten us out cold and softly ... because we have time to ponder here.. .in fact pondering 
is the only thing one can do in this din, fog and darkness’, Elza pilota (1982), pp. 623-24.
122I'he Complete Tales and Poems o f Edgar Allan Poe (1982), pp. 771-72.
723‘Aida ran straight into a guard who stood in front of a closed door. Catch her, uncle John!—the 
servants screamed at the guard. This is how she was captured. She bit and kicked. Three men had to 
hold her down to put an end to her’, Elza pilota (1982), p. 514.
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The narrator’s detachment from what is described, and the protagonists’ reactions to 

their observations about what is happening around them is also similar. It is, again, 

expressed in the same way as well. A subtle distinction between Poe’s and Babits’s 

characters is that Babits’s people remain less excited than, for example, Poe’s boys. 

Babits’s protagonists become professionals in war, while Poe’s heroes ‘only’ 

experience the dark side of existence, animal and human nature.

Babits utilised many more features from Poe. I will here discuss two short- 

stories which typify Poe’s outstanding inspirational role in the creation of Elza pilota. 

One of these is A Descent into the Maelstrom.™ As in Elza pilota, one can again see 

the mystical approach to nature characterised by scientific objectivity in the 

description of a partly fantastic, partly real natural phenomenon. As in Elza pilota, the 

description of a catastrophic natural phenomenon in this piece is made believable by 

the narrator’s scientific approach. Like in Elza pilota, the scientific observations in 

this story are in parallel with the narrator’s dialogic account of events that divides the 

story-line into parts.

The other short story by Poe I would like to mention is Manuscript Found in a 

Bottle. Apart from the theme of travelling, and the function of travelling in the 

narrative of other Poe stories and of Elza pilota, one encounters here the same 

phenomena of natural philosophy as in Babits’s novel. Just as in the other Poe short- 

stories mentioned above, the description of natural surroundings here and in Elza 

pilota are in parallel with the characters’ mental states. Another feature of Poe’s work 

that Babits transformed is the narrative form of the journal and the central role of a 

bottled manuscript. A piece of work in a bottle is cast away by its author who is about

724See Edgar Allan Poe, Selected Writings (1984), pp. 225-43.
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to die. The manuscript is thus left to its own fate in both pieces of fiction. The order 

of the manuscript’s writing in Poe is in parallel with the events that lead to the 

narrator’s death. The same applies to the scientist of the small planet, and to 

Schulberg. The only difference between the implementation of Poe’s story and that of 

Elza pilota is that the two narrators, the person of the scientist and Schulberg, and 

their allegedly distinct manuscripts, are merged at the end of the overall narrative in 

Babits’s work, while Poe’s work is an unequivocal tale by a single story-teller.

5.4.6 Herbert George Wells

Babits’s library list and the interviews made with him show that he took a fair interest

in H. G. Wells and in the philosophy of his works.725 Babits wrote,

A lehetosegek fele latszott fordulni H. G. Wells erdeklodese is. Mindjart kezdettol, 
mert a tudomanyos fantasztikum es utopikus “anticipacio” erdekes jatekaival kezdte 
[... ] Fantasztikumaban eleinte szigoru volt es egzakt, akar Poe; s az o egzaktsaga 
mogott nem settenkedett a Poe demona. A jozansag a szabad jatekbol hamarosan 
haszonra szant es tervezgeto utopiakba vitte; majd praktikus tarsadalomkritikaba.[... ] 
Valosagos tipusa lett a zsumalisztikus ironak, aki a haladasrol abrandozik, almokat 
szo a tomeg helyett es a tomeg szaja izere, nepszeru elgondolasait olcso szepirodalmi 
formaba oltoztetve.726

This quote from Babits reveals most of the similarities and differences

between H. G. Wells’s works, and Babits’s Elza pilota. One significant similarity is

that both wrote utopias which consider options of existence and society. Chris Ferns

725According to Gal, Babits’s brother said that Babits loved Wells— Babits es az angol irodalom 
(Debrecen, 1942) p. 22.—but his wife said that he could not stand him (p. 23.).The comments Babits 
makes in his Az eurdpai irodalom tortenete and essays, as well as the great number of Wells’s works in 
Babits’s library show that Babits appreciated Wells’s fiction.
726‘H. G. Wells also turned his attention towards possibilities. Right from the start he dealt with science- 
fiction, and with fascinating games of utopian ‘anticipations’. [...] Like Poe, he was strict and precise in 
his fantasticality, but his fantasticality was free from Poe’s demonic quality. Sobriety led him from free 
play to beneficial and planning utopias, and then on to practical social criticism. [...] He became the 
prototype of a journalistic writer, who dreamt of progress, conceived ideals on behalf of the masses, and 
put ideals into the mouth of the masses in a way that he clothed his literary principles in popular literary 
forms’, Az eurdpai irodalom tortenete (1979), pp. 454-55.



quotes Fry about utopian stories:

The story is made up largely of a Socratic dialogue between guide and narrator, in 
which the narrator asks questions or thinks up objections and the guide answers 
them... As a rule the guide is completely identified with his society and seldom admits 
any discrepancy between the reality and the appearance of what he is describing.727

Like most of the above-mentioned utopia writers and Babits, many of H. G. Wells’s

works are dominated by the theme of travelling. Both Babits’s novel and H. G.

Wells’s works concern themselves with society; problems of war, and the future of

mankind. Another central issue in all these novels is the role science and culture have

played in the development of human civilisation.728 Babits was more interested in

human nature than H. G. Wells, and H. G. Wells was more keen on giving his stories

the aura of a romance, but they both had a full panoramic vision of history and of the

earth’s civilisation. They both aimed to express their ambivalent attitudes towards

progress. I, nevertheless, find H. G. Wells’s works more optimistic and often more

essayistic than Elza pilota.

The H. G. Wells novels I will compare to Babits’s Elza pilota on the basis of

the above described similarities, can be divided into novels of behaviour, novels of

conflict and civilisation and a modem romance.

5.4.6.1 Novels of behaviour

One of the best known novels by H. G. Wells is The Time Machine.729 Like Elza 

pilota, this novel has a double narrative. It contains the same dynamic role of science

727Fems, Narrating Utopia (L. U. P., 1999), p. 13.
728They were interested in the same authors whose works they both used as sources. H. G. Wells read 
Plato’s Republic in Miss Fetherstonhaugh’s home in Up Park Sussex where he could borrow books 
from the family library. Lovat Dickson, H. G. Wells: His Turbulent Life and Times (Harmondsworth: 
Pelican, 1972), p. 24.
729A good edition I used in order to read and study the following three novels is H. G. Wells, The 
Science Fiction (London: J. M. Dent, 1995), p. 1.
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as a story-line composing theme that H. G. Wells commented on in his appraisal of 

Bacon, and Babits mentioned when commenting on both Bacon and H.G. Wells. 

Though differently than in Elza pilota, the scientific theme is also part of an account 

of the universal history of the world. The narrator travels with the help of his 

machine. His travel encompasses the history of the world which provides a 

disillusioning view of human civilisation and culture, such as the one the reader 

encounters in Babits’s novel.

Apart from science, and the dynamic and relativising role of science, both The 

Time Machine and Elza pilota are preoccupied with human nature and social 

behaviour. In H. G. Wells’s novel the Morlocks and the Eloi are just as strongly 

separated by a strict social hierarchy, as people in Elza pilota. The Eloi in The Time 

Machine and Professor Schulberg as well as Elza in Elza pilota have their origins in 

the Guardians and the Philosopher-king in Plato’s Republic. Elza’s mother is most 

similar to the Eloi. She is a sensitive person who feels for others. Like them, she is 

unfit to survive. Elza is a potential Eloi, but rather than choosing this form of 

existence, she goes to war. Thus she survives in a world that is doomed to die.

As opposed to the finer sensibilities of the Eloi who are unfit for life, the 

insensitive representatives of human nature are brutal and repulsive. H. G. Wells 

shows his revulsion of this phenomenon in the Morlocks. Babits shows his disgust not 

only in Vermes’s figure, but also in Elza’s disillusion with what she perceives as a 

beast in Dezso.

Another interesting parallel is the description of the underground existence of 

the Morlocks and the soldiers of the war as well as the population of the air-raid 

shelter in Elza pilota. The characteristics of all these spheres are equally repulsive, 

and, to a civilised state of mind, horrible. H. G. Wells’s words about the Morlocks:
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The Morlocks at any rate were carnivorous. Even at the time, I remember wondering 
what large animal could have survived to furnish the red joint I saw. It was all very 
indistinct: the heavy smell, the big unmeaning shapes, the obscene figures lurking in 
the shadows, and only waiting for the darkness to come at me again! Then the match 
burned down, and stung my fingers, and fell, a wriggling red spot in the blackness.730

Vermes’s and Elza’s rather one-sided conversation in Babits:

Tudni, hogy olok, hogy a magamehoz hasonlo eletet dltok ki! ...[...] Lehet-e nagyobb 
gyonyore a hatalomnak? Nem minden kor adta meg ezt a szenzaciot 
mindenkinek... Hatha meg az ember lathatna mindig, akit megol, vegignezhetne 
kinjait... Ha egy bajtarsam kiszenved mellettem, arra gondolok, igy hal meg az is, akit 
az en golyom ert, 6s akarmennyire sajnalom is, be kell vallanom...
-Pfuj! Vadallati dolog! Szakitotta meg Elza, nem allhatva.
-Az ember vadallat—felelt az idegen, targyilagosan.—731

Poe’s already introduced descriptions of ‘underground’ existence, could have most 

likely served as hypotext for H. G. Wells and Babits, and also for Babits through H. G. 

Wells. These quotations from The Time Machine and Elza Pilota, however, express a 

deep disillusion with humankind. The narrator of H. G. Wells creates a visually 

disgusting image of man. Babits’s fiction shows one of its character’s unscrupulous 

cruelty which astounds his morally wholesome partner. The former one’s indifferent 

reaction to the latter’s compassion shows up Vermes’s wickedness in an even stronger 

light. Both authors express their disgust with mankind with different means. H. G. 

Wells relies on a visual effect, and Babits on reason.

Despite all these common pre-occupations, themes, conventions and the 

credible quality of the fantastical, the main difference between Babits and Wells, is 

that while the terrible vision of utopia in The Time Machine ends in a club, and 

remains classifiable as a story, Babits’s novel ends with the depiction of a devastated

730Ibid., pp. 48-49.
731‘T o  be aware of the fact that I kill and put an end to a life such as mine... [...] Can power give more 
delight? Not all ages have given this sensation to everyone. ... I only wish one could always see the 
person one kills and their sufferings...'When a comrade of mine dies close by me, I always think that the 
enemy who is killed by my bullet dies the same way and however sorry I am, I must admit... -Phu! It is a 
beastly thing!—Elza interrupted him unintentionally.—Man is a beast.—The stranger replied 
objectively’, Elza pilota (1982), pp. 569-70.
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universe, and the death of the narrators.

In most of H. G. Wells’s novels one finds the same features that I have 

outlined above in the analysis of The Time Machine and Elza pilota. The Island o f 

Doctor Moreau732 is, for example, also a dynamic dialogue-based utopia due to its 

scientific, credibly fantastical theme. Travelling is a dominant sub-theme of science. 

Biological and scientific themes are also a central subjects of this novel. A moral 

deficiency in mankind is the consequence of the over-dominance of rationality here as 

well. The scientist doctor in Doctor Moreau could well be a descendant of Raphael 

Hythlodaeus, and a predecessor of Professor Schulberg. Only the task Professor 

Schulberg performs in Elza pilota is different from that of Doctor Moreau in The 

Island o f Doctor Moreau. While Professor Schulberg mutilates people to make them 

survive, Doctor Moreau tries to make human creatures out of animals. Social 

engineering is a characteristic feature of many utopias and dystopias.733 The idea of 

interference with the natural process of life calls people’s attention to the qualities of 

their own lives. Moreau’s thoughts about the animal qualities of his creatures are akin 

to Elza’s in connection with Vermes and her boyfriend:

And least satisfactory of all is something that I cannot touch, somewhere I cannot 
determine where—in the seat of the emotions. Cravings, instincts, desires that harm 
humanity, a strange hidden reservoir to burst suddenly and inundate the whole being 
of the creature with anger, hate, or fear. These creatures of mine seemed strange and 
uncanny to you as soon as you began to observe them, they seem to be indisputable 
human beings. It’s afterwards as I observe them that the persuasion fades. First one 
animal trait, then another, creeps to the surface and stares out at me ... But I will 
conquer yet.734

Both Professor Schulberg and Doctor Moreau exercise a Frankensteinian, or in a way

732H. G. Wells, The Science Fiction (London: J. M. Dent, 1995).
733Fems, Narrating Utopia (1999), p. 68.
734H. G. Wells, The Island o f Doctor Moreau: A Critical Text o f the 1896 London First Edition, 2nd 
edn., ed. Leon Stover (North Carolina and London: McFarland, 1996), p. 146.



God-like role in their attempts to intervene in the process of life. (It is worth 

mentioning that both scientists experiment in Zoological gardens.) The scientist of the 

small planet is also a transposition of their type. In both the universe of The Island o f  

Doctor Moreau and in that of Elza pilota, all these God-like doctor-scientist figures 

must fail. They also die. Failing is meant not only in the literal sense but also in the 

sense that they can neither transform animals into humans by trying to over

rationalise them, nor can they re-create the world, or save people by mutilation in a 

world that is doomed to die. A principal difference in the ending of Babits’s and H. G. 

Wells’s novel is that while Babits’s finishes with the scientist-doctors’ deaths, H. G. 

Wells keeps alive Pendrick. Despite his utter loneliness, he still carries on 

experimenting. Thus and, again, despite the similarly terrible preoccupations of both 

Babits’s and H. G. Wells’s novels, H. G. Wells’s novel finishes on a sad and yet more 

positive note than Elza pilota.

The First Man in the Moon™ has all the above described thematic and formal 

conventions in common with Elza pilota. The theme of a cosmic voyage dominates 

the story of the dynamic, scientific and dialogic narrative which makes the credible 

fantastic and the fantastic credible. Another common feature of this novel with 

Plato’s Republic, other H. G. Wells’s novels, and Babits’s novel, is the strict hierarchy 

shown in the society of the Selenites. The civilisation of the Selenites, a transposition 

of that of the Houyhnhnms, is totalitarian, cold, inimical, and shows, again, the 

dominance of rationality over all else.

These beings with big heads, on whom the intellectual labours fall, form a sort of 
aristocracy in this strange society [... ] They fall into three main classes differing 
greatly in influence and respect. There are the administrators, of whom Phi-oo is one, 
Selenites of considerable initiative and versatility, responsible each for a certain cubic

735H. G. Wells, The Science Fiction (1995).
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content of the moon’s bulk; the experts like the football-headed thinker, who are 
trained to perform certain special operations and the erudites who are the repositories 
of all knowledge.736

The human protagonist, Cavor, cannot survive amongst them. The end of this novel, 

the motifs of dream and barren space are again akin to Babits’s ending of Elza pilota. 

It must well have been another of Elza pilota* s hypotext:

and being forced backwards step by step out of all speech or sign of his fellows, for 
evermore into the Unknown—into the dark, into that silence that has no end...737

...A kisfold szinte teljesen kihalt mar. Egyediil vagyok a sivar, vegtelen urben. A 
levego kimeriilt... Fulladozom.738

Though it uses means different from those of Elza pilota, this novel is also about 

animosity and cold war. Apart from The Island o f  Doctor Moreau, it is probably one 

of the least optimistic among the H. G. Wells novels that I have selected on the basis 

of their similarity to Elza pilota. The final message of both these works, however, is 

less dark, bitter and pessimistic than Babits’s Elza pilota. J. A. V. Chappie discusses 

the roots of this phenomenon. He includes another source that is The Strange Case o f  

Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde, as well as other preoccupations of Babits, previously 

discussed in connection with A golyakalifa*

The balance between fantastic myth and reality is different in all these works, yet they 
all express feelings of apprehension, malaise and lost vitality. That this mood was not 
confined to Wells we have already seen in works like Gissing’s The Nether World and 
Hardy’s Tess o f the D 'Urbevilles; [... ] We know too, that these feelings were not 
confined to literature. Historians have claimed that a phenomenon like jingoism, for 
all its bluster, is an expression of anxiety and tension, and we have already considered 
the early twentieth-century panics and war-scares, strikes and suffragette violence. 
Most disturbing, perhaps, of all, was the feeling that all these external events had their 
origin deep within man himself: one remembers the famous and Strange Case Dr 
Jekyll and Mr Hyde (1886)739

736Ibid., pp. 458-59.
737Ibid., p. 474-75.
738‘.. Life is nearly extinct in the small planet now. I  am on my own in the barren and infinite space. 
Even the air has become exhausted... I  am suffocating’, Elza pilota (1982), p. 657.
739J. A. V. Chappie, Documentary and Imaginative Literature 1880-1920 (London: Blandford, 1970),
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5.4.6.2 Novels of conflict and civilisation

The War in the Air, The World Set Free, and The Shape o f Things to Come all contain

the above mentioned Wellsian features. They are about nationalism, war, pointless

destruction, science and cosmopolitanism and thus share the preoccupations of

Babits’s Elza pilota. The World Set Free and especially The Shape o f Things to Come

are more historical and essayistic than novel-like. In this respect, they differ from Elza

pilota. What these three novels, as opposed to the previously mentioned other three,

have most principally in common with Babits’s Elza pilota is that war as a theme is

not part of another story but, as in Elza pilota, is depicted as a historical problem and

a reality. All the above three works by H. G. Wells, and Babits’s novel describe either

national or international wars. The cause of the war is always nationalism. Science

becomes a power by which humanity can destroy itself in all these books as well. The

destruction of New York in The War in the Air is described as:

She was the first of the great cities of the scientific Age to suffer by the enormous 
powers and grotesque limitations of aerial warfare. She was wrecked as in the 
previous century endless barbaric cities had been bombarded [... ] He directed the air- 
fleet to move in column over the route of thoroughfare, dropping bombs the 
Vaterland leading. And so our Bert Smallways became the participant in one of the 
most cold-blooded slaughters in the world’s history, in which men who were neither 
excited nor, except for the remotest chance of a bullet, in any danger poured death 
and destruction upon homes and crowds below.740

The cause of the war is unintelligible :

“But why didn’t they end the War?”
“It didn’t ought to’ave begun,” said old Tom.
“He said it simply—somebody somewhere ought to have stopped something, but who 
or how or why were all beyond his ken.”741

pp. 278-79.
740H. G. Wells, The War in the Air and Particularly how Mr. Bert Smallways Fared while it Lasted 
(London: George Bell and Sons, 1908), pp. 206-07.
741 Ibid., p. 389.
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Like Babits in Elza pilota, H. G. Wells writes about the destructive power of 

science742 in war especially in The World Set Free. This is meant to alarm readers 

about what it can do:

these atomic bombs which science burst upon the world that night were strange even 
to the men who used them.743[... ] For the whole world was flaring then into a 
monstrous phase of destruction. Power after power about the armed globe sought to 
anticipate attack by aggression. They went to war in a delirium of panic, in order to 
use their bombs first.744

The use of gas and the depiction of aggression and hatred in war are, again, alike in

The Shape o f Things to Come, and in Elza pilota. H. G. Wells writes:

Other war poisons followed upon this invention, still more deadly: merciful poisons 
that killed instantly, and cruel and creeping poisons that implacably rotted the brain.
[... ] And to assist these chemicals in their task of what Dr Woker calls ‘mass murder’ 
there was a collateral research into incendiary substances and high explosives to 
shatter and bum any gas-attack shelter to which a frightened crowd might resort.745

Babits’s description is equally fantastically scientific but less theoretical than H. G.

Wells’s. The statement he makes about the cruelty of modem warfare is, however,

equally alarming:

A varosokban folyvast mukodtek a lathatatlan fenyu fenyszorok; amint bejutottak egy 
ilyennek a sugarkevejebe, a ropiilogeprol visszavert sugarak erzekeny keszulekeket 
hoztak mukodesbe. Ezek automatikusan megszolaltattak a szirenakat. A szirenak 
visitottak, a gepmadar fol- es lecsapott a magassagokban, a bombaveto egy kulcjnos 
szerkezettel pontosan iranyitva ejtette le gazpalackjait. Kulonos elektromos 
orvenyeket hoztak mukodesbe az elektromos kutyak elharitasara.746

742A definite root of this idea is the vril in Lord Lytton’s The Coming Race. I t  can destroy like the flash 
of lightning; yet differently applied, it can replenish or invigorate life, heal, and preserve... Bemeri, 
Journey through Utopia (1987), p. 236. Lord Lytton’s work is positive, however. He believes that 
civilised humanity will preserve itself by having a lethal weapon in hand. Lytton had roots in Bacon. He 
does not abolish private property. He deems that civilised nations can communicate for the sake of 
scientific progress and the way to achieve this is to make every nation civilised. He is especially H. G. 
Wells’s predecessor in this positive belief. See ibid., p. 242.
743H. G. Wells, The World Set Free, 2nd edn., ed. Ritchie Calder (London and Glasgow: Collins, 1956),
p. 102.
744Ibid., p. 131.
745H. G. Wells, The Shape o f Things to Come (London; Vermont: J. M. Dent; Charles E. Tuttle, 1999),
p. 160.
746‘The spotlights whose light was invisible did not cease work in the cities. The minute they got into the 
sphere of such a radar, the radii bouncing off the aeroplane turned on these sensitive equipments. These



Unlike in Babits’s novel, the world, in these three Wells novels, does not become

doomed to ultimate destruction: it becomes possible to save after the devastation of

the most lethal phases of war. Nicholson summarises this in connection with The War

in the Air and The World Set Free. The War in the Air and The World Set Free both

detail how world government saves civilisation from breaking up—the solution is

implied in the former books without being described.747 The new government in The

World Set Free ‘had to secure it universally from any fresh outbreak of atomic

destruction, and they had to ensure a permanent and universal pacification’.748 The

Brisago council states how welfare can be established both in the country and in the

cities of a ‘new’ world republic in which people have become tamed by suffering.749

The Shape o f Things to Come also discusses at length the details of what a world

government could be like. Its ending gives a positive conclusion to the whole work:

When the existing governments and ruling theories of life, the decaying religious and 
decaying political forms of today, have sufficiently lost prestige through failure and 
catastrophe, then and then only will world-wide reconstruction be possible. And it 
must needs be the work, first of all, of an aggressive order of religiously devoted men 
and women who will try out and establish and impose a new pattern of living upon 
our race.750

A Modem Utopia, which I have already mentioned, also believes in the rational 

faculties of mankind. It allows a compromise between socialism and laissez faire 

capitalism. It demands the gradual education of man, and envisages a world-state.

To conclude one can maintain that Babits’s dystopia also shows the necessity of a

automatically switched the sirens on. The sirens screeched; the plane lurched up and down in the 
heights. The bomber released its gas tanks which were set in the right direction by a strange high 
precision machinery. This set off special electric whirlpools to ward off the electric dogs’, Elza pilota 
(1982), pp. 651-52.
747Norman Nicholson, H.G. Wells (London: Arthur Barker, 1950).
748H. G. Wells, The World Set Free (1956), p. 190.
749Ibid., pp. 190-95.
750H. G. Wells, The Shape o f Things to Come (1999), p. 418.
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peaceful attitude by illustrating the dreadful consequences of fighting wars.

5.4.6.3 A modern romance

The War o f the Worlds is also like the other Wells novels and Babits’s Elza pilota. It 

is, nevertheless, a romance.

The War o f the Worlds contains the themes of over-rationality, science, a 

Republic-bassd. social hierarchy, and war as concrete and metaphorical subject 

matter. Unlike Babits’s Elza pilota, and like The War in the Air, The World Set Free 

and The Shape o f Things to Come, this novel’s story goes beyond the most horrible 

consequences of the war to have a happy ending. There are two ways in which this 

novel is turned into a romance, making it a metatext of all pessimistic utopias. One is 

that the Martians (cf. Houyhnhnms) who represent the over-rational, hierarchical, 

inimical force become destroyed by an unknown type of bacillus. Thus life can 

continue in London after the devastation of the war. In all senses of the term, and as 

opposed to either E. A. Poe’s, or Elza pilota's universe, life is made to overcome 

death:

But while that voice sounded the solitude, the desolation, had been endurable; by 
virtue of it London had still seemed alive, and the sense of life about me upheld me. 
Then suddenly a change of something—I knew not what—and then a stillness that 
could be felt. Nothing but this gaunt quiet.751

The other is that, unlike the world of Elza pilota, in which all affections and any 

source of romance is killed in the bud by circumstances and the implanted prejudices 

of the war, in the world of The War o f  the Worlds, everything becomes subordinated 

to a husband’s reunification with his wife. As a consequence of their union, all 

unpleasantness and vice become subordinated to a romance. ‘And strangest of all is to

751H. G. Wells, The War o f the Worlds (London; Vermont: J. M. Dent; Charles E. Tuttle, 2001), p. 159.
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hold my wife’s hand again, and to think that I have counted her, and that she counted 

me, among the dead’.752

6 Conclusion

According to his comment on his own novel, Babits did not class Elza pilota as a 

utopia, because, as I have already shown, Babits thought that utopias in general 

prophesised, promised, and threatened. He did not think that Elza pilota did any of 

these.

In the course of my discussion of particular utopias and the utopia genre in 

general, I have based my approach on the ancient interpretation of the word “utopia” 

which Babits did know and even cited in one instance. According to this definition, 

Babits’s work is a utopia. Despite what Babits thought about it, it does alarmingly 

threaten, warn, and prophesise. It is, nonetheless, more like the dark and pessimistic 

utopias than the tale-like romance ones. In this sense, it can be regarded as a 

hypertext of Swift’s, Edgar Allan Poe’s, and a few of H.G. Wells’s utopias. It is, 

however, also a metatext of Thomas More’s, Francis Bacon’s, and the majority of H. 

G. Wells’s utopias.

As far as its narrative, the intricacies of its double narrative and its 

subchapters are concerned, Poe’s works are one of its models, especially when one 

observes how the subject matter of the sub-story are connected with the scientific 

theme.

As I have previously mentioned, Babits strongly disagreed with Karinthy’s 

view on H. G. Wells. He took H. G. Wells’s works seriously, seeing them more than

752Ibid„ p. 172.
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just combinatorial exercises or games of fantasticality. Apart from his view on H. G. 

Wells’s works, which I have already quoted, Babits praised H. G. Wells for his 

orientation toward the future.753 In his early essay, ‘Erkolcs es iskola’ Babits referred 

to H. G. Wells as one of the most outstanding thinkers of his age. One of the main 

points Babits made in this essay in connection with Wells is that ‘Az elet fej lodes, 

nem magunkert vagyunk, hanem gyermekeinkert, s egesz jelenunk csekelyseg. Births 

and growth: ebben a ket szoban benne van az emberiseg minden fontos iigye’.754 Elza 

pilota is also a manifestation of this spirit. Its bitter objectivity towards the reality 

makes the reader realise the importance of peace and education.

753 See footnote 726.
754‘Life is development. We are not for ourselves but for our children, and our entire presence is 
insignificant. Births and Growths: these two words contain all the important affairs of mankind’, Esszek 
es Tanulmanyok (1978), i, p. 27.
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Conclusion

My thesis aims at interpreting the English substance of Babits’s fiction. In order to 

accomplish my project I have not only investigated Babits’s cultural background but 

also his source material.

As I illustrate in the introduction, my project breaks new ground not only in 

international but also in Hungarian scholarship. No one has written a comprehensive 

book on Babits’s novels, or done interpretative research into the English material in A 

golyakalifa, Kartyavar, Timar Virgil fia, Halalflai and Elza pilota. Babits’s fiction is 

still largely inaccessible to the English-speaking international world of scholarship.

My work is relevant for several reasons. The five novels with which my 

dissertation is concerned are significant because they are the products of thoughtful 

experimentation on Babits’s part. Through them Babits aimed not only at invigorating 

Hungarian novel writing, but also at reforming people’s social behaviour. Babits 

reasons with his readership by delineating positive and negative attitudes and their 

consequences. His works have both moral and emotional depth.

The English substance of Babits’s prose is crucial to the understanding of his 

fiction. The reason why many Hungarians are unable to make sense of his prose 

works is that they do not have access to the English source material. The English 

roots of the five novels are deeply embedded in their story-lines and fictional 

frameworks. They are predominant over the Hungarian sources. It is vital to discover 

and to interpret them. They are the keys to the comprehension of these works.

The introduction of these novels to the English-speaking readership allows a 

wide international audience to become familiar with the contents o f A golyakalifa, 

Kartyavar, Timar Virgil fia, Halalflai and Elza pilota. The ingeniousness of Babits’s 

fiction can fascinate scholars. The educated English-speaking readership will find a
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unique utilisation of English (French, German, and classical) sources in these five 

novels. Babits’s fiction will also acquaint the international readership with a more 

serious side of Hungarian literary culture than that which is generally known. 

Familiarity with this type of literature can trigger a deeper inter-cultural 

understanding.

Among the five novels, A golyakalifa has the largest amount of secondary 

literature concerning its English sources. I investigated the root material mentioned in 

various articles so as to decide which sources are correct and which are not. Thus I 

found that the skeleton of A golyakalifa's story is closest to that of Poe’s William 

Wilson. A golyakalifa does not only reflect a mood which originates in Poe, but it also 

utilises William Wilson's story. By interpreting one of Babits’s relevant letters on his 

own work I also discovered that he had Poe’s and Coleridge’s lives in mind when he 

wrote this novel. My findings are that A golyakalifa is an investigation into the 

vulnerability of an adolescent’s creative mind. The workings of this mind are the 

central subject of this piece of writing. Babits also employed formal ideas from R. L. 

Stevenson’s Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde in this work. A golyakalifa follows Stevenson’s 

work from the point of view of structuring particular themes. The comparative 

reading of an adult’s psychology with that of an innocent creative adolescent reveals 

further aspects of A golyakalifa. My investigation into Morton Prince’s The 

Dissociation o f a Personality illustrates the medical roots of A golyakalifa's 

theoretical basis. My analysis of this source provides a more thorough understanding 

of the psychological themes of this prose work.

There is little secondary literature on Kartyavar. This novel is surrounded by 

some misunderstanding. Its explicit English source material remains almost 

completely ignored by its critics. Only Istvan Soter mentions Dickens, despite the fact



that even Babits acknowledged his debt to the great English novelist in connection 

with this novel. The Dickensean roots of Kartyavar are the key to this work. 

Kartyavar’s metaphorical structure is modelled on that of Bleak House. Its 

description of scenes and events closely follows the manner of Bleak House and Hard 

Times. The moral dilemmas of this novel are not only in tune with those of Dickens 

but also with those of nineteenth-century English philosophical thinking. They 

undoubtedly have strong roots in the writings of Carlyle, Emerson, Thackeray and J.

S. Mill. The ending of this work is satirical. The closest precedent of its tone can be 

found in Carlyle’s works. The alter ego’s story, moreover, copies parts of Oliver 

Twist. It is revealing to see how Babits modifies the original story-line by using 

different artistic means. Dickens employs strong visual effects, whereas Babits relies 

more on comprehension through reason. The theory presented in Michael Riffaterre’s 

The Fictional Truth enables the reader to understand the relevance of the alter ego’s 

story which can be read as the subconscious reality of the main text. All in all, only by 

taking Kartyavar’s English roots into consideration, can the reader achieve a correct 

understanding of this novel.

The secondary literature on Timar Virgil fia  is even more sparse. This is 

perhaps because of the general neglect of Babits’s prose, since this novel is easily 

approachable. It has overwhelmingly dominant roots in Virgil. Its melancholy has 

traceable roots in English romantic verse. I investigated the Hungarian utilisations of 

The Aeneid in order to assess its role in Hungarian literary history. I have found that 

Hungarian literature has not seen many re workings of this ancient Latin verse epic, 

especially after the eighteenth century. By rewriting Virgil’s verse Timar Virgil fia  

has a greater affinity with English works than Hungarian ones. This theme has been 

truly popular in English literature, as I have shown in my work. Timar Virgil fia
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becomes even more akin to English literature because of Babits’s intermodal 

transformation of verses by English poets. An acquaintance with the English material 

of Timar Virgil fia  provides a more complete understanding of this piece of writing.

Of all five novels Halalflai has attracted the largest amount of secondary 

literature but its English sources are mentioned only in passing. Halalflai receives 

more negative than positive criticism. The reason for this is that many critics do not 

comprehend its cultural coding, which has strong English roots. I find that it is 

misleading to interpret this novel in the light of French and German literary history. It 

is, however, helpful to read it as a Hungarian transformation of its English models. 

Babits not only utilised the structural devices of eighteenth-century English novels, 

but also metaphorical descriptions of emotional states as used by Meredith.

Halalfia? s preoccupation with morals, emotions and social obligations has its closest 

antecedents in nineteenth-century English novels. Having understood Halalfla? s 

English material one can correctly read it as a colourful meditation on social 

behaviour. Its approach to its characters’ conduct is truly fair. It is also much more 

optimistic than most critics believe it to be. Its negative stories emphasise the 

necessity of considerate social thinking even more strongly than its positive ones.

Elza pilota was a popular novel at the time of its publication. I am mostly in 

agreement with the critics’ interpretation of this novel although they often ignore the 

sources of this kind of fiction. Elza pilota might be completely without precedent in 

Hungarian literary history, but it has many antecedents in the history of English 

fiction. It is an ingenious reworking of the structures and themes of particular English 

novels. Critics also seem not to have appreciated the nuances and depth of Elza 

pilota. In my dissertation I draw attention to the subtle psychological descriptions in 

this work. These episodes concern themselves with complex emotional states and



their connection with moral feeling. I also discuss the role of science in this novel. 

This remains unmentioned in Hungarian scholarship. All in all, I give an objectively 

appreciative interpretation of the outstandingly subtle thoughts that Elza pilota 

represents.

I hope that my dissertation will trigger further interest in Babits’s prose 

oeuvre. It undoubtedly makes further examination possible.
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Andrea Denby

The English and Classical Substance of Babits’s Novels — Errata

This errata contains all errors I have found in my book, including minor spelling and 
grammatical errors.

Page 28: In line 20, ‘like’ should be used instead of ‘such as’.

Page 52: In line 20, ‘Swann's Way’ for ‘Swan’s Way *.

Page 68: In line 2, ‘Like’ should be used instead of ‘Such as’.

Page 72: In line 24, ‘addressee’ for ‘addresse’ in footnote 204.

Page 73: In line 8, ‘affect’ for ‘effect’.

Page 79: In line 18, ‘career’ for ‘carrier’.

Page 85: In line 18, ‘The streets’ for ‘The street’ in the translated quotation.

Page 103: In line 30, ‘hands’ for ‘bands’ in footnote 296.

Page 106: In line 7, ‘like’ should be used instead o f ‘such as’.

Page 111: In line 20, ‘burial ground’ for ‘burial—ground’.

Page 117: In line 20, ‘materials’ for ‘material’.

Page 137: In line 8, ‘Corpora’ for ‘Copora’ in the quotation.

Page 141: In line 22, ‘Like’ should be used instead of ‘Such as’.

Page 151: In line 14, ‘peace’ for ‘piece’.

Page 161: In line 14, ‘Like’ should be used instead o f ‘Such as’.

Page 177: In line 28, ‘Is it not’ for ‘Is not it’ in footnote 501.

Page 245: In line 11, ‘Allan’ for Alan.


